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Abstract 

 

The Postal West is a history of one of the defining spatial transformations of the 

late nineteenth-century United States: the integration of the American West. When the 

Civil War drew to a close in 1865, much of the Far West remained a violently contested 

and sparsely settled periphery with only tenuous connections to the rest of the country. 

Over the next three decades, the West incorporated six new states and millions of new 

inhabitants into a region with increasingly close ties to the larger nation. How did this 

integrative project unfold so quickly across such a massive area of territory? The answer 

lies in an unlikely source. More so than the any other institution, the U.S. Post was the 

midwife of western integration. Its sprawling network of post offices and mail routes 

connected local communities to larger systems of capital and commerce, law and 

governance, politics and culture. As the foundational spatial infrastructure of the 

nineteenth century, the U.S. Post’s expansion in the western states and territories explains 

the speed and course of the region’s integration. 

The Postal West shows how a behemoth communications network operated along 

its western periphery. It develops a new digital methodology to map – with an 

unprecedented degree of precision – where, when, and how that network grew. Unlike 

today’s modern bureaucratic apparatus, the nineteenth-century Post operated as a 

gossamer network. It used a system of commissions, fees, and contracts to graft public 

functions onto the private operations of storeowners and stagecoach companies. This 

gossamer network allowed the U.S. Post to operate across a vast and forbidding terrain, 

making it the region’s foundational spatial infrastructure. The federal government relied 

on the expansive apparatus of the U.S. Post to extend its administrative reach across the 

region. A far-reaching postal system accelerated the aggressive movement of Anglo-

American settlement into distant corners of the West. Postmaster commissions and mail 

contracts subsidized the western economy and shaped the commercial geography of the 

region. The Postal West tells a new spatial history of the formation of the American state, 

the West’s breakneck integration into the larger nation, and the underlying spatial 

network that made all of this possible.
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Introduction 

The Postal West 

 

Julia Gilliss was fed up with the mail. It had been two and a half years since she 

had left her childhood home in Washington, D.C. to accompany her new husband, James 

Gilliss, on his Army tour of the Pacific Northwest. In a series of letters over the summer 

of 1868 the young mother complained about how difficult it was to stay in touch with her 

family while she and James, an assistant quartermaster, moved from camp to camp in 

Oregon. The mail was the only connection to her childhood home, and it ended up being 

a tenuous one at best: lost letters, missed deliveries, and interminable delays of thirty to 

forty days as letters made their way between the nation’s capitol and the Pacific. In an 

August 1868 letter Gilliss finally boiled over: “I am perfectly sick of the incomplete 

postal arrangements on this coast.”1 

In retrospect it was something of a minor miracle that Julia Gilliss was able to use 

the mail at all in 1868. She was, after all, living about as far as one could get from the 

eastern United States while still remaining on American soil. Gilliss and her husband 

James were first stationed at Fort Stevens, a remote coastal outpost at the mouth of the 

Columbia River. A tiny sailboat intermittently delivered their mail “depending on the 

winds and waves.”2 After one year at Fort Stevens they moved to Camp Warner, a hastily 

built encampment along the California-Oregon border and on the frontlines of General 

George Crook’s campaign against Paiute and western Shoshone Indians. Their new 

quarters on the Indian frontier left the couple even farther away from their family and 

friends in Washington, D.C. 

 

                                                
1 Julia Gilliss to Charles Stellwagen, August 17, 1868 in Julia Gilliss, So Far From Home: An Army Bride 
on the Western Frontier 1865-1869, ed. Priscilla Knuth (Portland, OR: Oregon Historical Society Press, 
1993), 181. 
2 Julia Gilliss to Edward Stellwagen, September 21, 1866, in Ibid., 98. 
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Figure 1. Location of Fort Stevens and Camp Warner3 

 

Letters from the east coast traveled to Camp Warner along two principal channels: 

by ocean steamer or overland by stagecoach. The ocean route necessitated a long journey 

down the Atlantic, across Panama, along the Pacific Coast to San Francisco, up the 

Sacramento River, and finally by stagecoach or pack mule through the Sierra Nevada 

Mountains to a post office in far northern California. The overland route, meanwhile, 

wound its way through a literal war zone, as the U.S. Army battled Cheyenne, Arapaho, 

Lakota, and other Plains Indians during the late 1860s. At multiple points the Postmaster 

General temporarily suspended the overland mail service because it was too dangerous to 

                                                
3 Francis A. Walker, “Map Showing, in Five Degrees of Density, the Distribution, within the Territory of 
the United States, of the Constitutional Population, I.e., Excluding Indians Not Taxed. Compiled from the 
Returns of Population at the Ninth Census of the United States, 1870.,” Statistical Atlas of the United 
States Based on the Results of the Ninth Census 1870 with Contributions from Many Eminent Men of 
Science and Several Departments of the Government. (Washington, D.C.: United States Census Office, 
1874), David Rumsey Historical Map Collection, 
http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/RUMSEY~8~1~29174~1130234:US-Population-1870-
?qvq=w4s%3A%2Fwhen%2F1874%3Bq%3Afrancis+walker%3Bsort%3Apub_list_no_initialsort%2Cpub
_date%2Cpub_list_no%2Cseries_no%3Blc%3ARUMSEY%7E8%7E1&sort=pub_list_no_initialsort%2Cp
ub_date%2Cpub_list_no%2Cseries_no&mi=18&trs=57.  
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traverse the interior of the country.4 Whether by steamer or overland stage, the final leg of 

a letter's journey entailed a sixty-mile trip by army couriers to fetch the mail from Fort 

Bidwell across the California border – provided they could break through the winter 

snowpack that had left them “snowed in” at Camp Warner for more than a month in the 

winter of 1868.5 

Julia and James Gilliss were living in a region defined by distance and isolation. 

As Julia wryly wrote in one of her letters from Fort Stevens, “It is Sunday but like 

Robinson Crusoe we shall have to cut a long notch in a stick to find out when it comes.”6 

The western army frontier may have felt especially far away, but Julia Gilliss's sense of 

remoteness was echoed across much of the region. Anglo-American settlement in the 

West was restricted to a handful of concentrated zones, such as Oregon’s Willamette 

Valley, the foothills of the Sierra Nevada mountains in northern California, or Utah’s Salt 

Lake Valley.7 In between these islands and archipelagos were vast areas of territory that 

were owned by the United States but effectively outside of its control. In 1868 native 

peoples occupied large parts of the Far West, from Powder River country in northern 

Wyoming and eastern Montana, to the Apache and Comanche raiding zones of Arizona 

and New Mexico.8 When James Gilliss finished was called back to Washington, D.C. in 

December of 1868, much of the Far West remained, at best, contested terrain.  

Thirty years later, everything had changed. As James Gilliss lay on his deathbed 

in November of 1898, he and Julia would have scarcely recognized the region they had 

                                                
4 US Postal Service Historian, “Overland Mail to California in the 1850s” (United States Postal Service, 
August 2010), https://about.usps.com/who-we-are/postal-history/overland-mail.htm.Postmaster General 
Alexander Randall to Ulysses S. Grant, May 18, 1867 in John Y. Simon, ed., The Papers of Ulysses S. 
Grant, Volume 17: January 1 - September 30, 1867, vol. 17 (Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 
1991). LeRoy Reuben Hafen, The Overland Mail, 1849-1869: Promoter of Settlement Precursor of 
Railroads (University of Oklahoma Press, 2004), 237. 
5 Julia Gilliss to Charles and Eliza Stellwagen, January 23, 1868 in Julia Gilliss, So Far From Home, 162. 
6 Julia Gilliss to Charles and Eliza Stellwagen, November 11, 1866 in Ibid., 104. 
7 For an overview of the West’s geography during this period, see Donald W. Meinig, “American Wests: 
Preface to a Geographical Interpretation,” Annals of the Association of American Geographers 62, no. 2 
(1972): 161–174. 
8 For Indian occupation of the Powder River country, see Catherine Price, The Oglala People, 1841-1879: 
A Political History (U of Nebraska Press, 1998); Susan Badger Doyle, “Indian Perspectives of the 
Bozeman Trail,” Montana: The Magazine of Western History 40, no. 1 (January 1, 1990): 56–67. For 
discussion of the Southwest, see Pekka Hamalainen, The Comanche Empire (Yale University Press, 2008), 
292–341; Karl Jacoby, Shadows at Dawn: An Apache Massacre and the Violence of History (New York: 
Penguin Books, 2008). 
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left behind.9 By the close of the century the Far West had gained six new states and some 

seven million inhabitants. A massive influx of eastern capital spurred a boom of railroad 

construction, bonanza farms, and mining ventures. Hundreds of thousands of farmers, 

ranchers, miners, and loggers moved westward to work in the region’s extractive 

industries. Their labor generated the natural resources that helped fuel eastern industry 

and connected them to the global economy. Other Americans traveled west in pursuit of 

health and tourism, many of them settling in the region’s fast-growing urban centers like 

Los Angeles or Denver. Breakneck development came with steep costs. The movement 

of Anglo-Americans into the West was made possible by the violent dispossession and 

relocation of non-white westerners, a process James Gilliss helped accelerate as an 

officer in the western Army. The penetration of distant markets lashed the region to the 

swinging pendulum of a volatile economy. Newly built mines, mills, dams, and railroads 

reshaped the western landscape, with often devastating ecological consequences.10 

 

                                                
9 For James Gilliss’s death see New York Times, November 14, 1898, page 7. Online at: 
http://timesmachine.nytimes.com/timesmachine/1898/11/14/102127844.html?pageNumber=7  
10 For western economic growth, see Richard White, “It’s Your Misfortune and None of My Own”: A New 
History of the American West (University of Oklahoma Press, 1991), 236–297; William G. Robbins, 
Colony and Empire: The Capitalist Transformation of the American West (University Press of Kansas, 
1994). For tourism, see Kevin Starr, Inventing the Dream: California through the Progressive Era (Oxford 
University Press, USA, 1986), 31–174. For Indian removal, see Patricia Nelson Limerick, The Legacy of 
Conquest: The Unbroken Past of the American West (W.W. Norton & Co., 1987), 191–196; White, It’s 
Your Misfortune and None of My Own, 87–93. On irrigation projects, see Mark Fiege, Irrigated Eden: The 
Making of an Agricultural Landscape in the American West (University of Washington Press, 1999).  
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Figure 2. Regional Population Growth, 1860-190011 

 

The West’s dramatic growth during the late nineteenth century was made possible 

by its equally dramatic integration into the rest of the country. The speed of this process 

was spectacular. As others have noted, it took two and half centuries to settle the eastern 

half of the United States but just a single generation to integrate its western half.12 In 

November of 1865, Julia and James Gilliss boarded an ocean steamer in New York, 

disembarked in Panama, traversed the isthmus by railroad, and transferred to another 

steamer that carried them to San Francisco. The journey took them the better part of a 

month, and was marked by seasickness and a cholera scare off the coast of Mexico.13 

Twenty-five years later, they could have boarded a train in New York and arrived in San 

Francisco in less than a week, all while traveling in the back of a luxury Pullman sleeping 
                                                
11 Decennial census data from “List of U.S. States by Historical Population,” Wikipedia, the Free 
Encyclopedia, February 13, 2015, 
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=List_of_U.S._states_by_historical_population. 
12 Richard White makes this point in the context of the western railroad network in Richard White, 
Railroaded: The Transcontinentals and the Making of Modern America (W. W. Norton & Company, 2011), 
459. See also Robbins, Colony and Empire, 147; David E. Nye, Consuming Power: A Social History of 
American Energies (MIT Press, 1999), 111. 
13 Julia Gilliss, So Far From Home, 3–16. 
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car. In the late 1860s letters from Julia and James’s family in Washington D.C. frequently 

took more than a month to reach them.14 By the 1890s, those same letters would have 

traveled across the entire continent from Washington, D.C. to Portland, Oregon, in five 

short days.15 In the span of three decades, the distance between West and East had shrunk 

by an almost incomprehensible degree. By the end of the century “The Far West” had 

become something of a misnomer; the region was no longer all that far away. 

The integration of the American West entailed a set of fundamentally spatial 

processes. Financing a mine, administering an Indian reservation, planning an irrigation 

project, planting a wheat field – all of these actions involved the rearrangement of people, 

animals, capital, and resources across an unprecedented expanse of land. The geography 

of the West presented formidable barriers to integration. Unlike the eastern half of the 

United States, the West encompassed a giant tract of sparsely settled territory. Fledgling 

transportation routes had to traverse some of the most forbidding terrain in the country in 

order to connect the region’s far-flung settlements. Many of the most powerful 

institutions and people in the West – federal agencies, eastern businessmen, and 

European financiers – conducted their affairs from centers of power that lay outside the 

West itself, and their success depended on the timely transmission of information to and 

from remote locales. The West’s geography made its integration all the more pressing, its 

success all the less likely, and its outcome all the more impressive.16 

How did this integrative project unfold so quickly across such a massive area and 

in the face of such daunting conditions? The answer would have surprised Julia Gilliss. 

More so than any other institution, the U.S. Post was the midwife of western integration. 

Extending the American postal network into the West was one of the most important 

                                                
14 See, for instance, Julia Gilliss to Charles Stellwagen, February 7, 1866 and Julia Gilliss to Eliza 
Stellwagen, January 20, 1867 in Ibid., 34, 112.  
15 For average time in transit between different cities during the 1890s, see “1896 Annual Report of the 
Postmaster General” (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1896), 789; “1899 Annual Report of 
the Postmaster General” (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1899), 833. Communication 
speed was not limited to just points along the railroad – similar letters from Washington addressed to North 
Bloomfield, a mining town in California, took on average just over one week to travel across the continent 
by railroad and in the back of a stagecoach up into the mountainous foothills of the Sierras. See Malkoff 
Diggins State Park Historical Collection, Box 30, Folder 5, Record of Registered Letters Received and 
Delivered – 1893. 
16 Robbins, Colony and Empire; White, It’s Your Misfortune and None of My Own, 267–270. For a useful 
discussion of regional integration in the context of Japan, see Kären Wigen, The Making of a Japanese 
Periphery, 1750-1920 (Berkeley, Calif: University of California Press, 1995). 
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spatial projects of the late nineteenth century. Between the Civil War and end of the 

century, the Post Office Department established some twelve thousand offices in the Far 

West and transported the mail across more than one hundred thousand miles of road, 

river, and railroad routes.17 In a region so defined by overcoming distance, the postal 

system was vital to every dimension of western development. Its expansive 

communications network linked local communities to larger systems of capital and 

commerce, law and governance, politics and culture. The U.S. Post was the foundational 

spatial infrastructure running through the region, and the growth of its network explains 

the speed and course of the West’s integration into the rest of the nation.  

                                                
17 Post office figures calculated from each Annual Report of the Postmaster General from 1865 to 1900. In 
the 1899 Annual Report the Far West included 97,770 miles of transportation routes in the Far West. Given 
that previously existing routes had been discontinued, there were more than one hundred thousand miles of 
routes in operation between 1865 and 1900. See “1899 Annual Report of the Postmaster General,” 306–307. 
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Figure 3. The Growth of a Network and a Region: U.S. Post Offices, 1860-190018 

 

The Antebellum Post 

Let us return to Julia Gilliss and the summer of 1868. In one of her letters from 

Camp Warner, she wrote that she was “perfectly disgusted” at the state of mail facilities 

                                                
18 Post office data compiled from Richard Helbock, United States Post Offices, Volume 1 – The West (Lake 
Oswego, Oregon: La Posta Publications, 1998); Richard Helbock, United States Post Offices, Volume 2 – 
The Great Plains (Lake Oswego, Oregon: La Posta Publications, 2003). See Chapter 1 for more 
information on how these maps were created. 
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in the West: “several officers have subscribed for a half-dozen periodicals for a year and 

have never received a single copy of any of them.”19 Living at an army encampment in 

one of the most inaccessible areas of the country, Gilliss and her compatriots were 

exasperated that they were unable to read their monthly issue of Harper’s Magazine. It’s 

tempting to dismiss their complaints as the grumblings of spoiled east-coast patricians. 

That would be a mistake. The army officers and their wives were fully aware of their 

remote location on the far reaches of the American frontier. Given their isolation, a better 

question than “Why was mail service so poor?” is “Why would they expect anything 

different?” 

Julia Gilliss’s complaints about the postal service embodied a nation that saw the 

mail not as a privilege, but as a birthright. Since the nation’s inception, the U.S. 

government had committed itself to building an expansive and affordable postal system. 

As historian Richard R. John has shown, the Postal Act of 1792 set in motion a 

communications revolution. By transmitting news and information, the U.S. Post became 

a powerful agent of change in the early republic. It carried newspapers and periodicals at 

a steeply discounted rate in order to foster an informed citizenry. Political parties relied 

on the Post Office Department to transmit their partisan newspapers, while Congressmen 

used the “franking privilege” to mail speeches and government documents to their 

constituents free of charge. As the largest branch of the American government, the Post 

Office Department provided a deep well of patronage positions that in turn gave federal 

officials a foothold in local communities. The U.S. Post allowed a dispersed populace to 

participate in a national public sphere that transcended locality.20 

The U.S. Post had no less of an impact on the growth of a national market in the 

early republic. It connected Atlantic port cities with communities in the growing interior, 

allowing American businessmen to relay and receive time-sensitive financial information 

from across the country. The establishment of postal routes and disbursement of 

government mail contracts to private stagecoach companies helped spur on an 
                                                
19 Julia Gilliss to Annie Stellwagen, August 8, 1868 in Julia Gilliss, So Far From Home, 180. 
20 Richard R. John, Spreading the News: The American Postal System from Franklin to Morse (Harvard 
University Press, 1998); Richard B. Kielbowicz, News in the Mail: The Press, Post Office, and Public 
Information, 1700-1860s (Greenwood Press, 1989); David M. Henkin, The Postal Age: The Emergence of 
Modern Communications in Nineteenth-Century America (University Of Chicago Press, 2006); Brian 
Balogh, A Government Out of Sight: The Mystery of National Authority in Nineteenth-Century America 
(Cambridge University Press, 2009), 219–233.  
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infrastructure boom of roads and turnpikes. Americans sent all manner of material 

through the mail that made up the commercial lifeblood of the nation, from bank-notes to 

commodity prices to speculative rumors. Merchants and lawyers, plantation owners and 

mill operators – all relied on the mail to conduct their business. The U.S. Post ran through 

the very fabric of the antebellum United States.21  

  

Network Expansion 

Since the days of Alexander Hamilton and James Madison, Americans had 

debated whether a republican form of government could survive across a large 

geographic area.22 The antebellum post helped solved this problem by maintaining the 

bonds of republicanism across the territorial expanse of the early republic. By 1828, there 

were 74 post offices for every 100,000 inhabitants in the United States – dwarfing the 4 

per 100,000 in France and 17 per 100,000 in Great Britain.23 The Post Office Department 

was able to finance this growth by factoring distance into its postage rates – the farther a 

piece of mail traveled, the more it charged to transport it. The cost of sending a letter, for 

instance, ranged from six cents if the letter traveled less than thirty miles all the way up to 

twenty-five cents if it traveled over four hundred miles.24 This system worked just fine 

when the bulk of the American populace lived on the eastern seaboard. But what if the 

country's borders extended three thousand miles across the continent? Would the U.S. 

Post still be able to fulfill its civic mandate to provide affordable access to the mail?25 

Beginning in the mid-1830s, a “cheap postage” reform movement began lobbying 

Congress to reduce letter postage in order to further cultivate an informed citizenry, 

                                                
21 John, Spreading the News; Wayne F. Fuller, American Mail: Enlarger of the Common Life (University of 
Chicago Press, 1972); Balogh, A Government Out of Sight, 220–226; Daniel Walker Howe, What Hath God 
Wrought: The Transformation of America, 1815-1848 (Oxford University Press US, 2007), 222–235. 
22 Alexander Hamilton, “The Federalist Papers: No. 27. The Same Subject Continued (The Idea of 
Restraining the Legislative Authority in Regard to the Common Defense Considered).” The Avalon 
Project: Documents in Law, History, and Diplomacy, Yale Law School, 
http://avalon.law.yale.edu/18th_century/fed27.asp. Accessed 4/21/2015. See also Balogh, A Government 
Out of Sight, 18–52. 
23 John, Spreading the News, 5. 
24 Letter rates reflect the years 1816-1845. US Postal Service Historian, “Rates for Domestic Letters, 1792-
1863” (United States Postal Service, August 2008), https://about.usps.com/who-we-are/postal-
history/domestic-letter-rates-1792-1863.pdf. 
25 For more on the idea of universal service in a private context, see Richard R. John, “Theodore N. Vail 
and the Civic Origins of Universal Service,” Business and Economic History, 1999, 71–81. 
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arguing that lower rates would encourage more Americans to write letters.26 Their 

lobbying efforts bore fruit in 1845 when Congress lowered postage rates to six cents for 

sending a letter within three hundred miles and ten cents for letters traveling more than 

three hundred miles. Six years later, Congress reduced rates even further, allowing letters 

to travel anywhere within 3,000 miles for a uniform rate of three cents, and over 3,000 

miles for six cents. The final touch came twelve years later, when Congress abolished 

distance entirely from the calculus of American letter writing. From July 1st, 1863 

onwards, Americans could send a letter anywhere in the country, regardless of distance, 

for a single uniform rate of three cents. Postage reform made the mail significantly more 

affordable for a large swath of Americans, leading to an explosion in letter writing and a 

flourishing epistolary culture.27 

Universal postage helped adapt an antebellum postal model to the new geography 

of a continent-spanning nation. The “cheap postage” movement may have been a reform 

driven by eastern urban letter-writers, but it had massive implications for westward 

expansion. After all, nobody benefited more from universal postage than the thousands of 

Americans traveling westward who were shielded from the true costs of distance when 

they penned their letters home. Postage reform culminated in the late 1840s and 1850s, 

just as the United States was in the midst of incorporating a giant new tract of western 

territory in the aftermath of the Mexican-American War. Extending mail service into this 

new area was no easy task, as it would nearly double the geographic area of the nation’s 

postal network. As Julia Gilliss could attest, the Post Office Department initially 

struggled to transport the mail quickly and reliably to the Pacific Cost. Nevertheless, 

warts and all, the U.S. Post did extend its network into the Far West to meet the demands 

of soldiers, ranchers, miners, and farmers that lived scattered across a remote and 

sparsely settled region. What’s more remarkable than the bumps and missteps of this 

                                                
26 Distance-based postage rates had a restrictive effect on who actually used the mail during this period. 
Michael S. Foley, for instance, analyzed a New Hampshire town in the 1820s and 1830s and found that a 
relatively small group of professional men accounted for the vast majority of transactions conducted at the 
local post offices. Michael S. Foley, “A Mission Unfulfilled: The Post Office and the Distribution of 
Information in Rural New England, 1821-1835,” Journal of the Early Republic 17, no. 4 (December 1, 
1997): 611–50, doi:10.2307/3124318. 
27 For an introduction to the cheap postage reform movement, see Richard R. John, “The Political Economy 
of Postal Reform in the Victorian Age,” Smithsonian Contributions to History and Technology 55 (2010): 
3–12. For more on an epistolary culture, see Henkin, The Postal Age, 22–32; John, Spreading the News, 
160–161; Kielbowicz, News in the Mail, 83–93.  
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process, is the ongoing commitment to expanding service despite such challenging 

geography.  

Access and affordability made the U.S. Post one of the most democratic 

institutions in the nineteenth-century United States. This was especially true when 

compared to the Post’s far more technologically exciting counterpart, the telegraph. 

Historians continue to delight in touting the revolutionary ability of the telegraph to make 

communications instantaneous, especially in comparison to the plodding postal 

system: “News no longer traveled at the excruciatingly slow pace of ships, horses, feet, or 

trains. It now moved at 670 million miles per hour.”28 In many ways the telegraph did 

revolutionize American society, especially with regards to journalism and finance.29 But 

the telegraph’s instantaneous communication depended on a network of poles, wires, 

machines, and operators. The farther that network extended, the more expensive it was to 

operate. And unlike the Post Office Department, profit-generating telegraph companies 

had no qualms about passing those expenses onto their customers. 

When historians write that “the telegraph liberated information,” they are only 

partially correct; the telegraph liberated information, but only for those who could afford 

to pay for it.30 In 1880 the cost of sending a Western Union telegram from New York to 

Chicago was $1.00. The farther the telegram traveled, the more it cost: the price of a 

transcontinental telegram from New York to San Francisco in 1880 was $2.50. One could 

send a stack of eighty letters across the country for the equivalent price of a single 

telegram. For most Americans, especially those living in the Far West, the telegraph was 

simply unaffordable – “the rich man’s mail.”31 Not surprisingly, Americans sent vastly 

more letters than telegrams; in 1880 roughly 35 times more letters traveled through the 

mail than the number of telegrams that leapt across Western Union’s wires.32 The 

                                                
28 Elliott West, The Last Indian War: The Nez Perce Story (Oxford University Press, 2009), 91. 
29 David Hochfelder, The Telegraph in America, 1832–1920 (Johns Hopkins University Press, 2012), 73–
136; Menahem Blondheim, News over the Wires: The Telegraph and the Flow of Public Information in 
America, 1844-1897 (Harvard University Press, 1994); Joshua D. Wolff, Western Union and the Creation 
of the American Corporate Order, 1845-1893 (Cambridge University Press, 2013). 
30 Elliott West, The Last Indian War, 78. 
31 This phrase appeared in the nineteenth century but I was alerted to it by Richard R. John, Network 
Nation: Inventing American Telecommunications (Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 2010), 156. 
32 Western Union rates and total messages from Alexander J. Field and David F. Weiman, “Table Dg8-21: 
Domestic Telegraph Industry: Messages, Wire, Offices, Employees, and Finances: 1866–1987,” in 
Historical Statistics of the United States, Earliest Times to the Present, ed. Susan B. Carter et al. (New 
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establishment of a single postage rate for letters, regardless of how far they traveled, is 

what separated the nineteenth-century Post from its profit-generating counterpart. Despite 

the telegraph’s revolutionary potential, the postal system remained the dominant medium 

through which nineteenth-century Americans communicated with each other at a 

distance.33  

 

 
Figure 4. The Cost of Private and Public Communications (1880)34 

Top: Cost of a Telegram, New York to San Francisco 
Bottom: Cost of a Letter, New York to San Francisco 

 

The U.S. Post was a communications behemoth, the enormity of which is difficult 

to fully comprehend. In 1880 Americans sent some 2.7 billion pieces of mail, an average 

of more than fifty pieces for every man, woman, and child counted in the 1880 census. 

Those billions of items traveled across a transportation infrastructure made up of 340,000 

miles of road, steamboat, and railroad routes that ran between some 43,000 post offices. 

The Post Office Department paid a workforce of more than 60,000 postmasters, clerks, 

agents, and contractors to operate this network – larger than the entire workforce of the 

rest of the executive, judicial, and legislative branches combined. In fact, by 1880 this 

“postal army” was larger than the actual U.S. Army. Only fifteen years removed from the 

                                                                                                                                            
York: Cambridge University Press, 2006). Equivalent amount of mail from “1880 Annual Report of the 
Postmaster General” (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1880), 87–89. 
33 For the limitations of the telegraph during this period, see Richard R. John, “Recasting the Information 
Infrastructure for the Industrial Age,” in A Nation Transformed by Information: How Information Has 
Shaped the United States from Colonial Times to the Present, ed. Alfred Chandler Jr. and James W. 
Cortada (Oxford University Press, USA, 2000), 78–85. 
34 Western Union rates and total messages from Alexander J. Field and David F. Weiman, “Table Dg8-21: 
Domestic Telegraph Industry: Messages, Wire, Offices, Employees, and Finances: 1866–1987.” Equivalent 
amount of mail from “1880 Annual Report of the Postmaster General,” 87–89. 
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largest military mobilization in American history, there were more postmasters than 

soldiers in the United States.35  

 

 
Figure 5. Size of Workforce in Military vs. Post Office Department (1880)36 

 

The national postal system was the most expansive spatial network in the 

nineteenth-century United States. This seemingly straightforward fact holds the key to 

understanding the significance of the U.S. Post within the context of western integration. 

The U.S. Post acted as a kind of lowest common spatial denominator; in the words of one 

Postmaster General, “Its hand is the only one that touches the local life, the social 

interests, and business concern of every neighborhood."37 No other single institution was 

used by such a wide swath of the population. Banks and other financial firms served 

mostly urban and commercialized areas of the country. Political parties maintained an 

organizational presence in most towns, but they could only claim membership from one 

side of the partisan spectrum. National voluntary or fraternal associations excluded 

participants on the basis of gender, race, class, or religion. But whether Catholics or 

Baptists, Free Masons or Union veterans, suffragists or socialists, a trip to the local post 

                                                
35 “1880 Annual Report of the Postmaster General,” 87–89, 6–7. In 1881 there were 43,599 federal 
government employees in the executive, judicial, and legislative branches combined. John Joseph Wallis, 
“Table Ea894-903 –Federal Government Employees, by Government Branch and Location Relative to the 
Capital: 1816–1992,” in Historical Statistics of the United States, Earliest Times to the Present, ed. Susan 
B. Carter et al. (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2006). Military figures from Scott Sigmund 
Gartner, “Table Ed26-47 –  Military Personnel on Active Duty, by Branch of Service and Sex: 1789–1995,” 
in Historical Statistics of the United States, Earliest Times to the Present, ed. Susan B. Carter et al. (New 
York: Cambridge University Press, 2006). 
36 “1880 Annual Report of the Postmaster General,” 87–89, 6–7. Scott Sigmund Gartner, “Table Ed26-47 –  
Military Personnel on Active Duty, by Branch of Service and Sex: 1789–1995.” 
37 “1889 Annual Report of the Postmaster General” (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1889), 
3. Participation in the U.S. Post was far from universal, however, as millions of illiterate Americans could 
attest. 
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office was a ritual shared by tens of millions of Americans from Connecticut to 

Colorado.38 

Even more importantly, other nineteenth-century institutions depended on the 

postal system's expansive infrastructure to coordinate their operations at a distance. 

Without it, most of these organizations would cease to exist as national entities. 

Voluntary associations, labor unions, reform groups, and political parties communicated 

with local chapters and collected membership dues through the mail. Business firms used 

the Post to transmit everything from invoices to promissory notes to documents of 

incorporation. Government agencies such as the Pension Office or the Census Bureau 

coordinated their operations, collected information, and disseminated reports through the 

mail. The U.S. Post’s far-reaching geography made it indispensable for a staggering array 

of organizations and connected more people in more places than any other single 

institution. It was the great spatial infrastructure propping up nineteenth-century society. 

 

The Production of Postal Space 

Like all spatial networks, the U.S. Post was grounded in a physical 

geography: letters traveled along specific mail routes, and postmasters sorted these letters 

inside actual offices. But the “spatial” dimension of this communications network 

encompassed more than just the paths and points that might appear on a map. Societies 

produce space distinct from physical geography. Take the example of a California farmer 

and his wife. They lived on a farm whose dimensions could be drawn on a map. But their 

farm was not an empty container in which they walked, plowed, and planted their 

grain. It was a multi-faceted space under a constant state of revision. Their farm was a 

legal space as well as a geographical one, defined by a deed of sale that granted them 

ownership over a particular parcel of land. When the couple erected fence lines they 

inscribed this legal space onto the physical landscape. Each new wheat harvest 

commodified their land as a commercial space. And when neighbors knocked on their 

                                                
38 For a brief introduction to the institutions of nineteenth-century western communities, see Don Harrison 
Doyle, “Social Theory and New Communities in Nineteenth-Century America,” The Western Historical 
Quarterly 8, no. 2 (April 1, 1977): 151–65, doi:10.2307/967248. Mark Noll draws a comparison between 
the early nineteenth-century growth of American religious institutions and the Post Office in Mark A. Noll, 
America’s God: From Jonathan Edwards to Abraham Lincoln (Oxford University Press, 2002), 200–201. 
Thanks to Richard John for alerting me to this comparison.  
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door to borrow a cup of sugar or accuse them of stealing a chicken, these movements 

continually redefined the couple's farm as a socially constructed space.39 

The production of space involves different kinds of space (legal, commercial, 

social) but also different scales of space (local, regional, national). The interaction 

between these scales in turn defines the larger process of spatial production. The 

commercial space of the California couple’s farm was not produced in a vacuum. It was 

the result of conditions and processes that interacted across a range of scales, from the 

global to the local: the price of wheat in European markets, the regional railroad network 

that carried their harvest to San Francisco, the soil quality of their particular plot of land. 

It is impossible to understand the production of space at one of these scales without also 

understanding the context and connections that ran between them. Scale was foundational 

to the nineteenth-century West’s defining spatial project: integration.40  

The great achievement of western integration was to link the local scale of 

individuals and communities to the larger scale of region and nation. The U.S. Post was 

uniquely suited for this task – connecting individuals beyond the scale of locality was, 

after all, its overriding purpose. The most obvious way in which it did this was by 

circulating pieces of mail across the western states and territories. It’s difficult to 

overstate the importance of these flows of information for a region so marked by its 

sprawling, sparsely populated geography. The U.S. Post was the primary way in which 

westerners communicated with other people outside of their immediate vicinity. It 

provided several channels with which to do so. The most familiar channel was that of 

personal correspondence, such as Julia Gilliss’s first letter to her parents describing their 

newly born grandchild in 1867: “We are very happy and proud of our little daughter…she 

                                                
39 The classic treatment on the socially constructed space is Henri Lefebvre, The Production of Space, trans. 
Donald Nicholson-Smith (Wiley-Blackwell, 1991). For a discussion of how capital commodifies 
agricultural products, see William Cronon, Nature’s Metropolis: Chicago and the Great West (W.W. 
Norton & Co., 1991). David Nye offers a similar treatment of the ways in which an American homestead 
was tied to larger energy systems in 1870: Nye, Consuming Power, 103. 
40 Sebouh David Aslanian et al., “AHR Conversation How Size Matters: The Question of Scale in History,” 
The American Historical Review 118, no. 5 (December 1, 2013): 1431–72, doi:10.1093/ahr/118.5.1431; 
Sallie A. Marston, “The Social Construction of Scale,” Progress in Human Geography 24, no. 2 (June 1, 
2000): 219–42, doi:10.1191/030913200674086272; Richard White, “The Nationalization of Nature,” The 
Journal of American History 86, no. 3 (December 1, 1999): 976–86, doi:10.2307/2568602. For an 
exemplary use of scale by a historian, see Robert MacDougall, The People’s Network: The Political 
Economy of the Telephone in the Gilded Age (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2013). 
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is the fattest little butterball.”41 The significance of this kind of personal connection is 

obvious.42 But other postal channels were just as important for connecting westerners to 

the wider world. Heavily discounted postage rates for newspapers, magazines, and 

periodicals meant that this material made up half of the total weight of the mails. The 

subsidized transmission of news and public information allowed a California farmer to 

check the price of wheat in Chicago and his wife to read serialized stories in Peterson’s 

Magazine, each of which connected them to larger economic and cultural systems.43 A 

dizzying array of financial instruments traveled through the mail: checks and drafts, 

mortgages and property deeds, receipts and invoices. These enmeshed individuals and 

businesses in a set of wider web of market relations that drove the region’s economic 

development. All of these different kinds of long-distance communications – personal 

correspondence, news and public information, commercial and financial material – were 

the U.S. Post’s most visible contribution to western integration.44  

But how, exactly, did the mail reach so many people across such a large area of 

territory? The U.S. Post relied on a particular kind of spatial network that allowed it to 

operate in the formidable geography of the western United States. The U.S. Post was a 

gossamer network. Unlike, say, the tracks and locomotives of a railroad network, the 

physical infrastructure of the nation’s postal network was a relatively minor part of its 

operations. When a group of settlers petitioned the government for mail service, the Post 

Office Department didn’t construct a stand-alone post office in their community; it 

commissioned a local merchant to distribute the mail from behind the counter of his store. 

Postal employees didn’t construct the nation’s post roads or even transport the mail over 

                                                
41 Julia Gilliss to Edward Stellwagen, May 25, 1867 in Julia Gilliss, So Far From Home, 132. 
42 The United States as a whole was a nation of letter-writers, but this was even more true in the West, 
where a dispersed populace left its residents especially dependent on long-distance communication. See 
Henkin, The Postal Age, 119–147. In 1880, for instance, Colorado sent more letters on a per-person basis 
than any other state in the country - an average of fifty-five letters for every man, woman, and child in the 
state. In fact, six out of the top ten letter-writing states and territories in the country that year (excluding 
Washington, D.C.) lay in the Far West. “1880 Annual Report of the Postmaster General,” 87–89. 
43 Kielbowicz, News in the Mail; Richard B. Kielbowicz, “Postal Subsidies for the Press and the Business 
of Mass Culture, 1880-1920,” The Business History Review 64, no. 3 (October 1, 1990): 451–88, 
doi:10.2307/3115736. For weight of mail, see “1890 Annual Report of the Postmaster General” 
(Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1890), 50–52.  
44 For more on the “information infrastructure” of this period, see Richard R. John, “Recasting the 
Information Infrastructure for the Industrial Age.” For an overview of how historians have studied 
information, see Paul N. Edwards et al., “AHR Conversation: Historical Perspectives on the Circulation of 
Information,” American Historical Review 116, no. 5 (December 2011): 1393–1435.  
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them; the government contracted with private stagecoach companies to carry letter sacks 

alongside their customers’ luggage and freight. In contrast to the modern U.S. Postal 

Service, with its government buildings, professional bureaucrats, and centralized 

oversight, the nineteenth-century Post operated primarily through local, private entities. It 

used a system of petitions, appointments, commissions, and contracts to graft public 

functions onto pre-existing structures. This flexible circuitry allowed the U.S. Post to 

expand into every corner of the West. 

The expansive gossamer network of the U.S. Post made it far more than just a 

passive conduit for information; it was an active force that shaped the late nineteenth-

century West. A reliable and far-reaching communications system accelerated the 

movement of Anglo-American settlement and the concurrent dispossession and removal 

of native peoples. Postmaster commissions and mail contracts subsidized the western 

economy and altered the commercial geography of the region. Western politicians used 

the Post Office Department as a partisan machine to dispense patronage positions in the 

midst of some of the most closely fought elections in American history. The larger 

federal government relied on the expansive apparatus of the U.S. Post to extend its 

administrative reach across the West. Not unlike its sprawling network of mail routes and 

post offices, the U.S. Post’s institutional fingerprints were seemingly everywhere. But its 

spatial ubiquity wasn’t just a metaphor for a broader social, political, or cultural ubiquity. 

The particular structure and geographical reach of this network was the actual mechanism 

by which it penetrated so many different spheres of public and private life. The extension 

of the U.S. Post’s gossamer network across the Far West played a foundational role in 

producing the different spaces of western integration. 

 

The Postal West 

The Postal West is a spatial history of the American West from 1865 to 1902. The 

larger narrative is bounded in time by two events. It begins with a turning point for the 

West: the end of the Civil War, which spurred the nation to its energies and resources 

towards the western states and territories. The narrative ends with a turning point for the 

U.S. Post: the adoption of Rural Free Delivery in 1902. This new model of residential 

mail delivery fundamentally altered the underlying structure of the postal network and its 
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subsequent production of space. But neither the U.S. Post nor the American West 

followed a neatly unfolding chronology from 1865 to 1902. Each chapter of the 

dissertation consequently follows its own temporal trajectory by examining a different 

dimension, episode, or theme from the period. Some of the chapters encompass the entire 

period, others are bounded quite narrowly in time, and their ordering is not strictly 

chronological. The overarching narrative is organized around space rather than time. It 

begins with the physical geography of the West’s postal network by mapping where and 

when thousands of post offices operated during the late nineteenth century. It then moves 

on to analyze how the U.S. Post produced two kinds of socially constructed space in the 

West: governance and commerce. These were not the only kinds of space that the U.S. 

Post produced, nor were they the only channels through which western integration 

unfolded. But they were two of the most important. Taken together, the U.S. Post’s 

production of administrative and commercial space shaped the trajectory of the late 

nineteenth-century American West.  

The Postal West begins by advancing a new historical methodology: “postal 

geography.” Historians have long described the West in spatial terms – Frederick Jackson 

Turner’s formulation of a steadily advancing frontier, for instance, or the contested and 

cross-cultural spaces of borderlands history.45 But geographic specificity often gets lost in 

historical accounts of the West. Where, exactly, were all of these people at different 

points in time? Chapter One uses digital methods to fill in the gaps and construct a new 

spatial synthesis of the American West between the Civil War and the close of the 

century. “Postal geography” hinges on the ubiquity of the U.S. Post. The network’s 

gossamer structure allowed it to establish post offices in nearly every western town, 

making those offices effective geographic proxies for the communities they served. 

Mapping the opening and closing of tens of thousands of post offices over four decades 

reveals the changing geography of the western postal network, and by extension, the 

region as a whole. It’s a sobering story. In comparison to the eastern United States, 

western growth was uneven, unstable and impermanent. Rather than following a 

relentlessly upward trajectory or even a cyclical model of boom-and-bust, development 

                                                
45 William Cronon, “Revisiting the Vanishing Frontier: The Legacy of Frederick Jackson Turner,” The 
Western Historical Quarterly 18, no. 2 (April 1, 1987): 157–76, doi:10.2307/969581; Pekka Hämäläinen 
and Samuel Truett, “On Borderlands,” Journal of American History 98, no. 2 (2011): 338–61. 
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was defined by churn: a process in which growth and failure occurred simultaneously 

across many areas of the West.  

 “Postal geography” comes into focus only through the use of digital methods to 

process and visualize historical data. It relies on a database of more than one hundred 

thousand post offices to trace the geography of western development with an 

unprecedented degree of spatial and temporal precision. This approach is part of a 

broader disciplinary shift towards using digital tools and techniques to analyze and 

represent the past.46 The written narrative of Chapter One is based on an online 

visualization that allows “readers” to interact with the underlying data by mapping the 

geography of the Post at any point in the late-nineteenth century. The complexity and 

amount of information visualized in this interactive tool is impossible to capture on a 

printed page. Taken together, Chapter One and the online visualization offer both a 

synthesis and a starting point. “Postal geography” establishes an underlying spatial 

framework of western history not just for this project, but for future scholars. A digital 

medium allows readers to explore this framework in more depth, to reuse its data or 

analyze it in new ways, and to build their own interpretations and conclusions about the 

late nineteenth-century West. 

                                                
46 This dissertation locates its contributions within a larger digital humanities movement. For an 
introduction to the field, the book of abstracts for the annual Digital Humanities Conference offers a 
glimpse into the current popular topics. The 2014 conference book of abstracts is available online at: 
https://dh2014.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/dh2014_abstracts_proceedings_07-11.pdf. See also Matthew 
K. Gold, ed., Debates in the Digital Humanities (University Of Minnesota Press, 2012). 
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Figure 6. Screenshot of online visualization, Jason Heppler et. al. “Geography of the 

Post”47 
 

Chapter Two transitions from the geographic space of Chapter One – the 

location of post offices and how long they existed – into a second kind of space: the 

administrative space of American governance. The chapter focuses on a new initiative 

launched by the Post Office Department in the 1860s to map the nation’s expanding and 

ephemeral postal system. The West played a key role in this cartographic project. In the 

immediate aftermath of the Civil War the federal government struggled with how to 

incorporate such a vast area of territory, much of which remained beyond its effective 

administrative control. The government’s need for geographic knowledge pushed the 

Post Office Department’s official Topographer to create a series of western postal maps. 

These maps became ubiquitous tools of spatial governance for the federal government 

and offer an alternative cartographic history from the period’s more familiar “Great 

Surveys” of the West conducted by explorers and scientists. Unlike the “Great Surveys,” 

these maps of the western periphery were produced entirely at the postal network’s center 

                                                
47 Jason Heppler et. al, “Geography of the Post” (2014), http://cameronblevins.org/gotp/ Accessed on 2 
June 2015. 
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in Washington, D.C. The federal government’s production of geographic knowledge and 

its concomitant administration of western space was indelibly shaped by the social and 

political contexts of post-Civil War Washington, D.C.: a burgeoning intellectual 

community of scientists, the entry of women into the federal workforce, and the political 

battles of the Gilded Age. 

The account of postal cartography contributes to a broader literature about state 

formation and governance in the nineteenth century. During the 1980s a cadre of social 

scientists and historians refocused attention on the American state as a subject of analysis. 

Since then, other scholars have dismantled the idea of a “stateless” nineteenth-century 

America – with historian Richard R. John’s pioneering work on the antebellum Post 

playing a central role to this turn.48 The Postal West carries the story of the U.S. Post 

forward to the end of the nineteenth century and westward into the nation’s great crucible 

of state formation: the western United States. The federal government was an inescapable 

force in the region’s history. Much of the region’s nineteenth-century development took 

place through federal entities such as the U.S. Geological Survey or the Forestry Service, 

which exerted a heavy hand over resource and land allocation, Indian removal, and 

railroad construction.49 For all of the scholarly attention devoted to the federal 

                                                
48 John, Spreading the News. The work of political scientist Stephen Skowronek and historical sociologist 
Theda Skocpol were foundational for this movement known as American Political Development (APD); 
Stephen Skowronek, Building a New American State: The Expansion of National Administrative Capacities, 
1877-1920 (Cambridge University Press, 1982); Peter B. Evans, Dietrich Rueschemeyer, and Theda 
Skocpol, eds., Bringing the State Back In (Cambridge University Press, 1985). For dismantling the notion 
of America’s “stateless” history, see William J. Novak, “The Myth of the ‘Weak’ American State,” The 
American Historical Review 113, no. 3 (June 1, 2008): 752–72, doi:10.1086/ahr.113.3.752. For examples in 
public works, social welfare, and disaster relief, see John Lauritz Larson, Internal Improvement: National 
Public Works and the Promise of Popular Government in the Early United States (Chapel Hill: The 
University of North Carolina Press, 2001); Theda Skocpol, Protecting Soldiers and Mothers: The Political 
Origins of Social Policy in United States (Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1992); Michele 
Landis Dauber, The Sympathetic State: Disaster Relief and the Origins of the American Welfare State 
(Chicago: University Of Chicago Press, 2013). Other prominent studies of state power include Richard 
Franklin Bensel, Yankee Leviathan: The Origins of Central State Authority in America, 1859-1877 
(Cambridge University Press, 1990); Karen Orren, Belated Feudalism: Labor, the Law, and Liberal 
Development in the United States (Cambridge England  ; New York: Cambridge University Press, 1991). 
One highly relevant example from American Political Development literature is Daniel Carpenter, The 
Forging of Bureaucratic Autonomy: Reputations, Networks, and Policy Innovation in Executive Agencies, 
1862-1928. (Princeton University Press, 2001), 1–143. 
49 Much of this literature coalesced through the New Western History movement of the late 1980s and 
1990s. Two of its foundational works emphasize the role of the federal government in the West: Limerick, 
The Legacy of Conquest; White, It’s Your Misfortune and None of My Own. For a revisionist critique of the 
federal government in the West, see Karen R. Merrill, “In Search of the ‘Federal Presence’ in the American 
West,” The Western Historical Quarterly, Winter 1999, 449–73. For recent examples on the relationship 
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government in the nineteenth-century West, however, not nearly enough has been paid to 

the most expansive federal entity in the region: the Post Office Department. No other arm 

of the state had as widespread a presence as the U.S. Post. Buying stamps at the post 

office was, for many westerners, far and away the most common interaction they had 

with the federal government. If the West “served as the kindergarten of the American 

state,” as historian Richard White writes, then the U.S. Post was a core part of the state’s 

curriculum.50 The Postal West illuminates the process of state formation in the West by 

demonstrating the actual ways in which the government produced administrative space in 

the region.  

Chapter Three shifts the narrative perspective from the postal network’s center 

to its western periphery. It peers out at the larger system through a tiny post office 

window in the corner of a California general store. This perspective reveals how the 

largest arm of the national government actually operated in individual communities. The 

success of the U.S. Post depended on the production of administrative space at an 

intensely local scale. Rather than relying on salaried public servants, the Post Office 

Department paid commissions and fees to storeowners and other businessmen to house 

and operate a town’s post office. The U.S. Post grafted public functions onto existing 

private businesses, with profound implications for production of commercial space. 

Because post offices were such central gathering places for western communities, local 

businessmen fought fiercely with one another for postmaster appointments and the 

control it gave them over the spatial practices of their customers. Tens of thousands of 

these private and part-time actors kept the U.S. Post’s expansive infrastructure running on 

its periphery. This arrangement was not some anomalous departure from a more 

recognizable model of professional government administrators. Instead, a storeowner 

distributing mail from behind the counter of his store was a far more common sight in the 

nineteenth century than a salaried bureaucrat working behind an office desk. The U.S. 

                                                                                                                                            
between the federal government and the nineteenth-century American West, see Stephen J. Rockwell, 
Indian Affairs and the Administrative State in the Nineteenth Century (Cambridge  ; New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 2010); Rachel St. John, Line in the Sand: A History of the Western U.S.-Mexico Border 
(Princeton University Press, 2011); William H. Bergmann, The American National State and the Early 
West (Cambridge University Press, 2012); Beth Lew-Williams, “Before Restriction Became Exclusion: 
America’s Experiment in Diplomatic Immigration Control,” Pacific Historical Review 83, no. 1 (2014): 
24–56. 
50 White, It’s Your Misfortune and None of My Own, 59. 
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Post’s gossamer network and its dissolution of public and private space represented the 

face of the era’s administrative state. 

Chapter Four elaborates on the relationship between public governance and 

private commerce by pivoting away from the local post offices outlined in Chapter 

Three and towards the mail routes that connected them. In the years after the Civil War, 

the Post Office Department expanded its network in order to meet the demands of Anglo-

American settlers who were rapidly streaming into the western states and territories. As it 

had done for decades, the Department contracted with private stagecoach companies to 

carry the mail to these remote settlements. Sprawling western mail routes offered the 

largest contracts in the country, and mail contractors used them to subsidize their 

transportation of people, goods, and freight across the region. By the late 1860s, however, 

stagecoach companies were using fraudulent tactics to win these contracts. They took 

advantage of the U.S. Post’s decentralized and ephemeral administrative structure to 

lobby, collude, and bribe their way into exorbitant contracts worth millions of dollars. 

This episode of fraud is part of a larger story about the costs of western integration. 

Grafting public functions onto private businesses allowed the U.S. Post to rapidly expand 

into the West, but it also led to a co-dependent relationship between the Post Office 

Department and the western stagecoach industry. This symbiosis created a distorted 

commercial geography in which winners and losers were determined thousands of miles 

away from the actual stage lines they operated, in the shadowy world of finance and fraud 

that coalesced in in Washington, D.C. Mail routes acted as crucial commercial arteries in 

the West, but they came with a hefty price tag.  

Chapter Five turns to a more successful instance of the U.S. Post’s production of 

commercial space: the postal money order system. The Post Office Department first 

established this service in 1864, thereby allowing Americans to safely and cheaply remit 

small sums of money without sending actual currency through the mail. Within a decade 

and a half, Americans were sending millions of these orders each year domestically and 

abroad. This chapter uses the case study of a single California town in the 1890s to 

examine how Americans in the West used this public service. Mapping the flows of these 

money order transactions illustrates how the U.S. Post provided a conduit for commercial 

integration. A decidedly gendered picture emerges of this financial space, one that was 
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produced by female consumers as much as male breadwinners. It was also a surprisingly 

regional kind of space. Instead of sending money orders to national mail-order companies 

like Montgomery Ward or Sears, Roebuck, these Californians overwhelmingly turned 

towards nearby retail stores in San Francisco and Sacramento. The U.S. Post and its 

money order system may have opened up ever more channels between West and East, but 

commercial integration paradoxically strengthened nearby regional connections as much 

as distant national ones.  

By the end of the nineteenth century the United States had successfully integrated 

its western periphery. It was one of the most rapid and dramatic reorganizations of space 

in American history. The U.S. Post holds the key to recovering the specificity of where, 

when, and how that project unfolded. Western integration hinged on the ability of 

region’s postal network to connect Americans to larger systems of governance, 

commerce, politics, and culture. The U.S. Post’s gossamer network of post offices and 

mail routes provided the underlying spatial infrastructure for some of the period’s 

defining processes: the formation and operations of the American state, the region’s 

churning economic growth, and the territorial expansion of Anglo-American settlement. 

Restoring the role of the U.S. Post in this story crafts a new spatial history of the 

American West. 
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Chapter 1. 

Postal Geography 

 

When is a town not a town? The Seventh District Court of California considered 

the question during the late 1870s when it heard a property dispute along the Sacramento 

River. A wealthy rancher named Emory Upham had purchased a piece of state-owned 

land that a storeowner named William Hosking claimed was rightfully his. The 

overlapping claims to this piece of riverside property made for a tangled web of 

ownership stretching back a decade and a half. One of the questions involved was 

whether or not the piece of property fell within two miles of a town or village. If so, 

argued Hosking’s attorneys, Emory Upham’s purchase of the state land was void. 

Hosking’s attorneys claimed that the piece of property was not only near a town: it was at 

the dead center of a town named Collinsville. The court ultimately disagreed: “the 

evidence shows to us that the place called Collinsville was not a town.”1 It was a puzzling 

decision. Steamers stopped at Collinsville and listed the town on its route schedules. 

Regional newspapers made routine references to Collinsville. Perhaps most damning, 

Hosking’s opponent himself had written “Collinsville” as his place of residence on the 

very property deed under question. The court did not explain why it decided that 

Collinsville was not a town despite overwhelming evidence suggesting otherwise. But a 

closer look at the previous two decades reveals why its status was even up for debate.2 

Collinsville embodied the kind of unstable development that characterized so 

much of the nineteenth-century American West. Charles J. Collins platted the town and 

lent it his name in the early 1860s before selling much of his property to a man named S. 

C. Bradshaw. Bradshaw proceeded to launch a land scheme that marketed worthless 

tracts of swampland to potential investors. He changed Collinsville’s name to Newport, 

established the “Newport Land Company” in San Francisco, and distributed circulars 

across the country advertising the town as both a “thriving place” and the terminus of the 
                                                
1 Upham v. Hoksing, California Supreme Court, 62 Cal. 250, 1882. Records for the proceedings can be 
found at the California State Archives, Sacramento (CA), folder WPA 16796 (6974) or in George H. Smith, 
Reports of Cases Determined in the Supreme Court of the State of California, vol. 62 (San Francisco: 
Bancroft-Whitney Co., 1887). For an example of other newspaper references, see California Farmer and 
Journal of Useful Sciences, Volume 41, Number 1, April 30, 1874. 
2 Ibid., 62:252. For references to Collinsville by newspapers and steamers, see Sacramento Daily Union, 
Volume 3, Number 67, May 11, 1877 and Sacramento Daily Union, Volume 3, Number 71, May 16, 1877. 
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Union Pacific Railroad – a fact that one local newspaper sarcastically noted was certainly 

“new to Californians.” Outside of a few buildings and a wharf, Newport existed largely 

on the sheets of booster pamphlets fluttering across the country from Maine to 

Philadelphia.3 The Newport land scheme was eventually uncovered and the remainder of 

Bradshaw’s property put up for sale at a sheriff’s auction in 1870. That same year Emory 

Upham purchased the tract of property under dispute in Upham v. Hosking. Shortly after, 

Newport changed its name back to Collinsville and began a slow and halting transition 

into a legitimate community. By the time Emory Upham and William Hosking went to 

court in 1878, Collinsville had two hotels, three saloons, two general stores, and a 

bustling salmon factory.4 When the California court declared that Collinsville was not a 

town, the court was likely referencing Collinsville’s prior status as a speculative paper 

town at the time of Upham’s purchase in 1870 rather than Collinsville’s standing at the 

end of the decade. 

Collinsville’s stumbling recovery from a “defunct speculation” to a small but 

stable river town highlights the tumultuous churn of the nineteenth-century American 

West, where a volatile economy gave rise to flash-in-the-pan mining sites, seasonal 

logging camps, and speculative paper towns like Newport/Collinsville.5 Ephemerality 

remains a defining feature of western iconography: the region’s ghost towns are nearly as 

recognizable as its cowboys, covered wagons, and desert landscapes.6 As these 

communities shimmered into and out of existence, they could rely on a familiar 

institution to follow them step for step: the U.S. Post. The postal network was able to 

rapidly expand into new places in the West through a gossamer structure that grafted 

                                                
3 For “a thriving place…” and “new to Californians” see Daily Alta California, Volume 18, Number 7037, 
December 31, 1866. Material related to the Newport land scheme, including letters of inquiry and land 
deeds, can be found in SCA #1065, Folder 61 at the Solano County Archives, and “The Newport Land 
Scheme Exploded,” Weekly Solano Republican, May 5, 1870, page 2. Many thanks to Leslie Batson at the 
Solano County Archives for bringing these items to my attention.   
4 For a history of Collinsville, see History of Solano County (San Francisco: Wood, Alley & Company, 
1879), 312–313; Thomas Jefferson Gregory, History of the Solano and Napa Counties, California: With 
Biographical Sketches of the Leading Men and Women of the Counties Who Have Been Identified with Its 
Growth and Development from the Early Days to the Present Time (Historic Record Company, 1912), 71. 
In 1877 a newspaper wrote that "The Collinsville salmon canning factory is running night and day” 
Sacramento Daily Union, Volume 3, Number 71, May 16, 1877. 
5 For “defunct speculation” see Sacramento Daily Union, Volume 28, Number 4304, 6 January 1865. 
6 For the importance of ghost towns in the creation of cultural memory, see Jon T. Coleman, “The Men in 
McArthur’s Bar: The Cultural Significance of the Margins,” The Western Historical Quarterly 31, no. 1 
(April 1, 2000): 47–68, doi:10.2307/971245. 
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public functions onto private entities. Infant towns like Collinsville didn’t need to build a 

new post office building in order to become part of this network; it petitioned the 

government to appoint a local businessman to distribute the mail from his store. This 

elastic structure allowed the U.S. Post to recede as well as advance. If residents 

abandoned a western town, the Post Office Department could simply terminate the 

postmaster’s appointment and, at a stroke, remove the town from its network of post 

offices. The on-the-ground ethereality of the nineteenth-century U.S. Post made it a 

surprisingly nimble dance partner for churning western communities. 

The case of Collinsville illustrates just how closely the U.S. Post could mirror the 

lifecycles of western towns. When William Hosking’s attorneys tried to argue that 

Collinsville was, in fact, a town, they pointed to the fact that a post office was established 

there in 1862, shorty after the town was platted.7 They neglected to mention, however, 

that the post office only survived four months before closing down due to a lack of 

activity. The office re-opened in 1864 before changing its name to “Newport” to better fit 

the needs of the Newport Land Company’s fraudulent land scheme. The Post Office 

Department closed the post office a year after it changed names when it stopped receiving 

paperwork from its postmaster – not surprising, given that “Newport” was more of a 

speculative venture than a real settlement. The post office remained closed for three more 

years while the Newport Land Company self-combusted, before re-opening in 1871 

under its old name of Collinsville. This inaugurated the community’s gradual transition 

from paper town to actual town. Over the remainder of the decade the Collinsville post 

office tracked the improving fortunes of its fledgling community. Its annual postmaster 

commission, calculated as a proportion of the business conducted by a post office, rose 

from a token twelve dollars in 1873 to over one hundred dollars by the end of the decade. 

Even the person receiving that commission reflected the town’s social tensions: Emory 

Upham served as its postmaster for three years before William Hosking replaced him in 

1876. Two years later, Upham was bringing Hosking to court. Their legal dispute in the 

California Seventh District Court was a sequel to a battle that had already transpired in 

                                                
7 George H. Smith, Reports of Cases Determined in the Supreme Court of the State of California, 62:253. 
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the local post office.8 In the twenty years leading up to Upham v. Hosking, the 

Collinsville post office closed and re-opened three separate times, changed names twice, 

and was operated by eight different postmasters. This was the face of the U.S. Post’s 

gossamer western network.  

The Collinsville post office was a remarkable proxy for the town itself. Its 

repeated openings, closures, name changes, and postmaster appointments mirrored the 

respirations of a tenuous western community and the competing interests and fortunes of 

its local leaders. The ability of a single post office to trace the trajectory of its community 

illustrates the potential of the U.S. Post to capture the broader trajectory of western 

development. Post offices reveal the lifecycles of western towns like Collinsville: when 

and where they sputtered or roared to life, how long they existed, and their eventual 

demise or potential resurrection. Expanding the scale of analysis from a single town to 

tens of thousands of communities from across the region crafts a new “postal geography.” 

Postal geography is both a methodology and a spatial narrative. The first part of this 

chapter outlines the methodology and its new contributions to the history of the American 

West. The second part of the chapter then uses the method to craft a spatial synthesis of 

western development between the Civil War and the close of the century. It reinterprets a 

standard boom-and-bust narrative to tell a larger pattern of churn, one in which growth 

and failure did not take place sequentially but were instead simultaneous processes that 

unfolded unevenly across the region. Postal geography marks a major new contribution to 

the history of the American West by offering unprecedented spatial and temporal 

precision with which to map the region and its shifting nineteenth-century geography. 

 

I. Postal Geography: A New Method 

The U.S. Post was the foundational communications infrastructure of the 

nineteenth-century United States. From its earliest days, the U.S. Government had 

committed itself to making the mail affordable and accessible for its citizenry. It 

                                                
8 For openings and closings and postmaster appointments see microfilm reel for California, Solano County 
in United States Post Office Department, Record of Appointment of Postmasters, 1832-September 30, 1971, 
M841 (Washington, DC: National Archives Microfilm Publication, 1973). For postmaster salaries, see 
“The Official Register of the United States, 1873” (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1873), 
573; “The Official Register of the United States, 1879” (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 
1879), 160. 
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subsidized the transmission of time-sensitive news and aggressively expanded its 

distribution system into the early republic’s growing interior. The American public soon 

grew accustomed to viewing the mail as a prerogative rather than a privilege, and as 

settlers streamed into the western states and territories they impatiently petitioned the 

government for new post offices to serve them. Their efforts were overwhelmingly 

successful, and by the end of the 1860s there were more than one thousand post offices 

spread across the Far West.9 

When the Post Office Department approved a request for a new post office, it 

granted the petitioners access to the nation’s dominant medium of long-distance 

communication. A post office allowed the surrounding community to read about national 

news, to correspond with relatives and friends, and to conduct business from a distance. 

Unlike today, the majority of nineteenth-century Americans did not enjoy residential mail 

delivery and had to collect and send their mail by trekking to the nearest post office.10 

Every day, millions of Americans engaged in this shared ritual, which in turn made post 

offices the nerve centers of local communities. In an age before residential delivery, 

offices had to be centrally located and accessible for residents who lived nearby. For 

most Americans, the name of their post office was their mailing address; it was how they 

located themselves and others in space.11 The unit of the post office was the lowest 

common geographic denominator of the U.S. Post. This simple fact – that a post office 

                                                
9 “1869 Annual Report of the Postmaster General” (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1869), 
96. For an example of the back-and-forth that came with obtaining a post office, see D. B. Ria to Joseph 
Hoy Blazer, 28 May 1874, Blazer’s Mill Records, 1835-1902, MSS 50 BC, University of New Mexico 
Center for Southwest Research, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico; Letter Petitioning 
for White Sulphur Springs, N.M. Post Office, 4 June 1874, MSS 208 SC, University of New Mexico Center 
for Southwest Research, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico.  
10 Residential delivery only existed in major cities in the nineteenth century. Rural Free Delivery extended 
this service to the countryside, but the Post Office Department did not begin implementing this service until 
the turn of the twentieth century. I discuss Rural Free Delivery in more detail in the Conclusion. Wayne 
Edison Fuller, RFD, The Changing Face of Rural America (Bloomington, 1964). 
11 Nineteenth-century directories such as pensioner rolls or legislative rosters frequently listed only the 
name of a person’s post office as a way to contact them. See United States Pension Bureau, List of 
Pensioners on the Roll January 1, 1883: Giving the Name of Each Pensioner, the Cause for Which 
Pensioned, the Post-Office Address, the Rate of Pension Per Month, and the Date of Original Allowance, 
as Called for by Senate Resolution of December 8, 1882, vol. 3 (U.S. Government Printing Office, 1883), 
http://books.google.com/books?id=17kqAAAAMAAJ; Legal Correspondents throughout the United 
States: Containing the Name and Post-Office Address, with Testimonial as to Good Standing and 
Reputation, of a Responsible Member of the Bar or Law Firm in Every Important County in the United 
States (Printed by A. C. Bryson & co., 1869); Benjamin Perley Poore, Congressional Directory (U.S. 
Government Printing Office, 1881), 170–176. 
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was the locational proxy for a surrounding community – is the methodological starting 

point for reconstructing a nineteenth-century “postal geography.” 

Every time the Post Office Department established a new post office, it recorded 

this event at its headquarters in Washington, D.C. These records offer a standardized way 

to trace where and when individual communities formed. Other records such as articles of 

incorporation, local histories, or town plats can vary from region to region. But whether 

in Massachusetts or Montana, communities went through the same process to get a post 

office. And, just as importantly, postal records also capture the decline of communities. 

Whenever the flow of mail dried up or a postmaster stopped filing quarterly paperwork, 

the Post Office Department would discontinue a post office. The Department recorded 

each individual cycle of institutional birth and death. This spatio-temporal data – where 

and when post offices existed – is some of the most comprehensive and standardized 

information available to track when and where individual communities existed. When 

aggregated across tens of thousands of post offices and placed on a map, postal data can 

reveal the geography of the U.S. Post and how it changed over time.12 By 1880, for 

instance, Collinsville, California was one of nearly three thousand post offices in the Far 

West.13 Expanding the scale of analysis from an individual California post office to the 

entire western network locates Collinsville within a larger postal geography.14 (See figure 

                                                
12 I am indebted to the work of philatelist and historian Richard Helbock who compiled a massive database 
of every U.S. Post Office, along with their county, state, established date, and final discontinuance date. 
See Richard Helbock, United States Post Offices, Volumes 1-8. Available for purchase at: http://www.la-
posta.com/images/ebooks.htm 
13 “1880 Annual Report of the Postmaster General” (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1880), 
57. 
14 I am not the first to use post offices as geographic proxies for settlement in the United States, but existing 
applications have tended to focus on a single state. See John A. Alwin, “Post Office Locations and the 
Historical Geographer: A Montana Example,” The Professional Geographer 26, no. 2 (1974): 183–86, 
doi:10.1111/j.0033-0124.1974.00183.x; James R. Shortridge, “The Post Office Frontier in Kansas,” 
Journal of the West 13 (July 1974): 83–97; Morton D. Winsberg, “The Advance of Florida’s Frontier as 
Determined from Post Office Openings,” The Florida Historical Quarterly 72, no. 2 (October 1993): 189–
99; Kenneth E. Lewis, “Mapping Antebellum Euro-American Settlement Spread in Southern Lower 
Michigan,” The Michigan Historical Review 30, no. 2 (Fall 2004): 105–34; Andrew Allen, “Post Offices as 
a Measure of Nebraska’s Settlement Frontier” (Master’s Thesis, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 2011), 
http://kuscholarworks.ku.edu/bitstream/handle/1808/7835/Allen_ku_0099M_11532_DATA_1.pdf. 
International examples of similar methodology include Zef Segal, “Communication and State Construction: 
The Postal Service in German States, 1815–1866,” Journal of Interdisciplinary History 44, no. 4 (2014): 
453–73, doi:10.1162/JINH_a_00610; Florian Ploeckl, “It’s All in the Mail: The Economic Geography of 
the German Empire,” School of Economics Working Paper (University of Adelaide, School of Economics, 
April 2015), https://ideas.repec.org/p/adl/wpaper/2015-12.html. For postal geography incorporated into 
other forms of historical analysis, see University of NebraskaBrooks Miles Barnes William G. Thomas III, 
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1.) 

 
Figure 1. U.S. Post Offices in the American West, 1880. 

Collinsville, CA, highlighted in red 
 

 What exactly does each of these dots on the map represent? On a rudimentary 

level, a post office shows where people lived and approximately how long they were 

there. Post offices capture the movement of Americans into and out of specific areas at 

specific points in time. If a post office existed on the above map, a group of people 

almost certainly lived nearby. A few caveats are in order, however. A post office is by no 

means a perfect proxy for settlement. First, a post office does not necessarily tell you the 

                                                                                                                                            
“The Countryside Transformed: The Eastern Shore of Virginia, the Pennsylvania Railroad, and the 
Creation of a Modern Landscape,” Southern Spaces, n.d., 
http://www.southernspaces.org/2007/countryside-transformed-eastern-shore-virginia-pennsylvania-
railroad-and-creation-modern-landsc.  
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size of the community it served. San Francisco was a diverse, booming metropolis of 

some 233,000 inhabitants in 1880, but on the above map its post office looks identical to 

the tiny office run out of Collinsville’s general store. Second, the temporal precision of a 

post office’s opening and closing dates masks a far messier reality. As the case of 

Collinsville illustrates, the opening of a post office may well represent aspirations for 

settlement as much as settlement itself. On the other end of an office’s lifespan, the final 

closure of a post office might take place well after a community effectively ceased to 

exist as such. So long as a trickle of mail continued to drip into or out of a post office and 

its postmaster filed their quarterly paperwork, the Post Office Department would often 

allow the office to limp along. Not every post office mirrored the precise lifecycle of the 

community it served.  

 The empty spaces of postal geography are also potentially misleading. On a 

technical note, it is impossible to recover the location of every single post office – 

roughly 25% of post offices that existed in 1880 don’t appear on the above map because 

it is unclear exactly where they were located. The map is therefore incomplete, showing 

blank space where, in fact, a post office existed. Empty spaces are even more problematic 

in that they can write out the presence of non-Anglo-American settlement. Postal 

geography runs the risk of parroting a tired narrative of white settlers carrying the mantle 

of American civilization into an empty western wilderness. But these blank spaces also 

have the potential to tell a very different kind of story about the control of space and the 

limits of that control. Through the late 1870s, for instance, there were no post offices in 

Powder River Country, a large area of land in northeastern Wyoming and southeastern 

Montana. (See figure 2.) The reason for this was straightforward: the area remained 

outside the territorial control of the U.S. Government. A peace treaty in 1868 ceded the 

Powder River Country to Lakotas, Northern Cheyenne, and Northern Arapaho. The 

government’s inability to extend the U.S. Post into this area defined the geographic limits 

of westward expansion. It took a violent military campaign in 1876 to wrest away control 

from native peoples. The blank spaces of postal geography are a reminder that Anglo-

American settlement wasn’t inexorable and didn’t unfurl in a single unimpeded wave. It 

occurred in fits and starts, in halting forays and retreats. 
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Figure 2. U.S. Post Offices, 1865-187715 

 

The presence or absence of a post office is a simplistic, but nevertheless effective 

way to define a community, or what might be described as a “postal community.” This 

definition leaves aside sociological theorizing in favor of a more utilitarian approach. A 

post office was in and of itself a communal institution. Its establishment required enough 

people acting together to successfully petition the federal government for a service. Even 

if a post office was a small and peripheral node within the U.S. postal system, it was 

nonetheless a central point for the immediate area. It was where people congregated, 

socialized, and shared news. Whether in the back of a store or in a massive downtown 

building, whether it served a handful of settlers or an entire city, a post office anchored a 

communal unit beyond the scale of the individual. But, crucially, a post office also 

bridged what historian Thomas Bender describes as a growing bifurcation in late-

nineteenth-century American communities between local relationships and “translocal” 
                                                
15 Screenshot from Jason Heppler et. al., “Geography of the Post,” http://cameronblevins.org/gotp/ 
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ideas and institutions. The U.S. Post blended these two spatial scales by both providing a 

local site of interaction at the post office and embedding people within a national 

communications network. When the Post Office Department finally closed a post office, 

it marked an endpoint of sorts for a community: residents had either moved away, begun 

using a different post office, or had stopped communicating with the wider world. These 

postal communities were the basic spatial units that made up a larger postal geography in 

the late nineteenth-century United States.16 

 

Filling in the Gaps 

Historians of the American West have incorporated questions of space and place 

into their work ever since Frederick Jackson Turner’s famous “frontier thesis” in 1893 

articulated an advancing western frontier across the continent. In the late 1980s and early 

1990s “New Western” historians critiqued Turner’s narrative in part by interpreting the 

West as a place of conquest rather than a frontier process.17 The physical geography of 

the West has played no less a role in this literature, exemplified by Donald Worster’s 

emphasis on the unique aridity of the western environment and its implications for 

capitalist development.18 Western historians have also used a borderlands approach that 

examines connections, interactions, and movements across the region's imperial, national, 

and oceanic boundaries.19 All of these approaches, to varying degrees, rely on spatial 

concepts to chart the region’s history. 

                                                
16 Thomas Bender, Community and Social Change in America (Rutgers University Press, 1978), 61–120. 
Frederick Jackson Turner’s “frontier thesis” spawned a host of studies looking at the communities in a 
frontier context. For an overview of this literature, see Don Harrison Doyle, “Social Theory and New 
Communities in Nineteenth-Century America,” The Western Historical Quarterly 8, no. 2 (April 1, 1977): 
151–65, doi:10.2307/967248; Don Harrison Doyle, The Social Order of a Frontier Community: 
Jacksonville, Illinois, 1825-70 (University of Illinois Press, 1983), 8–12. See also Stanley Elkins and Eric 
McKitrick, “A Meaning for Turner’s Frontier: Part I: Democracy in the Old Northwest,” Political Science 
Quarterly, 1954, 321–53; Stanley Elkins and Eric McKitrick, “A Meaning for Turner’s Frontier: Part II: 
The Southwest Frontier and New England,” Political Science Quarterly, 1954, 565–602; Allan G. Bogue, 
“Social Theory and the Pioneer,” Agricultural History 34, no. 1 (January 1, 1960): 21–34; Robert R. 
Dykstra, The Cattle Towns, Alfred A. Knopf (New York, 1968). 
17 Patricia Nelson Limerick, The Legacy of Conquest: The Unbroken Past of the American West (W.W. 
Norton & Co., 1987). 
18 Donald Worster, Rivers of Empire: Water, Aridity, and the Growth of the American West (Oxford 
University Press, USA, 1985). For other environmental histories, see William Cronon, Nature’s 
Metropolis: Chicago and the Great West (W.W. Norton & Co., 1991). 
19 Pekka Hämäläinen and Samuel Truett, “On Borderlands,” Journal of American History 98, no. 2 (2011): 
338–61; Rachel St. John, Line in the Sand: A History of the Western U.S.-Mexico Border (Princeton 
University Press, 2011). 
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Postal geography fits within a long tradition of spatially inflected histories of the 

West. But it makes a new contribution through two channels: its resolution and its scale. 

Put simply, postal geography offers very detailed information across a very large area. 

First, postal geography offers a more precise resolution than existing histories of the West. 

Federal and state censuses can provide some insight into the region’s historical 

geography by tracing the demographic rise and fall of different areas. The massive 

depopulation of non-white inhabitants from a mining county, for instance, can signal a 

campaign of violent dispossession at the hands of white settlers. But census data is 

riddled with limitations, ranging from inconsistencies during its collection to its 

notoriously problematic racial categorizations.20 American towns also didn’t follow a 

decennial pattern of development; particularly in the West where communities rose and 

fell spectacularly in far less than ten years. The administrative geography of the western 

United States poses an even bigger problem. Western counties encompassed massive 

geographic areas; Arizona Territory’s Yavapai County could have enveloped the entire 

state of New York during the 1870s. Even today, forty-five out of the fifty largest 

counties in the United States fall west of the 100th meridian. California’s San Bernardino 

County remains the nation’s largest county by area and includes both the densely 

populated urban sprawl of greater Los Angeles and vast swathes of uninhabited Mojave 

Desert. Yet the census largely followed the administrative boundaries of western counties, 

leading to a single undifferentiated population figure for a gigantic county like Yavapai 

or San Bernardino.21 (See figure 3.) 

                                                
20 Margo J. Anderson, The American Census: A Social History (Yale University Press, 1988). 
21 For more on the “county problem” see Cameron Blevins, “The County Problem in the West,” Historying, 
accessed April 23, 2014, http://historying.org/2013/11/20/the-county-problem-in-the-west/. For list of 
largest counties, see “List of the Largest Counties in the United States by Area,” Wikipedia, April 8, 2014, 
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=List_of_the_largest_counties_in_the_United_States_by_area&ol
did=602530548. 
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Figure 3. The “County Problem” in the West 

Left: Yavapai County, Arizona (1870)22 
Right: San Bernardino County, California (2013)23 

 

 
Figure 4. Census Map of the American West (1870) 

 
By comparison, postal geography offers a much finer spatial resolution than the 

U.S. Census. It reveals settlement patterns obscured at the scale of the county. Wyoming, 

                                                
22 Screenshot from U.S. Historical Counties Viewer, Newberry Library, http://historical-
county.newberry.org/website/USA/viewer.htm.  
23 “File:Map of California Highlighting San Bernardino County.svg,” Wikipedia, accessed April 23, 2014, 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Map_of_California_highlighting_San_Bernardino_County.svg.  
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for instance, changes from five large vertical county stripes in the 1870 Census to a single 

horizontal population band running across its southern border. (See figure 6.) Colorado 

and New Mexico might have been organized as two separate territories, but the U.S. Post 

shows a unified communications corridor crossing the administrative boundary between 

them. (See figure 7.) 

 

 
Figure 5. Comparison of Census Data to Postal Data - Wyoming 

Left: Detail, Census Map of the American West (1870) 
Right: Detail, U.S. Post Offices (1870) 
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Figure 6. Comparison of Census Data to Postal Data – Colorado and New Mexico 

Left: Detail, Census Map of the American West (1870) 
Right: Detail, U.S. Post Offices (1870) 

 
Some historians have moved beyond the U.S. Census to chart western geography 

with finer-grained resolution. In the late 1960s Robert Swierenga used quantitative 

methods to map patterns of land speculation in Iowa.24 The following decade William 

Bowen similarly offered a detailed analysis of early emigration and settlement patterns in 

Oregon’s Willamette Valley.25 Beginning in the 1990s a massive digitization effort on the 

part of the Bureau of Land Management made a treasure trove of nineteenth-century 

public survey records by the General Land Office (GLO) available for scholars. A series 

of environmental studies use these GLO records to recreate previous vegetation and land 

                                                
24 Robert P. Swierenga, Pioneers and Profits: Land Speculation on the Iowa Frontier (Iowa State 
University Press, 1968), http://www.getcited.org/pub/101267497. 
25 William A. Bowen, The Willamette Valley: Migration and Settlement on the Oregon Frontier, First 
edition (Seattle: Univ of Washington Pr, 1978). 
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cover with a high degree of spatial resolution.26 In many ways, historical ecologists can 

trace their roots back to James C. Malin’s efforts in the 1930s and 1940s to map the 

demography and ecology of central grassland states.27 Historians of the West have long 

used evidence that can be just as detailed as post office records in terms of their spatial 

and temporal resolution.  

But postal geography marks a new contribution to this literature in its scale of 

analysis. Studies by Swierenga, Bowen, Malin and others confine themselves to a sub-

section of a single state or region. Town surveys from the General Land Office, for 

instance, might be available online, but scholars still have to manually pore over each 

individual one in order to piece them together.28 Postal records, on the other hand, can be 

aggregated to tell a larger synthetic history on a regional or national scale. Due to the 

monumental collection efforts of postal historian and philatelist Richard Helbock, 

historians can analyze a database of the more than 166,000 post offices and their dates of 

operations from the end of the colonial era through the late twentieth century. This 

combination of resolution and scale, harnessed within a digital infrastructure, allows for a 

more detailed account and a broader synthesis of western development. 

The historical geographer Donald Meinig offers one point of comparison for a 

similar study that combines spatial resolution with a wide regional scale of analysis. In a 

classic 1972 historical geography essay, “American Wests: Preface to a Geographical 

Interpretation,” Meinig plots six major regions of the nineteenth-century west centered on 

distinct urban nuclei, along with a handful of smaller “secondary nuclei.” Whereas in the 

eastern United States early settlements were “soon engulfed and integrated into a 

generally contiguous pattern,” these western nuclei remained discrete and separated from 

                                                
26 L.A. Schulte and D.J. Mladenoff, “The Original US Public Land Survey Records: Their Use and 
Limitations in Reconstructing Presettlement Vegetation,” Journal of Forestry 99, no. 10 (October 1, 2001): 
5–10; Daniel J. Bain and Grace S. Brush, “Placing the Pieces: Reconstructing the Original Property Mosaic 
in a Warrant and Patent Watershed,” Landscape Ecology 19, no. 8 (2005): 843–56; Karen E. Stephenson, 
“Distribution of Grasslands in 19th Century Florida,” The American Midland Naturalist 165, no. 1 (2011): 
50–59. 
27 For an overview of Malin’s work, see James Claude Malin, History and Ecology: Studies of the 
Grassland, ed. Robert P. Swierenga (U of Nebraska Press, 1984). 
28 For an example of detailed geographical analysis of individual towns surveys, see Michael P. Conzen, 
“The Non-Pennsylvania Town: Diffusion of Urban Plan Forms in the American West,” Geographical 
Review 96, no. 2 (April 1, 2006): 183–211, doi:10.1111/j.1931-0846.2006.tb00049.x. 
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one another for decades.29 In part, postal geography supports Meinig’s claim: western 

post offices clumped together around the discrete nuclei laid out in “American Wests.” 

But in other ways his schema is misleading. The regions radiating out from the West’s 

urban nuclei imply continuous zones of settlement, but large parts of these settlement 

zones didn’t actually have anybody living in them. The Pacific Northwest region, for 

instance, encompassed all of Washington. But the Cascade Mountains cut through the 

center of the territory, leaving a massive chunk of this zone devoid of Anglo-American 

settlement. Meinig’s schema also leaves out other areas of settlement that followed 

alternative models of development, especially those that revolved around mining. 

Dispersed mining centers in Nevada and southern Arizona are almost entirely absent 

from Meinig’s map, as are the depots and towns running along the transcontinental 

railroad in northern Nevada. Although Meinig classifies Butte, Montana, as a “secondary 

nuclei,” the coverage and density of settlement in the surrounding area was far greater 

than his map implies. These patterns don’t appear in Meinig’s geographical synthesis 

because impermanent and diffuse western mining communities don’t fit within a 

geographical model based on regional urban nuclei. Postal geography gives a much more 

accurate picture of where Anglo-Americans were (and weren’t) living in the West. (See 

figure 8.)  

 

                                                
29 Donald W. Meinig, “American Wests: Preface to a Geographical Interpretation,” Annals of the 
Association of American Geographers 62, no. 2 (1972): 160. 
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Figure 7. Historical Geography and Postal Geography 

Left: Donald Meinig, “Major Nuclei and Regions of the West”30 
Right: U.S. Post Offices (1880) 

 

 Historian Eugene Moehring’s Urbanism and Empire in the Far West, 1840-1890 

offers a second point of comparison. It is perhaps the best existing account of western 

development that combines both geographic specificity and regional comprehensiveness. 

Moehring exhaustively locates thousands of towns within a series of urban networks 

making up the Far West and displays them in a series of twenty-seven detailed maps. 

Moehring cautions his readers that “these maps are merely for illustrative purposes” and 

do not “depict every camp or village.”31 In fact, he carefully limits his analysis to 

“centers of activity with 100 or more residents … significant enough to appear on maps 

or directories of the era.”32 But what gets lost with this approach? One map illustrates 

western Oregon’s settlement pattern during the second half of the nineteenth century. It 

clearly plots the locations of forty-eight towns, the dates they were founded, and the 

transportation lines that connected them. But it is far from a complete picture.  

                                                
30 Ibid., 169. 
31 Eugene P. Moehring, Urbanism and Empire in the Far West, 1840-1890 (University of Nevada Press, 
2004), xii. 
32 Ibid., xiv. 
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Figure 8. Map of Western Oregon comparing towns identified by Eugene Moehring 

and U.S. post offices in existence between 1840-1900.33 
 

Overlaying a map of post offices established in the same area during the same 

time period illustrates just how much is missing from Eugene Moehring’s map. Five 

hundred post offices existed in the area between 1840 and 1890 - more than ten times the 
                                                
33 Map recreated from Ibid., 167. 
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number of towns shown on Moehring’s map. To be fair, it was not Moehring’s intention 

to map every obscure village or hamlet. But it’s striking just how much is lost by 

focusing only on major towns with more than one hundred residents. Southern 

Willamette Valley, for instance, looks barely settled in Moehring’s map - there are no 

towns along the seventy-mile segment of railroad running from Eugene to Roseburg. In 

actuality, a band of settlement extended uninterrupted through this area. Coastal Oregon 

is similarly underrepresented on the map. Pockets of settlement radiated out from port 

cities like Coos Bay in the South and Tillamook Bay in the North, but none of these 

smaller places appear on Moehring’s map. Instead, it shows a handful of coastal ports as 

isolated points separated by large areas of blank space. The vast extent of what is missing 

from such a detailed map - the locations of more than four hundred and fifty postal 

communities - should give historians pause. If one of the most detailed historical 

geographies of the West captures only ten percent of its towns, then we are a long way 

from a complete picture of the region’s spatial history. Postal geography is a way to fill in 

some of the blank spaces endemic to western history.  

 The full potential of postal geography can only be realized using digital 

technology. Print media imposes certain restrictions on representing time and space. The 

vast majority of maps of the nineteenth-century West, for instance, are static snapshots of 

either a single point in time or aggregated periods of years. Rodman Paul’s classic 

Mining Frontiers of the Far West, 1848-1880 includes one such map that details 

hundreds of gold deposits discovered in the West over a three decade period. (See figure 

10.) But the map is a tool to orient the reader in space, not time. There is no sense for 

when these gold deposits were discovered, mined, or abandoned. Despite Paul's nuanced 

treatment of the chaotic rise and fall of different mining frontiers over different periods, 

time completely disappears from his map.  
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Figure 9. “Gold Deposits” in Rodman Paul, Mining Frontiers of the Far West.34 

 
Printed maps are ill suited for visualizing changes in both time and space. This is 

especially problematic when trying to illustrate dynamic processes like community 

formation and regional development. But digital technology offers a new way to 

represent spatio-temporal changes. In the case of my project a dataset of roughly fourteen 

thousand post offices and their years of operation can be processed and visualized with 

relative ease using computer software. An online visualization conveys the extent of the 

entire western postal network at any point during the nineteenth century. (See figure 11.) 

It moves beyond the passive medium of a printed map and allows the “reader” to interact 

with the data itself by changing the period of years, zooming in and out of different areas, 

and selecting a specific post office to learn its name or dates of operation. The complexity 

                                                
34 Rodman Paul, Mining Frontiers of the Far West, 1848-1880, 2nd ed. (University of New Mexico Press, 
2001), 4. 
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and amount of information visualized in this interactive tool is impossible to capture in a 

single static printed map. Digital technology is a way to reveal the tumultuous history of 

the nineteenth-century West with an unprecedented degree of spatio-temporal 

specificity.35 

 
Figure 10. Screenshot of online visualization, Jason Heppler et. al. “Geography of 

the Post” 
 

II. Postal Geography: A New Narrative 

The history of the late nineteenth century United States is a story about breakneck 

growth. Between the Civil War and the end of the century the nation more than doubled 

its population, fueled by millions of new immigrants from eastern and southern Europe. 

The country transformed from a largely agrarian society into a rapidly urbanizing one, 

and emerged as one of the leading industrial producers in the world. In 1870, Postmaster 

General Jonathan Creswell prophesized the incredible pace of these changes when he 

penned his annual report to Congress: “The wonderful growth of the United States, in 

population and wealth, is strikingly displayed in the rapid expansion of the postal 

system…so astounding, that it seems impossible even at this day to predict the 

                                                
35 The visualization is available at http://cameronblevins.org/gotp/  
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development to which our country will attain by the close of the current century.”36 

Linking the growth of the nation to the growth of the U.S. Post was a favorite ploy of 

Postmaster Generals, and Creswell was no different. His statement was nakedly self-

serving – a means of soliciting appropriations from Congress while justifying the 

department’s ballooning budget – but it wasn’t wrong. The nation and its postal system 

rose spectacularly over the remainder of the century, nearly tripling in size from 28,000 

post offices in 1870 to more than 75,000 by 1900. If anything, growth in the western 

states and territories followed an even more meteoric trajectory than the nation as a whole. 

Whereas the U.S. Post experienced a 169% increase in the number of its post offices, the 

Far West expanded by 442% over those same thirty years.37 When charted year-by-year, 

communications development exhibits a relentlessly upward trajectory. 

 
Figure 11. Growth of the U.S. Postal System, 1870-1900 

                                                
36 “1870 Annual Report of the Postmaster General” (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1870), 
28–29. 
37 The U.S. Post had 28,492 post offices and the West had 1,194 post offices on June 30, 1870. On June 30, 
1900, the U.S. Post had 76,688 post offices and the West had 6,480 offices. 
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Figure 12. Growth of the Western Postal System, 1870-1900 

 

But as geographers such as Neil Smith and David Harvey argue, “development” is 

never uniform or universal. When capital moves, it not only accumulates in different 

areas but also reshapes those spaces in vastly uneven ways.38 And the late nineteenth-

century West was a region that experienced massive inflows of capital during the late 

nineteenth century. Investment from the eastern United States and Europe poured into 

development projects – building railroads, digging mines, clearing prairies, logging trees 

– that in turn gave rise to thousands of new communities. But not all of these 

communities were created equal; some of them rested on much more stable foundations 

than others. Postal geography is a way to measure and compare different communities. 

The “lifespan” of a post office – the time between when it first opened and when it closed 

down – is a proxy for the permanence and stability of the community it served.39 Charting 

the births and deaths of tens of thousands of post offices is a way to compare the different 

                                                
38 Neil Smith, Uneven Development: Nature, Capital, and the Production of Space (Blackwell, 1984); 
David Harvey, Spaces of Capital: Towards a Critical Geography (Routledge, 2001). 
39 For American historians’ emphasis on community breakdown, see Bender, Community and Social 
Change in America, 46–51.  
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kinds of development that produced them. Generally speaking, more stable development 

produced longer-lasting post offices. Postal geography recovers both the spatial and 

temporal specificity of that process. To study each of these dimensions, one spatial and 

one temporal, the remaining analysis is broken into two parts. The first part focuses on 

geographic differentiation by treating the late nineteenth century as a single period. It 

compares development in the American West to the rest of the nation and then drills 

successively deeper into the West itself to show the variation of development across the 

region. The second part of the analysis then moves chronologically through the late 

nineteenth-century to chart temporal stages of development in the West.  

 

Ghost Towns 

The ghost town is a distinctively western phenomenon in the realm of national 

memory. Shuttered windows and barren dusty streets define the American West as much 

as the verandas and cotton fields of the plantation symbolize the American South.40 The 

instability of western towns is written into historical narratives as well as popular 

memory.41 Historian William Robbins, for instance, characterizes some of the defining 

features of the West: “its uneven development, its far-flung extractive economies, its 

turbulent community histories, and its highly mobile population.”42 But is there a way to 

measure this turbulence? Were some towns more ephemeral than others? Post offices are 

a way to quantify and compare the nature of community development. A massive 

database of post offices compiled by postal historian and philatelist Richard Helbock lists 

the beginning and end dates of every post office that existed during the late nineteenth 

century. These postal “lifespans” recorded by Helbock have their own methodological 

                                                
40 Documenting the West’s ghost towns is an industry unto itself. See Lambert Florin, Ghost Towns of the 
West (New York: BBS Publishing Corporation, 1986); Robert Silverberg and Lorence Bjorklund, Ghost 
Towns of the American West (Athens: Ohio University Press, 1994); Bill Oneal, Ghost Towns of the 
American West (Lincolnwood, Ill.: Publications International Ltd, 1995); Raymond Bial, Ghost Towns of 
the American West (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2001); Berthold Steinhilber et al., Ghost Towns of the 
American West (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 2003); Philip Varney, Ghost Towns of the Mountain West: 
Your Guide to the Hidden History and Old West Haunts of Colorado, Wyoming, Idaho, Mont (Minneapolis: 
Voyageur Press, 2010); Clint Thomsen, Ghost Towns: Lost Cities of the Old West (Botley, Oxford: Shire 
Publications, 2012). 
41 Jon T Coleman, “The Skeletal Shell Game: A History of a Colorado Ghost Town, 1880-Present” 
(Master’s Thesis, University of Colorado, Boulder, 1997). 
42 William G. Robbins, Colony and Empire: The Capitalist Transformation of the American West 
(University Press of Kansas, 1994), 148. See also Limerick, The Legacy of Conquest, 248. 
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limitations, but they nonetheless are a way to reveal different forms of development 

across a range of spatial scales.43 

From the widest possible scale, were western postal communities actually more 

unstable than those in other regions of the United States? Of the nearly seventy thousand 

post offices established across the country between 1866 and 1893, nearly 31% of them 

survived less than ten years before either shutting down or changing their name. In the 

West, that number climbed to 38%, the highest percentage of any region in the country. 

Although this finding supports an already well-established interpretation of western 

development, it lends empirical weight and precision to those interpretations. Historians 

always claimed that the West produced unstable communities; now we know just how 

impermanent they really were in comparison to the rest of the United States. The 

proportion of western post offices that closed or changed names within ten years (38.5%) 

was more than double the equivalent proportion of their counterparts in the northeast 

(18.6%). This gap illustrates not just a difference of degree, but a fundamentally different 

kind of development between the two regions in the late nineteenth century – one stable, 

the other ephemeral.44 

                                                
43 The Richard Helbock dataset has the following limitations, which reflect its compilation for philatelic 
purposes rather than historical analysis. First, Helbock does not differentiate between when a post office 
was discontinued and when it changed names. If a post office changed names, the “old” office appears as 
discontinued and the “new” office appears as a newly established office. Second, Helbock does not track 
every single closing and re-opening of an office. His “discontinued” date only applies to offices that were 
permanently discontinued – which he defines as remaining closed for at least ten years. 
44 Unless otherwise stated, all figures for post offices are calculated from Richard Helbook, United States 
Post Offices, Volumes 1-8. The exact number of post offices established or that changed names from 1866 
to 1893 was 69,504. The national average of post offices that lasted less than ten years during this period 
was 30.85%. I use 1893 as an end date because of the advent of Rural Free Delivery at the turn of the 
century. This new policy resulted in the Post Office Department discontinuing thousands of post offices 
each year as mail delivery gradually moved to residential homes. This makes the “lifespans” of offices 
established near the end of the century less useful as a proxy for their communities.  
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Figure 13. Durations of New Post Offices Established between 1866-1893, by 

Region.45 
 

Drilling down further into post office “lifespans” reveals a more nuanced 

geographic picture. States and territories in the Mountain West stood at the far end of the 

permanence spectrum. More than two out of five post offices that opened in the western 

interior between 1866 and 1893 would change its name or close down within ten years. 
                                                
45 The two categories are defined as: a) offices that either changed names or were discontinued less than ten 
years after they were established, or b) offices that either never changed names/were discontinued, or did so 
ten years or more after they were established.  
The West: Alaska, Arizona, California, Colorado, Hawaii, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon, 
Utah, Washington, and Wyoming.  
The Midwest: Dakota Territory/North and South Dakota, Illinois, Indian Territory/Oklahoma, Indiana, 
Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, Ohio, Texas, Wisconsin.  
The South: Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, South 
Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, West Virginia.  
The Northeast: Connecticut, Delaware, the District of Columbia, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New 
Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Vermont.  
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The Pacific coast produced more permanent communities than its mountainous 

counterparts further inland, but even in the coastal states and territories more than one-

third of new post offices lasted less than ten years. Western post offices were not only 

less permanent than their counterparts in the industrial northeast, but less permanent than 

those offices established in the stunted South. Despite the devastation of the Civil War 

and an economy that lagged behind every other region during this period, the former 

Confederacy still produced more stable communities than the western United States.46 

 
Figure 14. Durations of New Post Offices Established between 1866-1893, by Sub-

Region.47 

                                                
46 For the South’s position during this period, see Richard Franklin Bensel, The Political Economy of 
American Industrialization, 1877-1900 (Cambridge University Press, 2000), 19–97. 
47 The two categories are defined as: a) offices that either changed names or were discontinued less than ten 
years after they were established, or b) offices that never changed names or were discontinued OR changed 
names or were discontinued ten years or more after they were established. Sub-regions were defined as: 
Pacific: Alaska, California, Hawaii, Oregon, Washington.  
Mountain West: Arizona, Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico, Utah. 
North Mountain: Idaho, Montana, Wyoming  
South Midwest: Arkansas, Indian Territory/Oklahoma, Louisiana, Texas.  
Central Midwest: Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska.  
North Midwest: Dakota Territory/North and South Dakota, Minnesota, Wisconsin.  
East Midwest: Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio.  
Deep South: Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Mississippi, South Carolina,  
Upper South: Kentucky, North Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, West Virginia.  
Mid-Atlantic: Delaware, the District of Columbia, Maryland, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania. 
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What factors explain the wide spectrum of community permanence across the 

country? Drilling down within a single sub-region illustrates two different patterns of 

development. In the tumultuous Mountain West a rollercoaster of gold, silver, and copper 

discoveries produced communities that were, in the words of historian Rodman Paul, 

“turbulent, transitory efforts.”48 Towns in Arizona, Colorado, Nevada, and Montana were 

comprised largely of single men who followed seasonal patterns of employment and 

migrated to and from different areas depending on new mineral discoveries and the 

drying up of older ones. In the midst of this impermanent development Utah stands out as 

an outlier. It produced a higher proportion of post offices lasting ten years or more than 

any state or territory in the West – on par with many areas of the eastern United States. 

The anomalous pattern of its post offices reflected its distinctive style of development 

into a “Mormon Core.” These communally based agricultural settlements expanded 

southward in an arc from Salt Lake City under the leadership of the Mormon Church.49 

This model of agricultural development driven by a cohesive religious imperative 

produced demonstrably more permanent communities. In its postal geography as much as 

its religious fabric, Utah was the great anomaly of the American West.50 

                                                                                                                                            
New England: Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, Vermont.  
48 Paul, Mining Frontiers of the Far West, 1848-1880, 2. 
49 D. W. Meinig, The Shaping of America: A Geographical Perspective on 500 Years of History, Volume 3: 
Transcontinental America, 1850-1915 (Yale University Press, 1998), 99. 
50 Figures calculated from Richard Helbook, United States Post Offices, Volumes 1-8.  
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Figure 15. Durations of New Post Offices Established in the Mountain West, 1866-

1893  
 

It may come across as self-evident to claim that the West was less stable than 

New England, or that Mormon farms were longer-lasting than Nevada silver mines, but 

postal data is a way to test these claims. Although historians have long suspected these 

patterns, postal geography is a standardized, empirical method for measuring them across 

space. A final comparison between two sub-regions illustrates this point. The arid 

western Plains and the mountainous mining West were both notorious for their instability. 

Farming homesteads west of the 98th Meridian were periodically devastated by droughts 

or severe winters. Western mines, meanwhile, were equally vulnerable to sudden 

resource depletion or global collapse in mineral prices. Both patterns of development 

produced failed communities. But which of them were more or less stable? Historians 

would be hard-pressed to reach a consensus. Those studying the Plains could point to a 
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series of droughts and blizzards in the mid- and late-1880s that crippled crops and led to 

an exodus of farmers. Those studying the Mountain West could just as easily describe the 

empty mines and denuded landscapes left in the wake of gold and silver rushes. Postal 

data gives a common basis for comparing the longevity of communities. In fact, both 

areas produced equally impermanent post offices. In western Kansas, Nebraska, 

Oklahoma, and the Dakotas, 43.5% of new post offices lasted less than ten years before 

changing their name or shutting down. In the Mountain West that proportion was almost 

identical: 42.5%. From the 98th Meridian to the Great Basin, ephemerality ruled the day.  

The difference between the western homesteading and western mining lay in the 

kinds of ephemerality they produced. In the Mountain West, 17.5% of post offices closed 

down or changed names within two years of opening. The equivalent percentage of post 

offices in the western Plains was 13.5%. It was a small but telling difference that touches 

on the issue of mobility. The Mountain West was marked by an especially short-term 

transience, where young, single miners were more mobile than the farming families of 

the Plains. Nineteenth-century historian Hubert Howe Bancroft likened Idaho miners to 

quicksilver: “A mass of them dropped in any locality, broke up into individual globules, 

and ran off after any atom of gold in their vicinity.”51 Homesteaders, meanwhile, 

typically carried more fixed capital in terms of land, animals, buildings, and equipment. 

Family units could also more easily wait out temporary downswings. This combination 

made it both more difficult and less likely for homesteaders to uproot themselves within 

the space of one or two years.52 It took longer for a critical mass of them to abandon an 

area and cause a post office to shut down. This comparative lack of mobility 

incrementally prolonged the lifespan of Plains communities, allowing them to limp along 

for a couple of more years than their counterparts in the Mountain West. By the ten-year 

mark, however, communities in both areas had converged.  

                                                
51 Hubert Howe Bancroft, The Works of Hubert Howe Bancroft: History of Washington, Idaho, and 
Montana (A. L. Bancroft, 1890), 427. 
52 Richard White, “It’s Your Misfortune and None of My Own”: A New History of the American West 
(University of Oklahoma Press, 1991), 272. 
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Figure 16. Durations of New Post Offices Established in the Western Plains and 

Mountain West, 1866-189353  
 

Scholars have described economic development in the West as a rickety train or a 

roller coaster. In historian Patricia Limerick’s words, the western economy was an 

especially capricious ride, “where the motor periodically shorts out, where the cars lurch 

halts at unlikely places and then just as suddenly start up again, and where the safety bars 

and safety catches that hold riders in their cars and cars on the track have been eliminated 

from the design.”54 But the western economy was more like a theme park of rides that 

followed different ups, downs, twists, and turns depending on where they were located. 

On the whole, western roller coasters were far less stable than their counterparts in the 

East. Within the region, however, there was quite a bit of variation: a Mormon farmer in 

Utah experienced a much gentler ride than the violent careening of a Colorado miner. 

Postal geography establishes where these different rides were located and just how 

                                                
53 The Plains category encompasses all post offices in counties in Oklahoma, Kansas, Nebraska, and the 
Dakotas whose county centroid falls west of the 98th meridian.  
54 For the roller-coaster metaphor, see Limerick, The Legacy of Conquest, 147; William Wyckoff, How to 
Read the American West: A Field Guide (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 2014), 398. For the 
rickety train metaphor, see White, It’s Your Misfortune and None of My Own, 285. 
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bumpy they were.  

 

The Nature of Growth 

The roller coaster metaphor for western development works better as a temporal 

one than a spatial one. In typical narratives of the late nineteenth century, the western 

economy didn’t follow a linear upwards trajectory over time, but instead followed an 

ongoing cycle of expansion and collapse. Extractive mining and timber industries were 

acutely vulnerable to sudden resource depletion, while periodic bouts of heat or cold 

could devastate agriculture and ranching. Dependence on outside capital left westerners 

exposed to far-away market fluctuations. Much of that same capital went towards 

horribly mismanaged railroad construction that further destabilized the region.55 The 

West was buffeted by the winds of a wider national economy that was itself following a 

cyclical trajectory in the late nineteenth century, as dramatic spikes in capacity and 

production were followed by a series of crushing national depressions.  

Yet even a boom-and-bust model doesn’t fully explain the pattern of development 

in the late-nineteenth century West. Postal geography paints a more nuanced picture. 

Examining where and when post offices were established and how long they survived 

charts the changing nature of community development in the West. To a surprising 

degree, growth and failure often unfolded simultaneously. Rather than the boom-and-

bust-model in which periods of growth alternated with downswings, the history of the 

region is better conceptualized as a process of constant churn. The idea of churn hinges 

on a process of spatial simultaneity. Put simply, different areas of the West experienced 

different trajectories (and kinds) of growth. One western community might be expanding 

even as another is contracting. It might seem like a straightforward observation, but 

simultaneity poses thorny challenges for written narratives. It runs the risk of 

fragmentation, of trying to juggle too many stories in too many places over too long a 

timeframe. Postal geography can alleviate some of those risks by visualizing different 

processes in the same map or chart. Narrating simultaneity is all the more important for a 

region that was itself, in fact, defined by a wide variance in growth and development. 

                                                
55 Richard White, Railroaded: The Transcontinentals and the Making of Modern America (W. W. Norton 
& Company, 2011). 
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Simultaneity unlocks the churning nature of nineteenth-century growth in the West.56 

Let’s begin with one of the most iconic moments in the nineteenth-century 

American West: the completion of the first transcontinental railroad in 1869. The 

railroad’s impact on western geography can be visualized in the line of post offices that 

appeared alongside its tracks during the late 1860s. But that same map of post offices also 

reveals a second pattern unfolding several hundred miles north of the transcontinental 

railroad: a sudden influx of miners into southwestern Montana following the discovery of 

gold earlier in the decade. In fact, the same year that the transcontinental railroad was 

completed, Montana added more new post offices than any state or territory in the region 

outside of California. These two specific patterns of development – one infrastructural, 

the other mineral – are rarely told alongside one another. We tend to separate the story of 

a Nevada railroad worker sweating in the desert sun from that of a Montana prospector 

shivering in a cold mountain stream. But the rest of the West wasn’t standing still in the 

late 1860s while the railroad worker laid down railroad ties; postal geography recovers 

the simultaneity of these stories.57  

 

 
Figure 17. Simultaneity in the West  

Left: U.S. Post Offices, 1864-1865 
Right: U.S. Post Offices, 1869-1870 

                                                
56 For the relationship of boom-and-bust cycles and American settler colonialism, see James Belich, 
Replenishing the Earth: The Settler Revolution and the Rise of the Angloworld, 1783-1939 (Oxford 
University Press, 2009), 79–105, 223–260, 306–355, 396–406. 
57 For a discussion of Montana’s mining history, see Kent Curtis, Gambling on Ore: The Nature of Metal 
Mining in the United States, 1860–1910, 1 edition (Boulder: University Press of Colorado, 2013). 
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Transcontinental railroad workers and Montana miners were laboring during a 

period of transition for the West. From the 1860s through the mid-1870s the West began 

to shift from islands of settlement towards an interconnected regional network. At the 

close of the Civil War the geography of the region was centered on four major areas. A 

strip of dense agricultural settlement in Oregon’s Willamette Valley diffused northward 

to Puget Sound, Washington and southward to the border of California. It was connected 

to the region’s second, dominant nucleus: central and northern California, where over the 

previous two decades new communities had blanketed the region between San Francisco 

and the foothills of the northern Sierras. A third major arc of settlement ran down the 

length of Utah from Salt Lake City, and a fourth area clustered in the Colorado Rockies. 

Two secondary orbits revolved around Los Angeles and Santa Fe. Outside of these 

concentrated areas a scattering of small communities dotted a vast ocean of territory still 

largely controlled by Indian groups. The West’s communications infrastructure remained 

incipient and its communities isolated. 

Following the Civil War, Anglo-American settlement accelerated in the Far West. 

A large-scale military campaign against western Indians during the late 1860s facilitated 

the repeopling of the region.58 Thousands of settlers streamed into areas previously 

occupied by native groups, bringing the nation’s postal network in their wake. This 

process of network building followed a “thickening” pattern that filled in the region’s 

transportation corridors of roads and railways – of which the transcontinental railroad 

was a major component. The link between transportation and development took different 

forms. Some post offices followed in the wake of new infrastructure construction. 

Between 1867 and 1870 a clear line of post offices followed the tracks of the 

transcontinental railroad across northern Nevada, northern Utah, and southern Wyoming. 

In California the construction of the Southern Pacific brought new post offices extending 

southward down the Central Valley. But in both cases a number of post offices were 

established in advance of construction and in anticipation of a future boom in settlement. 

                                                
58 For nation-building in the West, see Steven Hahn, “Slave Emancipation, Indian Peoples, and the Projects 
of a New American Nation-State,” The Journal of the Civil War Era 3, no. 3 (2013): 307–30, 
doi:10.1353/cwe.2013.0053; Elliott West, “Reconstructing Race,” The Western Historical Quarterly 34, no. 
1 (April 1, 2003): 6–26. 
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In other words, communications networks did not necessarily advance in chronological 

lockstep with transportation infrastructure. Other areas witnessed bursts of new post 

offices only after improved conditions along existing routes rather than following the 

construction of new ones. In the Columbia Plateau, for instance, well-worn emigrant and 

trading roads had connected the Columbia River to the Oregon, Washington, and Idaho 

interiors for more than two decades. It was only when the U.S. Army ramped up its 

violent suppression of Indian groups in eastern Oregon and Idaho during the late 1860s, 

however, that post offices began cropping up along these corridors with increasing 

regularity. The U.S. Post was an executive department that itself depended on other 

branches of state power. The overall effect during the late 1860s and early 1870s was a 

build-up of the transportation corridors connecting what had previously been isolated 

subregions.59 

 
Figure 18. Pre-Civil War vs. Post-Civil War Development Patterns 

Left: New Post Offices Established in the Far West, 1846-1865 
Right: New Post Offices Established in the Far West, 1866-1874 

 
Western transportation corridors frequently connected a second kind of western 

settlement: mining. Montana wasn’t the only territory to experience a mineral discovery 

in the 1860s – similar strikes in Nevada, Arizona, Idaho, and Colorado during this period 
                                                
59 Oscar O. Winther, The Transportation Frontier (New York: Holt Rinehart Winston, 1964); Paul Andrew 
Hutton, Phil Sheridan and His Army (Norman, OK: University of Oklahoma Press, 1985). Donald William 
Meinig, The Great Columbia Plain: A Historical Geography, 1805-1910 (University of Washington Press, 
1968), 201–240. 
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led to a burst of new settlement. In contrast to the new communities that followed 

infrastructural corridors, mining towns appeared in a far more diffuse pattern. Montana’s 

burst of new post offices, for instance, was spread in a loose cluster around Butte to serve 

dozens of far-flung camps. Yet even as Montana boomed it remained far more isolated 

than other areas of the West. One observer wrote in 1871, “When it is considered with 

what difficulty and expense communication, travel, and transportation are maintained 

between the Territory of Montana and the rest of the world, it seems marvelous that any 

one should come or stop there at all.”60 New nodes in the postal network sprouted in 

Montana but the connections linking them to the larger system remained weak. The great 

leaps in transportation infrastructure during these years didn’t occur evenly across the 

West. 

The boom years of the late 1860s and early 1870s took place in wild fits and starts. 

In 1869 California added forty-one new post offices and closed fifteen old ones, for a net 

gain of twenty-six offices. One year later, its net gain in post offices nearly tripled, from 

twenty-six to sixty-nine, before free-falling back down to thirty-three in 1871. The 

Golden State wasn’t alone on this rollercoaster ride: nearly every western state and 

territory underwent dramatic fluctuations during the post-war period. 

 
Figure 19. Net Gain in California Post Offices, 1866-1874 

 
 The depression of the mid-1870s is infamous for being the longest-lasting 

economic contraction in American history, lasting from October 1873 to March of 1879. 

When the banking house of Jay Cooke & Co. failed in September of 1873 it caused a 
                                                
60 Raymond Rossiter, Statistics of Mines and Mining, Fourth Report (1871), 258 quoted in Paul, Mining 
Frontiers of the Far West, 1848-1880, 142. 
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widespread banking panic. Violent monetary contraction and collapsing prices 

bankrupted thousands of businesses over the following years and led to spikes in 

unemployment.61 The national depression temporarily slowed the rate of postal growth in 

the West, as the number of newly established offices declined each year while the 

number of discontinued offices remained stubbornly high. In terms of the net gain in post 

offices, the region experienced a precipitous slowdown in its rate of postal growth. In 

1874 the West added 156 total post offices. The following year that same number 

declined to 112 offices, and the year after that it bottomed out at 92 net offices gained. 

On first glance it’s a seemingly straightforward correlation between economic depression 

and stalled communications growth. But postal geography adds more nuance to the 

crippling depression of the 1870s. First, it offers evidence that the trough of the 

depression came in 1876, after which postal growth rates began to rise once again. This 

was true for both the Far West and the United States as a whole. Other economic 

indicators show that the depression continued through 1878, but the nation’s 

communications system began to rebound earlier, beginning in 1876-1877.  

 
Figure 20. Net Gain of U.S. Post Offices, 1868-187862 

 

                                                
61 Rendigs Fels, “American Business Cycles, 1865-79,” The American Economic Review 41, no. 3 (June 1, 
1951): 325–49. 
62 Figures calculated from Richard Helbock’s data. 
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Figure 21. Net Gain of Western Post Offices, 1868-187863 

 

Second, the 1870s depression reverberated unevenly across the West. Postal 

growth rates in California, for instance, fell dramatically between 1874 and 1876. The 

most populous state in the region went from gaining 58 post offices in 1874 to only 21 

offices two years later. Colorado, the second-largest state in the region, followed a much 

different pattern. The rate of postal growth in Colorado held steady through the mid-

1870s and even managed to increase in 1876, the year that postal growth cratered in 

much of the country. Colorado’s growth dipped briefly in 1877, but overall it weathered 

the depression remarkably well. Its performance likely hinged on two factors: a 

resurgence in silver mining following the industry’s widespread collapse during the 

1860s and Colorado’s admission to statehood in 1876. The 1870s depression dampened 

growth in the West, but it did so in uneven ways.  

 

 

                                                
63 Figures calculated from Richard Helbock’s data. 
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Figure 22. Net Gain of Post Offices in California and Colorado, 1870-187964 

  

Finally, the course of postal growth during the 1870s illustrates the complicated 

relationship between economic cycles and communications development. Unlike other 

sectors, the country’s postal system slowed down but never came close to a contraction 

during the 1870s. In every single year the number of new post offices out-stripped the 

number of discontinued offices by a healthy margin. Postal growth was undeniably linked 

to larger economic cycles, but its ceiling was far more elastic than its floor. Much of this 

hinged on an imbalance between establishing a post office versus closing it. Opening a 

new post office was relatively easy; all that was needed was a few signatures on a petition 

and a person willing to serve as postmaster. The Post Office Department was far more 

reluctant to discontinue an office, however, and would often allow one to continue to 

operate so long as a token amount of mail kept coming and its postmaster continued to 

file paperwork. This imbalance stemmed from the fact that the Post was a government 

service rather than a profit-generating business. Almost from its inception the U.S. 

Government had committed itself to provide subsidized communications for its citizens. 

Americans understood this, and they pressured their elected representatives and postal 

officials to first gain and then maintain their access to the mail regardless of the number 

of people it benefited or the costs to the Department. Postal growth was thus more 

resilient in downturns and more responsive during the boom years. And the American 

West was about to experience a boom of epic proportions. 

In the late 1870s and early 1880s the United States leapt with a roar from its 

economic malaise. Crop production, commodity exports, new building construction: 

                                                
64 Figures calculated from Richard Helbock’s data. 
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seemingly every economic indicator was on the rise.65 The western United States 

witnessed new mining discoveries, feverish railroad construction, and booms in ranching 

and agriculture. The region’s postal network mirrored this trend, and beginning in 1877 

the western rollercoasters started on their exhilarating new ascents. In that year 186 post 

offices opened in the western states and territories either as new offices or under new 

names. The following year that number skyrocketed to nearly three hundred. For the next 

four years the number of new post offices in the region climbed steadily upwards, 

peaking in 1882 when 428 new offices opened in the West. The country and the region 

appeared to be rebounding from the economic malaise of the 1870s with a vengeance. 

But western growth was largely a chimera.  

“Boom-and-bust” implies a sequence. First the bender, then the hangover. The 

lifecycles of western post offices point to a different kind of pattern during the boom 

years of 1878-1882. This was a time in which the bender and the hangover took place 

simultaneously. Even as the number of new post offices rose spectacularly, the number of 

discontinued offices rose in tandem. The annual number of western post offices that 

either shut down or changed names climbed threefold over this period, from sixty-six in 

1877 to more than two hundred in 1883. It wasn’t until the crushing national depression 

of the mid-1890s that the Department would once again close so many western post 

offices in a single year – at which point the total size of the western postal network had 

roughly doubled since the early 1880s. Proportionately speaking, western postal 

communities never again approached the rate of failure that they experienced in the early 

1880s. 

                                                
65 Rendigs Fels, “The American Business Cycle of 1879-85,” Journal of Political Economy 60, no. 1 
(February 1, 1952): 60–75. 
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Figure 23. Post Offices Discontinued in the Far West, 1876-1896, as a Percentage of 

Total Post Offices in Operation66 
 

The lifespans of post offices reveal that a fundamentally different kind of growth 

was occurring during the late 1870s and early 1880s. Up until that point, the proportion 

of newly established post offices in the Far West lasting ten years or more hovered 

around 60-70%. In 1878 this percentage began to drop, and by 1881 half of all new 

offices in the West would shut down within ten years. New post offices established at the 

turn of the 1880s were just as likely to close their doors by the end of the decade as they 

were to remain open. Even more strikingly, many of the very same communities that 

came roaring into existence between 1878 and 1882 subsequently failed during those 

same boom years. Fully half of all the post offices that closed or changed their names in 

the West between 1879 and 1882 were less than two years old. These were, in effect, 

stillborn communities. 

 

                                                
66 Data is from Annual Report of the Postmaster General, rather than Richard Helbock’s post office data 
used throughout the rest of the chapter. Note that the Annual Report records each fiscal year rather than 
calendar year – figures reflect the previous year from June 30th. The percentage was calculated by taking 
all post offices discontinued in a given year and dividing by the previous year’s total number of post offices 
in a state. 
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Figure 24. Durations of New Post Offices Established in the Far West, 1866-1893 

Blue: Ten or more years 
Orange: Less than ten years 

 

All booms were not equal. A comparison between the period of 1878-1882 and a 

later boom of 1886-1892 illustrates the variability of growth in the West. Growth in the 

earlier period was widespread but tended to concentrate in the West’s interior: states and 

territories in the Mountain West led the way, opening more than one thousand new post 

offices in the five years between 1878 and 1882. Postal development along the Pacific 

was more muted: California, Oregon, and Washington opened 680 new post offices 

during this earlier period. A decade later this imbalance had flipped: states and territories 

in the Pacific West opened more new post offices than those in the interior of the Far 

West. The acceleration of growth along the Pacific was dramatic, as California, Oregon, 

and Washington opened almost three times as many post offices during 1886-1892 as 

they had in 1878-1882. The Mountain West, meanwhile, diverged into two sub-

trajectories. North of the 42nd parallel the number of new post offices opening in Idaho, 

Wyoming, and Montana doubled in the second boom compared to the first. South of the 
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42nd parallel the rate of postal growth largely stalled. Taken together, the states and 

territories of Arizona, Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico, and Utah opened the same 

number of post offices in 1878-1882 as they did in 1886-1892, despite two extra years 

worth of growth in the second period. In fact, Nevada, Arizona, and New Mexico actually 

opened fewer post offices in the longer second boom than the shorter first one. The 

western gravitational center of the postal network had shifted west and north. 

 
Figure 25. Post Offices Established, 1878-1882 (left) and 1886-1892 (right) 

 

The boom period of 1886-1892 was concentrated in two centers of development. 

In Southern California a burst of land fever seized Los Angeles and San Diego in 1887-

1888, creating what one historian has termed “the most flamboyant real estate boom the 

nation had yet seen.”67 Speculators swarmed to the area to snatch up any tract of land 

they could find and stories abounded of men paying fifty or a hundred dollars to jump 

spots in the overnight lines that formed for land auctions.68 New post offices appeared 

across Southern California and the yearly number of new offices quadrupled between 

1885 and 1888. A thousand miles away the Pacific Northwest was undergoing similarly 

dramatic growth. Eastern investment flowed into Washington’s lumber mills and mining 

centers, even as the Greater Northern Railroad and the Northern Pacific Railroad laid 

                                                
67 Meinig, The Shaping of America, 63; Glenn S. Dumke, “The Real Estate Boom of 1887 in Southern 
California,” The Pacific Historical Review 11, no. 4 (December 1942): 425–38. 
68 Theodore Strong Van Dyke, Millionaires of a Day: An Inside History of the Great Southern California 
“Boom.” (Fords, Howard & Hulbert, 1890). 
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down their tracks across the territory. Northwestern boosters celebrated in November 

1889 when Washington was admitted as the nation’s forty-second state. The infant state’s 

postal system immediately exploded, as the number of newly established post offices in 

Washington nearly quadrupled in a single year, from 45 in 1889 to 171 in 1890 – a figure 

that outstripped all but seven states in the entire country.  

    

 
Figure 26. Southern California Real Estate Boom 

Post Offices Established, 1885-1888 
     

 
Figure 27. Growth in Pacific Northwest  

Post Offices Established, 1888-1891 
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Figure 28. Post Offices Established in California and Washington, 1883-189269 

 

Development in these two sub-regions during the late 1880s bore the traditional 

markers of unstable western growth, from feverish land speculation to breakneck railroad 

construction that had proven so catastrophic over the prior two decades. These sorts of 

bubbles did not generally bode well for stability in the West. But in both southern 

California and the Northwest the meteoric growth of post offices proved surprisingly 

stable. New offices established in California and Washington lasted far longer than those 

established in the mining interior of Nevada, southern Arizona, Colorado, and Montana 

during the same period. Even more strikingly, this boom period of the late 1880s 

produced longer-lasting post offices than the churning development of the late 1870s and 

early 1880s. Whereas half of all new post offices established in the earlier boom would 

close within ten years, that figure fell to roughly one-third in the late 1880s and early 

1890s. This was a different sort of western boom. 

 
                                                
69 Established Post Offices from Richard Helbock’s dataset. 
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Figure 29. Boom Periods in Western History: Median Durations of Post Offices 
Established in Counties West of the 98th Meridian 

Left: 1878-1882, Right: 1886-1892 
Orange = Less than Ten Years (darker orange = younger),  

Blue = More than Ten Years (darker blue = older) 
Size of symbol corresponds to number of post offices in a county 

 

The boom years of the late 1880s and early 1890s were followed by the worst 

economic depression the United States had yet experienced. A stock market crash in 1893 

precipitated a rash of bank closures, business failures, and ballooning unemployment 

across the country. Development ground to a halt and the nation’s postal system soon 

followed suit. In 1894 the Postmaster General cited “almost unprecedented business 

depression and financial distress” in explaining to Congress why his department’s 

revenue had declined over the previous year.70 Americans were not only buying fewer 

postage stamps, but asking for fewer new post offices. Between the July of 1891 and June 

of 1892 the United States Post gained a net total of 2,532 total post offices. That number 

plummeted to 259 just three years later. The last time the U.S. Post had gained so few 

offices in a single year was 1866-1867, when the Department had struggled to reintegrate 

former Confederate states in the immediate aftermath of the Civil War. The system had 

roughly tripled in size in the subsequent three decades. Postal growth rates in the mid-

1890s weren’t just the lowest of the Gilded Age; they were downright anemic.  

  

                                                
70 “1894 Annual Report of the Postmaster General” (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1894), 
1. 
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Figure 30. Percentage Gain in U.S. Post Offices, 1868-190071 

 

The reverberations from the 1890s depression spread across the postal system in 

different directions at different speeds and with different intensities. It hit the Far West 

first, as the yearly net gain in post offices fell fourfold from 1892 to 1893, marking a low 

point of the 1890s for western postal growth. The depression pummeled the Mountain 

West especially hard, as the region went from gaining 127 offices in 1892 to exactly zero 

offices the following year. National and global events helped destabilize the region. In 

particular, the repeal of the Sherman Silver Purchase Act and a free-fall in the price of 

silver devastated many sectors of the western mining industry. Colorado took the brunt of 

the downturn: between 1892 and 1893 Colorado’s postal network didn’t just stall, it 

actually contracted by twenty offices.72 It took the rest of the country’s postal network 

several more years to hit the trough of the depression. It wasn’t until 1895, for instance, 

that postal growth in the northeastern and southern United States bottomed out. By that 

point, the western postal system had begun a halting recovery. Remarkably, in 1895 the 

Far West added almost twice as many total post offices as the northeastern and southern 

United States combined, despite having only a fraction of their populations.73 The West 

was the first to fall, but also the first to rebound. The 1890s depression may have been 

                                                
71 Figures reflect fiscal years operating from July-June and are from the Annual Reports of the Postmaster 
General, rather than Richard Helbock’s data. 
72 For the impact of the 1890s depression on Colorado, see Robbins, Colony and Empire, 91–93; Paul, 
Mining Frontiers of the Far West, 1848-1880, 110. 
73 The West gained 79 post offices in 1895, compared to 21 in the South and 23 in the Northeast. 
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notable for its intensity, but in many ways it was little more than the culmination of three 

decades worth of churning growth in the West.  

 

Coda: Dorothy’s Rollercoaster 

When Postmaster General Jonathan Creswell marveled at “the wonderful growth 

of the United States” in his 1870 Annual Report, he described a nation and a 

communications network that appeared poised to ascend to limitless heights.74 As he 

penned his report, perhaps no part of the country was ready to fulfill his prophecy as 

much as Kansas. In the following 1870-1871 fiscal year Kansas added more new post 

offices than other state or territory in the country. (See figure 31.) It would do so again 

every year for the next five years, gaining a net total of 564 post offices between July of 

1870 and June of 1875 – some two hundred more than the next highest state over the 

same period. This rocketing ascent was, to borrow a descriptor from Creswell, 

“astounding.” It was also astoundingly unsustainable.  

 
Figure 31. State Postal Growth (1870-1871)75 

                                                
74 “1870 Annual Report of the Postmaster General,” 28–29. 
75 Years reflect previous fiscal year (July-June). Data taken from Annual Reports of the Postmaster General. 
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The y-axis reflects postal growth of a state in absolute terms (measured by number of 
post offices), while the x-axis normalizes that growth relative to the size of a state or 

territory. Idaho, for instance, only added eight post offices, but this represented a huge 
increase for its relatively small postal network. Kansas stands out on both dimensions; it 

was adding a lot of post offices in both absolute terms and relative to the size of its 
network. 

 

During the last quarter of the nineteenth century Kansas and its postal network 

rode a terrifying roller coaster of churning growth. Between 1875-1877 the bottom fell 

out of the state’s postal network. During the first years of the decade the state had gained 

more than one hundred offices every year. By the middle of 1877 that number had 

plummeted to 35. But in true whiplash fashion, within two years that number had 

rocketed back up to 163 post offices – once again more than any other state or territory in 

the country. In fact, its growth in 1879 outstripped the rest of the country and by an even 

wider margin than it had in the beginning of the decade. Two years later, growth 

collapsed once again before rebounding in the mid-1880s. The recovery proved fleeting, 

and by the close of the 1880s the state’s postal system was exhibiting troubled signs of 

stalled growth. In 1889 Kansas’s postal system didn’t just slow down; it actually shrank. 

Rather than a momentary blip, 1889 was a watershed. Over the next ten years the state 

lost more than two hundred post offices. Kansas’s about-face was a stomach-turning 

downwards spiral that devastated tens of thousands of people and turned the state into a 

hotbed of agrarian populism. Charting the whiplash trajectory of Kansas’s growth during 

the late nineteenth century offers vivid evidence for why so many Kansas farmers would 

turn to the insurgent People’s Party by the 1890s. Like the broader West, Kansas 

expanded dramatically during these years. But hundreds of failed communities and 

shuttered post offices spoke to the tremendous churn that underlay this process. This was 

not the “wonderful growth” portended by Postmaster General Creswell’s 1870 report.76 

 

                                                
76 The classic treatment of Populism in Kansas is Walter Nugent, The Tolerant Populists: Kansas Populism 
and Nativism, First Edition (Chicago: University Of Chicago Press, 1963). 
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Figure 32. Net Gain in Kansas Post Offices, 1868-190077 

 

Tracing the postal network in the Far West illustrates the speed with which the 

United States integrated its western periphery. But this process didn’t occur evenly across 

time and space. Subregions, territories, states, and locales experienced dramatically 

different growth rates over the last decades of the nineteenth century. These patterns 

produced wild fluctuations even within a single state and gave birth to ephemeral and 

unstable communities like Collinsville, California. Like Collinsville, some of these 

communities eventually stabilized. Others disappeared entirely. And they did so with a 

shocking rapidity that complicates cyclical models of western development. Rather than 

progressing from boom to bust, growth and decline in the region took place 

simultaneously depending on the location and the time period. Development in the West 

was defined by churn as much as growth. 

“Postal geography” is a new historical method to chart the spatial history of the 

American West with an unprecedented spatio-temporal precision. It hinges on the U.S. 

Post’s ability to move in tandem with Anglo-American settlement. But the U.S. Post was 

more than just a passive proxy for western historical geography: it helped enable the very 

process of churn that defined the region’s nineteenth-century history. It used a gossamer 

structure of postmaster appointments and mail contracts to expand and recede with a 

                                                
77 Years reflect previous fiscal year (July-June). Data taken from Annual Reports of the Postmaster General. 
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nimbleness that belied its titanic size. Americans could rush into remote corners of the 

region in pursuit of land and resources, fully confident that their mail would follow 

closely behind them. But the U.S. Post’s connective tissue didn’t just carry 

communications to the friends and family they left behind; it linked them to the larger 

economic forces of commodity markets and financial panics that so frequently 

destabilized the region. The gossamer network of the U.S. Post created a flexible and 

expansive infrastructure that facilitated the churning integration of the late-nineteenth-

century West.78 

  

                                                
78 James Belich describes post offices as one of the major vectors, along with banks and newspapers, for 
transferring the “software” of settler colonialism. Belich, Replenishing the Earth, 120–123. 
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Chapter 2. 

Postal Cartography and the Administration of Space 

 

 
Figure 1. E. D. Boyd and Walter L. Nicholson, Map of the United States Exhibiting 
the Principal Mail Routes West of the Mississippi River. Washington, D.C., 1867.1 

 
Blood-red lines snaked across the map, winding their way between a handful of 

western hubs like Sacramento, Boise, Portland, and Denver. These thick lines represented 

the major mail routes of the American West in 1867, interconnected communication 

arteries that wove the region together and tied it to a national system of information. (See 

figure 1.) Two short years removed from a bloody civil war between North and South, 

the nation was already looking westward to a region of promise and potential, a bountiful 

territory overflowing with cheap land, grain, minerals, and timber. The tapestry of thick 

red lines that ran across the 1867 map made the region appear navigable. But the map of 

the West and the communications network it traced should have carried a sign reading 

                                                
1 E. D. Boyd and Walter L. Nicholson, “Map of Part of the United States Exhibiting the Principal Mail 
Routes West of the Mississippi River” (Washington, D.C., 1867), National Archives II at College Park, 
Maryland, I, Record Group 77, Records of the War Department, Map 285. 
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"Under Construction." The tracks of the transcontinental railroad that unfurled from 

Sacramento didn’t even make it past the Nevada border. A thin pencil line arced across 

northern Dakota Territory, accompanied by the notation: "Probable course of mail route 

under contract." (See figure 2.) The route petered out at the eastern border of Montana, 

hundreds of miles short of its destination. Mail routes and post offices had been erased, 

others written over. The mapmaker himself emphasized the ephemerality of his work by 

dating it down to the day: May 17th, 1867. Bold red lines aside, this map was an exercise 

in representing transience. 

 
Figure 2. Detail of Map of the United States Exhibiting the Principal Mail Routes West 

of the Mississippi River (1867).2  
The annotation reads: “Probable course of mail route under contract from Fort 

Abercrombie, Dak[ota] T.[erritory] to Helena, Mont.[ana] T.[erritory]” 
 

The 1867 map of the West, with all of its uncertainty and incompleteness, was an 

early attempt by the U.S. Post Office Department to map the nation’s western periphery. 

Unlikely as it may seem, the map ushered in a cartographic renaissance. It was one of the 

first in a series of regional postal maps produced by the Department in the two decades 

following the Civil War that attempted to chart the locations of post offices and mail 

routes that made up the nation’s postal system. It was a gargantuan task that required the 

Department’s Topographer’s Office to keep track of a never-ending flurry of changes and 

                                                
2 E. D. Boyd and Walter L. Nicholson, “Map of Part of the United States Exhibiting the Principal Mail 
Routes West of the Mississippi River” (Washington, D.C., 1867), National Archives II at College Park, 
Maryland, I, Record Group 77, Records of the War Department, Map 285. 
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to constantly add new offices, erase old ones, and alter the mail routes on its maps. The 

American West played an outsized role in this work. A flexible system of postmaster 

commissions and mail contracts grafted postal operations onto the existing infrastructure 

of western businesses. This gossamer structure is what allowed the U.S. Post to operate in 

the churning environment of the Far West, but it also presented a problem for officials in 

Washington, D.C. How do you administer a western periphery that was under a constant 

state of revision? The maps produced by the Topographer’s Office during the 1860s and 

1870s were an early attempt to meet the challenge of spatial governance in the West. 

The job was immense, but vital. Postal maps were instrumental for moving the 

nation’s mail across a sprawling and ever-changing network. Without them, postal 

officials in Washington, D.C. would quite literally not know the locations of tens of 

thousands of post offices and mail routes were located.3 Under the direction of its official 

Topographer, Walter Nicholson, the Post Office Department produced some three-dozen 

regional postal maps. By the 1880s, Nicholson was printing thousands of copies each 

year and distributing them across a network of public officials that stretched well beyond 

the Post Office Department. Postal maps made their way to postmasters and mail clerks, 

but also to bureaus like the General Land Office and the Treasury Department, to the 

desks of Congressmen, and even to the President of the United States.4  The maps were, 

to borrow a phrase from historian Susan Schulten, “quiet yet necessary instruments of 

governance.”5 Postal cartography helped the federal government administer space during 

the late nineteenth century. 

Postal cartography offers a new chapter in the otherwise familiar story about 

heroic scientists and explorers surveying the West’s last unknown regions. The 

Topographer’s Office was far more quotidian in comparison to these “Great Surveys.” It 

bartered in familiarity by aggregating pieces of information that every American already 

knew: the location of their local post office. But this process of aggregation, of gathering 

local knowledge into a centralized view of the larger system, is what made the maps so 

                                                
3 Congrssional Record, June 9, 1876, 44th Congress, 1st Session, 3710. 
4 “1884 Annual Report of the Postmaster General” (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1884), 
651–652; “1882 Annual Report of the Postmaster General” (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing 
Office, 1882), 539–540. 
5 Susan Schulten, Mapping the Nation: History and Cartography in Nineteenth-Century America 
(University Of Chicago Press, 2012), 7. 
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useful. It was a system of knowledge production inseparable from the life of Walter 

Nicholson, who headed the Topographer’s Office from 1863 until his retirement in 1887. 

Nicholson operated in a world that inflected the cartographic production of his office. His 

personal connections to a burgeoning scientific community centered in Washington, D.C. 

influenced the Department’s postal cartography as much as the political battles that 

rocked the nation’s capitol during the post-Civil War years. The story of Nicholson and 

the Topographer’s Office is, in many ways, the story of how geographical knowledge 

was produced in relation to the social, intellectual, and political contexts of the late-

nineteenth century United States.  

 

Postal Cartography Takes Root 

The clock had just struck midnight on a chilly December night when Walter 

Nicholson began his shift at the Smithsonian Observatory's telescope. While the rest of 

Washington, D.C. slept, Nicholson gazed up at the stars and recorded observations every 

five minutes. As the nighttime hours passed, the twenty-eight year-old Nicholson may 

have idly thought back to the events that led to this nighttime vigil. He was born in 1825 

in Edinburgh, Scotland, the son of a well-known painter and intellectual who helped 

found the Scottish National Academy. Walter Nicholson studied civil engineering in 

England before immigrating to the United States in 1851 to work as a railroad 

surveyor. In his spare time the young Scotsman became involved in Washington, D.C.'s 

growing scientific community, which led him to a seat at the Smithsonian's telescope in 

the dead of a winter night in 1853.6 

Nicholson's four hours of astronomical observations that night were part of a 

multi-year scientific project overseen by Andrew D. Bache, director of the U.S. Coast 

Survey and “the most powerful patron of science in antebellum America."7 Two years 

after Nicholson's participation in the astronomical project, Bache hired him for a 

                                                
6 33rd Congress, 1st Session, “Ex. Doc. No. 121: The U.S. Naval Astronomical Expedition to the Southern 
Hemisphere, during the Years 1849-’50-’51-52. Volume VI. Magnetical and Meteorological Observations” 
(Washington, D.C., July 13, 1854), 151; Edward Goodfellow, “Walter Lamb Nicholson, 1825-1895,” 
Bulletin of the Philosophical Society of Washington 13 (1900): 407–9; George Harvey, Notes on the Early 
History of the Royal Scottish Academy (Edinburgh: Edmonston and Douglas, 1870), 
http://books.google.com/books?id=oq4HAAAAQAAJ. 
7 Hugh Richard Slotten, Patronage, Practice, and the Culture of American Science: Alexander Dallas 
Bache and the U.S. Coast Survey (Cambridge; New York: Cambridge University Press, 1994), 145. 
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permanent position at the U.S. Coast Survey to produce maps for publication.8 By the 

time the American Civil War broke out in 1861 Nicholson was heading up the Coast 

Survey's lithography division. One year into the war, Nicholson drafted a map of Virginia 

and West Virginia as part of the Coast Survey's larger efforts to map the southern states 

for use by the Union Army. The map proved immensely popular, even making an 

appearance in Francis Carpenter's famous painting of President Abraham Lincoln's 

cabinet. (See figure 3.) Nicholson's work won wide acclaim and helped secure him a new 

position in 1863: Topographer of the U.S. Post Office Department.9 

 
Figure 3. Francis Carpenter, First Reading of the Emancipation Proclamation of 

President Lincoln (1864).10  
Walter Nicholson’s map highlighted at right. 

 

When Walter Nicholson left the U.S. Coast Survey to join the Post Office 

Department he could not have experienced a more jarring transition. The move increased 

his salary from $1,000 to $1,800 and moved him into a top-ranking position at a major 

                                                
8 34th Congress, 3rd Session, “Ex. Doc. No. 17: Persons Employed in the Coast Survey” (Washington, 
D.C., December 23, 1856), 6. 
9 Schulten, Mapping the Nation, 142, 277. For more on the immense size and impact of the Coast Survey 
under Bache, see Slotten, Patronage, Practice, and the Culture of American Science. 
10 Francis Carpenter, First Reading of the Emancipation Proclamation of President Lincoln, 1864. Oil on 
canvas, 108 in. x 180 in., United States Capitol, Washington, D.C. 
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government bureau.11 But at the time the Coast Survey was the government’s most 

powerful scientific institution. The Post Office Department Topographer's Office, 

meanwhile, was not even an officially designated division whose budget for employee 

salaries and map-making supplies fell under that catch-all departmental category 

of "miscellaneous expenses." Whereas the Coast Survey drew on a budget of almost 

$500,000, Nicholson had less than $10,000 with which to map the country's entire postal 

system.12 By the end of the Civil War, this system encompassed nearly 7,000 mail routes 

connecting more than 29,000 post offices and stretching over 180,000 miles.13 He was 

expected to do this using a minuscule 0.08% of the Department's total budget, or less than 

the amount allocated for the Department to purchase twine.14 (See figure 4.) Nicholson’s 

new office was a tiny corner of a vast organization.15 

                                                
11 37th Congress, 2d Session, “H. Ex. Doc. No. 83: Names of Persons Employed in the Coast Survey. 
Letter from the Secretary of the Treasury, Transmitting a List of the Number and Names of Persons 
Employed in the Coast Survey, and Expenditures, during the Year Ending June 30, 1861.” (Washington, 
D.C., March 25, 1862). 
12 For the Coast Survey budget, see Hugh Richard Slotten, “The Dilemmas of Science in the United States: 
Alexander Dallas Bache and the U.S. Coast Survey,” Isis 84, no. 1 (March 1, 1993): 26. 
13 “1866 Annual Report of the Postmaster General” (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1866), 
3, 9. 
14 “1864 Annual Report of the Postmaster General” (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1864), 
13, 27, 88. 
15 The position of Post Office Topographer had not always been so marginalized. Abraham Bradley Jr., a 
cartographer and Federalist politician, issued the first map of post roads in 1796 shortly after the 
Department’s inception. Bradley's work included a famous 1804 map, one of the first to systematically 
show the national connections of a young country. He continued his work until the Department's wholesale 
shake-up with the inauguration of Andrew Jackson in 1829. It wasn’t until 1837 that Congress officially 
authorized the position of "Topographer," along with an explicit appropriation for salary and expenses. 
Henry Burr held the office before Nicholson from 1832 until 1863. See Arthur Hecht, “The District of 
Columbia Staff of the Post Office Department Topographer, 1830-1899,” Records of the Columbia 
Historical Society, Washington, D.C. 50 (January 1, 1980): 95–96, doi:10.2307/40067810; Arthur Hecht, 
“Postal Maps of the U.S. Postal Service in the 18th and 19th Century,” The American Philatelist 93 
(November 1979): 981–86. For the significance of the Bradley map, see Brian Balogh, A Government Out 
of Sight: The Mystery of National Authority in Nineteenth-Century America (Cambridge University Press, 
2009), 221–226. 
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Figure 4. Comparison of Selected Post Office Department Expenditure Items, 1864 

 

Nevertheless, Walter Nicholson threw himself into his new responsibilities. A 

year after Nicholson’s appointment the Postmaster General announced a new initiative to 

issue a series of regional postal maps.16 Shortly after, Walter Nicholson penned a letter to 

the American Philosophical Society reporting on the campaign: "I immediately set myself 

to collect the best data from all quarters." 17 Nicholson and his employees began creating 

large-scale maps that focused on a single state or handful of states. They charted the 

location of post offices in that region and the mail routes that ran between them, with 

each route colored according to the frequency with which the mail was delivered along it. 

The maps allowed their reader to locate a particular town and determine where it fit into a 

regional communications system. 

                                                
16 “1864 Annual Report of the Postmaster General,” 13. 
17 American Philosophical Society, “Stated Meeting, July 15, 1864,” Proceedings of the American 
Philosophical Society Held at Philadelphia for Promoting Useful Knowledge 9, no. 71 (1865): 403–4. 
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Figure 5. Detail of the Mail Routes along the Columbia River from W. L. Nicholson, 

Post Route Map of the State of Oregon and Territory of Washington (Washington, 
D.C., 1880).18 

 

In the same 1864 letter to the American Philosophical Society, Nicholson 

expressed a particular attraction to the western states and territories, which gave him a 

"feeling of interest in the opening out and clearing up of these terrae incognito."19 The 

topographer wasted little time in following through on his intention to map this "terrae 

incognito." Nicholson's office issued the first of its regional postal maps in 1866, a two-

sheet map of post offices and mail routes in New England. The second of these maps, 

however, was of the western United States. That same year the Postmaster General 

cautioned in his Annual Report that "owing to the vast extent of our national domain, and 

the great number of post offices and routes to be shown, with the requisite amount of 

detail, such maps can only be compiled in successive groups of States."20 Nevertheless, 

Nicholson followed up his initial 1867 map of the West with a second, entirely new map 

of the exact same region two years later. In fact, two out of the first five regional postal 

maps produced by the Topographer's Office were of the West. By comparison, it would 
                                                
18 A. F. Dinsmore and W. L. Nicholson, Post Route Map of the State of Oregon and Territory of 
Washington (Washington, D.C., 1880), 1:760,320. Located in National Archives II, College Park, 
Maryland, RG28, Records of the Division of Topography, Regional Postal Route Maps Before 1894, 
Folder IV. 
19 American Philosophical Society, “Stated Meeting, July 15, 1864.” 
20 “1867 Annual Report of the Postmaster General” (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1867), 
10. 
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take nearly a decade for the Office to produce its first map of a single southern state.21  

What explains the Topographer's Office curious focus on the West, given the 

region’s incipient postal infrastructure and relatively small population? Why would the 

Post Office Department choose to map the West not once, but twice, before it issued even 

a single map of the Midwest or the South? A closer reading of the two maps offers clues 

to these questions. The first 1867 map bears a cartographic style that departed from other 

maps produced by the Office. It abandoned the Department's standard color-coded 

schema of mail routes and instead illustrated only the largest transportation routes in the 

region, while also containing a hand-written notation: "Presentation Copy of the Engineer 

Bureau, May 18th, 1867." The second map of the West, completed in 1869, has an even 

more anomalous cartographic style. Although it used the Department’s familiar color-

coded schema for mail routes, it also plotted and labeled every Indian reservation in the 

West, from a huge rectangular "Reservation for Ute Indians" in Colorado to the tiny Tule 

River reservation in southern California. The mapmaker even sketched the boundaries of 

a future reservation planned for northern Montana. To this day, the National Archives 

stores both maps separately from other Post Office Department maps, in the War 

Department and the Bureau of Indian Affairs, respectively. They were never intended for 

just the administration of the region's postal system.22 They were tools for the broader 

expansion of the American state. 

 

Spatial Governance and Greater Reconstruction 

When the Post Office Department hired Walter Nicholson in 1863, the federal 

government was in the midst of an unprecedented wartime transformation. That same 
                                                
21 For a timeline of the Topographer’s Office maps, see Finding Aid for Record Group 28, National 
Archives II at College Park, Maryland, RG28, Records of the Division of Topography, Appendix III: 
“Chronological List of Post Route Maps, 1866-1884. Filed in the Archives Among Records of Agencies 
other than the Post Office Department.” 
22 E. D. Boyd, “Map of Part of the United States Exhibiting the Principal Mail Routes West of the 
Mississippi River” (1867), NARA II, Record Group 77, Records of the War Department, Map 285; E. D. 
Boyd and Walter L. Nicholson, "Map of that Portion of the United States of America West of the 102nd 
Meridian Exhibiting the Post Offices and Mail Routes" (1869), NARA II, Record Group 75, Records of the 
Bureau of Indian Affairs, Map 277-279; “Post Route Map of the States of California and Nevada,” (1876), 
NARA II, Record Group 75, Records of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Map 278. A handful of non-western 
maps were similarly filed under the Bureau of Indian Affairs. See Finding Aid for Record Group 28, 
National Archives II at College Park, Maryland, RG 28, Records of the Division of Topography Appendix 
III: “Chronological List of Post Route Maps, 1866-1884. Filed in the Archives Among Records of 
Agencies other than the Post Office Department.”  
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year, President Abraham Lincoln issued the Emancipation Proclamation, unilaterally 

freeing millions of southern slaves with the backing of the rifles and bayonets of the 

Union Army. New legislation established a national currency and gave the government 

the ability to redistribute huge tracts of land under the Homestead Act and the Pacific 

Railway Act. When peace came in 1865, this new "Yankee Leviathan” emerged with a 

muscular new authority.23 As it rose up from the ashes of war, it also turned westward. 

Having put down the Confederate rebellion, the United States could concentrate its 

energies on incorporating its western territory and its peoples in a project described by 

historian Elliott West as “Greater Reconstruction.”24 Despite its sweeping new authority, 

the “Yankee Leviathan” of the late 1860s was unprepared to administer such a giant tract 

of territory. Government agencies were often understaffed and riddled with corruption. 

The General Land Office, for instance, was tasked with making accurate surveys and then 

parceling out a massive area of land in the West. Entangled state and federal land policies 

and left an overstretched workforce vulnerable to speculators, squatters, and crooked 

officeholders, to the point where the government surveyor in the pocket of a local “land 

ring” was almost as familiar a western trope as the emigrant family in a covered wagon.25 

Instead, the U.S. Government turned to two far more effective channels of administration 

in the West: the U.S. Army and the Post Office Department.26 

The outcome of Greater Reconstruction depended on the simultaneous removal of 

                                                
23 Richard Franklin Bensel, Yankee Leviathan: The Origins of Central State Authority in America, 1859-
1877 (Cambridge University Press, 1990). 
24 Elliott West, The Last Indian War: The Nez Perce Story (Oxford University Press, 2009); Elliott West, 
“Reconstructing Race,” The Western Historical Quarterly 34, no. 1 (April 1, 2003): 6–26. For the turn 
westward, see Heather Cox Richardson, West from Appomattox: The Reconstruction of America after the 
Civil War (Yale University Press, 2007). 
25 Patricia Nelson Limerick, The Legacy of Conquest: The Unbroken Past of the American West (W.W. 
Norton & Co., 1987), 59–60, 70; Malcolm J. Rohrbough, Land Office Business: The Settlement and 
Administration of American Public Lands, 1789-1837. (Oxford University Press, 1968); Mark W Summers, 
The Era of Good Stealings (New York: Oxford University Press, 1993), 49–50, 105. For the western trope 
of a corrupt surveyor, see William H. Goetzmann, Exploration and Empire: The Explorer and the Scientist 
in the Winning of the America West (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1966), 573. 
26 The other major western government agency was the Bureau of Indian Affairs. It too was rocked by 
corruption scandals during the 1860s and 1870s. See Paul Stuart, The Indian Office: Growth and 
Development of American Institution, 1865-1900 (Ann Arbor, Mich.: UMI Research Press, 1979), 17–20; 
Francis Paul Prucha, The Great Father: The United States Government and the American Indians 
(University of Nebraska Press, 1984), 586–589. Stephen Rockwell offers a revisionist take of the Bureau of 
Indian Affairs, arguing that it was a far more effective agency if envisioned in terms of advancing a project 
of national expansion. Stephen J. Rockwell, Indian Affairs and the Administrative State in the Nineteenth 
Century (Cambridge  ; New York: Cambridge University Press, 2010). 
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Indians from western land and the region’s repeopling by Anglo-Americans. The U.S. 

Army accomplished the first task and the Post Office Department facilitated the second. 

Even as the U.S. government carved out seven new western territories during the 1860s, 

it faced violent resistance from Indian groups across the region. In the immediate post-

war years thousands of Union troops were reassigned from the South to the West. These 

troops soon found themselves doing far more than just fighting Lakota and Arapaho. 

Western infantrymen built, maintained, and guarded the region’s roads, while officers 

and the Corps of Army Engineers spearheaded geological surveys across the region in an 

attempt to inventory what, exactly, the United States possessed within its borders and 

where those resources were located. Indian wars segued into the task of removing 

defeated groups to reservations and providing the threat of violence needed to enforce the 

terms of their removal.27  

The U.S. Post, meanwhile, is what allowed Anglo-Americans to move into 

conquered territory. Western migration often followed networks of kith and kin, and 

maintaining those networks required a reliable channel of communication between east 

and west. The U.S. Post provided that channel. Thousands of decisions to travel west 

were made through the mail, whether traveling to a Montana mine to join an older brother 

or buying a ticket to California to clerk for a cousin’s hardware store. Letters between 

friends and family were sorted by postmasters and postal clerks, carried by stagecoach 

companies under contract with the Post Office Department, and bore the humble three-

cent stamp of the U.S. Mail.28 This administrative infrastructure was crucial for Greater 

Reconstruction, and the Post Office Department helped stretch the umbilical cord of the 

mail all the way to the Pacific Coast. It was the great hidden infrastructure of American 

governance in the West. 

The U.S. Army and the U.S. Post operated across two distinct geographies in the 

West. An army fort marked a deliberate effort to establish territorial control in an area 

where it didn’t yet exist, while a post office marked an effort to consolidate that control 

once it had been established. The western army operated primarily at the outer periphery 
                                                
27 Karen R. Merrill, “In Search of the ‘Federal Presence’ in the American West,” The Western Historical 
Quarterly, Winter 1999, 449–73; Christopher McGrory Klyza, “The United States Army, Natural 
Resources, and Political Development in the Nineteenth Century,” Polity 35, no. 1 (October 1, 2002): 1–28. 
28 David M. Henkin, The Postal Age: The Emergence of Modern Communications in Nineteenth-Century 
America (University Of Chicago Press, 2006), 119–147. 
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of the Anglo-American West, with remote forts and posts serving as launching points for 

surveying expeditions, reconnaissance parties, or intermittent forays against mobile 

Indian enemies. But outside of army headquarters in a handful of urban centers, across 

much of the Anglo-American West the military was a distant entity. The opposite was 

true for the U.S. Post. A westerner could travel from San Francisco to San Diego without 

passing a single army fort, camp, or post. They would be hard-pressed to avoid the 

hundreds of post offices that dotted the route. Taken together, the U.S. Army and the Post 

Office Department defined much of the administrative space of Greater Reconstruction in 

the Far West. 

 

 
Figure 6. The Administrative Space of Greater Reconstruction in the West29 

Left: U.S. Army Forts and Posts (1876) 
Right: U.S. Post Offices (1876) 

 

Even with the U.S. Army and the Post Office Department, the federal 

government’s regulatory authority far outstripped its ability to enforce those regulations 

in the Far West during Greater Reconstruction. Even though the Post Office Department 
                                                
29 Many thanks to Benjamin Brands for providing data on U.S. Army forts and posts. Brands collected the 
data from annual reports of the Secretary of War. For more information, see Benjamin Brands, “Mapping 
the Army: Professionalization and 19th Century Army Posts,” Benjamin Brands Personal Website, 
December 11, 2014, http://benjamindbrands.net/uncategorized/mapping-the-army-professionalization-and-
19th-century-army-posts-final-project-blog/. Post office data from Richard Helbock, U.S. Post Offices 
Volume 1-8. A similar mapping effort of military posts has been completed in the context of the post-Civil 
War South in: Gregory P. Downs and Scott Nesbit, Mapping Occupation: Force, Freedom, and the Army 
in Reconstruction, http://mappingoccupation.org, published March 2015, accessed May 20, 2015. 
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was the government’s largest federal agency, most of its “employees” had only a loose 

association with the Department. Private companies carried the mail under four-year 

government contracts. The Department paid local businessmen a commission to work 

part-time as postmasters. The partisan nature of their appointments led to rampant 

turnover with each new national election. In the late 1860s and 1870s, the U.S. Post was 

less of a centralized bureaucracy than a sprawling federation of private contractors and 

part-time political appointees. This gossamer structure allowed the U.S. Post to expand 

over a huge area of territory, but it created an imbalance between center and periphery. 

Centralized regulation over such a large area was all but impossible. The Department’s 

centralized Inspection Division, for instance, was tasked with investigating fraud and 

theft conducted through the U.S. Mail.30 As the "fingers of my official hand," in the 

words of one Postmaster General, postal inspectors traveled across the country on their 

investigations. In the Far West during the late 1860s, those fingers didn’t stretch very 

far.31 

In 1865, the Post Office Department appointed Quincy Brooks as special agent to 

oversee the entire Pacific Northwest. Brooks was one of roughly thirty or forty inspectors 

assigned to different regions of the country who were responsible for monitoring this 

system. Particularly in the West, there were simply too few officials trying to administer 

too much territory. Brooks was expected to administer the entirety of California, Oregon, 

and Washington Territory without even the benefit of a clerk to help him with 

correspondence. Upon taking office, Brooks immediately wrote to Washington 

                                                
30 Their responsibilities as roving detectives gave rise to a cottage industry of memoirs written in the vein 
of crime fiction, like the series of sketches published by the chief of the division detailing "the many means 
and complicated contrivances of the wily and unscrupulous to defraud the public." Patrick Henry 
Woodward, The Secret Service of the Post-Office Department, as Exhibited in the Wonderful Exploits of 
Special Agents or Inspectors in the Detection, Pursuit, and Capture of Depredators upon the Mails (Estill 
& Co., 1886). For other examples see James Holbrook, Ten Years Among the Mail Bags (H. Cowperthwait 
& co., 1855); Torrance Parker and David Bigelow Parker, A Chautauqua Boy in ’61 and Afterward 
Reminiscences by David B. Parker, Second Lieutenant, Seventy-Second New York, Detailed Superintendent 
of the Mails of the Army of the Potomac, United States Marshal, District of Virginia, Chief Post Office 
Inspector. (Boston: Small, Maynard, 1912); James Rees, Foot-Prints of a Letter Carrier; Or, A History of 
the World’s Correspondence: Containing Biographies, Tales, Sketches, Incidents, and Statistics Connected 
with Postal History (J.B. Lippincott & Company, 1866). For a discussion of this genre, see Richard R. John, 
Spreading the News: The American Postal System from Franklin to Morse (Harvard University Press, 
1998), 77. 
31 Postmaster General David M. Key to Hon. Stanley Matthews, June 30, 1876. Parker Letterbook, David 
Parker Collection, University of Delaware. Many thanks to Richard R. John for lending his notes on this 
source. 
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complaining that he needed a post route map or, at the very least, a statement of the 

postal routes in his district.32 Brooks didn't even wait for a reply before writing to 

Oregon's surveyor general requesting copies of any maps he might have of the region "to 

enable me to act intelligently in reference to existing and proposed mail routes."33 A year 

after taking office he was still waiting in vain for a map of his region and struggling to 

reply to the litany of complaints about negligent postmasters or requests for new post 

roads.34 Unfortunately for Brooks, he was operating just before Walter Nicholson’s 

cartographic renaissance in the Topographer’s Office. By the early 1870s, Brooks’s 

successors in the Inspection Division were receiving an official postal map as soon as 

they assumed their position.35 And by the early 1880s, Nicholson’s office was 

constructing specially designed portable maps made specifically for inspectors to fold up 

and carry on their travels.36 But in the late 1860s, this kind of institutionalized 

cartography was only just beginning to take root. 

Quincy Brooks’s repeated requests for western maps illustrate the challenges of 

administering a huge region where geographical knowledge was in such short supply. 

The U.S. Army found itself conducting fast-moving military campaigns over a huge area 

against enemies whose familiarity with the region far outstripped its own. To try and 

close this knowledge deficit, Army officers turned to Indian scouts and topographical 

surveyors to help them navigate the region’s canyons, rivers, and mountains. The Bureau 

of Indian Affairs and General Land Office faced a similar deficit of geographical 

knowledge in their attempts to establish the boundaries of Indian reservations or delineate 

land parcels and distribute their titles to settlers. A shortfall of geographic knowledge is 

what explains why two out of the first five regional postal maps produced under Walter 
                                                
32 Quincy Brooks to Postmaster General Alexander Randall, December 26, 1865. In Alan Patera, ed., “Your 
Obedient Servant”: The Letters of Quincy A. Brooks, Special Agent of the Post Office Department, 1865-
1867 (Lake Oswego, Oregon: Raven Press, 1986), 23. Postal officials complained throughout the late 
nineteenth century about their struggles to administer such a huge network. In 1877 the Third Assistant 
Postmaster General wrote in his annual report, “There are now over 37,000 post-offices in the United States, 
scattered over a wide area of territory, concerning whose varying wants it is practically impossible for the 
department to be at all times fully and accurately advised.” “1877 Annual Report of the Postmaster General” 
(Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1877), 165. 
33 Quincy Brooks to Elisha Applegate, December 30, 1865. In Alan Patera, Your Obedient Servant, 24. 
34 Quincy Brooks to Second Assistant Postmaster General George W. McLellan, June 4, 1866. In Ibid., 110. 
35 Charles Henry to James Garfield, December 27, 1873 in James D. Norris and Arthur H. Shaffer, eds., 
Politics and Patronage in the Gilded Age: The Correspondence of James A. Garfield and Charles E. Henry 
(Madison: State Historical Society of Wisconsin, 1970), 75. 
36 “1882 Annual Report of the Postmaster General,” 538. 
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Nicholson in the Topographer’s Office were of the West, several years before the 

Department’s first map of the South or Midwest. It also explains why the western maps 

followed such an anomalous cartographic style and why the National Archives still files 

them under the War Department and the Bureau of Indian Affairs, rather than the Post 

Office Department. Nicholson’s early maps of the West were all-purpose tools for federal 

governance at a time when geographic knowledge in the region was at a premium. So 

why have historians ignored them?  

Unfortunately for Walter Nicholson’s legacy, he took the helm of the Post Office 

Topographer’s Office just as the federal government entered a golden era of cartography 

in the West. Between 1867 and 1879 the government launched four “Great Surveys” 

headed by Clarence King, George Wheeler, Ferdinand Hayden, and John Wesley Powell. 

Over roughly ten years, these scientists led expeditions to explore the last unknown 

regions of the western United States. Their work subsequently captured the imagination 

of the American public and future historians alike. Excessive focus on the “Great Surveys” 

stems in part a heady brew of two powerful historical narratives: the march of scientific 

progress and the “opening up” the West. King, Wheeler, Hayden and Powell blended the 

scientific quest for knowledge with dime-novel feats of frontier heroism. Their teams of 

geologists, paleontologists, botanists and ethnologists catalogued the West’s minerals, 

plants, animals and native groups. And they did so while avoiding river rapids and grizzly 

bears, braving Indian attacks and lightning strikes, and surveying the region’s forbidding 

and previously unmapped landscape. Historians have long been transfixed by the 

romanticism of their exploits, from the one-armed John Wesley Powell navigating the 

Grand Canyon in 1869 to Clarence King uncovering the great “Diamond Hoax” in 

1873.37 Their mapping of new territory, meanwhile, fits within a progressive cartographic 

tradition that emphasizes increasingly comprehensive and accurate mapmaking. King, 

Hayden, Wheeler and Powell quite literally filled in the blanks of western maps.38  

                                                
37 Richard A Bartlett, Great Surveys of the American West (Norman, Oklahoma: University of Oklahoma 
Press, 1962); Goetzmann, Exploration and Empire; Mike Foster, Strange Genius: The Life of Ferdinand 
Vandeveer Hayden (Niwot, Colo.: Roberts Rinehart Publishers, 1994); Donald Worster, A River Running 
West: The Life of John Wesley Powell (Oxford; New York: Oxford University Press, 2001); Robert Wilson, 
The Explorer King: Adventure, Science, and the Great Diamond Hoax--Clarence King in the Old West 
(Simon and Schuster, 2006). 
38 On the linear narrative of progress in the history of cartography, see Matthew H. Edney, “Theory and the 
History of Cartography,” Imago Mundi 48, no. 1 (1996): 185–91, doi:10.1080/03085699608592841; J. B. 
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The achievements of the “Great Surveys” and their heroic explorer-scientists had 

profound implications for the construction of space in the West. But they so dominate the 

history of nineteenth-century western cartography that they have crowded out the 

contributions of more mundane projects. By comparison, mapmaking in the Post Office 

Department was about as romantic as actuarial accounting, and just as easy to overlook. 

But overlooking postal cartography would be a mistake. Maps produced by the “Great 

Surveys” reflected the priorities of those who produced and sponsored them. Geology 

was their overriding emphasis. Government officials and mining companies were hungry 

for information that might lead to the next Comstock Lode while the surveys’ scientists 

operated in an academic context that placed geology at the “pinnacles of American 

science.”39 Governance in the West, however, required knowledge of where people were, 

not just where they might go based on new mineral discoveries. Because nearly every 

town had a post office, postal maps conveyed where people actually lived in the West. 

They charted the frequency and direction of information flows in the West and the 

regional infrastructure connecting towns and cities; in essence, how communities fit 

within a larger social, economic, and administrative system. And unlike the maps of the 

“Great Surveys” or even the population maps issued every ten years by the Census 

Bureau, postal maps were kept constantly updated by the Topographer’s Office.40 Walter 

Nicholson’s postal maps were some of the most timely and useful tools to render the 

West legible to those officials tasked with administering it.41 

Demand for postal maps took off almost as soon as Walter Nicholson began 

producing them. Beginning in the mid-1860s the Postmaster General started chronicling 

his office’s progress. By 1868 postal maps had "been found of great use in the several 

branches of this Department." Three years later, the maps were "in constant demand" by 

both postal officials and members of Congress. By 1873 that demand proved "beyond the 

                                                                                                                                            
Harley, The New Nature of Maps: Essays in the History of Cartography (The Johns Hopkins University 
Press, 2001). 
39 Worster, A River Running West, 410. 
40 For more on mapping in the Census Bureau, see Matthew G Hannah, Governmentality and the Mastery 
of Territory in Nineteenth- Century America (Cambridge University Press, 2000). Chapter 5, “The 
Cartographic Consolidation of America” in Schulten, Mapping the Nation. 
41 For more on legibility see James C. Scott, Seeing Like a State: How Certain Schemes to Improve the 
Human Condition Have Failed (Yale University Press, 1999). 
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capacity of the Department to satisfy."42 By the end of the decade Nicholson's office had 

produced regional postal maps covering most of the country and found itself distributing 

nearly 9,000 copies of these maps each year, almost as many as were distributed that 

same year by one of the “Great Surveys” under George Wheeler.43 Department clerks, 

route agents, postmasters, congressional committees, individual Congressmen, cabinet 

members, the President of the United States – seemingly every public servant was 

clambering for Nicholson's maps.44 The demand was so great that by 1883 there was a 

one-year backlog of map requests that the Topographer’s Office office had not yet 

answered.45 

The demand wasn't limited to just the federal government; from the 1870s 

onwards postal maps began appearing in libraries, historical societies, geographical 

associations, and museums across the country.46 The maps even traveled overseas, 

winning the highest award for cartography at the 1881 International Congress of 

Geography in Venice, Italy.47 The contributions of Walter Nicholson and the Post Office 

                                                
42 1868 Annual Report of the Postmaster General (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1868), 
10–11. “1871 Annual Report of the Postmaster General” (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 
1871), xi. “1873 Annual Report of the Postmaster General” (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing 
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(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1880), 245–246, 
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715. 
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Department are an untold story of how geographic knowledge was produced in the 

Gilded Age. Unlike the “Great Surveys” of the West conducted by Clarence King or John 

Wesley Powell this process didn’t occur on top of a snow-covered peak or in the bowels 

of a sandstone canyon. It took place at an office desk in Washington, D.C. 

 

“Bringing Up The Diagrams” and the Production of Geographic Knowledge 

Walter Nicholson and John Wesley Powell were peers but not equals. Powell was 

perhaps the most celebrated explorer of the post-war years, the one-armed Union veteran 

who charted the unmapped canyons of the Southwest. As the director of the U.S. 

Geological Survey he commanded a half-million dollar budget and authored dozens of 

influential treatises on subjects ranging from ethnology to irrigation. Nicholson was a 

Scottish immigrant heading a bureau with less than one-tenth the funding of the 

Geological Survey and an even smaller fraction of its prestige. Powell’s surveyors 

trekked across a forbidding western landscape wielding zenith telescopes and climbing 

axes while Nicholson’s employees sat at office desks in Washington with colored pencils 

and Department circulars. Yet the distance between the two men was surprisingly small. 

In a literal sense they lived a half-mile apart from each other in Washington. Socially, 

Powell and Nicholson were deeply embedded in the city’s scientific community. They 

both attended meetings at the Washington Philosophical Society, which Nicholson 

himself had helped found in 1871 as an association for the city’s intellectuals.48 Each of 

them spent long hours at the Smithsonian building, Powell as the head of its Bureau of 

Ethnology and Nicholson as a decades-long contributor to the institute’s projects on 

meteorology and topography. Nicholson and Powell shared many of the same friends, 

such as the famed physicist and director of the Smithsonian Joseph Henry. Powell was by 

far the more prominent figure in this scientific community, but Nicholson’s career was no 

less shaped by it.49  
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Nicholson and Powell were part of the nineteenth-century emergence of a modern 

scientific establishment centered in the nation’s capitol. This intellectual community 

began to coalesce at mid-century under the influence of Joseph Henry and Andrew D. 

Bache, directors of the Smithsonian Institute and U.S. Coast Survey respectively. Henry 

and Bache doled out federal funding from a formidable war chest in order to support a 

cadre of scientists who eventually made Washington, in the words of Henry, “as 

conspicuous as a center of science as it has been for politics.”50 Walter Nicholson joined 

this community almost immediately upon immigrating to the United States in 1851. By 

1860 he was working under Bache at the Coast Survey while simultaneously volunteering 

his time on a variety of projects under Henry at the Smithsonian.51 Nicholson’s 

connections to these powerful scientists secured him his new position at the Post Office 

Topographer’s Office in 1863.52 But Nicholson’s involvement in this community also 

influenced his approach to the production of geographical knowledge.  

Nicholson worked within what Susan Cannon describes as the dominant form of 

science in antebellum America: “Humboldtian Science,” or studying interconnected 

geographic phenomena in order to derive natural laws.53 Cannon argues that 

“Humboldtian Science” supplanted an older model of “Baconian Science,” which she 

describes as “the collection of facts, lots of facts, in all sorts of places…the absence of an 

analytical theory or of sophisticated mathematic tools; the belief that a hypothesis will 
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emerge somehow from the accumulation of facts."54 In his scientific work at the 

Smithsonian Institution and Coast Survey Nicholson crafted a hybrid of these two models 

that blended a “Humboldtian” emphasis on geography with a “Baconian” obsession with 

gathering mountains of facts in lieu of sophisticated analysis. He gradually imbued this 

approach with a particularly “Nicholsonian” flavor that relied on long-distance 

communication. It was an approach that would come to dominate how he directed 

mapmaking at the Post Office Department. 

In the summer of 1860, Joseph Henry appointed Nicholson on behalf of the 

Smithsonian Institution to investigate a tornado that had swept through Iowa and Illinois. 

Nicholson departed for a fact-finding mission to the Midwest in August armed with a 

personal letter of reference from Bache and Henry. Once there he interviewed locals to 

try and recreate the path and severity of the storm. His subsequent report illustrated two 

central facets of Walter Nicholson's future work at the Topographer's Office: an interest 

in the West and an immense appetite for collecting information. In his report he 

commended "the general intelligence, manifestation of truthfulness, and hospitality of the 

people whom he met in the prairie regions of the west." He went on to relate an 

avalanche of information including weather and temperature readings, local newspaper 

reports, and a wealth of eye-witness accounts such as "After the storm, chickens were 

found running about with every feather stripped from their bodies." In “Baconian” 

fashion, Nicholson was much more a reporter than an interpreter, interested in 

cataloguing details more than offering up hypotheses about what might have caused the 

tornado.55  

The same year that Walter Nicholson penned his report on the 1860 tornado he 

also began a multi-decade topographic project for the Smithsonian to gather elevation 

data from across North America. It became his magnum opus of “Nicholsonian” fact-

gathering.56 Unlike the tornado expedition this project solidified Nicholson’s reliance on 

                                                
54 Cannon, Science in Culture, 73. 
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long-distance communication. He sent out letters "in every direction likely to be available 

for such information,” to engineers, surveyors, geologists, astronomers, and railroad 

employees.57 Railway superintendents and engineers were his most active respondents, 

furnishing Nicholson with more than four hundred replies.58 Their generosity didn’t keep 

the fussy Nicholson from complaining, however, about the “perplexity … discrepancies 

… indefiniteness … and incoherence” of their data. Nevertheless, by 1872 Nicholson had 

gathered more than 16,000 elevation points from across the country, carefully recorded in 

twenty-eight separate volumes organized by state and region.59 The way Nicholson 

approached his work for the Smithsonian encapsulated his entire approach to producing 

geographic knowledge: sitting in Washington at the center of a web of correspondence 

and reeling in filaments of spatial information.   

 Mapmaking at the Topographer’s Office was divided into two stages under 

Nicholson: representing space and representing time. The first stage was what we tend to 

think of as the traditional practice of cartography: placing features onto a two-

dimensional surface in accurate geographic relation to one another. The Office's 

draughtsmen first drew state and county boundaries along with major topographical 

features such as lakes or rivers. They then had to locate post offices and put them onto 

this map. It was no easy task. A decade into Nicholson’s tenure there were 34,000 post 

offices connected by nearly 270,000 miles of postal routes that ran along the country’s 

roads, waterways, and railroad lines.60 To map this system, draughtsmen had to cobble 

together geographical information from existing maps, atlases, and state or county 

surveys.61 But the Topographer's Office also mailed thousands of circulars each year to 
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individual postmasters asking for information about the sites and locations of their offices. 

Drafting a postal map was an often frustrating exercise in long-distance communication. 

As one draughtsman complained, "[postmaster] descriptions are often very erratic; for 

instance, they will say a certain post-office is four miles away in a straight direction by 

the buggy-road; so it makes it a very difficult thing to put offices in the right places."62 In 

trying to compose a postal map, a mailed circular was far more important than more 

familiar mapmaking instruments. The sextant and hypsometers of the surveyor was 

replaced with Post Office Department stationary.  

Once the draughtsmen finished a regional map of post offices and their locations 

they concluded the first stage of the mapmaking process and an engraver then printed 

several hundred sheets of the map. But the map was not yet usable. It resembled an 

untouched page from a connect-the-dots book, with post office locations and names and 

even mileages between them but the lines connecting all of these dots conspicuously 

missing. Clerks still had to “connect the dots” by coloring in the routes that ran between 

each office. This was the second stage of the mapmaking process that attempted to 

represent time as much as space.63 Nicholson and his employees used a color-based 

schema to represent how frequently the mail traveled along different routes, ranging from 

six-times-a-week service (a black line) down to once-a-week service (a red line). This 

transformed the static geography of unconnected dots and floating distances into a 

diagram of how information traveled across the system. In fact, the maps themselves 

were labeled as “diagrams” and employees in the Topographer’s Office often used "map" 

and “diagram” interchangeably when describing their work.64 It was a subtle but crucial 

distinction. As abstract representations of spatial arrangements, all maps fall under the 

category of “diagram.” But the ability of postal maps to diagram how frequently 
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information moved lent them a temporal element that stood at the heart of how the Post 

Office Department captured the geography of its network.  

 
Figure 7. Comparison of Unfinished and Finished Postal Map65 

 

                                                
65 Left: Detail from W. L. Nicholson, Preliminary Post Route map of the State of Texas, with Adjacent 
Parts of Louisiana, Arkansas, and Indian Territory (Washington, D.C., 1878), 1:1,000,000 [unfinished]. 
Located in National Archives II, College Park, Maryland, RG28, Records of the Division of Topography, 
Regional Postal Route Maps Before 1894, Folder III. 
Right: Detail from E. D. Boyd and W. L. Nicholson, Post Route Map of the State of Texas, with Adjacent 
Parts of Louisiana, Arkansas and Indian Territory (Washington, D.C., 1874), 1:1,000,000. Located in 
National Archives II, College Park, Maryland, RG28, Records of the Division of Topography, Regional 
Postal Route Maps Before 1894, Folder III. 
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Figure 8. Map Legend of Walter Nicholson, Post Route Map of the State of Colorado 

(Washington, D.C., 1879)66 
 

The two stages of cartography in the Topographer’s Office, one capturing space 

and one capturing time, were starkly divided by gender. The first stage – mapping the 

system's geography – was completed by male draughtsmen. The second stage – filling in 

the diagrams to chart how frequently information moved – was the work of female clerks, 

who made up two-thirds of the office’s employees by the end of the 1870s. The 

Topographer's Office was at the forefront of a larger movement towards sexual 

integration in the federal workforce. Historian Cindy Aron describes the entry of female 

clerks into Washington, D.C.'s federal offices during the late nineteenth century in a 

process that preceded the private sector by several decades. The pace of integration in the 

Topographer's Office’s was even faster, although the women’s backgrounds were similar 

to those of other female government employees described by Aron: unmarried or 

widowed, young, and from a middle-class background.67 (See figure 9.) 

 
                                                
66 W. L. Nicholson, Post Route Map of the State of Colorado (Washington, D.C., 1879), 1:1,000,000 
Located in National Archives II, College Park, Maryland, RG28, Records of the Division of Topography, 
Regional Postal Route Maps Before 1894, Folder III. 
67 Data calculated from “The Official Register of the United States, 1879” (Washington, D.C.: Government 
Printing Office, 1879), 8. Aron calculated that 16% of the Washington’s government workforce was female 
in 1870 and 23% was female in 1880. Cindy Aron, Ladies and Gentlemen of the Civil Service  : Middle-
Class Workers in Victorian America: Middle-Class Workers in Victorian America (Oxford University Press, 
1987), 5. For demographics, see Chapter 3, “The Ladies.” The Official Register offers clues to the 
demographics of the Topographer’s Office, in which eleven out of fifteen of its female employees bear the 
title “Miss” rather than “Mrs.” “The Official Register of the United States, 1879,” 8. 
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Figure 9. Women Employed in the Topographer’s Office and the Federal 

Government 

 

The Topographer’s Office’s young middle-class women worked in an 

environment whose labor was separated into “gentlemen's work” and “ladies’ work.”68 

The “gentlemen's work” consisted of the first stage of mapmaking: laying out and 

drawing the postal maps. As the title “draughtsman” implies, mostly men performed this 

labor, although a few women eventually moved into their ranks.69 The salaries for 

“gentlemen's work” were determined based on a draughtsman’s experience and ranged 

from $1,200 to $1,600 a year (the highest pay-grade for a federal clerk).70 Several of 

these draughtsmen had gained that experience as engineers in the West employed on 

railroad surveys or for local municipal governments like San Diego County or the city of 

Denver.71 “Ladies' work,” meanwhile, consisted of the second stage of mapmaking, of 

coloring in routes to "connect the dots" of the unfinished diagrams. These female 
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surveyor for San Diego County and had worked on a railroad survey in the 1850s. For Boyd, see Frank Hall 
and Rocky Mountain Historical Company, History of the State of Colorado, Embracing Accounts of the 
Pre-Historic Races and Their Remains: The Earliest Spanish, French and American Explorations (The 
Blakely Printing Company, 1890), 523. For Poole, see Jean Louis Berlandier Papers, Smithsonian 
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"colorists" received a much smaller annual salary of $900 during the 1870s.72 Although 

they were paid less than their male counterparts, female colorists were the ones who 

actually made postal maps usable. Part of this came from coloring in routes to capture the 

delivery frequency of mail. But much of their labor revolved around a much more 

challenging task: keeping postal maps up-to-date, or, in their own parlance, "bringing up 

the diagrams."73  

"Bringing up the diagrams" embodied the essence of how the postal system's 

center struggled to maintain geographical knowledge of its periphery. The Topographer's 

Office employed so many women in part because updating regional postal maps was a 

never-ending battle that required an immense amount of labor. The women were, in 

effect, trying to paint a still life while someone kept rearranging the fruit dish. Every day 

new post offices were established, old ones discontinued, and others changed locations or 

names. The Topographer's Office tried to convey the fleeting nature of their maps by 

including a blank space in their legend: "The service on this diagram brought up to date 

of ______." This blank space was filled in at the last possible moment before the map 

was sent out, often down to the specific day (see Figure 8). Postal maps were designed to 

function quite explicitly as a single snapshot in time.  

Nowhere was the task of mapping the postal system more difficult than in the 

American West. As early as 1864, Walter Nicholson acknowledged the "choice bits of 

perplexity" that came with mapping the western states and territories.74 Those “choice 

bits of perplexity” grew in tandem with the expansion of the western postal network. In 

the mid-1870s, the Topographer's Office began drafting a regional postal map of 

California and Nevada. Concurrently, laborers for the Southern Pacific Railroad were 

laying down new track in California. The draughtsmen finished before the laborers, 

however, and the Office printed initial sheets of the map with a conspicuous gap in the 

Southern Pacific’s route between Los Angeles and Bakersfield. When the railroad 

eventually closed the gap a colorist had to connect the map's printed railway line by hand 

                                                
72 45th Congress, 2st Session, “Testimony Taken by the Committee on Expenditures in the Post Office 
Department,” 3–4. 
73 Ibid., 15. 
74 American Philosophical Society, “Stated Meeting, July 15, 1864.” 
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before releasing the map on December 1st, 1876.75 Within a matter of days, however, this 

version of the map was already out-of-date: on December 3rd a California post office 

changed its name from Prairie to Black’s Station, and on December 7th a new office 

opened in Nevada before promptly shutting down the following month. 76 Six months 

later, the Department reported that more than two hundred and fifty post offices in 

California and Nevada had opened, closed, or changed names or locations over the 

preceding year.77  

More so than any other form of government cartography during this period, postal 

maps captured the spatial ephemerality of the western United States. A California Senator 

recognized this as well as anybody when he argued for the utility of the Topographer’s 

Office in the face of potential budgetary cutbacks: “A [postal] map of the year before last 

would be entirely obsolete.”78 Walter Nicholson himself described just how maddening it 

was to try to map a system in a constant state of flux: “the changes are so great that 

unless you see it directly in my office you have no idea of the extent of them; not even 

the Postmaster-General himself could realize the enormous changes that have 

occurred.”79 Many of those changes reflected a region undergoing rapid transformations. 

A western mining company might petition Congress to establish a new mail route to 

serve its employees. Once approved, the route had to be drawn on the Department’s 

postal maps. As the mine wound down and its workforce trickled away, however, the 

Department might curtail the route from three-times-a-week to once-a-week service. The 

Topographer’s Office would then need to change the color of the route on its maps from 

blue to red. When the mine shuttered entirely, the Department would discontinue the post 

office and mail route and have to erase them entirely from its maps. Like Sisyphus 

pushing his boulder up a hill only to watch it roll down, postal mapmakers struggled to 

keep pace with a region that refused to stand still. (See figure 10.) 

                                                
75 Edna Monch Parker, “The Southern Pacific Railroad and Settlement in Southern California,” Pacific 
Historical Review 6, no. 2 (June 1, 1937): 103–19, doi:10.2307/3633158. 
76 See Prairie post office in microfilm reel for Yolo County, California and Sonoma post office in microfilm 
reel for Nevada, Humboldt County in United States Post Office Department, Record of Appointment of 
Postmasters, 1832-September 30, 1971, M841 (Washington, DC: National Archives Microfilm Publication, 
1973).  
77 “1877 Annual Report of the Postmaster General,” 7. 
78 Congressional Record, June 9, 1876, 44th Congress, 1st Session, 3711. 
79 45th Congress, 2st Session, “Testimony Taken by the Committee on Expenditures in the Post Office 
Department,” 21. 
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In order to track all of the changes to the U.S. Post, the Topographer’s Office 

participated in a convoluted process of gathering information that ping-ponged between 

the system’s center and its periphery. In Washington, D.C., Nicholson’s employees 

leaned on other branches of the Post Office Department to provide timely information: 

monthly reports from the Contract Office with updated route information, weekly 

bulletins from the Appointment Office relaying new and discontinued post offices along 

with those that had changed names, and daily reports from the Railway Mail Service 

regarding service along the nation's railroad mail routes.80 Those divisions in turn relied 

on local knowledge supplied by the system’s periphery. Western postmasters submitted 

certificates, mail contractors reported the distances of their routes, and railway mail 

agents filed reports to their superiors. Of these local actors, railway mail agents were the 

only ones directly employed by the Post Office Department. Postmasters and mail 

contractors, meanwhile, were most often private businessmen whose primary occupations 

took precedence over the public functions of the U.S. Post. This was a part-time 

workforce with high rates of turnover rather than a permanent bureaucracy. Officials in 

Washington, D.C. found themselves cajoling and prodding these local actors to send 

them the information they needed to administer the nation’s postal network.81  

 

                                                
80 “1880 Annual Report of the Postmaster General,” 297. 
81 See, for instance, Office of the Second Assistant Postmaster General to Postmaster at Bellranch, San 
Miguel County, New Mexico, September 22, 1897 in Red River Valley Records, MSS 86 BC, University 
of New Mexico Center for Southwest Research, Albuquerque, New Mexico. 
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Figure 10. Updating Postal Maps82 

 

 
Figure 11. Complexity of the Postal Network in Northern California83 

                                                
82 Detail from Post Office Department, Post Route Map of the States of California and Nevada 
(Washington, D.C., 1879). 1:760,320. Located in National Archives II, College Park, Maryland, RG 75, 
Bureau of Indian Affairs, Map 278.  
83 Detail from Post Office Department, Post Route Map of the States of California and Nevada 
(Washington, D.C., 1879). 1:760,320. Located in National Archives II, College Park, Maryland, RG 75, 
Bureau of Indian Affairs, Map 278. 
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Politics, Government, and the Production of Space 

Postal maps produced by the Topographer’s Office were central to the U.S. 

government’s administration of space in the Gilded Age, but the operations of the office 

were in turn delimited by larger shifts transforming the federal government during this 

period. The Topographer’s Office was deeply embedded in some of the defining political 

battles of the age. Placing it within these shifts illustrates the extent to which politics 

shaped the production of geographic knowledge in the late nineteenth century. Like a 

dinghy on the open sea the Topographer’s Office was buffeted by the swells and gusts of 

prevailing political winds. Nicholson took office in 1863 in the midst of a decade-long 

run of dominance by the Republican Party. In 1869 the party’s hand was further 

strengthened when Ulysses S. Grant replaced Andrew Johnson in the Oval Office and 

ended several years of bitter feuding between Johnson and Congressional Republicans. 

Party stalwart Jonathan Creswell assumed control of the Post Office Department under 

Grant’s administration and immediately replaced many of Johnson’s previous 

appointments. Under Creswell’s oversight the Republican Party perfected a patronage 

machine that extended its reach into the office of the Post Office Topographer.84  

In 1872 Congressman (and future President) James Garfield happily noted in his 

diary that he had managed to secure a position in the Topographer's Office for a young 

woman and family friend named Elizabeth Ladd who had been living with Garfield's 

family in Washington.85 That same year Nicholson hired an ailing widow and mother-of-

two named Sarah Cushing. He did so at the behest of both Thomas Ferry, a powerful 

Republican senator from Cushing’s home state of Michigan, and the Postmaster General 

himself. The influence of these powerful “friends” not only secured Cushing a position in 

the Topographer’s Office; it secured her preferential treatment. Due to her ailing health 

Nicholson allowed her to work entirely from her apartment rather than in the office. A 

Department messenger who lived near Cushing would drop off maps for her to color and 

then pick them up on his way to work. In six years she barely showed her face inside the 

                                                
84 See Chapter 8: “Politicians Versus Reformers” in Dorothy G. Fowler, The Cabinet Politician: The 
Postmasters General, 1829-1909 (New York, N.Y.: Columbia University Press, 1943). 
85 Entries for June 19, 1872, May 15, 1873, June 7, 1873 in James A. Garfield, The Diary of James A. 
Garfield, ed. Brown Williams, vol. 2 (East Lansing: Michigan State University, 1967), 65, 180, 190. 
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Post Office building. Cushing's preferential treatment didn't sit well with other employees, 

some of who complained about having to correct mistakes in her absence. But Nicholson 

was helpless to do anything but acquiesce to the patronage demands of his boss, 

Postmaster General Creswell.86 Of course, Nicholson himself wasn’t exactly a model 

civil servant – at various points he kept both his wife and his son on the office payroll.87 

Patronage and nepotism were as entrenched in the Topographer's Office as they were in 

any government bureau during the Gilded Age. 

Walter Nicholson’s hiring of Elizabeth Ladd and Sarah Cushing demonstrate that 

he knew how to play the political game. But the topographer was more adept at 

befriending powerful men of science like Andrew Bache and Joseph Henry than he was 

at lobbying politicians. In 1870 the Topographer asked for a raise and Postmaster General 

Creswell duly lobbied Congress to increase Nicholson's salary from $1,800 to $3,000 due 

to "his superior qualifications" in mapmaking that required "the highest order of artistic 

skill for its proper execution."88 Congress promptly rejected the request. Nicholson’s 

frustration reflected by far the most pressing political issue he faced during his tenure: 

funding. The annual Post Office Appropriations bill loomed over Walter Nicholson like a 

ghost. As the work of the Topographer’s Office grew its annual appropriations grew with 

it, from $20,000 in 1870 to $35,000 by 1874.89 But even with a solid Republican majority 

in Congress and the influence of Postmaster General Creswell, Nicholson had to fight for 

every dollar. In 1869 he pleaded with the House Appropriations Committee directly, 

begging the chairman to grant the full $20,000 requested by his office while warning that 

if it was lowered the Department's mapmaking efforts would "be seriously crippled and 

delayed."90 Nicholson might have had to scrap for his funding, but so long as the 

legislative branch remained in Republican control the Department could largely depend 

on a stable stream of appropriations. 

                                                
86 45th Congress, 2st Session, “Testimony Taken by the Committee on Expenditures in the Post Office 
Department,” 3, 6, 9–11, 13, 16–18. 
87 Ibid., 1–5, 21. 
88 Letter from John Creswell, May 7, 1870 printed in Congressional Globe, 41st Congress, 2nd Session, May 
23, 1870, 3710. 
89 “1870 Annual Report of the Postmaster General” (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1870), 
38; “1874 Annual Report of the Postmaster General,” 31. 
90 Letter from W. L. Nicholson, October 1, 1869. House Committee on Appropriations, NARA I RG 233, 
41A, F2.22, Papers Relating to the Post Office Department. 
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Walter Nicholson used his appropriations to not just make maps but to produce 

other forms of geographic information during the late 1860s and early 1870s. In 1869 

Nicholson and his office began work on a "distance table," a matrix containing the 

distances of the shortest mail routes between different post offices in the United States.91 

They finished this 151-page volume of distances in 1873 and it soon became the basis for 

determining rates charged by telegraph companies to transmit official government 

telegrams.92 The farther a message traveled, the higher the cost. What made Nicholson’s 

distance table so central was that it was the key ingredient for maintaining a contentious 

compromise between the government and the telegraph industry. Almost since the 

invention of the telegraph in 1844, the industry fended off attacks by reformers who 

believed the new technology to be a public service that should be owned and 

administered by the federal government, no different than the U.S. Post. Private 

companies, predominantly Western Union, thought differently. The National Telegraphy 

Act of 1866 allowed for the private ownership of telegraph lines but under the condition 

that these private companies would carry official government messages at steeply 

discounted rates set by the Postmaster General. This was a kind of tit-for-tat: the 

telegraph industry remained privatized, but it had to provide a public service by 

subsidizing government-issued information. This is where the Topographer’s Office 

stepped in. It provided the government with an independent means of determining 

telegraph rates and maintaining its contentious relationship with the industry. Arguments 

raged over private versus public ownership of the telegraph, but without Nicholson’s 

distance table the compromise could not function. Nicholson’s office played a hidden 

role in one of the Gilded Age’s most hotly contested political debates.93 

Government bureaus also used the Topographer’s distance table to calculate 

compensation for their employees who traveled on government business. But when the 

distance table alone proved inadequate, government officials asked the Topographer’s 

Office to individually calculate and certify a distance in order to settle an account. This 
                                                
91 “1869 Annual Report of the Postmaster General” (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1869), 
286. 
92 “1880 Annual Report of the Postmaster General,” 294–295. 
93 See Chapter 4, “The New Postalic Dispensation” of Richard R. John, Network Nation: Inventing 
American Telecommunications (Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 2010); Menahem Blondheim, 
News over the Wires: The Telegraph and the Flow of Public Information in America, 1844-1897 (Harvard 
University Press, 1994).  
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occurred most often when the Treasury Department was attempting to settle mileage 

accounts for travel in the service of the Union Army during the Civil War. Two decades 

after the war had ended, Nicholson’s office was still answering more than 1,100 of these 

queries each year – a “laborious work” involving “intricate reference to the postal records 

of twenty, thirty, and even forty years ago." It wasn’t enough for Nicholson’s employees 

to stay up-to-date to with the current state of the nation’s largest spatial network: they 

were also tasked with tracing its previous geography on behalf of other government 

departments.94 

The bustling operations of the Topographer’s Office slowed down to a crawl in 

1875 when a Democratic majority assumed control of the House of Representatives for 

the first time in more than a decade and a half. Riding a wave of public anger over a 

devastating economic depression and Republican corruption scandals the new Congress 

wasted little time in slashing appropriations for everything from the Army to the Post 

Office Department. Within the year an angry Postmaster General reported that "failure to 

receive adequate appropriations" had forced the Topographer's Office to lay off clerks 

and draughtsmen and halt much of its mapmaking efforts. The following year saw little 

improvement, leaving the Nicholson with barely enough money to do more than re-issue 

copies of existing maps.95 

In June 1876 the Senate debated whether to further cut Nicholson’s appropriation 

from $30,000 to $20,000. Senator John Ingalls of Kansas supported the decrease, arguing, 

“this is certainly not an essential feature of the Post Office Department...for my part, I am 

entirely willing to forgo any share I may have in the benefits of this appropriation…in the 

interest of economy and retrenchment.” Ingalls himself didn’t have much to lose: the 

Topographer’s Office had not yet issued its first postal map of the senator’s home state of 

Kansas. His colleague from Louisiana, however, disagreed. The Topographer’s Office 

had published a postal map of his state the year before and, perhaps not surprisingly, he 

argued for maintaining Nicholson’s funding at $30,000 due to the fact that the 
                                                
94 “1886 Annual Report of the Postmaster General” (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1886), 
844, 846–847. For an earlier example of the federal government relying on the Post Office Department as 
an arbiter of distance for mileage accounts, see Scott Klein, “Antebellum Data Journalism: Or, How Big 
Data Busted Abe Lincoln,” ProPublica, March 17, 2015, 
http://www.propublica.org/nerds/item/antebellum-data-journalism-busted-abe-lincoln. 
95 “1876 Annual Report of the Postmaster General” (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1876), 
ix. “1877 Annual Report of the Postmaster General,” x. 
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Topographer’s work was “influenced and affected by the demands of Senators and 

Representatives for their own localities. These maps are made mostly in response to these 

demands.”96 Those congressional demands only grew over the following years, and by 

the end of the 1870s the Topographer’s Office was distributing more than one thousand 

map sheets annually to Senators, Congressmen, and Congressional committees.97 

Even as the Senate debated further cuts to Walter Nicholson’s office in 1876, the 

Post Office Topographer managed to explore new cartographic projects. That year 

marked the opening of the Centennial International Exhibition in Philadelphia. The 

exhibition provided the U.S. government with a prominent stage on which to project its 

post-war reunification and status as an international power. As part of the events, Walter 

Nicholson was tasked with constructing a map "to serve as a basis for showing the larger 

features of the physical geography [of North America].” The Post Office Topographer 

busied himself preparing a massive, wall-sized map of the continent measuring 16.75 feet 

long and 15 feet tall. The map was originally intended to be used (and paid for) by the 

Smithsonian Institution, but other executive departments soon joined in. Six copies went 

to the Smithsonian, five to the Agricultural Department, and one each to the Lighthouse 

Board, Census Bureau, Education Bureau, and Geological Survey of the Territories. 

These bureaus overlaid their own particular information onto Nicholson's map: the 

Agricultural Department, for instance, used the map to chart the value of different kinds 

of farmland or the wages paid to farm workers.98 When the Exhibition finally opened on 

May 10th, 1876, Nicholson's cartographic fingerprints covered the walls of the United 

States Government Building.99 The American government trumpeted its post-war 

recovery and mastery over territory on the back of Nicholson's cartography.100 

                                                
96 Congressional Record, June 9, 1876, 44th Congress, 1st Session, 3710. 
97 “1880 Annual Report of the Postmaster General,” 294. 
98 44th Congress, 2nd Session, “Ex. Doc. No. 20: Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the 
Smithsonian Institution, Showing the Operations, Expenditures, and Condition of the Institution for the 
Year 1876.” (Washington, D.C., 1877), 21–23. 
99 United States Centennial Commission, International Exhibition, 1876: Official Catalogue. Part I: Main 
Building and Annexes (Cambridge  Mass.: John R. Nagle and Company, 1876), 
http://archive.org/details/internationalex00commgoog. 
100 Bruno Giberti, Designing the Centennial: A History of the 1876 International Exhibition in Philadelphia 
(Lexington, KY: University Press of Kentucky, 2002); Robert Rydell, All the World’s a Fair: Visions of 
Empire at American International Expositions, 1876-1916 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1984). I 
borrow “mastery of territory” from Hannah, Governmentality and the Mastery of Territory in Nineteenth- 
Century America. 
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The growing reach of Walter Nicholson’s cartography did not slow down the 

Democratic Party’s assault on the Republican-controlled executive branch during the 

1870s. The power of the purse wasn’t the only arrow in the Democrats’ quiver. Having 

already endured several years of diminished funding Walter Nicholson faced personal 

humiliation at the hands of Congress in the spring of 1878. Beginning in April, the 

Committee on Expenditures in the Post Office Department called Nicholson and several 

of his employees to testify about the Department's operations. Ostensibly the committee's 

questioning revolved around wasteful spending and mismanagement, but the questions 

grew uglier with each witness. When Nicholson's chief assistant took the stand, the 

Democrat John W. Caldwell from Kentucky asked him flat-out: "Have you ever seen Mr. 

Nicholson intoxicated?"101 It was the start of a deluge that would stretch over two weeks, 

during which the Committee called every one of Nicholson's employees before them to 

launch a full-fledged character assassination on the Topographer: "Do you know of his 

drinking during office hours?" - "State what Mr. Nicholson's habits are to sobriety" - "Do 

you know of his using liquors to excess?"102 Several affirmed that their boss did, in fact, 

drink on the job, while others alluded to his "nervous" or "peculiar" temperament, a quick 

temper, and, in the delicate words of one employee: "a very artistic way of speaking."103 

More cautious employees declined to comment, while a few others declared their outright 

support for Nicholson.104 For a man who aspired to the ranks of Washington's social elite 

the testimony would have been devastating. 

The 1878 testimony paints a picture of an utterly typical office environment, one 

in which co-workers squabbled, employees saw favoritism at every turn, and the boss 

complained of endless responsibilities. But the office environment also offers a glimpse 

into one of the great political battles of the Gilded Age: civil service reform. The 

revolving door of government office-holding was one of the bugbears of post-war 

reformers who hoped to replace an entrenched system of political patronage with a 

meritocratic, professionalized government workforce. Political appointments made 

federal employees vulnerable to electoral shifts. If a hostile new Congress decreased 
                                                
101 45th Congress, 2st Session, “Testimony Taken by the Committee on Expenditures in the Post Office 
Department,” 5. 
102 Ibid., 8, 10, 11. 
103 Ibid., 16, 15, 5–6, 16. 
104 Ibid., 10, 11, 14, 23, 24. 
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appropriations Department heads were forced to lay off employees – as happened in the 

Topographer’s Office after the Democrats assumed control of Congress in 1875.105 In the 

Topographer’s Office, female colorists proved more fungible employees than male 

draughtsmen whose technical training made them harder to replace.106 In 1879, for 

instance, a woman named Jessie Tannahill was appointed to the Topographer’s Office 

"by the Indiana delegation" of Congressmen. Shortly thereafter she was removed, leaving 

her to pen a letter to the Postmaster General, Walter Q. Gresham pleading with him to 

reinstate her and appealing to him both "as a kind-hearted gentleman" and as a fellow 

"Indianan."107 Tannahill did not get her old job back but did manage to secure a position 

in the Treasury Department.108 

Civil service reformers took aim at the federal patronage regime that moved Jessie 

Tannahill into, out of, and back into office on the basis of her Indiana political 

connections. The Post Office Department, with its tens of thousands of postmasters, 

clerks, agents, and letter carriers, became a primary front in this war. One of its divisions, 

however, proved an early vanguard for civil service reform: the Railway Mail Service. As 

the country's railway system expanded during the late nineteenth century an ever-

increasing quantity of the U.S. mail traveled in rail cars. And beginning in the 1860s, 

some of these cars were designated as "traveling post offices" in which mail was actually 

sorted on board the railway car by a workforce of clerks. By processing and sorting mail 

in transit, the Department could slash the amount of time it took for long-distance mail to 

reach its destination.109 By the 1870s the Railway Mail Service had grown into a highly 

professionalized bureaucracy employing more than two thousand clerks. Political 

scientist Daniel Carpenter describes the service as a "Railway Army," a disciplined, 

meritocratic hierarchy that cultivated a professional ethos while adopting rigorous 

                                                
105 Chapter 5: “Chapter 5: Getting a Job, Keeping a Job, Winning a Promotion” in Aron, Ladies and 
Gentlemen of the Civil Service. For patronage in the post office Department, see Fowler, The Cabinet 
Politician. 
106 For employee tenures during this period, see Hecht, “The District of Columbia Staff of the Post Office 
Department Topographer, 1830-1899.” 
107 Jessie Tannahll to Walter Q. Gresham, June 21, 1883 in Walter Quintin Gresham Papers, Library of 
Congress Manuscript Division, MSS24117, Box 10. 
108 “The Official Register of the United States, 1885.” 
109 Fred J. Romanski, “The‘ Fast Mail’: A History of the US Railway Mail Service,” Prologue Quarterly 37, 
no. 3 (2005): 12–21; William Jefferson Dennis, The Traveling Post Office: History and Incidents of the 
Railway Mail Service (Des Moines: The Homestead Printing Company, 1916). 
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examinations to both hire and retain their employees.110 Clerks in the Railway Mail 

Service were some of the initial foot soldiers in one of the defining political movements 

of the Gilded Age.111 

Working in the Railway Mail Service was, among other things, an exercise in 

geographic recall. Its clerks had to sort mail based on railroad divisions and connections, 

the locations of thousands of post offices along railroad lines, and an ever-changing list 

of newly established and discontinued post offices. Not surprisingly they rapidly found 

themselves dependent on postal maps made by the Topographer’s Office.112 By the end 

of the 1870s, Walter Nicholson was sending more than two thousand map sheets to the 

Railway Mail Service each year, the largest single destination for postal maps within the 

Department.113 A year later, Nicholson reported that his office had begun constructing a 

series of maps of individual states designed exclusively for the use of railway clerks. 

Nicholson simplified these maps into portable, single-sheet maps that only displayed post 

offices along railway lines.114 Nicholson's efforts to make portable copies of his maps for 

railway clerks displayed a sensitivity to maps as physical tools, intended to be unfolded 

in the back of a clattering railway car rather than hanging on an office wall. The 

geographical knowledge contained in them was rendered into a portable and graphic 

format. This made the maps not simply representations of space, but tools with which 

space was constructed via the transmission of the nation’s mail. The Topographer’s 

Office enabled the operations of one of the most important bureaus in the Post Office 

Department and one of the government’s earliest adopters of civil service reform.  

The professionalization of the Railway Mail Service was an exception in the Post 

Office Department; political appointments and turnover of office remained the rule for 
                                                
110 In 1881, two years before the federal government even began to adopt limited civil service exams, the 
Railway Mail Service administered more than 3,000 exams that tested clerks on their ability to sort 3.6 
million postal cards. Test-takers were graded on speed as well as accuracy and, to add to the pressure, 
officials broadcast the exam scores for each of the service’s nine geographic divisions in the Annual Report 
of the Postmaster General. See “1881 Annual Report of the Postmaster General,” 325, 340. 
111 Daniel Carpenter, The Forging of Bureaucratic Autonomy: Reputations, Networks, and Policy 
Innovation in Executive Agencies, 1862-1928. (Princeton University Press, 2001), 76–83. 
112 As early as 1868 the Postmaster General specifically highlighted the utility of postal maps "to the clerks 
of the traveling (railroad) post offices, in sorting and distributing letters." “1868 Annual Report of the 
Postmaster General,” 10–11. 
113 “1881 Annual Report of the Postmaster General,” 454. 
114 “1882 Annual Report of the Postmaster General,” 538. For an example of this map, see W. L. Nicholson, 
“Railway Postal Diagram of the State of Wisconsin Prepared for the Use of the Railway Mail Service,” 
1882, Library of Congress, http://www.loc.gov/item/98688570. 
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much of the nineteenth century. Whenever a new political party assumed control of the 

executive branch it typically removed previous office-holders and replaced them with 

their own party loyalists.115 But as Walter Nicholson learned, any kind of administrative 

changeover posed a threat to job security, regardless of political party. In September of 

1881 Republican President James A. Garfield died from an assassin’s bullet. His 

successor, Chester A. Arthur, reorganized the presidential cabinet and appointed Timothy 

Howe as his new Postmaster General. Howe was a former senator from Wisconsin and a 

Stalwart Republican, a faction of the party wedded to machine politics and deeply 

opposed to civil service reform. At the bequest of his powerful ally and fellow Stalwart 

Wisconsinite, Senator Philetus Sawyer, Howe removed Walter Nicholson from office and 

replaced him with Charles Roeser Jr., an engineer from Howe's and Sawyer's home state 

of Wisconsin.116 Despite Nicholson's nearly two decades of service and mapmaking 

expertise the fifty-seven year-old found himself out of a job in 1882.  

Walter Nicholson's sudden loss of office offers a more complicated narrative of 

Gilded Age patronage. First, geographical and factional divisions could trump party 

politics. The new Postmaster General Howe and Roeser’s champion Philetus Sawyer 

were both Wisconsin men and Stalwart Republicans eager to dole out patronage not just 

to loyal Republicans, but to loyal Wisconsin Republicans like Charles Roeser Jr.117 In this 

light, Nicholson’s loss of office could not have been a clearer case of political removal, 

albeit one whose battle lines reflected an intra-party power struggle within the 

Republican Party rather than a Democrat/Republican divide. But Nicholson's situation 

was not a clear-cut case of political connections triumphing over professional merit. In 

fact, Roeser may have been even more qualified for the position of Post Office 

Topographer than Walter Nicholson. After earning both an engineering degree and a law 

degree, Roeser had risen through the ranks of the Interior Department until he was Chief 
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Office (A. M. Thayer & co., 1893), 105–106. 
117 William H. Russell, “Timothy O. Howe, Stalwart Republican,” The Wisconsin Magazine of History 35, 
no. 2 (December 1, 1951): 90–99. 
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Draughtsman at the General Land Office.118 This was exactly the kind of professional 

expertise in public service championed by civil service advocates. Upon moving to the 

Post Office Department, Roeser instituted a series of reforms aimed at increasing 

efficiency. In words that could have been lifted from the pages of the Civil Service 

Journal, Roeser announced his intention to reorganize the office in order to "conduct it 

on business principles." He revamped the way in which the office produced its maps by 

employing newer photolithography equipment that allowed them to print four times as 

many maps at half the cost. Roeser may have received his new job due to the largesse of 

powerful machine politicians like Timothy Howe and Philetus Sawyer, but he was also 

supremely qualified to hold the position.119 

Less than a year after Roeser reported on the office's new "business principles" 

and technical reforms, the grand political carousal spun around once again. Roeser's 

fellow Wisconsinite, Postmaster General Timothy Howe, passed away in 1883 and a 

prominent Republican judge from Indiana, Walter Gresham, replaced him as Postmaster 

General. A year later Roeser lost his job and Walter Nicholson was reinstated as Post 

Office Topographer. One Washington paper, The Evening Critic, reported: "Ever since 

Mr. Roeser's appointment Mr. Nicholson has been trying to get his place back. It is 

understood the President [Chester Arthur] requested his reinstatement."120 When Roeser's 

champion, Senator Philetus Sawyer, penned an angry inquiry to Gresham, all that the new 

Postmaster General could do was to reassure Sawyer that "there is nothing in Mr. 

Roeser's record which in the slightest degree reflects upon his integrity."121 The unspoken 

subtext was “nothing personal, it’s just politics.” Out went Roeser and back came 

Nicholson in 1884. 

Walter Nicholson’s reinstatement revealed the stuttering, incomplete nature of 

civil service reform. The previous year witnessed the passage of the Pendleton Civil 

Service Act, which instituted merit-based exams for hiring Washington’s army of clerks 

and forbade political assessments of officeholders. But enforcement was lax at best. 
                                                
118 Cushing, Story of Our Post Office, 105–106. 
119 “1883 Annual Report of the Postmaster General,” 715–716. Stephen Rockwell makes the point that 
patronage was not necessarily synonymous with ineffectiveness in the context of the Bureau of Indian 
Affairs. Rockwell, Indian Affairs and the Administrative State in the Nineteenth Century, 316–319. 
120 The Evening Critic (Washington, D.C.), July 15, 1884. 
121 Walter Q. Gresham to Philetus Sawyer, July 13, 1884 in Walter Quintin Gresham Papers, Library of 
Congress Manuscript Division, MSS24117, Box 46: Letterbooks, Volume 3, page 393. 
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Cindy Aron describes how the Act “did absolutely nothing to protect the men and women 

already in office.”122 The Pendleton Act didn’t stop the removal of Charles Roeser as 

Post Office Topographer. But the political climate was gradually changing. The year of 

Nicholson’s reinstatement witnessed a Democratic victory in the presidential election for 

the first time since before the Civil War. Grover Cleveland won by a narrow margin in 

part due to support from Republican “Mugwumps” who flocked to Cleveland’s 

commitment to civil service reform. Employees in the Topographer’s Office benefited 

from the new president’s pro-reform stance: twenty-two out of the twenty-five listed 

under the Republican administration in 1883 were still employed in 1887, more than two 

years into the new Democratic administration.123 The office, long subject to the 

vicissitudes of party patronage, was beginning to coalesce into a professional bureaucracy. 

The Republican Nicholson spent two years working under the Cleveland administration 

before he finally resigned due to failing health in 1887.124 

At the time of his retirement in 1887 Walter Nicholson could look back on his 

nearly quarter-century in office and marvel at the changes that had unfolded. Under his 

direction the Topographer’s Office had grown from a feeble and underfunded division of 

the Post Office Department into an internationally recognized mapping organization with 

more than two-dozen employees and a distribution network that spanned the federal 

government. During time in office the postal system he was tasked with mapping had 

more than doubled in size. The western periphery of that network and its never-ending 

flurry of changes to post offices and mail routes posed a distinct challenge for his 

employees and led to a gendered cartographic workflow that revolved around charting 

time as much as space. Despite the challenges, postal maps became vital tools for spatial 

administration. They were a less heroic form of cartography than the “Great Surveys” of 

the West, but they quietly propped up spatial governance in the region. Nicholson’s maps 

were in turn shaped by the broader historical contexts of the age. Battles over funding and 

civil service reform, broader shifts in electoral politics, and a growing intellectual 
                                                
122 Aron, Ladies and Gentlemen of the Civil Service, 119. 
123 “The Official Register of the United States, 1883” (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 
1883); “The Official Register of the United States, 1887” (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 
1887). 
124 Goodfellow, “Walter Lamb Nicholson, 1825-1895.” For more on patronage during this period, see 
James, “Patronage Regimes and American Party Development from ‘The Age of Jackson’ to the 
Progressive Era.” 
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community of government scientists all left their imprint on the office’s dozens of postal 

maps as vividly as the lines, labels, and symbols drawn by its draughtsmen and colorists. 

Walter Nicholson’s maps represented the complexities of not just the U.S. Post, but the 

production of geographical knowledge in the late nineteenth century.  
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Chapter 3.  

The Post Office Window 

 

An insidious practice was running rampant in thousands of small-town post 

offices in 1887: people were renting personal letterboxes outside the supervision of the 

Post Office Department. According to Postmaster General William J. Vilas, this 

threatened the operations of the national postal system. Rental rates were all but 

unregulated, and letterbox fees went directly into the pocket of the postmaster instead of 

the coffers of the Department. In his annual report to Congress, Vilas called for new 

legislation to bring letterboxes under stricter centralized control. Letterboxes were part of 

a broader push by the new Postmaster General to run the U.S. Post according to 

managerial business principles, no different from his peers in the private sector. Vilas 

craved uniformity, hoping to standardize postal operations across the nation’s fifty-five 

thousand post offices in order to “[disengage] private interests from the public business” 

and to make them more “orderly and systematic.”1 Vilas’s vision found its platonic ideal 

in the Sacramento Post Office. The office was housed in an official, newly remodeled 

government building and employed a hierarchical workforce of salaried employees, from 

a head postmaster down to clerks and letter carriers. The public space of the building was 

neatly divided to serve different functions, with offices and windows for letter delivery, 

newspapers, money orders, registered mail, and buying stamps. The lobby even had 

clearly designated counters for residents to finish stamping letters or filling out forms.2 

Seventy-five miles away from Sacramento, a very different kind of post office 

operated in the mining town of North Bloomfield, California. Nestled in the foothills of 

the Sierra Nevada Mountains, the North Bloomfield Post Office was in actuality little 

more than a window in the corner of the town’s general store, surrounded by crowded 

shelves filled with boxes of cigars, cans of nails, and sacks of flour. Next to the window 

                                                
1 “1887 Annual Report of the Postmaster General” (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1887), 
16. For other examples of Vilas’s attitudes regarding efficiency and organization, see Roy N. Lokken, 
“William F. Vilas as a Businessman,” The Wisconsin Magazine of History 45, no. 1 (October 1, 1961): 32–
39; “1887 Annual Report of the Postmaster General,” 20–25, 36–37. For an overview of this attitude, see 
Alfred Chandler Jr., The Visible Hand: The Managerial Revolution in American Business (Harvard 
University Press, 1977).  
2 “The New City Post Office,” Sacramento Daily Union, September 16, 1881, page 3. Online at: 
http://cdnc.ucr.edu/cgi-bin/cdnc?a=d&d=SDU18810916.2.18  
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were some of those notorious letterboxes that Postmaster General Vilas found so 

frustrating. The store’s proprietor, Donald McKillican, was also the town’s postmaster. In 

this capacity he rented out letterboxes in the corner of his store for three dollars a year, in 

addition to receiving an annual commission from the Post Office Department of several 

hundred dollars.3 From Donald McKillican’s perspective, the Department’s lack of 

centralized control over his post office suited him just fine. 

 

 
Figure 1. Re-creation of North Bloomfield Post Office inside the McKillican and 

Mobley General Store4  
 

The corner post office in North Bloomfield’s general store was like something out 

of Postmaster General Vilas’s nightmares: a non-uniform, disorderly space operated by a 

man whose “private interests” as a storeowner were completely entangled with the 

“public business” of running the post office. If not for a painted sign hanging outside, a 

customer stepping inside the Crandall and McKillican General Store might have been 

completely unaware that there was a post office on its premises.5 Donald McKillican, for 

                                                
3 There are no letterbox rental records for 1887, but in 1888 McKillican received quarterly letterbox rents 
of $22.50, $21,75, $21.00, and $18.00. See Postal Account Book, 1887 – 1892, Box 32, Malakoff Diggins 
State Park Historical Collection, California Department of Parks and Recreation, Sacramento, California. 
For McKillican’s 1887 compensation, see “The Official Register of the United States, 1887” (Washington, 
D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1887), 425. 
4 Photo by Cameron Blevins, August 31, 2014 at Malakoff Diggins State Park. 
5 The Malakoff Diggins State Park has re-created McKillican’s store and post office according to oral 
interviews conducted in the 1960s of old North Bloomfield residents. See State of California Department of 
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his part, held a similarly low opinion of officials in Washington like William Vilas. 

Earlier that year, McKillican had received a form letter from the Washington office of the 

Third Assistant Postmaster General citing him for “failing to legibly postmark 

REGISTERED mail matter emanating from your office, as required by Sections 822 and 

827 of the Postal Laws and Regulations, edition of 1879.” An irritated McKillican 

covered the citation in a half-dozen “REGISTERED” stamps and tossed it aside.6 

McKillican the businessman didn’t have the patience for quibbling missives issued from 

a faceless bureaucrat in Washington. There were ledgers to balance, wholesale orders to 

place, receipts to write, and customers to help.   

Postmaster General William Vilas’s push to regulate post offices like 

McKillican’s was part of a much larger debate about the nation’s political economy. 

What was the proper relationship between the state and the market, and what kind of 

boundaries should separate them? These were far from idle questions in a period of 

growing fear over monopolies, trusts, and the corrupting influence of corporate power.7 

Vilas wanted to wall off public from private in the U.S. Post. It was, in effect, a critique 

of the underlying foundation of the organization he oversaw. The private/public hybrid 

post office in North Bloomfield was far more representative of the nineteenth-century 

U.S. Post than the clerks and bureaucrats of the Sacramento Post Office. Through the end 

of the nineteenth century the largest and farthest-reaching arm of the federal government 

relied on a gossamer system of commissions and fees to graft public functions onto the 

existing operations of private businesses. It depended on businessmen as much as 

bureaucrats, on sales clerks and mail clerks alike, and on the blurred boundaries between 

private and public space.  

 

Max Weber, Bureaucracies, and the Nineteenth-Century State 

Americans like to imagine their national past as stateless. When the state is even 

considered, which it rarely is, the traditional account goes something like this: the 
                                                                                                                                            
Parks and Recreation, “Interpretive Prospectus and Interpretive Plan of the McKillican and Mobley Store, 
Malakoff Diggins State Historic Park,” June 1969, Box 14-M, Searls Library, Nevada City. 
6 Note from Office of Third Assistant Postmaster General, March 2, 1887, Box 14, Folder 25: Post Office 
Department – Official Correspondence, Malakoff Diggins State Park Historical Collection, California 
Department of Parks and Recreation, Sacramento, California. 
7 Richard R. John, “Robber Barons Redux: Antimonopoly Reconsidered,” Enterprise & Society 13, no. 01 
(March 2012): 1–38, doi:10.1017/S1467222700010910. 
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Articles of Confederation birthed a weak, decentralized government. It remained so 

through the antebellum period, embodied by Alexis de Tocqueville’s observation that 

"the federal government of the United States is tending to get daily weaker; stage by 

stage it withdraws from public affairs, continually narrowing its sphere of action. Being 

naturally weak, it gives up even the appearance of strength.”8 The Civil War brought the 

federal government dramatic new powers, but a bumbling and corrupt state remained 

little more than a spectator to the muscular rise of an American corporate order during the 

Gilded Age. It wasn’t until the turn of the century’s Progressive Era that the federal 

government began to exert control over the private sector, a process that would 

eventually flower with the New Deal. As legal historian William Novak puts it, this is 

“a story that Americans themselves like to tell themselves about individualism, self-

reliance, voluntarism, associationalism, free labor, and the free market.”9 Like many 

origin stories, it’s a myth. But it’s a pervasive one nonetheless. 

In the 1980s a cadre of social scientists shepherded a movement “to bring the state 

back in” to the study of American history. Led by the pioneering efforts of political 

scientist Stephen Skowronek and historical sociologist Theda Skocpol, this “American 

Political Development” subfield took the state seriously as an explicit subject of historical 

analysis.10 As historian William Novak argues, however, many of these foundational 

works were haunted by the ghostly visage of Max Weber.11 The German social theorist 

posited a framework of the state that has since infiltrated into how we fundamentally 

conceive of government. Weber championed bureaucracy above all else, an idea that a 

truly modern state was based on a rational organizational model and upheld by 

professionalized officers, administrators, and civil servants. Weber based this on a 

                                                
8 Alexis de Tocqueville, Democracy in America, trans. George Lawrence, ed. J. P. Mayer (New York, 
1988), 394–395. Quoted in William J. Novak, “The Myth of the ‘Weak’ American State,” The American 
Historical Review 113, no. 3 (June 1, 2008): 755, doi:10.1086/ahr.113.3.752. For an analysis of 
Tocqueville’s conception of federal government, see James T. Schleifer, The Making of Tocqueville’s 
Democracy in America, Second Edition (Liberty Fund, 2000). 
9 Novak, “The Myth of the ‘Weak’ American State,” 754. 
10 Peter B. Evans, Dietrich Rueschemeyer, and Theda Skocpol, eds., Bringing the State Back In (Cambridge 
University Press, 1985). Stephen Skowronek, Building a New American State: The Expansion of National 
Administrative Capacities, 1877-1920 (Cambridge University Press, 1982); Theda Skocpol, Protecting 
Soldiers and Mothers: The Political Origins of Social Policy in United States (Belknap Press of Harvard 
University Press, 1992); Karen Orren and Stephen Skowronek, The Search for American Political 
Development (Cambridge, UK  ; New York: Cambridge University Press, 2004).  
11 Novak, “The Myth of the ‘Weak’ American State,” 761. 
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European model, and more specifically, on the Prussian civil service with which he was 

most familiar. Many American Political Development scholars who went looking for the 

state in the nineteenth-century United States were, to varying degrees, looking for a 

Weberian bureaucratic state.12 

In The Forging of Bureaucratic Autonomy, for instance, political scientist Daniel 

Carpenter describes a nineteenth-century “clerical system” of federal administration riven 

by political patronage, rotation of office, and inefficiency. It wasn’t until the end of the 

century that a cadre of entrepreneurial bureaucrats in the Post Office Department and U.S. 

Department of Agriculture managed to carve out the kind of institutional autonomy that 

allowed them to establish a modern, centralized and efficient administrative structure. 

Carpenter makes several key contributions, not least of which is to reorient state-building 

away from the traditional realm of courts, legislatures, and presidents and towards 

government agencies. But Carpenter’s emphasis on bureaucracies and bureaucrats leads 

him to describe administrative state-building largely in terms of either the absence or 

presence of a Weberian state apparatus. Prior to the bureaucratic revolution of the 1890s 

the Post Office Department was riven by “a weak and thinning organizational tissue,” 

whose administrative control “withered” and “crumbled” until this “ancien régime 

crested and disintegrated.” When we look through a Weberian lens, we’re left with a 

desolate picture. But it begs the question: how did this “ancien régime” manage to 

function at all in the absence of professionalized bureaucrats and centralized institutional 

control?13 

A new strand of scholarship answers this question by pivoting away from Max 

Weber’s obsession with bureaucracy and framing nineteenth-century governance in terms 

of what it was rather than what it wasn’t. Historian Brian Balogh articulates an 

antebellum “associational state” in which the federal government operated through a 

partnership with local and state officials, voluntary organizations, special interest groups, 

                                                
12 For more on the relationship of American historians and American Political Development, see Richard R. 
John, “American Political Development and Political History,” in The Oxford Handbook of American 
Political Development, ed. Richard Valelly, Suzanne Mettler, and Robert Lieberman (Oxford University 
Press, Forthcoming). 
13 Daniel Carpenter, The Forging of Bureaucratic Autonomy: Reputations, Networks, and Policy Innovation 
in Executive Agencies, 1862-1928. (Princeton University Press, 2001), 69, 73, 73, 66. Stephen Rockwell 
offers a critique of Carpenter in Stephen J. Rockwell, Indian Affairs and the Administrative State in the 
Nineteenth Century (Cambridge  ; New York: Cambridge University Press, 2010), 3, 319. 
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and private businesses. This created a “government out of sight” – not in the sense of 

faceless, autonomous bureaucrats closeted in government offices, but because 

governance itself was so deeply enmeshed in local communities. Legal historians Jerry 

Mashaw and Nicholas Parrillo further sketch the contours of a surprisingly robust 

nineteenth-century administrative state. Mashaw demonstrates a far-reaching world of 

administrative law that granted government agencies sweeping regulatory authority and 

discretion. Parrillo, meanwhile, argues that many nineteenth-century officials operated 

according to a “profit motive” wherein they received fees and bounties for rendering 

specific services. Constables ran jails like hotels by offering a suite of paid services to 

inmates, while immigration clerks accepted a fee for each application they processed 

(along with tips to speed up the process). Public officials were more akin to vendors than 

bureaucrats.14  

The Post Office Department stood at the heart of this “associational state.” It 

disbursed commissions, fees, and contracts in order to build a flexible network whose 

tendrils reached into every town in the country. Although this was not a “strong” state in 

the modern sense, its gossamer properties were what allowed it to operate across such a 

large expanse of territory. By grafting mail services onto existing private businesses, the 

U.S. Post could both expand and recede in the churning environment of the West without 

constructing a permanent infrastructure. In many ways the western postal network was 

the spatial embodiment of the nineteenth-century state. Max Weber’s bureaucrats were 

few and far between in the West, but that does not mean that the American administrative 

state had gone missing. To see it in its entirety, we need to reorient our gaze away from 

the neatly organized windows and desks of the Sacramento Post Office and towards the 

cluttered corner of Donald McKillican’s North Bloomfield general store. 

 

Politics, Patronage, and the Post 

In 1873 Representative James Garfield waded into a “post office row” in his 

district. A cascade of competing petitions and letters flooded his desk regarding the 
                                                
14 Brian Balogh, A Government Out of Sight: The Mystery of National Authority in Nineteenth-Century 
America (Cambridge University Press, 2009). See also Nicholas R. Parrillo, Against the Profit Motive: The 
Salary Revolution in American Government, 1780-1940 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2013); Jerry L. 
Mashaw, Creating the Administrative Constitution: The Lost One Hundred Years of American 
Administrative Law (Yale University Press, 2012). 
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location of a local post office, leaving the Congressman and future U.S. President to 

complain in his diary about “the smallness of the material out of which men can get up a 

fight.”15 The fight in eastern Ohio paled in comparison to the one waged in western 

Nebraska by Jules Sandoz during the 1880s and 1890s. In the western classic Old Jules, 

Sandoz’s daughter chronicles her father’s battle to keep the position of local postmaster, 

which mirrored a larger battle (often conducted with actual guns) between farmers and 

cattle ranchers. When the cantankerous Sandoz first lost his appointment as postmaster, 

he “took up his fight for mail service with the local committeemen, the Congressman 

from his district, the fourth assistant Postmaster General, and the President.” This left one 

of his friends sighing to him in his old age, "Why did you have to spend your whole life 

fighting over stupid things like post offices, Jules?”16 It’s tempting to dismiss these “post 

office rows” as, in fact, stupid things: petty small-town squabbles and personal disputes 

embodying, in James Garfield’s words, "the smallness of human nature.”17 This would be 

a mistake. Communities from western Nebraska to eastern Ohio cared deeply about the 

location of their post office and who would serve as its postmaster. The better question to 

ask is: why? Why did people fight so fiercely over post offices? 

The standard explanation for the cause of these “post office rows” can be boiled 

down to one word: politics. The nineteenth-century U.S. Post was practically 

synonymous with nineteenth-century politics, and battles over post offices and 

appointments have since become the stuff of American historical lore. From Andrew 

Jackson’s administration onwards the Post Office Department was a bastion for the 

“spoils system” of nineteenth-century federal office holding.18 Whenever control of the 

executive branch switched parties the new administration wasted little time in expelling 

their opponents from office in order to appoint their own army of party loyalists. 

Postmasters, mail clerks, and postal officials used their positions to rally voters, distribute 

campaign literature, and collect assessment fees. The connection between politics and the 

Post was so strong in part because the Post Office Department offered so many patronage 

                                                
15 James A. Garfield, The Diary of James A. Garfield, ed. Brown Williams, vol. 2 (East Lansing: Michigan 
State University, 1967), 213. 
16 Mari Sandoz, Old Jules (Boston: Little, Brown, and Company, 1935), 181, 421. 
17 Garfield, The Diary of James A. Garfield, 2:213. 
18 Richard R. John, Spreading the News: The American Postal System from Franklin to Morse (Harvard 
University Press, 1998), 219–227. 
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positions. By the 1880s and 1890s these offices numbered in the tens of thousands. 

Whenever the electoral pendulum swung the Presidency back and forth from Republican 

to Democratic control, thousands of postmasters faced the partisan guillotine. 

 

 
Figure 2. Postmaster Removals, 1865-190019 

 

Much of the scholarly attention paid to the nineteenth-century U.S. Post has 

focused on its political dimensions.20 In fact, political scientist Scott James argues that 

nineteenth-century political patronage “occupies an almost iconic status among students 

                                                
19 Figures tabulated from Annual Reports of the Postmaster General, 1865-1900. Note that years reflect the 
previous fiscal year running from July to June. Figures for 1886 represent July 1885 – June 1886.  
20 See, for instance, Samuel Kernell and Michael P. McDonald, “Congress and America’s Political 
Development: The Transformation of the Post Office from Patronage to Service,” American Journal of 
Political Science 43, no. 3 (July 1, 1999): 792–811, doi:10.2307/2991835; Samuel Kernell, “Rural Free 
Delivery as a Critical Test of Alternative Models of American Political Development,” Studies in American 
Political Development 15, no. 01 (2001): 103–12, doi:10.1017/S0898588X01003911; Daniel Carpenter, 
“The Political Foundations of Bureaucratic Autonomy: A Response to Kernell,” Studies in American 
Political Development 15, no. 01 (2001): 113–22, doi:10.1017/S0898588X01003923; Elizabeth Ruth 
Perlman and Steven Sprick Schuster, “Delivering the Vote: The Political Effect of Free Mail Delivery in 
Early Twentieth Century America,” Working Paper (Boston University and Colgate University, July 14, 
2014), http://people.bu.edu/perlmane/research.html; Jon Rogowski and Chris Gibson, “Returns to Sender? 
Legislative Accountability and the Expansion of the U.S. Postal System, 1876-1896,” Working Paper 
(Washington University in St. Louis, February 27, 2015), 
https://pages.wustl.edu/files/pages/imce/rogowski/post_offices_accountability_ajps.pdf; Jon Rogowski, 
“Electoral Institutions and Legislative Particularism,” Working Paper (Washington University in St. Louis, 
April 24, 2015), https://pages.wustl.edu/files/pages/imce/rogowski/free-riding.pdf; Jon Rogowski, 
“Presidential Influence in an Era of Congressional Dominance,” Working Paper (Washington University in 
St. Louis, April 6, 2015), https://pages.wustl.edu/files/pages/imce/rogowski/post_offices_mpsa.pdf.  
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of American political history.” James himself uses a dataset of tens of thousands of 

Senate-approved Presidential appointments to trace different “patronage regimes” 

between 1829 and 1917. In his analysis, the Gilded Age was a period in which patronage 

appointments “most clearly conform to textbook notions of American party organizations 

as ‘electoral machines’, with patronage used to exact greater loyalty, discipline and 

efficiency from a party cadre in an uncertain electoral marketplace.” Tellingly, more than 

three-quarters of the appointments in James’s dataset were in the Post Office Department, 

completely dwarfing other departments such as the Bureau of Indian Affairs or Treasury 

Department. From a quantitative standpoint, Scott James’s nineteenth-century “patronage 

regimes” could just as easily be described as “postal regimes.”21  

 
Figure 3. Number of Presidential Appointees by Department or Agency (1829-

1917)22 
 

Postmasters were divided into two categories according to the size of their post 

office: “Presidential” and “fourth-class” offices. Presidential postmasters oversaw offices 

that generated more than $1,900 in receipts each year, served four-year terms, and were 

appointed by the President of the United States and confirmed by the Senate. These 

postmasters were broken into first-, second-, and third-class categories depending on the 

size of their post office. At smaller post offices that did not meet the $1,900 threshold, the 
                                                
21 Scott C. James, “Patronage Regimes and American Party Development from ‘The Age of Jackson’ to the 
Progressive Era,” British Journal of Political Science 36, no. 01 (2006): 39, 49, 
doi:10.1017/S0007123406000032. 
22 From James, “Patronage Regimes and American Party Development from ‘The Age of Jackson’ to the 
Progressive Era.” Many thanks to Scott James for providing me with his dataset. 
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Post Office Department appointed “fourth-class” postmasters directly, without needing 

Congressional approval. Presidential postmaster positions were often quite lucrative. A 

postmaster at one of the country's hundred or so largest post offices could earn a salary of 

several thousand dollars a year and, even more significantly for party politics, controlled 

the hiring of clerks. At large metropolitan offices like New York or Chicago, this gave 

postmasters the power to disburse employment to hundreds of fellow party members. 

Big-city postmasters and their deputies were often heavily involved with the era’s 

notorious urban political machines.23 

 

 
Figure 4. Presidential Post Office Appointments, 1865-190024 

 

For all of their relevance to party politics, focusing on Presidential postal 

appointments paints a skewed portrait of a largely eastern postal system. Scott James’ 

dataset, for instance, includes 25,000 appointments made at Presidential post offices 

                                                
23 By the late nineteenth century, Presidnetial postmasters had been moved entirely to a salary system, 
whereas before they could keep their letterbox rents. See, for instance, 52nd Congress, 2d Session, “H. Mis. 
Doc. No. 90: The Postal Laws and Regulations of the United States of America” (Washington, D.C., 1893), 
178–180. Isaac V. Fowler served as Grand Sachem of Tammany Hall and New York City’s postmaster. He 
was accused of absconding with more than $150,000 in post office funds in 1863. David E. Meerse, 
“Buchanan, Corruption and the Election of 1860,” Civil War History 12, no. 2 (1966): 122. 
24 Dataset provided by Scott James, the same data used in James, “Patronage Regimes and American Party 
Development from ‘The Age of Jackson’ to the Progressive Era.” 
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between 1865 and 1900. Of these, fewer than 2,000 of them were appointed in the Far 

West.25 The regional disparity was even sharper in the immediate post-Civil War years 

when western settlement was especially sparse. In 1871 there were more Presidential 

postmasters in the middling state of Michigan than there were in the entire Far West.26 

Not only were there fewer total offices in western districts, those same offices had a 

smaller workforce of clerks than in any region of the country – a key source of patronage 

for loyal party followers. Once again, in 1871 the Chicago Post Office employed twice as 

many postal clerks as all the Presidential post offices in the entire Far West. Ten years 

later, little had changed: western post offices employed barely 5% of all salaried postal 

clerks in the country in 1881. Patronage at these post offices mattered as much in the 

West as it did in the East. But from a national perspective, western postal appointments 

simply took up a far smaller slice of the patronage pie. When Republican leaders in 

Washington considered which of their lieutenants to appoint to lucrative Presidential post 

offices in 1881, they directed the vast bulk of their time and energy towards appointments 

outside of the western United States.27  

 

  

                                                
25 Calculated from dataset provided by Scott James. 
26 There were 48 Presidential post offices in the Far West and 55 Presidential post offices in Michigan. 
“1871 Annual Report of the Postmaster General” (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1871), 
86. 
27 “The Official Register of the United States, 1871” (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 
1871), 317–366. “1881 Annual Report of the Postmaster General” (Washington, D.C.: Government 
Printing Office, 1881), 610–678.  
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Figure 5. Number of Salaried Clerks Employed in Post Offices, 187128 

 

 
Figure 6. Number of Salaried Clerks Employed in U.S. Post Offices, 188129 

 

 

                                                
28 “The Official Register of the United States, 1871,” 317–366. 
29 “1881 Annual Report of the Postmaster General,” 610–678. 
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On a more fundamental level, the urban model of Presidential post offices simply 

didn’t apply to the vast majority of U.S. post offices, western or not. What the country 

and the region had in abundance were smaller, fourth-class post offices like the one in the 

corner of North Bloomfield’s general store. During the late nineteenth century roughly 

five percent of all post offices qualified for Presidential status. The remaining 95% of 

post offices served smaller populaces who didn’t send enough mail enough to push their 

office past the $1,900 threshold that would make them Presidential.30 When Donald R. 

McKillican was appointed North Bloomfield’s postmaster in 1886, he joined more than 

fifty thousand fourth-class postmasters across the country. McKillican’s appointment in 

North Bloomfield brought him a sizeable compensation relative to his fourth-class peers. 

During his first full year in office he received an annual commission from the Post Office 

Department of $549.45. This was substantially higher than the average annual income for 

a California resident during this period and placed him in the 85th percentile of all the 

state’s fourth-class postmasters.  

Not all fourth-class postmasters were as lucky as Donald McKillican. Just six 

miles south of North Bloomfield, H. D. Whittum received a commission of only $34.18 

for his work as postmaster in the town of Blue Tent. He was one of more than two 

hundred California postmasters with a commission of less than fifty dollars in 1887.31 

Two years later, Whittum lost even this minimal fee when the Department shut down his 

town’s post office.32 As one nineteenth-century postmaster sighed ruefully, “There was 

no money in a post office where nobody lived.”33 And there were a lot of places in the 

West where nobody lived. In fact, during the post-Civil War years, “twelve dollar post 

office” became a recognizable turn of phrase to describe the country’s legion of small-

town postmasters who received the Post Office Department’s minimum annual 

                                                
30 In 1871, 96% of the post offices were fourth-class offices. “1871 Annual Report of the Postmaster 
General,” 85. In 1899, 94.4% of post offices were fourth-class offices. “1899 Annual Report of the 
Postmaster General” (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1899), 822–823. 
31 Pay brackets of fourth-class postmaster commissions were printed in the “1887 Annual Report of the 
Postmaster General,” 89–98. For per-capita income, see Alexander Klein, “Personal Income of U.S. States: 
Estimates for the Period 1880–1910,” The Warwick Economics Research Paper Series (TWERPS) 
(University of Warwick, Department of Economics, 2009), 
http://econpapers.repec.org/paper/wrkwarwec/916.htm. 
32 “The Official Register of the United States, 1887,” 422. 
33 Sandoz, Old Jules, 181. 
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commission of $12.00.34 In 1871, more than forty percent of western post offices – 535 

offices in total – were of the “twelve dollar" variety.35 In terms of their annual 

commissions, these appointments and their piddling annual commissions were not 

exactly mouth-watering patronage plums served up to loyal party followers at some grand 

political banquet.  

Fourth-class postmasters like Donald McKillican and H. D. Whittum made up the 

U.S. Post’s gossamer network, operating in a world that was far removed from the urban 

postal system of Presidential postmasters. These small-town officeholders received lower 

pay and fewer opportunities to disburse patronage than their powerful urban counterparts. 

This is not to say that politics were absent from small-town post offices – far from it. But 

focusing so intently on patronage in the U.S. Post risks overshadowing other dimensions 

of a massive and complex institution. Tiny rural post offices may have indeed been at the 

front lines of partisan battles, but the question remains: why did Americans care so much 

about them? The answer lies outside the typical narrative of Gilded Age party politics. In 

fact, in the nineteenth-century West the U.S. Post’s influence on commercial 

development was arguably more important than its role in the region’s politics.  

 

The Business of the Post 

Unlike the more densely populated eastern United States, western settlements 

often lay in remote areas separated by long distances. These towns depended on the U.S. 

Post as a lifeline connecting them to a national system of information through which they 

coordinated the flows of people, goods, and capital that allowed them to survive and 

eventually grow. Being able to transmit information from a distance was crucial for 

westerners, such as notifying an eastern business partner about the prospects of a new 

mining claim, or subscribing to a Chicago newspaper to track trends in the national cattle 

market. The U.S. Post also circulated a dizzying array of financial instruments that knit 

together so much of the nineteenth-century economy. In 1876 the Post Office Department 

reported on just some of the different documents it found in the mail: checks, drafts, 
                                                
34 For examples of “twelve dollar post office,” see: The Cape Girardeau Democrat, January 21, 1893, page 
2. Online at: http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn89066818/1893-01-21/ed-1/seq-2/; John Gregory 
Bourke, On the Border with Crook (Charles Scribner’s and Sons, 1891), 70.  
35 “The Official Register of the United States, 1871.” 76% of western post offices received a commission of 
less than one hundred dollars in 1871. 
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promissory notes, bills of exchange, letters of credit, money orders, certificates of stock, 

due-bills, deeds, land warrants, mortgages, leases, bank books, pension certificates, 

receipts, bills of lading, and, of course, actual currency.36 This mountain of paper isn’t 

what comes to mind when we think of the mail – a love letter is much more exciting than 

a bill of exchange – but these legal and financial documents were absolutely foundational 

for commercial development. Their utility hinged in large part on their ability to travel 

beyond the immediate sphere of a community. Without the U.S. Post many of these 

instruments were reduced to little more than scraps of paper.   

Post offices filled subtler functions for the western economy, not least of which 

stemmed from their symbolic power. No matter how small or ramshackle, a new post 

office served as a federal stamp of approval for a burgeoning community. The symbol 

had concrete implications for attracting new settlers. Western boosters routinely used a 

post office as a proxy for institutional stability, a way to fight against the perception of 

western settlements as chimeras or fleeting paper towns that teetered on the edges of 

American civilization. In one such account, the California town of Anaheim boasted “a 

good population of about four hundred, and contained a good public school, a post-office 

and a church.”37 Another booster tract promoting nearby Riverside County noted that the 

area enjoyed “a post-office, and, of course, an abundant supply of water.”38 A post office 

was as much a prerequisite for attracting settlers as irrigation – no small matter in the arid 

West. Just as importantly, a post office reassured potential emigrants that they could stay 

connected to the world they left behind, not just through letters or postcards from friends 

and family, but through the newspapers, magazines, and journals that kept them up-to-

date on the latest developments from across the country and overseas.39  

Gaining access to the U.S. Post was at the top of the priority list for a new 

settlement. To establish a post office a group of settlers first needed to petition the federal 

government, which was oftentimes one of the first collective actions taken by a 

community. Postal petitions garnered widespread support from across a community, but 
                                                
36 “1876 Annual Report of the Postmaster General” (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1876), 
40. 
37 Two Years in California (S.C. Griggs and company, 1876), 70. 
38 Charles Nordhoff, California: For Health, Pleasure, and Residence (Harper & Brothers, 1873), 46. See 
also Ventura County, California (Free Printing House, 1885), 1. 
39 David M. Henkin, The Postal Age: The Emergence of Modern Communications in Nineteenth-Century 
America (University Of Chicago Press, 2006), 122. 
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the person who spearheaded the process frequently had a vested interest in their success: 

many of them became a town’s first postmaster. Residents of Oregon’s Willamette 

Valley, for instance, circulated a petition for a new mail route and a new post office “at 

the store of F. H. Marsh,” with Marsh recommended as its postmaster. The first name on 

the petition was, not surprisingly, "F. H. Marsh.”40 Postmasters became the face of a town, 

often quite literally. A striking number of western postmasters magnanimously lent their 

names to their post office, as in the Colorado towns of Allen, Bland, Bristol, Bush, 

Cockrell, Deane, Farnham, Gwillimville, Hardin, Hawxhurst, Hillsborough, Kuhn’s 

Crossing, Littleton, Lyons, Madrid, Mitchell, Parlin, Powell, Selak, Semper, and 

Wheeler.41 For embryonic western towns the role of founder, booster, and postmaster 

were often one and the same. Almost immediately upon arriving in western Nebraska, 

Jules Sandoz began writing letters to promote the area and help other settlers to file land 

claims. Part of this boosterism entailed circulating a petition among the current residents 

for a post office, with Sandoz as its postmaster. Sometime after sending in the petition 

Sandoz “received a yellow form letter, telling him a post office had been established at 

his dugout…With black grease from the wagon axle and a corn cob he painted the words 

POST OFFICE in eight-inch letters. This he nailed over his door.” And just like that, 

Jules Sandoz became a public official paid by the U.S. government.42  

Sandoz and his axle-grease sign were part of a nineteenth-century administrative 

state that can appear downright foreign from the perspective of the twenty-first century. 

Today, government officials are expected to work for a fixed salary, one largely 

determined by their rank within a hierarchical bureaucracy. This was not always the case. 

Through the end of the nineteenth century large segments of the government remained 

non-salaried and instead received a fee or bounty each time they provided a service to a 

person. The amount of money a public official made from their office depended directly 

                                                
40 Petition of inhabitants of Polk County, Oregon, November 14, 1869. Senate Committee on the Post 
Office and Post Roads, NARA I RG 233, 41A, E15 Box 97, Folder 3: December 9, 1869 to January 28, 
1870. 
41 These are just the names taken from a single year (1884) and a single state (Colorado). Colorado, New 
Mexico, Utah, Nevada, Wyoming and Arizona Gazetteer and Business Directory, 1884-1885 (R. L. Polk & 
Co. and A. C. Danser, 1884). 
42 Sandoz, Old Jules, 182. 
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on their daily interactions with their “customers.”43 The vast majority of post offices 

operated on this fee-based system. Once again, there was a stark division between 

Presidential post offices and their fourth-class counterparts. Postmasters at Presidential 

offices received a fixed salary each year that increased by graduated, hundred-dollar 

increments according to the receipts of their post office, ranging from $1,000 at the 

smallest of the Presidential offices to $6,000 at New York City, the nation’s largest post 

office. All other postmasters received their compensation as a commission on the amount 

of stamps that were cancelled at their office – essentially a measurement of how much 

mail was sent from their office.44 In 1889, for instance, North Bloomfield’s residents 

cancelled $613.88 worth of stamps on outgoing mail at Donald McKillican’s general 

store. Of this, McKillican got to keep a little more than seventy percent ($446.15), along 

with $66 in letter-box rental fees.45 Commissions for fourth-class postmasters varied 

widely according to the number of people their office served and, hence, how many 

stamps were cancelled at their office. Nevertheless, a commission-based payment system 

helped the U.S. Post graft the public function of distributing the nation’s mail onto local 

private businesses. 

The position of postmaster brought economic benefits outside of its fee-based 

payments. At their core, these benefits revolved around the power of a post office to 

define the spatial practices of its community. Prior to the launch of Rural Free Delivery at 

the turn of the century, the Post Office Department only delivered mail to the homes of 

Americans living in larger cities. Everyone else had to travel to the nearest post office to 

send or receive mail. This made post offices the central gathering place of a community. 

The clattering arrival of the mail stagecoach helped mark the weekly rhythms of a town 

by drawing people at regular intervals to a central location to check for new mail. And 

when they did, they rarely stepped inside a separate post office building. Most towns 

couldn’t afford to house their post office in its own structure. Instead, offices were 

                                                
43 Parrillo, Against the Profit Motive; Mashaw, Creating the Administrative Constitution; Jerry L. Mashaw, 
“Federal Administration and Administrative Law in the Gilded Age,” Yale Law Journal 119 (2010 2009): 
1362. 
44 52nd Congress, 2d Session, “1893 Postal Laws and Regulations,” 177–180. 
45 McKillican’s quarterly commissions for 1889 was: $110.44 on $150.88, $110.11 on $150.23, $105.29 on 
$142.15, and $120.31 on $170.62. Postal Account Book, 1887 – 1892, Box 32, Malakoff Diggins State 
Park Historical Collection, California Department of Parks and Recreation, Sacramento, California. 
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overwhelmingly located on the premises of existing businesses, much like the little 

corner post office window in North Bloomfield’s general store. The nineteenth-century 

U.S. Post granted postmasters the power to determine where people gathered to get their 

mail. Consequently, the politicized battles over postmaster appointments were nominally 

fought over who would fill an office, but they were just as frequently about where the 

office would be located. In 1878 Congressman James Garfield’s political lieutenant wrote 

to him about two such disputes, “one at Wickliffe, where the P.M. is charged with 

drunkenness, and the other at East Claridon, where the P.M. is charged with being dead. 

The latter charge is true, but there is a trouble about location…The people at East 

Claridon will not consent to have the post office at the depot.”46 Many “post office rows” 

were, in effect, battles over local space.   

A postmaster’s duties were rarely a full-time responsibility, and most western 

postmasters worked at other businesses that had nothing to do with sorting a town’s mail. 

One business directory from 1884 listed more than eight hundred postmasters in Arizona, 

Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico, and Utah. Only a quarter of them gave “postmaster” as 

their only occupation. The rest ran private businesses in addition to serving as their 

town's postmaster. Operating a post office on the premises of a business guaranteed a 

steady, regular stream of potential customers. In this arrangement, public office played 

handmaiden to private gain. Nowhere was this more true than for the West’s legions of 

storeowners. Of the eight hundred western postmasters listed in the 1884 business 

directory, 224 gave “General Store” as their primary occupation - roughly three-and-a-

half times more than “Livestock,” the next most-frequently listed occupation. They were 

joined by a host of other kinds of storeowners, from druggists and grocers to those selling 

stationery, hardware, or tobacco. In aggregate, all of these stores made up more than half 

of the private businesses of postmasters in western states and territories.47 

 

                                                
46 Charles E. Henry to James Garfield, February 16, 1878 in James D. Norris and Arthur H. Shaffer, eds., 
Politics and Patronage in the Gilded Age: The Correspondence of James A. Garfield and Charles E. Henry 
(Madison: State Historical Society of Wisconsin, 1970), 204. 
47 Colorado, New Mexico, Utah, Nevada, Wyoming and Arizona Gazetteer and Business Directory, 1884-
1885. 
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Figure 7. Principal Occupation Given by Western Postmasters (1884)48 

 

It’s not surprising that storeowners like Donald McKillican dominated the ranks 

of western postmasters. After all, they stood to benefit the most from housing a post 

office. Storeowners often had relatively low margins on their products, meaning that they 

needed to generate a constant stream of customers to move through their doors. And 

having a post office in a store was the single best way to drive that foot-traffic. People 

might have walked to the office to check their mail or buy stamps, but they just as often 

left with a piece of store merchandise under their arms. A post office was a kind of 

insurance policy against fluctuating demand and a competitive edge against rivals. 

Wholesale prices might rise or fall, consumer tastes could change, a competing store 

might open across the street, but people never stopped needing their mail.49 

Storeowners made up the majority of western postmasters, but they were joined 

by a host of other kinds of businessmen. Postmasters from that same 1884 directory came 

                                                
48 This does not include postmasters who did not give an alternate occupation beyond “Postmaster.” It 
includes postmasters from Arizona, Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico, and Utah, but not Wyoming.  Ibid. 
49 For passing connections between western general stores and post offices, see Linda English, By All 
Accounts: General Stores and Community Life in Texas and Indian Territory, First Edition edition 
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2013), 8, 45, 72–73, 160. 
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from some ninety different professions, from bakers and butchers to physicians and 

photographers. Miners and farmers served as postmasters, as did ranchers and hotel 

owners. The mail in Rockville, Utah, was even sorted by an organist. But another kind of 

organ was surprisingly scarce in the ranks of western postmasters: the partisan organs of 

small-town newspapers. In the standard historical accounts about the nineteenth-century 

Post, new administrations appointed droves of partisan newspaper editors to postmaster 

positions. Newspaper editors were, after all, often the most politically active and 

influential members of their communities.50 Yet of the six hundred postmasters whose 

occupations were listed in the 1884 business directory, only seven of them were 

newspaper men. In fact, a western postmaster was more likely to operate a saloon than a 

newspaper, despite an explicit department prohibition against it.51 The dearth of western 

newspapermen does not necessarily translate into a dearth of politics within the Post – a 

saloon owner could be as partisan as a newspaper editor – but it does imply that 

historians have focused too much attention on postmasters as politicians and not enough 

on their role as economic actors. 

Operating a post office inside a store brought obvious commercial benefits for its 

owner. But the position of postmaster had subtler advantages as well. Records from the 

nineteenth-century credit agency Dun & Bradstreet Co. show how the position of 

postmaster was taken into account when determining the creditworthiness of local 

businessmen. Thousands of agents scattered across the country submitted regular reports 

to Dun & Bradstreet on businessmen, often including the shorthand of “P.M.” or “P.O.” 

to denote a businessman who also held the position of postmaster. In August of 1871, for 

instance, an anonymous agent filed a report on R. S. Weston, a drug store owner in Forest 

City, California. The forty year-old widower had lost everything in a fire in 1868, and 

now “does only a sm[all] bus[iness]" with about $1,000 in property. Nevertheless, 

Weston was “intelligent & well informed” with a “good char[acter]” who served as the 

                                                
50 Wayne F. Fuller, American Mail: Enlarger of the Common Life (University of Chicago Press, 1972), 
295–296. 
51 “No post-office shall be located in a bar-room or in any room directly connected with one." Arthur Harry 
Bissell and Thomas B. Kirby, The Postal Laws and Regulations of the United States of America, Published 
in Accordance with the Act of Congress Approved March 3, 1879 (Government Printing Office, 1879), 125. 
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town's postmaster, Justice of the Peace, and former state assemblyman.52 In Yreka, 

California, an agent filed a similar report on C. H. Pyle. Despite going through 

bankruptcy, he "is deemed hon[orable] steady & indus[trious]. Has for 6 yrs. been P[ost] 

M[aster].” 53 The position of postmaster was rarely enough to guarantee creditworthiness 

on its own, but it was one of many favorable factors taken into account by country’s 

largest credit agency. 

Many western postmasters used their appointment to further blur the boundaries 

between public office and private gain. In particular, dozens of postmasters also worked 

as agents for larger companies across the West. By the 1880s, agencies were recruiting 

postmasters directly into their ranks by advertising to them in the Post Office 

Department’s monthly postal guide. The seed distribution company Benson, Maule, & 

Co., for instance, included an image of a burly postmaster cranking a seed spreader, 

accompanied by: “Every Postmaster an Agent. Every Post Office a Centre of 

Distribution.” Other companies promised a raffle ticket for each new client secured by a 

postmaster, and publishing houses offered to send postmasters discounted books and 

periodicals to then sell at a mark-up.54 Postmasters made for ideal agents. They were 

already adept at the logistics of an agency-based sales model – collecting payments, 

distributing items, and regularly reporting back to a centralized headquarters. In many 

ways, the Post Office Department itself was a kind of sales agency, with its 

geographically dispersed network of postmasters who worked semi-independently and on 

a commission basis.55 Postmasters working as sales agents further reinforced the vendor-

customer relationship of nineteenth-century public office articulated by legal historian 

Nicholas Parrillo.56 

The dominant image of a nineteenth-century sales agent is that of the traveling 

salesman: a book canvasser knocking on a farmhouse door or a wholesale agent offering 

                                                
52 R.G. Dun & Co. Credit Report Volumes, Washington DC, Volume 24: Santa Cruz, Shasta, Sierra, 
Siskiyou, Page 281, Baker Library Historical Collections, Harvard Business School. 
53 R.G. Dun & Co. Credit Report Volumes, Washington DC, Volume 24: Santa Cruz, Shasta, Sierra, 
Siskiyou, Page 198, Baker Library Historical Collections, Harvard Business School. 
54United States Post Office Department, 1882 United States Official Postal Guide, vol. 4, No. 1 (U.S. 
Government Printing Office, 1882), 2.,  
55 For the significance of the agency model in the nineteenth century, see Natalie Marine-Street, “Agents 
Wanted: Sales, Gender, and the Making of Consumer Markets in America, 1830-1930” (Dissertation, 
Stanford University, Forthcoming), 1830–1930. 
56 Parrillo, Against the Profit Motive, 51–181. 
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samples to a local storeowner. Mobility stood at the heart of these personal sales, as 

salesmen used an expanding transportation network to peddle their wares across the 

country.57 But the downside of mobility was that itinerant salesman had to establish trust 

with a community in which they did not live. One instructional manual given to book 

canvassers stressed the importance of reassuring customers that their neighbors had 

already bought items from them. Even better if that neighbor lived "on four corners of a 

crossing...for you can go in three different directions and you have an order from the last 

house.”58 By contrast, postmasters acting as sales agents benefited from the fact that 

potential clients came to them, not the other way around. The location of a post office 

dictated the daily spatial practices of a town’s residents and placed postmasters at the 

nexus of these movements. Even more importantly, postmasters were already embedded 

within a community. They enjoyed regular, face-to-face interactions with hundreds of 

potential customers who saw postmasters not as itinerant salesmen but as trusted 

neighbors. Of course, unlike ordinary neighbors, postmasters sorted a town’s mail, which 

offered them a glimpse into the tastes and spending habits of its residents. It is easy to see 

why companies hungrily looked to postmasters to peddle their wares.59 

Other postmasters whose offices were located at railroad depots and telegraph 

offices frequently sold tickets, registered freight, or sent telegrams under the employment 

of railway and telegraph companies. These agents-cum-postmasters benefited from the 

substantial overlap between the nation’s postal network and its infrastructure of railway 

and telegraph lines. This overlap allowed them to entice more customers into their office 

and offer them more convenient services. M. L. Stanfield, the postmaster in Sodaville, 

Nevada, could simultaneously check a passenger’s luggage onto the Carson and Colorado 

Railway, send a telegram for them over Western Union, and add their postcards to a pile 

of outgoing mail. In practical terms, customers stepping inside Stanfield’s office 

wouldn’t notice much of a difference between the services provided by private companies 

                                                
57 Walter A. Friedman, Birth of a Salesman (Harvard University Press, 2005), 56–87. Natalie Marine-Street, 
“Agents Wanted: Sales, Gender, and the Making of Consumer Markets in America, 1830-1930.” 
58 How to Introduce the Personal Memoirs of U.S. Grant (Hartford, CT: Webster, 1885), 16–19. Quoted in 
Friedman, Birth of a Salesman, 47. 
59 Postmasters acted as information brokers for outside organizations. See Andrew Brown to Office of 
Wells, Fargo & Co’s Express, 22 April 1893, Andrew Brown Papers, Huntington Library, San Marino, 
California. 
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like Western Union or the C&C Railway, and the taxpayer-funded, publicly administered 

system of the U.S. Post.60 

M. L. Stanfield offered his customers one additional service beyond sending 

railway freight, telegrams, or letters: the ability to send parcels via Wells, Fargo & Co., 

the West’s largest express company. And this is where the postmaster-as-agent model ran 

into potential trouble. Wells, Fargo & Co. operated a distribution network to transport 

packages and goods across the region, which required a large and spatially dispersed 

workforce to process orders and issue parcels to customers. Nobody was in a better 

position to perform these tasks than M. L. Stanfield and his fellow postmasters who lived 

across the West. One postal official estimated that postmasters like Stanfield made up 

fully one-fifth of the company’s agents in California.61 This exacerbated an already 

fraught relationship between Wells, Fargo & Co. and the Post Office Department. The 

express company first expanded on the Pacific Coast during the early 1850s by offering a 

faster and more reliable, albeit more expensive, alternative to the U.S. Post for impatient 

letter-writers. Over the following years the Department itself contracted with the 

company to transport the U.S. Mail, including a massive $1.75 million dollar contract to 

operate the country’s major overland route to the West during the 1860s. But postal 

officials were uncomfortably aware that the express company was more than just a 

contractor. It was a competitor who, some argued, directly violated the government’s 

legal monopoly on transporting the mail. In 1879 the Post Office Department opened an 

investigation into whether Wells, Fargo & Co. was in effect running a shadow postal 

service. The committee concluded that the express company was “a letter-carrying 

department of immense magnitude” and called for shutting down Wells, Fargo & Co.’s 

letter-carrying functions. Despite the committee’s report, lobbying from California 

politicians and businessmen successfully shielded the company from any actual 

regulatory action.62 

                                                
60 Colorado, New Mexico, Utah, Nevada, Wyoming and Arizona Gazetteer and Business Directory, 1884-
1885, 513–514. 
61 B. K. Sharretts, “The Legality of Wells Fargo's Letter-Carrying Business: Post Office Department, Wells, 
Fargo & Co’s Letter-Express” (1880) 
62 For specific examples of postmasters as railroad and telegraph agents, see B. B. Redding, S. K. 
Throckmorton, and J. D. Farwell, Report of the Commissioner of Fisheries of the State of California, for 
the Years 1878 and 1879 (Sacramento, California: Legislature of the State of California, 1879), 5–
6; Colorado, New Mexico, Utah, Nevada, Wyoming and Arizona Gazetteer and Business Directory, 1884-
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Wells, Fargo & Co. has since become a powerful symbol for proponents of 

private enterprise over government service. It embodied a particularly western brand of 

anti-government mythos, steeped in the image of swashbuckling stagecoach drivers 

fending off highwaymen and Indians in order to fill the void left by a bumbling U.S. Post 

Office Department. This image had a grain of truth to it in the 1850s, when the Post 

Office Department struggled to meet the demands of gold-seekers who flooded the 

Pacific Coast. And the U.S. Post left parcel service largely in the hands of private express 

companies through the early twentieth century, when it lifted its four-pound weight limit 

and began operating a parcel post in 1913.63 But championing the supremacy of Wells, 

Fargo & Co. over the U.S. Post fundamentally misrepresents the relationship between the 

two organizations. For one, by 1880 Wells, Fargo & Co. was simply not a viable 

challenger to the U.S. Post’s letter-carrying monopoly in the West. In an inquiry into the 

company, postal officials estimated that Wells, Fargo & Co. carried 2.5 million letters 

“outside the mails” in the West.64 It might seem like a large number, but that same year 

Americans living in states and territories in the Far West sent more than 27 million letters 

through the U.S. Post.65  

The U.S. Post also eclipsed the geographic reach of Wells, Fargo & Co. During 

the earlier Gold Rush years the express company had extended letter service to mining 

camps still waiting for mail service, but by 1880 the Post had more than caught up to its 

                                                                                                                                            
1885, 505. For quote about Wells Fargo: B. K. Sharretts, “The Legality of Wells Fargo's Letter-Carrying 
Business: Post Office Department, Wells, Fargo & Co’s Letter-Express” (1880) and in Richard R. John, 
ed., The American Postal Network, 1792-1914, vol. 1 (Pickering & Chatto Ltd, 2012), 281. For California 
lobbying efforts, see Resolution from San Francisco Chamber of Commerce, April 20, 1880, and 
Resolution from the California State Assembly, April 15, 1880 in House of Representatives Committee on 
the Post Office and Post Roads, NARA I RG 233, 46A, H19.1 - Petitions on Discontinuance of Letter 
Service of Wells Fargo. For the Post Office Department’s decision not to prosecute Wells, Fargo & Co. see 
“Wells, Fargo & Co.’s Post Office,” Washington Evening Star (Washington, D.C.), May 10, 1883, page 1. 
Online at: http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn83045462/1880-03-15/ed-1/seq-1/.  
63 For the lionization of Wells, Fargo & Co.: W. Turrentine Jackson, “A New Look at Wells Fargo, Stage-
Coaches and the Pony Express,” California Historical Society Quarterly 45, no. 4 (December 1, 1966): 
291–324; W. Turrentine Jackson, “Wells Fargo: Symbol of the Wild West?,” The Western Historical 
Quarterly 3, no. 2 (April 1, 1972): 179–96, doi:10.2307/967112; Philip L. Fradkin, Stagecoach: Wells 
Fargo and the American West (Simon and Schuster, 2002), 24, 50, 145. For an overview of the tension 
between private and public mail delivery, see Richard R. John, “Private Mail Delivery in the United States 
during the Nineteenth Century: A Sketch,” Business and Economic History 15 (1986): 135–47; Richard B. 
Kielbowicz, “Government Goes into Business: Parcel Post in the Nation’s Political Economy, 1880–1915,” 
Studies in American Political Development 8, no. 01 (1994): 150–72, doi:10.1017/S0898588X00000109.  
64 Quoted in John, “Private Mail Delivery in the United States during the Nineteenth Century,” 139. 
65 Calculated from “1881 Annual Report of the Postmaster General,” 88–89. 
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private counterpart. During that year Wells, Fargo & Co. operated 546 offices and agents 

in Arizona, California, Nevada, Oregon, Utah, and Washington. In those same states and 

territories there were some 2,200 post offices, or roughly four times the number of Wells, 

Fargo & Co. offices. Even in California, Wells, Fargo & Co.’s traditional stronghold, the 

U.S. Post operated two-and-a-half times as many offices as the express company.66 Wells, 

Fargo & Co. filled a vital service for westerners by transmitting their packages, parcels, 

money, and even their letters, but it was a regional service rather than a national one. And 

even within the region it served, the U.S. Post extended its reach over a much larger area 

than the western express company. 

 

  
Figure 8. Private and Public Transportation67 

Left: Wells, Fargo & Co. Offices (1880) 

                                                
66 Wells, Fargo & Co., “List of Offices, Agents, and Correspondents,” July 1, 1880 in Pamphlets on 
California, Bancroft Library, F858.C18 v.3x. Post offices calculated from the dataset of Richard Helbock, 
United States Post Offices, Volumes 1-8.  
67 If anything, the map of U.S. Post Offices undersells the reach of the western postal network. It is missing 
205 post offices (12% of the total) that existed in 1880 but whose locations could not be found. The map of 
Wells, Fargo & Co. offices is missing 7 offices (1.3% of the total).  
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Right: U.S. Post Offices (1880) 

 

More fundamentally, Wells, Fargo & Co. and the U.S. Post were nominally two 

distinct entities, one private and one public, but their actual operations were hopelessly 

entangled with one another. To draw a stark contrast between the sleek business 

operations of Wells, Fargo & Co. and the bureaucratic red tape of the Post Office 

Department risks transplanting a twentieth-century framework backwards onto the 

nineteenth century. Government mail sacks and Wells, Fargo & Co. packages jostled 

together in the back of western stagecoaches as they rattled over western roads. Drivers 

often unloaded the letters and packages together in front of the same building, such as the 

one in Guerneville, California. Gerhardt Dietz, the town’s postmaster, sorted the U.S. 

Mail and express matter inside his watch repair shop, which itself doubled as both the 

town’s post office and an agency office for Wells, Fargo & Co. Gerhardt Dietz, in fact, 

began working for Wells, Fargo & Co. at the same time as he received his appointment 

from the Post Office Department in the spring of 1880.68 Watchmaker, express agent, 

postmaster – Gerhardt Dietz donned many hats under the roof of his post office. The 

private business pursuits of Guerneville’s postmaster and the shared space of his post 

office did not represent the last death rattles of an anachronistic western frontier on the 

verge of giving way to a modern administrative state. In 1880, the Guerneville Post 

Office was the American administrative state.  

 

 

                                                
68 An Illustrated History of Sonoma County, California: Containing a History of the County of Sonoma 
from the Earliest Period of Its Occupancy to the Present Time (Lewis Publishing Company, 1889), 725–
726. For another example of the overlap between postmasters and Wells, Fargo & Co., see Andrew Brown 
to Office of Wells, Fargo & Co’s Express, 22 April 1893, Andrew Brown Papers, Huntington Library, San 
Marino, California.  
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Figure 9. Wells Fargo & Co. Office, Jewelry Shop, and Post Office at Guerneville, 

California (1882)69 
 

Social Space 

In 1890, Donald McKillican received an urgent letter from a doctor who lived in 

North Bloomfield’s neighboring city of Grass Valley, California. A girl from North 

Bloomfield had fallen ill and her mother had rushed her to the doctor for medical 

treatment. He immediately referred her to specialists in Sacramento, but the girl’s 

widowed mother had fallen on hard times and couldn’t afford the trip. The Grass Valley 

physician asked McKillican to raise a subscription in North Bloomfield to pay for the 

girl’s travel and treatment in Sacramento. The episode is telling. The doctor could 

have addressed his plea to a number of civic leaders in North Bloomfield, but he chose 

McKillican. It was a tacit nod to the influential position that a postmaster occupied in a 
                                                
69 Don Meacham Photography, Wells Fargo & Co.’s Express Office and Guerneville Postoffice, 
Photograph, 1882, Sonoma County Library, 
http://heritage.sonomalibrary.org/cdm/ref/collection/p15763coll2/id/905. 
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town. McKillican didn’t disappoint, quickly collecting more than one hundred dollars in 

contributions from dozens of the town’s residents. It wasn’t just that McKillican had the 

social clout to solicit funds from his neighbors. His post office was also the best location 

to reach the greatest number of people, from an Italian miner named Nicola Franceschi to 

the supervisor of the Derbec Gravel Company, Theodore Wetzel. Both of these men 

contributed to the fund in part because everyone in the North Bloomfield community had 

to go to the post office to collect their mail. McKillican’s postmaster position placed him 

at the socio-spatial epicenter of the North Bloomfield community.70 

Two main factors anchored the local post offices at the center of a community. 

First, without home delivery non-urban Americans had to travel to the post office to send 

or receive their mail. Second, postage reductions enacted in the middle of the nineteenth 

century meant that a wider spectrum of society could afford to send letters. As historian 

David Henkin argues, this helped turn the post office into “one of the most intensely 

promiscuous public spaces in nineteenth-century America.”71 The effect of these postage 

reductions were dampened in communities with low literacy rates (such as those in the 

post-Civil War South), but even so, post offices were where people gathered to trade 

stories and gossip, to read newspapers and posted notices, and to discuss weather and 

politics. Post offices were more accessible to a wider swath of Americans than other 

kinds of spaces such as churches, schools, or saloons, which necessarily excluded certain 

members of a community. This made the U.S. Post a broadly recognizable touchstone in 

the nineteenth century. As historian Richard R. John reminds us, “the local post office 

was far more than the place where you went to pick up your mail.”72  

Nineteenth-century humorist Bill Nye would have ruefully agreed with Richard  

R. John’s assessment. Nye’s brief tenure as postmaster in Laramie, Wyoming, gave him 

plenty of writing material. “The official count shows that only two and one-half per cent. 

of those who go to the post office transact their business and then go away. The other 

ninety-seven and one-half per cent. do various things to cheer up the postmaster and 

                                                
70 W. C. Jones to D. R. McKillican, July 30, 1890, W. H. Taylor Collection, Box 1, Folder 2, Stanford 
University Special Collections. McKillican was also a civic leader in the town beyond his position of 
postmaster, serving as a public school trustee. See Certificate of Appointment of Public School Trustees, 
November 20, 1889, W. H. Taylor Collection, Box 1, Folder 1, Stanford University Special Collections. 
71 Henkin, The Postal Age, 88. 
72 John, Spreading the News, 163. 
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make him earn his money and wish that he had died when he was teething.”73 Writers 

like Nye delighted in spinning post office caricatures – immigrants who couldn’t read 

English, country bumpkins ignorant of how the mail worked, and nosy women looking 

for gossip.74 The melting-pot dimension of nineteenth-century post offices threw together 

people from across a wide social spectrum. This caused no small amount of anxiety from 

those who fretted over women having to brave the crowds of rowdy men that congregated 

at post office.75 The Post Office Department itself found it necessary to remind its 

postmasters to “keep his post-office in such a clean and orderly condition that it may be 

visited by women and children and others without impropriety or embarrassment.”76  

It was easier for the Department to issue regulations about public space than it 

was to enforce them. In one widely circulated story an inspector for the Post Office 

Department made an official visit to an office in Montana Territory: “he found the room 

divided into three sections - first a saloon, next the Post Office, and last a faro bank.” The 

postmaster was nowhere to be found, and the prevailing method of mail distribution was 

for the barkeep to empty the box of letters onto the floor and let customers take what they 

wanted. When the postal inspector demanded the keys to the box of mail, the barkeep 

tossed the box out the door and told him, “There’s your Post Office; now git.” The story 

might have been apocryphal, but it nonetheless underscored the blended nature of private 

and public space in western post offices and the challenges of regulating these hybrid 

spaces from afar.77  

Officials at urban post offices did their best to control social interactions by 

segregating the space of their buildings. Many of them reserved separate windows for 
                                                
73 Bill Nye, Bill Nye and Boomerang: Or, The Tale of a Meek-Eyed Mule  ; and Some Other Literary Gems 
(Belford, Clarke & Company, 1888), 196, http://books.google.com/books?id=FV8qAAAAYAAJ. 
74 Marshall Henry Cushing, Story of Our Post Office (A. M. Thayer & co., 1893), 186. “A Study of the Post 
Office,” Los Angeles Herald, May 6, 1900, page 22. Online at: http://cdnc.ucr.edu/cgi-
bin/cdnc?a=d&d=LAH19000506.2.215. Mabel Osgood Wright, Poppea of the Post Office (The Macmillan 
Company, 1909). 
75 Henkin, The Postal Age, 72–77. 
76 Sec. 524, “Loungers in Post Offices” in Bissell and Kirby, The Postal Laws and Regulations of the 
United States of America, Published in Accordance with the Act of Congress Approved March 3, 1879, 125. 
77 “A Discontinued Post Office,” Daily Alta California, November 6, 1882, page 1. Online at: 
http://cdnc.ucr.edu/cgi-bin/cdnc?a=d&d=DAC18821106.2.32. The story appeared in various forms – see, 
for example, Frank Bird Linderman, On a Passing Frontier; Sketches from the Northwest (New York: 
Charles Scribner’s and Sons, 1920), 74–80, http://archive.org/details/frontieonpassing00lindrich. As late as 
1889, Postmaster General John Wanamaker complained that “The post offices throughout the country bear 
little relation to one another. The touch of the Department upon them is very slight.” “1889 Annual Report 
of the Postmaster General” (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1889), 7. 
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men and women, and the Los Angeles Post Office posted notices of letters awaiting 

retrieval under the categories of “Ladies’ List”, “Gentlemen’s List”, and “Chinese 

Letters.”78 This tripartite division reflected the particular racial landscape of the western 

United States. Chinese immigrants had lived and worked in the Far West since the 

California Gold Rush, and almost since their arrival they faced vituperative opposition 

from white westerners. By the 1870s a full-fledged anti-Chinese political campaign had 

coalesced in California, culminating nationally with the passage of the Chinese 

Restriction Act in 1882. Although it marked a major victory for western campaigners, the 

bill’s immediate effect was actually quite limited. The federal government struggled to 

enforce restriction, further fanning the flames of Sinophobia in the West, and more 

fundamentally, the 1882 Act did not magically expunge the Chinese inhabitants already 

living in the country.79 In older western mining towns like North Bloomfield they often 

remained deeply embedded in local communities. 

 Chinese miners arrived in North Bloomfield during the 1850s and 1860s, drawn 

by the rich mineral deposits surrounding the town. By the late 1870s North Bloomfield 

had a sizeable “Chinese Quarter” whose residents worked in the mines and tended an 

extensive vegetable garden that supplied almost all of the town’s fresh produce.80 China 

Alley lay about three hundred feet away from the North Bloomfield Post Office, and 

many of its inhabitants regularly walked the short block to Main Street to send or receive 

their mail.81 In the early 1880s tensions in China Alley were likely running high. Just 

eight months after the passage of the Chinese Restriction Act, night watchmen at the 

North Bloomfield Gravel Company shot and killed a Chinese immigrant they claimed 

was trying to skim off amalgam from the mine’s sluices.82 And in neighboring North San 

Juan, less than fifteen miles away from North Bloomfield, the postmaster was arrested in 

                                                
78 “Advertised Letters Remaining in the Los Angeles Post-office, Feb. 26, 1882,” Los Angeles Daily Times, 
February 26, 1882.  
79 For the limits of the 1882 Chinese Restriction Act, see Beth Lew-Williams, “Before Restriction Became 
Exclusion: America’s Experiment in Diplomatic Immigration Control,” Pacific Historical Review 83, no. 1 
(2014): 24–56. 
80 Charles Gaus, Charlie Guas Inteview, interview by Eric Leffingwell, 1967, 10, California State Historic 
Parks. 
81 See Record of Registered Letters Received and Delivered – 1893, Box 30, Folder 5 and Money Order 
Applications, January – March 1895, Box 6, Folder 12, in Malakoff Diggins State Park Historical 
Collection, California Department of Parks and Recreation, Sacramento, California. 
82 “Chinese Sluice-Robber Killed.” Sacramento Daily News, January 27, 1883, page 1. Online at: 
http://cdnc.ucr.edu/cgi-bin/cdnc?a=d&d=SDU18830127.2.5.1  
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1883 for stealing a package containing $950 in transit to a Chinese businessman.83 For 

North Bloomfield merchants like Sue Kee or Ah Lee, the nighttime shooting at the mine 

and the larcenous North San Juan postmaster were likely at the forefront of their minds as 

they stood in line at the post office alongside their white neighbors.84 

 
Figure 10. Sanborn Insurance Map of North Bloomfield (1905)85 

 

National policies like the Chinese Restriction Act certainly exacerbated the 

West’s racial divisions, but social relations were ultimately forged at a local scale. Post 

offices provided a communal stage for these relations to unfold in ways that were 

                                                
83 Nevada City Transcript, January 24, 1884. Cited in Michel Janicot, A Century of Nevada County Post 
Offices, 1850-1994 (Nevada County Historical Society, 1994), 28–29. 
84 Sue Fawn Chang offers a detailed set of community studies of Chinese immigrants in western towns in 
Sue Fawn Chung, In Pursuit of Gold: Chinese American Miners and Merchants in the American West 
(University of Illinois Press, 2011), 
http://books.google.com/books?hl=en&lr=&id=COTzuNo2I4sC&oi=fnd&pg=PP2&dq=%22in+pursuit+of
+gold%22&ots=9Q-CZJ9LaR&sig=bL_ChEPeq07pvVcsSl_U-AO93d0. For an example of local anti-
Chinese sentiment, see Grass Valley Daily, December 12, 1882, page 2. Online at: 
http://www.mynevadacounty.com/nc/library/docs/The%20Grass%20Valley%20Daily%20Union%201865-
1885/1882/12/Document-413651.pdf 
85 Sanborn Map Company, “North Bloomfield, California,” 1905, Digital Sanborn Maps, 1867-1970, 
http://sanborn.umi.com. 
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themselves defined by the particular geography of the nineteenth-century Post. When the 

Los Angeles Post Office segregated its “Chinese Letters” from the rest of the mail, it 

concretized the U.S. Government’s broader exclusionary racial policies and reinforced 

the barriers separating the city’s Chinese and white residents. But this official spatial 

segregation was largely an urban phenomenon. Small-town post offices constituted social 

space differently from their peers. A lack of residential delivery and the shared, multi-use 

space of rural post offices generated a kind of gravitational pull that drew a community’s 

residents into uncomfortably close proximity. In the narrow confines of Donald 

McKillican’s general store, a Chinese merchant buying candles might wait next to a 

teamster’s wife fetching her family’s mail. These kinds of mundane, daily interactions 

defined the social fabric of a community and were in turn bounded by the local space of 

the U.S. Post.  

 

The Boundaries of Office 

Historian Elliott West describes a period of “Greater Reconstruction” between the 

1840s and 1870s during which the United States struggled in both the South and West 

with how to integrate non-white peoples into the national polity. The geographic ubiquity 

of the U.S. Post and its institutional ability to link local communities with the federal 

government made it a crucial site for the struggles of “Greater Reconstruction.”86 In the 

case of the Post Office Department, questions of race and citizenship most often 

coalesced around who could and could not hold the office of postmaster. In 1885, for 

instance, the Attorney General issued a ruling on behalf of the Post Office Department 

that "An Indian citizen of the Cherokee Nation...is not eligible to the office of 

postmaster.”87 The ruling institutionalized race within the department’s operations in the 

American West, but in reality it was little more than a flourish on top of the U.S. Post’s 

decades-long boundary-making process regarding native peoples.  

Throughout most of the United States, the U.S. Post operated as a truly national 

communications system that ignored the administrative borders of states and territories. 

There was, however, one glaring exception: Indian Territory. In the 1830s the U.S. 

                                                
86 Elliott West, The Last Indian War: The Nez Perce Story (Oxford University Press, 2009). 
87 Decision by the Attorney General on May 21, 1885. Referenced in 52nd Congress, 2d Session, “1893 
Postal Laws and Regulations,” 171. 
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Government relocated southeastern native tribes into present-day Oklahoma. The area 

occupied a nebulous position in the United States, and its legal and administrative status 

was under a constant state of revision during the nineteenth century. The geography of 

the U.S. Post mirrored this ambiguity. In 1879 it operated only seventy post offices in the 

entire territory, a miniscule number in comparison to surrounding states and territories.88 

In fact, a map of post offices in the region looks like someone had torn out a piece of the 

postal network along the edges of Indian Territory. When the U.S. Government formed 

Oklahoma Territory out of the western portion of Indian Territory in 1890, the Post 

Office Department followed closely on the heels of thousands of white settlers who 

streamed into the newly opened area. Within five years the Department had established 

more offices in Oklahoma than it had in the entire administrative history of Indian 

Territory. White settlers in Oklahoma were immediately integrated into a national 

communications network to an extent that native inhabitants of neighboring Indian 

Territory never came close to achieving. Through the end of the century the outline of 

Indian Territory could be seen as a conspicuous hole in the U.S. postal network. Treaties 

and legislation established its borders, but the Post Office Department helped make them 

real. 

 

Figure 11. Number of U.S. Post Offices Per County89 
Left: 1879, Center: 1889, Right: 1899 

 

                                                
88 “1879 Annual Report of the Postmaster General” (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1879), 
47. 
89 Post Office data collected from Richard Helbock, United States Post Offices, Vol. 1-8. See Chapter 4 of 
my dissertation for more on postal geography. The number of post offices were aggregated by county 
because the precise location of many post offices could not be found. Even this less granular picture shows 
the spatial demarcation of the U.S. Post at the borders of Indian Territory.  
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“Greater Reconstruction” followed a different path in the southern United States 

than in the western prairies and plains. In the immediate aftermath of the Civil War 

millions of former slaves gained citizenship, and between 1866 and 1868 the former 

Confederacy witnessed an unprecedented flurry of black political mobilization. Backed 

by a dominant Republican majority in Congress and the presence of northern troops, 

black southerners streamed to the polls to vote members of their communities into office. 

In Arkansas, James W. Mason rode this political wave to become the nation’s first black 

postmaster in 1867. As in Indian Territory, however, race defined the boundaries of the 

U.S. Post in the South. Aspiring black postmasters like James Mason faced daunting 

obstacles, not least of which were violent campaigns and reprisals by white paramilitary 

organizations like the Ku Klux Klan.90 Other obstacles were far more mundane but no 

less consequential. James Lynch, a prominent black politician in Mississippi, recalled the 

dreaded “bond question” faced by any aspiring black officeholder.91 The U.S. 

Government required officeholders to provide a bond as security against any losses 

incurred by negligence or theft while in office. In the Post Office Department, two 

sureties had to back the bond – people who were financially liable in case the postmaster 

proved unable to cover the losses.92  These two sureties had to have enough property to 

cover double the amount of the bond, which ranged from $500 at the smallest post offices 

up to thousands of dollars at the largest.93 The property-holding requirement meant that 

would-be officeholders needed to obtain not just the tacit support of their community, but 

to convince at least two of its wealthier members to take on the financial risk of acting as 

their surety. For many black southerners hoping to become postmasters, the “bond 

question” often proved unanswerable. The administrative regulation was ostensibly a 

                                                
90 For black political mobilization see Eric Foner, Reconstruction: America’s Unfinished Revolution, 1863-
1877 (Harper Perennial Modern Classics, 1988), Chapter 6; Steven Hahn, A Nation under Our Feet: Black 
Political Struggles in the Rural South from Slavery to the Great Migration, illustrated edition (Belknap 
Press, 2003), 163–264. For paramilitary violence, see Ibid., 265–314. 
91 John Roy Lynch, The Facts of Reconstruction (Neale Publishing Company, 1913), 28–29. For more on 
the challenges of finding sureties in the South, see Cushing, Story of Our Post Office, 305. 
92 U.S. Post Office Department, The Postal Laws and Regulations of the United States of America, Comp., 
Rev., and Pub. in Accordance with the Act of Congress Approved March 30, 1886 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. 
Government Printing Office, 1887). See also Wilking B. Cooley, The Postmasters’ Manual and Clerks’ 
Assistant (C.R. Brodix, 1888), 12, https://books.google.com/books?id=x8A_AAAAYAAJ. 
93 Cushing, Story of Our Post Office, 300–302. 
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safeguard against abuse of office, but it established de facto exclusions around the office 

that followed broader lines of race and class. 

James W. Mason’s appointment as the nation’s first black postmaster in 1867 

ended up being a largely symbolic landmark for the Post Office Department. Postal 

historian Jennifer Lynch identifies at least 630 African-American postal employees in the 

nineteenth century, including 142 postmasters. This was, however, a tiny drop in the 

bucket of the Department’s workforce – over that same period the Department employed 

hundreds of thousands of white Americans. There were notable exceptions, such as 

postmasters Charles W. Ringold in New Orleans, Louisiana, or Benjamin Boseman in 

Charleston, South Carolina. But African-American postmasters remained exceedingly 

rare in the nineteenth century.94 In part the localized nature of the U.S. Post inhibited 

black officeholding. The Post Office Department drew its postmasters directly from the 

ranks of the communities they served. Aspiring postmasters had little hope of obtaining 

an appointment without local support, including the vexing challenge of obtaining a bond. 

But postmasters also needed a community’s backing even after they assumed office. 

Towns could punish a postmaster by sending its mail from a neighboring office, thereby 

depriving their own postmaster of his commission on the outgoing mail.95 Because of this, 

black postmasters in the late nineteenth century were largely confined to “plantation 

counties” like James W. Mason’s own Chicot County, which was roughly three-quarters 

black at the time of his appointment as the nation’s first black postmaster.96 Few 

postmasters, if any, held office outside of the South’s majority-black communities.97 

                                                
94 Jennifer Lynch, “African-American Postal Workers in the 19th Century” (United States Postal Service, 
January 2011), https://about.usps.com/who-we-are/postal-history/african-american-workers-19thc-2011.rtf; 
Historian of the United States Postal Service, “List of Known African-American Postmasters, 1800s” 
(United States Postal Service, July 2010), https://about.usps.com/who-we-are/postal-history/african-
american-postmasters-19thc-2010.pdf. See also Deanna Boyd and Kendra Chen, “The History and 
Experience of African Americans in America’s Postal Service” (Smithsonian National Postal Museum), 
accessed October 29, 2014, http://postalmuseum.si.edu/AfricanAmericanHistory/p2.html. 
95 “1885 Annual Report of the Postmaster General” (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1885), 
60. 
96 Eric Foner, Freedom’s Lawmakers: A Directory of Black Officeholders During Reconstruction, Rev Sub 
edition (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State Univ Pr, 1996), xiv; Willard B. Gatewood Jr., “Sunnyside: The 
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Many of the northerners who supported Reconstruction would have balked at appointing 

a black postmaster within their own towns. 

Potential postmasters needed more than just local support; politicians and postal 

officials in Washington had ultimate say over their appointment. Given that southern 

Democrats found the idea of former slaves assuming public office to be anathema, black 

southerners depended on the Republican Party to maintain control of the executive 

branch (and the Post Office Department) if they hoped to assume the office of postmaster. 

It was precisely because the U.S. Post operated across multiple scales, national and local, 

that it placed such high racial barriers around officeholding. Locally, black officeholders 

needed to live in majority-black communities and to find two sureties to back their bond 

to the Department. Nationally, they needed at least one Republican politician to 

champion their appointment and for his party to continue its electoral success in 

Presidential elections. If the U.S. Post operated purely on a local scale, southern black 

communities might have been able to put their own people into office, much as they did 

with elected constables or mayors during Reconstruction. And if the U.S. Post operated 

solely on a national level, the Republican Party could use its control of the executive and 

legislative branches during the early years of Reconstruction to appoint black postmasters 

regardless of local opposition. But because the U.S. Post operated on both local and 

national scales, aspiring black postmasters had to rely on a perfect storm of conditions to 

assume office.  

In many ways the U.S. Post’s boundary-making mimicked the wider trends of 

Greater Reconstruction. The integration of Indians in the American West took place 

haltingly and followed a path predicated first and foremost on the reservation system of 

removal and segregation. The U.S. Post reinforced this geography of exclusion by 

severely limiting its post office infrastructure within the borders of Indian Territory. In 

the South, meanwhile, racial boundaries demarcated officeholding rather than office 

infrastructure. But this boundary-making process was no less spatial in the South than in 

the West. The racial limits of officeholding in the former Confederacy followed the 

Department’s broader operational geography that traversed local and national scales, with 

new barriers erected to non-white officeholding at every step. 
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Women and the Post 

The dearth of non-white postmasters in the late nineteenth century stands in 

contrast to the growing regularity with which women assumed the office. Postmistresses 

were an increasingly recognizable feature of American society in the years after the Civil 

War. System-wide data is difficult to come by, but a variety of indicators point to an 

upward trajectory in the number of women serving as postmasters. In Texas, for instance, 

around 6.5% of all postmaster appointments in the 1870s went to women. By the 1890s 

that figure had nearly doubled to 12.5%. Twenty years later it had doubled again, and by 

the 1920s more than one-third of Texas post offices were run by women.98 A similar 

trajectory unfolded in Oregon, where the proportion of female postmasters increased 

roughly fivefold from the 1870s to the 1890s.99 Echoes of the Department’s dissolving 

gender barriers can be seen in the meteoric rise of the phrase “postmistress” within a 

corpus of millions of nineteenth-century books digitized by the Google Books project. By 

the end of the century Americans were becoming more and more accustomed to handing 

                                                
98 Calculated from 38,526 postmasters transcribed by Jim Wheat in Jim Wheat, “Postmasters & Post 
Offices of Texas, 1846-1930,” December 28, 2006, 
http://www.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~txpost/postmasters.html. I wrote a program to scrape data from 
Wheat’s website and then used the Gender package in R (https://github.com/ropensci/gender) to infer the 
gender of postmasters. Any names the program could not associate with a gender were assumed to be male. 
Consequently, the percentages listed above might underscore the number of female postmasters in the 
dataset. 
99 I conducted a manual tabulation of female postmasters from Oregon using The Official Register of the 
United States, published every odd year. This analysis showed a similar growth in the overall percentage of 
female postmasters, from 1.67% in 1873 to 8.60% in 1893. An analysis of Scott James’s dataset of 
Presidential appointments in the Post Office Department between 1865-1900 shows a less pronounced 
increase, but an increase nonetheless in female postmasters. I used the Gender package in R 
(https://github.com/ropensci/gender) to infer the gender of postmasters. Any names the program could not 
associate with a gender were assumed to be male. 
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over their mail to a woman. 

 
Figure 12. Relative Occurrence of phrase “postmistress” in Google Books Corpus of 

American English Books, 1800-1900100 

 

The entry of women into the Post Office Department was far from smooth. Much 

like the racial boundaries surrounding black officeholding, the barriers surrounding 

female officeholding were due less to regulatory policies than to cultural and social 

conventions. Women’s growing prominence in the nation’s post offices elicited a good 

deal of derision from men, much of it in the form of barbed humor. When a young 

woman became the postmaster at Junction City, California, a nearby paper jokingly wrote, 

“This is the first female, we believe, that has ever held a position of that kind in this 

section. We hope that her experience with the mails will be both pleasant and 

profitable.”101 It was a tired pun that Americans seemingly never tired of trotting out for 

female postmasters.102 Other commentators lampooned postmistresses as gossiping 

busybodies who spent most of their time reading their neighbor’s mail, such as Sam 

Foss’s satirical The Postmistress of Pokumville: “I work as hard as I can work, / The best 

                                                
100The chart uses a three-year smoothing to filter out noise. It is available at: 
https://books.google.com/ngrams/graph?content=postmistress&year_start=1800&year_end=1900&corpus=
17&smoothing=3&share=&direct_url=t1%3B%2Cpostmistress%3B%2Cc0 . Google Ngrams is not 
without problems, not least of which is the “black box” quality of what, exactly, is in its corpus. I use it 
cautiously as a supplement to other kinds of evidence. Jean-Baptiste Michel et al., “Quantitative Analysis 
of Culture Using Millions of Digitized Books,” Science, December 16, 2010, doi:10.1126/science.1199644.  
101 Trinity Journal (Yreka, CA), March 22, 1873, quoted in Mae Helene Bacon Boggs, My Playhouse Was 
a Concord Coach: An Anthology of Newspaper Clippings and Documents Relating to Those Who Made 
California History During the Years 1822-1888 (Oakland, CA: Howell-North Press, 1942), 584. 
102 “Males and Mails,” The United States Mail, June 1887.  
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that I can do, / ’Tis half-past nine afore I git / The postal cards read through.”103 

Opposition to postmiresses could be far more serious, as when the postmaster at Colorado 

Springs fired his female clerk after he found out she was hoping to succeed him in office: 

“In his opinion no woman should be given employment in any branch of the public 

service, and that if it lay in his power he would take great delight in turning out into the 

world and in search of husbands every woman now in the employ of government.”104  

Even as the Colorado Springs postmaster harangued against female officeholders, 

a woman named Elvina Hutchins became the postmaster at Fountain, Colorado, barely 

fifteen miles away from him. Hutchins was joined by a surprisingly large cohort of 

postmistresses who served in the western United States – women like Emily S. Hoyt in 

Summit County, Utah, or Isabella Howe, who ran the post office out of her general store 

in Ellsworth, Nevada.105 By 1891, a nation-wide survey of the Post Office Department 

found 6,335 postmistresses serving across the United States, in roughly ten percent of all 

post offices.106 A disproportionate number of these women – more than eight hundred – 

worked in the western states and territories. This was a higher rate (relative to the total 

number of post offices) than in any other area of the country. At the highest end of the 

spectrum, women operated one out of every five post offices in Wyoming and Utah. But 

every single western state or territory (except Alaska) fell above the national average rate 

of one postmistress for every ten offices. At the lowest end of the national spectrum, 

meanwhile, only one in twenty offices in Missouri was run by a woman.107 

 

                                                
103 Sam Walter Foss, “The Postmistress of Pokumville,” in Dreams in Homespun (Lee & Shepard, 1898), 
180–82, http://books.google.com/books?id=YiQ-AAAAYAAJ&pg=PA180.  
104 “Fighting for a Post-Office,” Rocky Mountain News, August 4, 1883. Online at: 
http://infotrac.galegroup.com/itw/infomark/724/82/3675w16/purl=rc1_NCNP_0_GT3010049737&dyn=59!
xrn_108_0_GT3010049737&hst_1?sw_aep=stan90222 For other complaints about postmistresses, see “A 
Woman Against the World,” The United States Mail, February 1887. 
105 Colorado, New Mexico, Utah, Nevada, Wyoming and Arizona Gazetteer and Business Directory, 1884-
1885, 163, 498. 
106 Cushing, Story of Our Post Office, 442–443. For more on the survey, see “1891 Annual Report of the 
Postmaster General” (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1891), 42–46. 
107 Cushing, Story of Our Post Office, 492–493. Percentages were calculated from total post offices in 
“1891 Annual Report of the Postmaster General,” 264. 
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Figure 13. Percentage of Post Offices with Female Postmasters, By Region (1891) 

 

The 1891 data on female postmasters is tantalizing but incomplete – a single 

snapshot at a single point in time. Without more information about who these women 

were and how their numbers changed it’s difficult to draw conclusions about why so 

many held office in the West. But it’s possible to make some tentative hypotheses. First, 

a striking gender imbalance in the region may have given women the leverage to take on 

leadership roles in their communities. From the days of the Gold Rush onwards there 

were dramatically more men than women in the West. Although the gap gradually 

decreased, as late as the 1890 Census every single western state or territory had 

substantially more men than women; that year, for instance, Montana’s male population 

was the twice the size of its female population. In broad terms, there was a positive 

correlation between a small female population and a high rate of female postmasters. 

Wyoming embodied this trend the best, boasting the country’s highest proportion of 

female postmistresses and its second-lowest ratio of women to men. But there were some 

notable outliers. Utah’s more balanced gender ratio was much closer to eastern states than 

it was to its western neighbors, yet women still operated more than one-fifth of its post 

offices, the second-highest rate in the West.  
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Figure 14. Female Proportion of Postmasters (y-axis) versus 

General Population (x-axis)108 

 

A second, related, hypothesis revolves around the issue of women’s suffrage: 

perhaps western women’s political mobilization to win the vote went hand-in-hand with 

more of them pursuing the politicized office of postmaster. After all, western states and 

territories were the first to pass legislation for women’s suffrage. This virtuous cycle 

apparently unfolded in some areas of the West. Both Wyoming and Utah had the highest 

percentage of female postmasters and were also the first two states or territories to 

enfranchise women in 1869 and 1870, respectively. Oregon, meanwhile, was the state 

with the third-highest percentage of female postmasters in the country and also had a 

                                                
108 Postmaster proportions were calculated from “1891 Annual Report of the Postmaster General,” 264; 
Cushing, Story of Our Post Office, 492–493. Population figures were drawn census data from “List of U.S. 
States by Historical Population,” Wikipedia, the Free Encyclopedia, February 13, 2015, 
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=List_of_U.S._states_by_historical_population. 
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vibrant suffragist movement that campaigned to place suffrage on a state referendum in 

1884 (although it was soundly defeated at the polls). The correlation between suffrage 

and female postmasters didn’t move in lockstep, however. Idaho, Washington, and 

California enfranchised women in 1896, 1910, and 1911. But all three had a lower 

percentage of their post offices run by women than Virginia and Florida, two states that 

refused to officially ratify the nineteenth amendment until the mid-twentieth century. The 

West’s gender imbalance and its vibrant women’s suffrage movement were likely tied to 

the same social forces that led to so many women serving as postmasters in the West, but 

the nature of the forces remain murky.109 

Nineteenth-century reformers themselves linked postmistresses to women’s 

suffrage. In 1866 Henry Ward Beecher delivered a pro-suffrage speech in which he 

opined, “A woman makes as good a postmistress as a man does a postmaster.”110 If a 

woman could serve effectively as a postmaster, why shouldn’t she be able to vote? 

Beecher’s speech highlighted the growing movement of women into public life. For years 

American women had participated in social movements such as temperance reform, 

sanitation leagues, or religious revivals. But in the late nineteenth-century an increasing 

number of them were entering into more traditionally male spaces, from factory floors to 

town halls to political conventions. In particular, women joined the federal workforce in 

ever-growing numbers, many of them in the Post Office Department. Postal officials 

hired hundreds of women to work at its various bureaus in its Washington headquarters, 

including the majority-female workforce of the Dead Letter Office.111 Many worked as 

clerks, but some of them gained higher positions. In fact, U.S. Presidents nominated more 

than 1,224 women to fill positions in the Post Office Department between 1865 and 1900. 

                                                
109 Rebecca J. Mead, How the Vote Was Won: Woman Suffrage in the Western United States, 1868-1914 
(NYU Press, 2004); Rebecca Edwards, “Pioneers at the Polls: Woman Suffrage in the West,” ed. Jean H. 
Baker, Votes for Women: The Struggle for Suffrage Revisited, Ed. Jean H. Baker (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2002), 2002, 90–101. 
110 Henry Ward Beecher, Woman’s Duty to Vote. Speech by Henry Ward Beecher at the Eleventh National 
Woman’s Rights Convention, Held in New York, May 10, 1866 (American Equal Rights Association, 1867), 
22, http://hdl.handle.net/2027/hvd.32044055084024. 
111 For more on female employees in the Dead Letter Office, see Cushing, Story of Our Post Office, 265–
267. For more on women’s entrance into the federal workforce, see Cindy Aron, Ladies and Gentlemen of 
the Civil Service  : Middle-Class Workers in Victorian America: Middle-Class Workers in Victorian 
America (Oxford University Press, 1987).  
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Over that same period, they nominated only 33 women to fill positions in other executive 

departments.112  

The structure and reach of the nineteenth-century U.S. Post is partially what made 

it an ideal vehicle for female officeholding. This was especially true in smaller towns 

where the Post was blended so thoroughly into the commercial and social milieu of a 

town. Running a post office, as with so many small-town businesses, involved the 

unofficial and unpaid labor of women. When police in Colorado arrested burglars for 

breaking into a post office and blowing open its safe, both the postmaster and his wife 

testified at their trial because the woman “did most of the business in the office.”113 Her 

labor, strictly speaking, was against department regulations: nobody was allowed to 

handle the mail without signing an oath and supplying a bond to the U.S. Government. 

But with so many male postmasters busy running private businesses, an untold number of 

wives and daughters were left to operate the post office in their stead. For women already 

used to sorting and distributing a town’s mail, it was but a small step into the officially 

sanctioned role of postmistress. 

Focusing on the official position of postmasters can obscure the crucial role of 

unofficial actors in the U.S. Post. The Post’s effectiveness depended on a dense web of 

social relationships beyond its official network of postmasters, mail contractors, or 

inspectors – a postmaster's wife sorting letters behind the counter of his general store, or 

a young sales clerk wrapping up a customer’s parcel to send out on the next stagecoach. 

The postmaster’s wife and his store clerk were largely invisible from the Post Office 

Department’s vantage point in Washington – they didn’t draw a commission or appear on 

any of its rosters – but they were nonetheless irreplaceable. Without their labor, the 

operations of the nation’s largest communications system would grind to a halt. In 1892 

two of these invisible actors, a postmaster’s wife and his store clerk in North Bloomfield, 

California, came into the official view of the Department. 

 

                                                
112 I used the Gender package in R (https://github.com/ropensci/gender) to infer the gender of Presidential 
appointees from Scott James’s dataset in James, “Patronage Regimes and American Party Development 
from ‘The Age of Jackson’ to the Progressive Era.” For the Department’s regulations about married women 
holding office, see Sec. 403, “Other Cases When a New Bond is Required” in 52nd Congress, 2d Session, 
“1893 Postal Laws and Regulations,” 175–176. 
113 “Cinching Stamp Stealers,” Rocky Mountain News, September 7, 1886. 
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The Scales of the U.S. Post 

In the early winter months of 1892 North Bloomfield found itself without a 

postmaster. Donald McKillican had suddenly passed away while in office, leaving behind 

a widow, a general store, several mining claims, and a vacant office that needed to be 

filled. The town turned to Walter L. Mobley, McKillican's twenty-seven year-old store 

clerk, to replace McKillican. Mobley was a familiar figure in the community. He was 

born in the nearby town of Sweetland before moving to North Bloomfield with his 

parents after they opened a boarding house for miners. After a short stint at a business 

college in San Francisco, Mobley moved back to North Bloomfield and went to work at 

Donald McKillican’s general store in the 1880s. His new position may have been helped 

along by the fact that Thaddeus Crandall, the store’s co-owner at the time, was married to 

one of Mobley’s relatives. The store clerk’s appointment to postmaster in April of 1892 

was made possible by McKillican’s widow, Adie McKillican, one of two sureties on 

Mobley’s bond for the Post Office Department. At the stroke of a pen, the widow and the 

former store clerk assumed an official role within the organizational structure of the U.S. 

Post Office Department.114 

Walter Mobley’s appointment further solidified his ties to both the McKillican 

family and the North Bloomfield community. Donald McKillican’s brother, Robert 

McKillican, joined his sister-in-law as a surety on Mobley’s bond - despite Robert living 

in Oakland, California, and being in the midst of a fraught election campaign to become 

the city’s new sheriff.115 Soon after Walter Mobley took office as North Bloomfield’s 

postmaster, he transferred $1,000 to Adie McKillican for a one-third stake in the general 

store.116 The transition from Donald McKillican to Walter Mobley was a seamless one for 

the town of North Bloomfield. The post office remained where it had for most of the past 

two decades, in the corner of the town’s general store. Its postmaster may have passed 

                                                
114 For Mobley’s background, see Elaine Mobley, Oral History of the McKillican and Mobley General 
Store, interview by David A. Tucker, May 1, 1969, Box 14-M, Searls Library, Nevada City. For Mobley’s 
history see For Crandall, see Harry Laurenz Wells, History of Nevada County, California; with Illustrations 
Descriptive of Its Scenery, Residences, Public Buildings, Fine Blocks, and Manufactories. (Oakland, CA: 
Thompson & West, 1880), 215. For Mobley’s sureties see George W. Reed to Fred Brown, June 17th, 1892, 
in W. H. Taylor Collection, Box 1, Folder 3, Stanford University Special Collections. 
115 George W. Reed to Fred Brown, June 17th, 1892, in W. H. Taylor Collection, Box 1, Folder 3, Stanford 
University Special Collections. For Robert McKillican’s election, see “McKillican’s Men,” San Francisco 
Call, December 18, 1892, page 7. Online at: http://cdnc.ucr.edu/cgi-bin/cdnc?a=d&d=SFC18921218.2.52  
116 Elaine Mobley, Oral History of the McKillican and Mobley General Store, 61–62. 
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away, but the man who replaced him had already been working for years behind the post 

office window. Little had changed for the California town.  

Little had changed for the Post Office Department as well. Once Walter Mobley 

signed his bond backed by Adie and Robert McKillican as sureties, he joined some 

64,000 fourth-class postmasters that department officials in Washington were tasked with 

overseeing.117 Fortunately for them, they didn’t even need to send Mobley new supplies. 

When he took over for Donald McKillican he inherited several thousand stamps, an 

account book, and the department’s official postal guide, which at the time ran to more 

than nine hundred pages. The guide was meant to regulate and standardize the operations 

of a massively complex organization. Many of its regulations covered the behavior of 

postmasters like Mobley – from how to file quarterly returns to how to properly cancel 

stamps. The sheer weight of the tome was a testament to the growing bureaucratization 

taking place in the Post Office Department during the late 1880s and 1890s. Postmaster 

Generals like William Vilas and John Wanamaker sought to institute a range of 

managerial reforms, including greater centralized oversight, civil service examinations, 

and a hierarchical restructuring of its workforce. This push strengthened the 

administrative apparatus of the Post Office Department and the ability of postal officials 

to regulate the system’s periphery. One can glimpse the seeds of a modern bureaucracy in 

these reforms, but it is important to note their limitations.118 

Through the end of the nineteenth century the largest branch of the American 

state remained strikingly dependent on local actors. The driver who carried the mail from 

North San Juan to North Bloomfield in the back of his stagecoach needed to know which 

bridges were washed out or what time Walter Mobley opened his general store. Mobley 

needed to know the identity of every person who received mail at his post office.119 

                                                
117 “1892 Annual Report of the Postmaster General” (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 
1892), 992–993. 
118 See, for instance, “1887 Annual Report of the Postmaster General,” 12–30, 36–37, 84–85; “1889 Annual 
Report of the Postmaster General,” 7. Daniel Carpenter traces this broader reformist push in Carpenter, The 
Forging of Bureaucratic Autonomy, 65–143. For an example of the actual increase in centralized oversight, 
see Second Assistant Postmaster General to H. B. Gerfusson, 21 April 1897, Item 156, MSS 86 BC: Red 
River Valley Company Records, The University of New Mexico Center for Southwest Research, 
Albuquerque, New Mexico. 
119 This was especially true in the case of postal money orders, in which the Department explicitly tasked 
postmasters with positively identifying the recipient of a money order. See United States Post Office 
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Paradoxically, the Post Office Department often needed local actors to act outside its 

neatly standardized rules and regulations to keep the system running smoothly. Take the 

case of the Post Office Department’s registry system. A sender could pay an extra fee to 

the Department to have their letter or package tracked while in transit and receive a 

signed receipt when it finally reached its recipient. The Department insisted that 

registered mail had to be picked up and signed for by the recipient and that “no exception 

can be made to this rule because of relationship of any nature between the addressee and 

the person claiming the matter.”120 But that wasn’t how Americans actually picked up 

their mail. In practice, relatives and neighbors fetched each other’s mail all the time. In 

North Bloomfield fathers regularly signed for registered letters addressed to their wives, 

and just as often sons and daughters fetched their parents’ letters. Despite the 

Department’s regulations, more than half of the registered letters that arrived at the North 

Bloomfield Post Office were handed over to people other than their addressee. As 

postmaster, Walter Mobley used his local knowledge of the town’s residents to grease the 

wheels of the mail system: allowing Violet Rouner to sign for a parcel addressed to her 

mother, or forwarding a package to J. Pagliosoti after the miner had moved to 

neighboring Grass Valley. Remove Mobley’s local knowledge of North Bloomfield’s 

residents, and the wheels of the system would slow to a crawl.121  

Walter Mobley may have dutifully tallied up his accounts and filed quarterly 

returns with the Post Office Department, but he was first and foremost a storeowner, not 

a bureaucrat. For postmasters like Mobley, their loyalties lay with their business, their 

party, and their community, not necessarily with the Post Office Department.122 

Nevertheless, postmasters like Mobley acted as crucial intermediaries between 

Washington, D.C. and local communities. This was the hidden strength of the postal 

network’s gossamer properties and what allowed a vast communications infrastructure to 

                                                                                                                                            
Department, 1880 United States Official Postal Guide, vol. 2, No. 1 (U.S. Government Printing Office, 
1880), 555. 
120 United States Post Office Department, 1892 United States Official Postal Guide, vol. 14, No. 1 (U.S. 
Government Printing Office, 1892), 759. 
121 Record of Registered Letters Received and Delivered – 1893, Box 30, Folder 5, Malakoff Diggins State 
Park Historical Collection, California Department of Parks and Recreation, Sacramento, California. 
122 It would be decades until the Department even made Walter Mobley take a civil service exam, which he 
grumblingly traveled to Santa Cruz to complete. Elaine Mobley, Oral History of the McKillican and 
Mobley General Store, 32. 
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operate at its smallest scale. Grafting public functions onto the local infrastructure of 

private businesses created an adaptable system capable of reaching into every corner of 

the country. 

The U.S. Post’s dissolution of public and private space was replicated across the 

country. Postmasters and post offices stood at the crossroads of nineteenth-century 

America, often quite literally. If you unfold a map of a nineteenth-century town and start 

moving your finger along Main Street, sooner rather than later you will pass over a 

building labeled with two simple letters: “P.O.”  This was the crossroads of a community. 

This was where a town’s residents gathered, day after day, to pick up their mail, to chat 

with neighbors, to buy stamps and soap alike from the postmaster. This was where bags 

of mail left the office in the back of a stagecoach, on their way to a neighboring village 

down the road or a distant city on the other side of the country. Each “P.O” on a map 

marked a nexus point for a communications system that did far more than just transport 

the mail. The U.S. Post brought together the commercial, political, and social space that 

enmeshed the local scale of a community within the larger scale of the nation. It was 

where the economic prospects of a small-town business owner were bound up with the 

political fortunes of the Republican Party. It was where Mrs. Elvina Hutchins could serve 

as a postmaster but a Cherokee farmer could not. It was where the nineteenth-century 

administrative state operated at its smallest possible scale, in the form of a letter passing 

across the counter of a general store.123  

                                                
123 “Crossroads Post Office” was a recognizable phrase from the nineteenth century. See, for instance, 
Frank G. Carpenter, “The Fate of the Party…Lies in the Crossroads Post Office” in Ari Arthur 
Hoogenboom and Olive Hoogenboom, eds., The Gilded Age (Prentice-Hall, 1967), 166. 
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Figure 15. Sanborn Insurance Map, North Bloomfield, California (1905)124 

 

                                                
124 Sanborn Map Company, “North Bloomfield, California.” 
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Figure 16. North Bloomfield and Surrounding Post Offices (1892) 

  
Figure 17. North Bloomfield and California Post Offices (1892) 
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Figure 18. North Bloomfield and Western Post Offices (1892) 

 

The U.S. Post invokes certain kinds of words: network, system, organization. But 

individual Americans didn’t necessarily interact with the U.S. Post at the grand scale of 

networks, machines, and systems. For them, the experience of the Post was an intensely 

local one grounded in the place of a post office. These two scales were, in fact, mutually 

constitutive: the institution of the U.S. Post structured the space of communities, even as 

local practices and relations produced the overarching structure of the U.S. Post. The 

confluence of organizational space and local space allowed the U.S. Post to operate in so 

many different places and touch the lives of so many different people. Its ability to 

connect these scales made it one of the most important spatial networks in the nineteenth-

century United States.125 

                                                
125 For more on how the phrase “network” was used in the nineteenth-century, see Richard K. Popp, 
“Information, Industrialization, and the Business of Press Clippings, 1880–1925,” Journal of American 
History 101, no. 2 (September 1, 2014): 437, doi:10.1093/jahist/jau373; Richard R. John, Network Nation: 
Inventing American Telecommunications (Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 2010), 8–12; David 
E. Nye, Consuming Power: A Social History of American Energies (MIT Press, 1999), 94–99; Laura Otis, 
Networking: Communicating with Bodies and Machines in the Nineteenth Century, Studies in Literature 
and Science (Ann Arbor, Mich.: University of Michigan Press, 2001).  
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Chapter 4. 

Postal Plunder and the Costs of Western Integration 

 
The end of winter could not come soon enough. It had been the worst travel 

season in a decade, as storm after storm battered the western United States during the 

coldest months of 1871-1872. Entire towns were cut off for days or weeks at a time, with 

snow blanketing the region’s roads and turning gentle streams into raging rivers. The 

stage companies tasked with carrying the mail to these towns turned to unorthodox 

measures. When a flooded river in northern California proved impassable, employees for 

the California and Oregon Stage Company jerry-rigged a rope and box to pull the mail 

across, one basketful at a time. During a heavy snowstorm in Idaho drivers for the 

Northwestern Stage Company abandoned their stagecoaches and horses, loaded sacks of 

mail onto their own backs, and trekked by foot over a mountain pass. Their efforts did not 

go unnoticed. The Yreka Journal gushed, “The present mail contractors are wide-awake 

energetic men, and spare no effort or expense to make as fast time as any other stage 

company in existence and deserve the credit of the community for so doing.” A 

newspaper in Boise echoed these sentiments: "Much credit is due these gentlemen for 

their energy and attention to the business of the company. Our people have received the 

mails much faster than expected, considering the horrible state of the roads." For the men 

and women of Yreka and Boise, the two stage companies embodied the U.S. Mail at its 

best.1 

Three thousand miles away, a different kind of storm was brewing. Cries of 

conspiracy echoed down the halls of the U.S. Capitol building and Congressmen spoke 

darkly of a shadowy ring of powerful men known as the "Forty Thieves" perpetrating a 

"vicious system for the purposes of plunder and corruption" on the American 

government.2 The locus of this "monstrous robbery" was the U.S. Post Office Department, 

where private companies stood accused of bribing officials and forging documents in 

                                                
1 The phrase “postal plunder” is from 44th Congress, 1st Session, “H. Rpt. No. 814: Management of the 
Post Office Department” (Washington, D.C., August 9, 1876), 400. Yreka Journal (Yreka, CA), December 
20, 1871, quoted in Mae Helene Bacon Boggs, My Playhouse Was a Concord Coach: An Anthology of 
Newspaper Clippings and Documents Relating to Those Who Made California History During the Years 
1822-1888 (Oakland, CA: Howell-North Press, 1942), 571. “Our Mails,” The Idaho Statesman (Boise, ID) 
Vol. VIII, No. 94, 29 February 1872, 2. 
2 44th Congress, 1st Session, “Management of the Post Office Department,” iii, 109. 
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order to win huge contracts to carry the mail. An exposé published in the Washington 

Patriot in January of 1872 detailed how two companies had managed to swindle their 

way into inflated contracts that netted them hundreds of thousands of dollars to carry the 

mail along two remote postal routes.3 The two companies under suspicion? The 

California and Oregon Stage Company and the Northwestern Stage Company, the very 

same heroes braving snowstorms and flooded rivers to carry the mail to the grateful 

residents of Yreka and Boise. Two dissonant portraits emerged, of tireless servants and of 

plundering fraudsters. Reconciling the dissonance between them helps reveal the course 

of commercial integration in the American West and the role of the U.S. Post in that 

process. 

If you close your eyes and picture a mail carrier, you will likely envision a 

government employee wearing the official uniform of the U.S. Mail. But in most of the 

United States in 1872, these public figures simply didn’t exist.4 Instead, private 

businesses were in charge of transporting the mail. Each year companies like the 

California and the Oregon Stage Company and the Northwest Stage Company bid on 

thousands of different mail routes advertised by the Post Office Department. The 

Department then awarded a four-year contract to the lowest bidder to carry the mail on 

each route. The contract model allowed the U.S. Post to graft itself onto an existing 

transportation infrastructure while relying on private entities to operate that infrastructure. 

Mail contracts, like postmaster appointments and commissions, helped the U.S. Post 

extend its gossamer spatial network across the West. This process depended on a co-

dependent relationship between public and private spheres. Much like a storeowner 

operating a post office, stagecoach companies folded mail-carrying responsibilities into 

their existing operations. They carried bags of letters, newspapers, and magazines 

                                                
3 See extracts from Washington Daily Patriot (Washington, D.C.) January 8, 1872 printed in Ibid., 400–409. 
4 There were two major exceptions. The first exception was in the case of salaried mail carriers who 
delivered the  mail in large cities with populations over 50,000 in 1872 (although this cut-off was lowered 
in 1873). US Postal Service Historian, “City Delivery” (United States Postal Service, May 2007), 
https://about.usps.com/who-we-are/postal-history/city-delivery.pdf; Wayne F. Fuller, American Mail: 
Enlarger of the Common Life (University of Chicago Press, 1972), 41–44. The second exception is the case 
of the Railway Mail Service, which employed salaried clerks to sort the mail in the back of railway cars. 
The railway, however, still received a government contract for transporting these mail cars. Fred J. 
Romanski, “The‘ Fast Mail’: A History of the US Railway Mail Service,” Prologue Quarterly 37, no. 3 
(2005): 12–21; William Jefferson Dennis, The Traveling Post Office: History and Incidents of the Railway 
Mail Service (Des Moines: The Homestead Printing Company, 1916). 
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alongside freight and other goods, and their passengers occasionally used the mailbags as 

mattresses and pillows as they tried to sleep during their clattering journey.5 This 

arrangement was not some anomalous departure from a bureaucratic norm of governance; 

the mail contract system was part of a larger nineteenth-century administrative state that 

relied on fees, commissions, and contracts to fulfill many of its public functions. In the 

Post Office Department, the symbiosis between public and private had been in place 

since its infancy. But it was in the snowy mountain passes and flooded rivers of the Far 

West that this relationship began to unravel.6 

The federal government’s commitment to provide mail service to all of its citizens, 

regardless of their location, ran up against a new reality in the post-Civil War West. Far-

flung settlements separated by difficult terrain made western mail routes the most 

expensive in the country to operate, and consequently necessitated the largest mail 

contracts. This led to fierce competition between western stagecoach companies to win 

these contracts. The importance of securing a mail contract was especially acute in a 

volatile western economy that left private stagecoach companies in a precarious position. 

Government mail contracts became an economic life-vest that companies fought over 

with increasing ferocity. By the late 1860s and early 1870s a wave of fraudulent bidding, 

influence peddling, and mismanagement had washed over the western mail contracting 

system.  

Upon first glance the story is a familiar Reconstruction tale of crooked 

businessmen and government officials defrauding the public. But corruption was only 

part of the story. The mail contract system, with all of its mismanagement and abuse, 

underwrote the transportation corridors that helped produce the larger commercial space 

of the West. Contracts acted as subsidies for long, dangerous, and potentially unprofitable 

transit routes. Mail contracts, for better or for worse, integrated western businesses into a 

larger post-war political economy centered on an eastern world of lobbying, finance, and 

fraud. Letters and newspapers traveled over western roads in larger and larger numbers, 

but the particular routes they took and who carried them depended as much on the shady 
                                                
5 The best known example is Mark Twain, Roughing It, Reprint (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1913), 12, 
19–20, 28. 
6 Brian Balogh, A Government Out of Sight: The Mystery of National Authority in Nineteenth-Century 
America (Cambridge University Press, 2009); Nicholas R. Parrillo, Against the Profit Motive: The Salary 
Revolution in American Government, 1780-1940 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2013). 
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machinations of businessmen in Washington as they did on the western stage drivers 

trundling sacks of mail through the snow. In a mark of regional integration, success or 

failure in the western stagecoach industry was determined thousands of miles removed 

from the stage lines they operated. The U.S. Post may have been the midwife for western 

integration, but that integration came with steep costs.7 

 

Carrying the Mail 

As Americans moved westward across the continent they impatiently clambered 

for the mail. In the years following the Civil War petition after petition for new routes or 

faster deliveries wound their way to the Congressional Committee on Post Offices and 

Post Roads. Some of these petitions took on the sunny disposition of Western boosterism, 

such as the California petitioners who described their region as "thickly populated, 

embracing some of the most extensive vineyards, fruit orchards and vegetable ranches 

and grain fields in the state."8 Another petition from Oregon claimed a proposed mail 

route would serve eight hundred residents, before generously striking out "eight hundred" 

and substituting "one thousand."9 Industrious settlers were always just on the horizon, 

drawn by oceans of fertile land, an impending railroad line, or the next Comstock Lode. 

The only missing piece of this progressive arc was better mail service.  

The majority of mail petitions, however, read less like booster literature and more 

like a litany of complaints. Deploying an almost identical vocabulary, communities were 

"entirely destitute of mail facilities." In Oregon, petitioners had to "go from five to seven 

miles after our mail matter, which is very disagreeable."10 A group of settlers in 

Washington Territory waited a month or more for mail in the winter and had to pay 
                                                
7 The overlap between mail contracts and commerce is expanded in Karen Elizabeth Jenks, “Trading the 
Contract: The Roles of Entrepreneurs, Government, and Labor in the Formation of the Pacific Mail 
Steamship Company” (Dissertation, University of California, Irvine, 2012). For the costs and conflict 
inherent to integration, see Kären Wigen, The Making of a Japanese Periphery, 1750-1920 (Berkeley, 
Calif: University of California Press, 1995), 267–268; Derek Gregory, “The Production of Regions in 
England’s Industrial Revolution,” Journal of Historical Geography 14, no. 1 (1988): 51; Edward Shils, 
Center and Periphery: Essays in MacRosociology, First Edition (University of Chicago, 1975), 83–85. 
8 Petition of inhabitants of Yolo and Solano Counties, California, March 10, 1870. Senate Committee on 
the Post Office and Post Roads, NARA I RG 233, 41A, H17.2, Folder 4: May 9, 1870 – January 9, 1871.  
9 Petition of inhabitants of Jackson County, Oregon, January 9, 1871. Senate Committee on the Post Office 
and Post Roads, NARA I RG 233, 41A, H17.2, Folder 4: May 9, 1870 – January 9, 1871  
10 Petition of the citizens of Oregon, July 16, 1869 (referred to committee January 10, 1870). Senate 
Committee on the Post Office and Post Roads, NARA I RG 233, 41A, H17.2, Folder 3: December 9, 1869 
to January 28, 1870.  
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Indians to ferry their letters across a lake, leading them to sign off on their 1873 petition, 

"Wet and worn out, we are most respectfully yours."11 Other petitions eschewed 

persuasive rhetoric entirely, and simply listed the towns along a proposed mail route and 

the distances between them. The tone of postal petitions was one of entitlement. Over the 

previous eighty years Americans had grown accustomed to viewing the mail as a 

prerogative, not a privilege. The miners, ranchers, loggers, and farmers who moved into 

the western states and territories were no exception, and demanded their letters and 

newspapers as loudly as their eastern counterparts. No matter how remote their town, 

westerners expected to get their mail.12 

Most western postal petitions requested mail lines that fell under the postal 

department’s category of "star" routes, or any form of transporting the mail that wasn't on 

a steamship or a railroad, from stagecoach to buggy to horseback. These routes fell under 

the purview of the Post Office Department’s transportation division, which contracted 

with these private carriers in four-year increments. Many star routes, particularly in the 

eastern United States, were relatively short. The Post Office Department might pay a 

stagecoach company $500 a year to carry the mail to a dozen towns along a fifty-mile 

stretch of road. In the West, however, the star route system was an entirely different 

transportation network. Even after the completion of the transcontinental railroad in 1869, 

most settlers in the West did not live directly on a railway line, leaving the Post Office 

Department to rely on stagecoach companies to bring them their mail. Rather than the 

dense network of towns and cities that marked the eastern United States, the West 

consisted of pockets of small communities scattered across a vast geographic expanse. 

The roads that connected these communities became sprawling postal “star” routes, some 

of which stretched for hundreds of miles. (See figure 1)  

                                                
11 Petition of inhabitants of Chehalis County, Washington Territory, February 6, 1873. House of 
Representatives Committee on the Post Office and Post Roads, NARA I RG 233, 43A, H13.1, Folder 1 
12 For the correspondence between nineteenth-century Americans and their Congressmen, Roman J. Hoyos, 
“The People’s Privilege: The Franking Privilege, Constituent Correspondence, and Political Representation 
in Mid-Nineteenth Century America,” Law and History Review 31, no. 01 (2013): 101–38, 
doi:10.1017/S0738248012000843. 
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Figure 1. Primary Mail Routes in the West 
Detail from E. D. Boyd and Walter L. Nicholson, Map of the United States Exhibiting the 

Principal Mail Routes West of the Mississippi River. Washington, D.C., 1867.13 
 

The geography of western states and territories presented a new challenge for the 

American postal network, but it was further compounded by changes to the postal 
                                                
13 E. D. Boyd and Walter L. Nicholson, “Map of Part of the United States Exhibiting the Principal Mail 
Routes West of the Mississippi River” (Washington, D.C., 1867), National Archives II at College Park, 
Maryland, I, Record Group 77, Records of the War Department, Map 285. 
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system’s underlying service model. Up until the middle of the nineteenth century, the 

Post Office Department factored distance into its postage rates – the farther a letter 

traveled, the more expensive it was to transport, and the more you had to pay for it. But 

in the 1840s Congress began to pass a series of reforms that reduced postage rates until, 

in 1863, it finally instituted a single postage rate for all letters regardless of their origin or 

destination.14 This new universal postage effectively abolished distance from the calculus 

of American letter writing. Whether in Albany or Albuquerque, Peoria or Portland, every 

American could send and receive their mail for the same low cost.  

The problem, of course, was that the actual cost of transporting the mail didn’t 

change; it was just no longer borne by individual letter-writers. And in the West, carrying 

the mail proved to be enormously expensive. In absolute terms, of course, the more 

populated areas of the country that sent and received most of the nation’s mail required 

more funding than the western states and territories. In 1871, it spent $6 million in 

northeastern states compared to $2.2 million in the West. But absolute figures masked 

just how expensive western mail service was on a per-person basis. In 1870, the national 

census tallied fewer than one million people in the Far West, roughly equivalent to the 

number of residents living in the New York metropolitan area. In total, the Post Office 

Department expended roughly four to five times more funds per person to operate the 

Post in the West than in the Northeast ($2.27 to $0.47 per person, respectively). In the 

West, nearly 90% of those costs went towards transporting the mail. (See figure 2.) Even 

more specifically, star routes made up the bulk of the expenditures, devouring 75% of the 

region's total operational costs in the West.15  

                                                
14 37th Congress, 3rd Session, “Ch. 71: An Act to Amend the Laws Relating to the Post-Office Department,” 
Statutes At Large, March 3, 1863. 
15 Calculated from 1871 Annual Report of the Postmaster General, 116–117. Per-capita figures were 
calculated using state and territory population figures from the 1870 Census: “List of U.S. States by 
Historical Population,” Wikipedia, the Free Encyclopedia, February 13, 2015, 
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=List_of_U.S._states_by_historical_population. 
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Figure 2. Expenditures for Transporting Mail, Per-Capita by State or Territory 
(1871)16 

 
The government’s massive outlays for the West’s star routes underwrote the 

western stagecoach industry, which was itself a vital part of the regional economy. 

Stagecoaches carried more than just the mail. They transported passengers and their 

luggage, private parcels and letters on behalf of express companies such as Wells, Fargo, 

& Co., or goods and freight for local merchants. Building and maintaining a long western 

stage line was a risky and expensive business venture. First, it posed high barriers for 

entry. A new firm needed to “stock the road” before it could begin carrying passengers or 

freight. This involved building or importing costly stagecoaches and assemble a herd of 

animals to pull them. The horses, mules, and oxen required mountains of hay and grain, 

along with barns and stables to house the animals and their feed. A firm had to hire new 

route agents, drivers, and hostlers and then arrange for their room and board at hotels and 

way-stations. “Stocking the road” on a long route might cost tens of thousands of dollars. 

Once a stage firm had set up the route, it required constant infusions of capital. Normal 

operational costs included employee salaries, repairs and maintenance, rent for buildings, 

room and board, and taxes and tolls. In addition to these costs, companies faced 

                                                
16 Calculated from 1871 Annual Report of the Postmaster General, 116–117. Per-capita figures were 
calculated using state and territory population figures from the 1870 Census: “List of U.S. States by 
Historical Population.” 
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unexpected expenditures. When an aging horse gave out or a hostler absconded for the 

mines, both bodies needed to be replaced. Rough roads led to costly accidents that not 

only damaged the company’s equipment, but also required them to pay out hefty 

settlements to injured passengers or employees. Firms that had borrowed money to “stock 

the road” struggled to pay steep interest rates in a region without a robust financial 

system.17 

The capital-intensive nature of western staging required ready access to cash and 

credit. Government mail contracts provided both. They provided companies with direct 

infusions of cash in the form of quarterly payments. In a region where liquidity was 

scarce, the value of these quarterly payments cannot be overstated. They helped firms 

meet never-ending cash-flow problems brought on by paying salaries, repairing 

equipment and animals, purchasing feed, or paying interest on borrowed money for 

“stocking the road.” In 1866, Henry Corbett won a massive contract to carry the mail 

from northern California to southern Oregon. Almost immediately, he began exhorting 

his employees in letter after letter to promptly fill out the paperwork that the department 

needed to disburse its payments. The stage owner went so far as to instruct route 

managers to submit duplicates of these forms: one to the Post Office Department and one 

to the company's agent in Washington, D.C. as a back-up.18  

One reason Henry Corbett was so anxious to get paid on time was that he had 

recently drawn a $20,000 bank draft to temporarily cover costs “in anticipation of the 

mail money being paid promptly.”19 This relationship between public payments and 

private financing illustrates the second major benefit of a mail contract to stagecoach 

companies: it helped them secure credit. One Texas stage-man explained that when his 

company first began operating "we would have to show that we had the money ready to 

                                                
17 For the various costs associated with stocking and operating a long star route, see Mae Helene Bacon 
Boggs, My Playhouse Was a Concord Coach, 430–503. S.S. Huntley Company Records, Folders 1-4, 
Montana Historical Society, Jared L. Sanderson, “The Memoirs of Jared L. Sanderson, Stagecoach King,’’ 
Part II,” Wagon Tracks (Santa Fe Trail Association Quarterly) 20, no. 2 (February 2006): 12–21; Wayne R. 
Austerman, Sharps Rifles and Spanish Mules: The San Antonio-El Paso Mail, 1851-1881 (Texas A&M 
University Press, 1985).  
18 Henry Corbett to John F. Sprague, September 24, 1866. Quoted in Mae Helene Bacon Boggs, My 
Playhouse Was a Concord Coach, 459. Henry Corbett to W. H. Rhodehamel, November 7, 1866. Quoted in 
Ibid., 467. 
19 Henry Corbett to John Ferguson, September 25, 1866. Quoted in Mae Helene Bacon Boggs, My 
Playhouse Was a Concord Coach, 460. 
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pay for anything we wanted, and would have to pay in advance, and all that sort of 

thing." Everything changed once they received a government contract to carry the mail: 

"Texas now all over is our friend. We have established credit and have established a 

name, and my draft, or [my partner's] draft is good anywhere in any town in Texas that 

we are interested in anywhere."20 There was no better way to prove creditworthiness than 

to obtain a lucrative four-year mail contract with the U.S. Government. Unlike fickle 

passengers or merchants, the government guaranteed a staging company four years of 

stable revenue regardless of how many letters they carried in their stagecoaches. And 

unlike some clients, the U.S. Government always paid its fare. The specific amount of a 

mail contract, therefore, often mattered less than the fact that it established the firm's 

financial soundness for lenders. As one experienced mail carrier succinctly explained, 

"the contract itself is credit."21 

 If stagecoach lines were the West’s economic arteries, government mail contracts 

kept them pumping. They lent stability and liquidity to an industry sorely lacking in both. 

Staging firms dealt with volatility at every turn. Wooden barns, stations, and stables were 

under constant threat of fire. In the winter of 1872-1873 an equine influenza spread 

westward from the eastern states and threatened to wipe out herds of stage horses. The 

completion of a competing railroad line or the shuttering of a mine had the potential to 

render an entire route (along with its stations, barns, and stables) all but worthless. The 

churning nature of the Western economy did little to help stabilize the industry. Between 

1866 and 1867, for instance, the price of grain doubled along Henry Corbett’s route from 

northern California to southern Oregon. In this context, profits on long and remote 

western stage routes were tenuous at best without the security of a four-year mail contract. 

The Post Office Department may have depended on private companies to fulfill public 

functions, but those same private companies were no less dependent on the government. 

The western staging industry’s reliance on government subsidies meant that the Post 

Office Department became an arena of fierce competition, one in which the stakes were 

high and not everyone played by the rules.22  

                                                
20 44th Congress, 1st Session, “Management of the Post Office Department,” 545. 
21 Ibid., 416. 
22 For risk of fire see Silas Huntley to Charles Huntley, February 22, 1869, S. S. Huntley and Company 
Records, Folder 1, Montana Historical Society. Yreka Journal, May 1, 1872, quoted in Mae Helene Bacon 
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Center and Periphery 

By the late 1860s, a handful of very wealthy men controlled how mail moved in 

the West. This included Bradley Barlow, who owned the staging firm of Barlow, 

Sanderson & Co. and would eventually hold an interest in the Southern Overland Mail 

Company, the California Stage Company, and the Northwestern Stage Company. 

Between them, these lines brought in more than one million dollars each year in 

government contracts as they crisscrossed every state and territory in the Far West.23 But 

Barlow himself never set foot on the routes themselves. He was a banker who lived 

thousands of miles away in the town of St. Albans, Vermont. If he didn't appear to fit the 

profile of a bare-knuckle western stage-man from a Bret Harte novel, it's because he 

wasn't one. Bradley Barlow was an eastern patrician.24 

Just how did a New England banker become the wealthiest mail contractor in the 

West? The answer lies in the simple fact that winning mail contracts depended less on the 

actual ability of a stagecoach company to transport the mail and more on their activity in 

the halls of the Post Office Department and the Capitol building in Washington, D.C. By 

the 1860s and 1870s, the gossamer network of the U.S. Post was accelerating across the 

West, knit together by the mail routes that snaked through the region. But the underlying 

structure those routes – where and how frequently they ran, who operated them, and how 

profitably – was determined thousands of miles away from the routes themselves. The 

U.S. Post’s reliance on the private sector to fulfill the public function of transporting the 

mail in the West created a commercial geography whose center lay firmly in Washington, 

D.C.  

Each year the Post Office Department solicited bids from private companies to 

                                                                                                                                            
Boggs, My Playhouse Was a Concord Coach, 574. For the equine influenza: Yreka Journal, February 5, 
1873 quoted in Ibid., 584; Austerman, Sharps Rifles and Spanish Mules, 265. Barlow placed the value of 
his western stock alone at $500,000. See 44th Congress, 1st Session, “Management of the Post Office 
Department,” 389. For an example of the impact of railroad advancement on stage-lines, see Morris Taylor, 
“The Barlow and Sanderson Stage Lines in Colorado, 1872-1884,” The Colorado Magazine 50, no. 2 
(1973): 142–46. For grain, see Charles Mayhew to Henry Corbett, September 1, 1867. In Mae Helene 
Bacon Boggs, My Playhouse Was a Concord Coach, 501. 
23 43rd Congress, 1st Session, “H. Rpt. No. 738: Management of the Post-Office Department” (Washington, 
D.C., June 22, 1874); “The Official Register of the United States, 1873” (Washington, D.C.: Government 
Printing Office, 1873), 454–554.  
24 Prentiss Cutler Dodge, Encyclopedia Vermont Biography (Burlington, VT: Ullery Publishing Company, 
1912), 75–76. 
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carry the mail on specified routes, at which point it awarded the contract the lowest 

bidder. During the 1860s and early 1870s, a system of “straw-bidding” upended this 

process. A "straw bid" was an artificially low bid submitted by someone who had no 

intention of ever providing service on the mail route. The only goal of a straw bidder was 

to disrupt the normal bidding process by wining the contract at any price, which they 

achieved by taking advantage of the department’s legal mandate to award the contract to 

the lowest bidder. Working in collusion with a higher bidder, the straw bidder would then 

either withdraw their bid or renege on their contract just before service was scheduled to 

commence. Their failure left postal officials scrambling to find a replacement. Soliciting 

a new round of bidding might take weeks or months, during which the mail would go 

undelivered on the route in question. At this point the straw-bidder’s backer stepped in. 

Freed from the rigid constraints of the bidding process, a mail contractor like Bradley 

Barlow could deploy intensive lobbying and outright bribery to convince the department 

to award them the contract at an exorbitant price. 

Straw-bidding was in full bloom by the time the department solicited bids for 

hundreds of routes in the western states and territories in the winter and spring of 1870. 

As one correspondent for an Idaho paper reported from Washington, “humbug reigns 

supreme here.”25 Such “humbug” could be seen in the bidding process for a 356-mile 

route that ran from El Paso, Texas to Santa Fe, New Mexico. The department received 

fifty-five bids for the route, ranging from a high of $100,000 all the way down to $9,000. 

Included in this list were some rather suspicious low bidders, including Bradley Barlow’s 

daughter, his son-in-law, two business partners, an employee, and the brother of one of 

his associates. These were straw-bidders who stood ready to withdraw or accept their bids 

at Barlow’s behest. As required by law, the department awarded the contract to the lowest 

bidder, C.W. Lewis. Although his link to Barlow is unclear, one thing is certain: this 

Arizona politician and Union veteran had little experience in staging even less intention 

of ever carrying the mail. Two weeks before the scheduled start date for the contract, 

Lewis had done nothing to begin service. What he had done was successfully disrupt the 

                                                
25 The Idaho Statesman, “Letter from Washington” (Boise, ID) Vol. VI, No. 115, Tuesday, April 19, 1870, 
2. 
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normal bidding process.26 

When the department declared Lewis a failed bidder, Bradley Barlow went to 

work. First, the department decided to winnow out the remaining bids it deemed “too 

high.” Miraculously, Barlow’s bid of $43,300 was the highest bid to survive this initial 

culling (the next highest was only fifty dollars above his own). The department then sent 

circulars to each of the remaining bidders notifying them of Lewis’s failure and asking if 

they would still accept the contract if it was awarded to them. Twenty-five of the twenty-

nine bidders never replied to the circular, and two others withdrew their bids entirely. The 

lowest bidder who did reply was none other than Jared L. Sanderson, Bradley Barlow's 

partner in the stage firm Barlow, Sanderson, & Co. The department awarded the firm the 

contract in August of 1870. The mail route proved to be a goldmine: within eight months, 

the department increased the frequency of service on the route, doubling the staging 

firm’s compensation to $91,000 a year. Bradley Barlow had won, and he had done so by 

stacking the deck.27 

                                                
26 For C. W. Lewis, see “Colonel Charles W. Lewis (Obituary),” San Diego Union, February 9, 1871, 
California Genealogy & History Archives, http://www.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~cagha/obits/obits1/lewis-
charles.txt. 
27 42nd Congress, 1st Session, “Sen. Ex. Doc. No. 5: Letter of the Postmaster General Communicating, in 
Compliance with the Resolution of the Senate of the 20th Instant, Information in Relation to the Mail-
Letting on Route No. 17401, from Santa Fe to El Paso” (Washington, D.C., March 23, 1871), 5. 
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Figure 3. Route 17401, Santa Fe to El Paso 

Detail from E. D. Boyd and Walter L. Nicholson, Map of the United States Exhibiting the 
Principal Mail Routes West of the Mississippi River. Washington, D.C., 1867.28 

 
Bradley Barlow was not alone in his use of straw-bidding. A longtime Texas 

stage-man named F. P. Sawyer had been running lines in Texas since the 1850s. After 

briefly carrying the mail for the Confederacy during the Civil War, his Austin-based firm 

of Sawyer, Risher, and Hall aggressively expanded across the state. By the early 1870s 

they held a monopoly on all of the long and lucrative mail lines running across Texas into 

Kansas, Indian Territory, and New Mexico, in aggregate worth more than $400,000 a 

year.29 Straw-bidding proved crucial for maintaining the firm’s stranglehold on these 

                                                
28 E. D. Boyd and Walter L. Nicholson, “Map of Part of the United States Exhibiting the Principal Mail 
Routes West of the Mississippi River” (Washington, D.C., 1867), National Archives II at College Park, 
Maryland, I, Record Group 77, Records of the War Department, Map 285. 
29 Rex H. Stever, “Stagecoach Lines,” Handbook of Texas Online, June 15, 2010, 
http://www.tshaonline.org/handbook/online/articles/ers01; Austerman, Sharps Rifles and Spanish Mules; 
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routes. In 1871 the department advertised one of Sawyer’s long routes after his four-year 

contract had expired. A straw-bidder won the contract and then mysteriously disappeared 

weeks before he was supposed to begin operating the route. With no time to find a 

replacement, the Department was forced to turn to Sawyer, the only contractor with the 

necessary staging infrastructure already in place. Sawyer extracted an extravagant 

temporary contract to carry the mail for six months while the Department solicited a new 

round of bidding. This same process played out twice more, each with the same result, 

until Sawyer eventually won the final contract under suspicious circumstances in the third 

round of bidding. After a year and half and several failed straw-bidders, the department 

ended up in the arms of the exact same contractor it had started with. A similar scene 

unfolded on Sawyer’s other twenty-four routes, netting him a staggering $233,484 over 

the last six months of 1871 alone.30 

Each yearly bidding cycle required mail contractors to choreograph the delicate 

dance of straw-bidding. When a straw-bidder inevitably reneged on their contract, 

Bradley Barlow and F. C. Sawyer needed to be able to appear within the hour at the 

Postmaster General’s office to offer up their company’s services.31 Once contractors won 

a route, they still had work to do in the halls of the department. Their payments were 

disbursed on a quarterly basis and, as discussed earlier, were a crucial source of liquidity 

for cash-strapped western staging firms. The descent of impatient contractors on the 

department every three months became a running joke amongst low-level clerks, one of 

whom wryly recalled: "when they came there in the Department about the first of each 

quarter, the boys would say, 'Here come the forty thieves!'"32 Contractors like Barlow and 

Sawyer pressured the department to expedite the customary review of paperwork each 

quarter and disburse their payments immediately. Finally, western contractors had to fend 

                                                                                                                                            
44th Congress, 1st Session, “Management of the Post Office Department,” 139.43rd Congress, 1st Session, 
“H. Rpt. No. 738: Management of the Post-Office Department,” 2. 
30 44th Congress, 1st Session, “Management of the Post Office Department,” xciii–xcvi, 176–178; 42nd 
Congress, 2nd Session, “Ex. Doc. No. 322: Offers of Land and Water Mail-Routes: Letter from the 
Postmaster General, Transmitting Abstracts of Offers Carrying the Mails Upon the Different Routes in the 
United States” (Washington, D.C., May 17, 1872), 371–373; 43rd Congress, 1st Session, “H. Rpt. No. 738: 
Management of the Post-Office Department.” 
31 See, for instance, the intensive in-person lobbying for a lucrative route running from Northern California 
to Oregon in 1870, one eventually won by Bradley Barlow: 44th Congress, 1st Session, “Management of 
the Post Office Department,” 596–610. 
32 Ibid., 109. 
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off attempts to dock their pay. Fines and deductions for lost letters, late deliveries, or 

missed trips were all but inevitable when operating a long stage line across the imposing 

terrain of the West. Fortunately for them, fines and deductions were also administered at 

the discretion of individual clerks working in the Post Office Department. If a clerk 

issued a fine, they or their superior could also rescind it, as was the case when Sawyer 

successfully negotiated a $6,000 penalty down to $2,000.33 

The most successful mail contractors were those who could plead their case in 

person. The clerical force in the Post Office Department was overworked, understaffed, 

and vulnerable to pressure from powerful men like Barlow and Sawyer who spent their 

days roaming the halls of the Department. In the words of one clerk, "A man that is 

present here at the Department can keep pressing a case; perhaps ascertain the reason 

why the remission is not made - can find the missing proof or something of that kind. He 

has an advantage of being better advised and better informed than a man who does not 

come here."34 In contrast, "mail carriers who have no agents in Washington...receive no 

pay for six months and over a year at a time."35 Ironically, face-to-face interactions 

played an outsized role in shaping the nation's largest long-distance communications 

network.  

As a consequence, the largest and most successful mail contractors relocated to 

the nation’s capitol. Although still a resident of Vermont, Bradley Barlow bought a 

second house in Washington, and by 1872 spent most of the year in the capitol. F. P. 

Sawyer similarly moved to Georgetown in 1866.36 The Montana-based Huntley Express 

Company, meanwhile, used a dual management structure. Its proprietor, Charles Huntley, 

bought property in Washington and oversaw the company's mail contracts. His cousin 

Silas Huntley lived in Helena, Montana and managed the actual operation of the stage 
                                                
33 For the transportation landscape of the West, see Oscar O. Winther, The Transportation Frontier (New 
York: Holt Rinehart Winston, 1964). For Sawyer's fine, see 44th Congress, 1st Session, “Management of 
the Post Office Department,” 188–190. 
34 44th Congress, 1st Session, “Management of the Post Office Department,” 193. 
35 The Yreka Journal, June 7, 1867. Quoted in Mae Helene Bacon Boggs, My Playhouse Was a Concord 
Coach, 491. 
36 For Barlow’s residence, see 44th Congress, 1st Session, “Management of the Post Office Department,” 
337. and R.G. Dun & Co. Credit Report Volumes, Washington DC, Volume 5, Page 182, Baker Library 
Historical Collections, Harvard Business School. For Sawyer’s residence in Georgetown, see Ibid., 164. 
and R.G. Dun & Co. Credit Report Volumes, Washington, DC, Volume 4, Page 393, Baker Library 
Historical Collections, Harvard Business School. For Kittle quote, 44th Congress, 1st Session, Management 
of the Post Office Department, 224.  
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line. In 1870, Silas sent updates to his cousin on the staging business in Montana - buying 

grain for horses, paying employees, and collecting passenger receipts. Charles sent 

similar reports back to Silas from Washington, but they were of a much different nature: 

"I shall without a doubt get [the contract], the service was let on a straw and I am the next 

bid to the straw. There is a big thing in either running or selling the contract; do not know 

which I will do yet."37 Charles's efforts in Washington ultimately secured a number of 

lucrative contracts that made the Huntley Express Company one of the largest mail 

contractors in the Northwest. 

An even more extreme division marked the management of Barlow, Sanderson & 

Co. Bradley Barlow reportedly "never saw a horse or wheel owned by the company" and 

left the supervision of the stage line entirely to his partner, Jared Sanderson.38 As 

Sanderson later explained, "It was an agreement between us [Barlow] that he should 

handle the affairs at Washington, and handle them to suit himself, and I would do the 

same West to suit myself… [Barlow] never was the man to ask me, 'What are you doing, 

Sanderson, out West? How are your roads running? How much does it cost you?' He 

never asked me a word about it, and why should I turn around and ask him?"39 The most 

successful western mail contractor of the early 1870s purportedly never left the east coast. 

Instead, he spread the branches of his staging empire across Colorado, New Mexico, 

California, and Oregon from his house in Washington, D.C. Bradley Barlow’s empire 

building was helped along by one other advantage: Barlow was the president of the 

Vermont National Bank. This gave him the power to channel money to his firm’s agents 

from thousands of miles away. In fact, his firm never bothered to open bank accounts at 

its regional headquarters in Denver and Kansas City.40 As Barlow's partner, Jared 

Sanderson, explained, "Whatever money we wanted…we would draw on Mr. Barlow for 

the balance, and he would send it in drafts to us."41 The Vermont National Bank became, 

                                                
37 Charles Huntley to Silas Huntley, July 22, 1870, S. S. Huntley and Company Records, Folder 1, Montana 
Historical Society. See also R.G. Dun & Co. Credit Report Volumes, Western Territories, Volume 3, Page 
433, Baker Library Historical Collections, Harvard Business School. 
38 Jared L. Sanderson, “The Memoirs of Jared L. Sanderson, Stagecoach King,’’ Part I,” Wagon Tracks 
(Santa Fe Trail Association Quarterly) 10, no. 1 (November 2005): 17; 44th Congress, 1st Session, 
“Management of the Post Office Department,” 326. 
39 44th Congress, 1st Session, “Management of the Post Office Department,” 478–479, 481. 
40 Ibid., 322. 
41 Ibid., 480. 
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in essence, the financial arm of Barlow, Sanderson & Co.42 

The Vermont National Bank grew even more important for the firm when 

Congress passed legislation in the early 1870s aimed at reforming the practice of straw-

bidding. An 1871 act required anyone submitting bids on large mail contracts to include a 

check or draft for 5% of their bid. If they failed to enter into the contract or provide 

service, they forfeited the money.43 Ostensibly, the legislation imposed a penalty for any 

straw-bidder who failed to honor their bid. In reality, the legislation played directly into 

the hands of large firms by raising the already high financial barriers to enter the western 

staging industry. It was alleged that Barlow himself lobbied to get this legislation passed 

"for the purpose of keeping out that 'small fry,'" or contractors without the ability to 

secure checks or drafts for thousands (and potentially tens of thousands) of dollars.44 

This legal change helped Bradley Barlow consolidate his influence over the Post 

Office Department’s contracting system. Bidders on the largest mail contracts now had to 

include checks or drafts from a national bank totaling tens of thousands of dollars. The 

vast majority of national banks, of course, remained in the eastern United States – in 

1870, there were more national banks headquartered in Auburn, N.Y. than in all of 

Colorado.45 This left many western mail contractors struggling. But not Bradley Barlow. 

As the president of the Vermont National Bank he could simply issue hundreds of these 

checks at a time, giving him an advantage over his competitors. The commercial 

                                                
42 For more on the Vermont Bank, see R.G. Dun & Co. Credit Report Volumes, Vermont, Volume 12, Page 
40, 500. Baker Library Historical Collections, Harvard Business School. 
43 Appendix to the Congressional Globe: Laws of the United States, 41st Congress, 3rd Session, March 3, 
1871, 390-391. Of course, straw-bidders simply circumvented the 1871 legislation by either making bids 
that were less than $5,000 or submitting fraudulent drafts with their bid. So the following year, Congress 
tightened these regulations to require checks or drafts for bids on any routes whose compensation for the 
previous term (not just the amount of the bid) exceeded $5,000. See “Chap CXXV: An Act relating to 
Proposals and Contracts for Transportation of the Mails, and for other purposes,“ Appendix to the 
Congressional Globe: Laws of the United States, 42nd Congress, 2nd Session, April 27, 1872, 702-703. 
44 44th Congress, 1st Session, “Management of the Post Office Department,” 313. Congress further 
amended the legislation in 1872, including a suspicious amendment proposed by Senator George Edmunds, 
from Barlow’s home state of Vermont. Whereas the earlier 1871 legislation required the 5% check or draft 
accompanying bids to come from "some reliable banking house or banking institution," that same check 
now had to come specifically from "some solvent national bank." Say, the Vermont National Bank. See 
“Chap CXXV: An Act relating to Proposals and Contracts for Transportation of the Mails, and for other 
purposes,“ Appendix to the Congressional Globe: Laws of the United States, 42nd Congress, 2nd Session, 
April 27, 1872, 702-703. The amendment was introduced by George Edmunds (Republican, VT): 
Congressional Globe, 42nd Congress, 2nd Session, April 3, 1872, 2121. 
45 United States Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, Alphabetical List of National Banks, with the 
Associations at Which Their Notes Are Redeemed: Also a List of National Banks in the Principal Cities, 
with the Associations the Notes of Which Are Redeemed by Them (U.S. Government Printing Office, 1870). 
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geography of the western mail contracting system, with its center in Washington, D.C., 

explains how a New England banker came to control over one million dollars worth of 

mail contracts west of the Mississippi.46  

 

Star Route Politics 

Mail contracts operated within a larger political framework in the late nineteenth 

century. The Post Office Department was notorious as a bastion of the “spoils system,” 

under which the political party in power doled out postmaster positions and clerkships to 

tens of thousands of office-seekers and party faithful.47 Politics were just as present in the 

realm of mail contracts, but it functioned in different ways. In contrast to postmaster 

positions, postal routes did not inspire nearly the same level of partisan bickering. Every 

year Congress passed a bill that established new mail routes and modified existing ones, 

and it did so with surprisingly little disagreement. In fact, Congressmen tended to see the 

annual post road bill as fundamentally different from other kinds of lawmaking. As the 

sponsor of one such bill noted, “This bill contains no legislation. It simply provides for 

various post roads. Almost every gentleman on the floor is interested in it.”48 Americans 

saw their access to the mail as an inviolable birthright, which made postal routes far less 

partisan than the bitter, zero-sum game of postmaster appointments. Congressmen might 

wrangle over whether a Democrat or a Republican would fill a postmaster position, but 

they risked the wrath of their constituents if they obstructed any post route legislation for 

partisan reasons 

The most overt displays of partisanship with respect to mail routes took place 

during a series of Congressional investigations in the early 1870s aimed at the “star” 
                                                
46 Barlow profited in other ways. As mail contractors congregated in Washington each winter to assemble 
and submit their bids to the Department, Barlow offered them a financial service: he would issue checks to 
bidders and charge them interest. By 1876, he estimated that during each annual mail letting he issued 
anywhere from $500,000 to $700,000 in checks from the Vermont National Bank to various bidders. In 
doing so, Barlow managed to profit on mail contracts that he and his staging firm never even bid on. For 
the extent of Barlow’s involvement as a financier, see 45th Congress, 3rd Session, “H. Mis. Doc. No. 16: 
Testimony Taken by the Committee on the Post Offices and Post Roads on the Post Office Department” 
(Washington, D.C., 1878), 51–54, 164–167, 175–179. For Barlow’s own recollection, see 44th Congress, 
1st Session, “Management of the Post Office Department,” 341. 
47 Dorothy G. Fowler, The Cabinet Politician: The Postmasters General, 1829-1909 (New York, N.Y.: 
Columbia University Press, 1943); Ari Arthur Hoogenboom, Outlawing the Spoils: A History of the Civil 
Service Reform Movement, 1865-1883 (Urbana, Illinois: University of Illinois Press, 1961). 
48 John Farnsworth (Republican, Illinois) Congressional Globe, 41st Congress, 1st Session, April 5, 1869, 
517. 
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route frauds. Democrats launched these investigations as assaults against the Republican 

administration of the Post Office Department. The first two, in 1872 and 1874, took place 

when Republicans held a dominant majority in the House of Representatives. Not 

surprisingly, the committee tasked with investigating mail contract frauds concluded with 

a whitewash that absolved Post Office officials, all Republican appointees, of 

wrongdoing.49 After the Democrats swept to power in the 1874 Congressional elections, 

they launched yet another investigation into the frauds that proved more substantive, if no 

less partisan. Scores of witnesses were called to testify over the course of several months, 

including Bradley Barlow himself. The committee’s Democratic majority issued a 

blistering report that skewered the Department’s management under the Grant 

administration.50 But so long as the executive branch remained under Republican control, 

Congressional Democrats were largely powerless to reform the contracting system. 

Politics imbued mail contracts in less obvious ways. The U.S. Post had a long-

standing reliance on one of the most basic instruments of representative democracy: the 

petition. Since the very inception of the Post Office Department, petitions were the 

primary way for Americans to request new mail routes. In the hands of mail contractors, 

however, petitions became a crucial tool for extracting money from the Department. They 

used petitions to secure one of the most lucrative sources of profit for a western mail 

contractor: convincing the Department to increase service on one of their mail routes. 

Increased service took the form of additional trips each week (say, delivering the mail 

twice a week rather than once a week) or speeding up their deliveries (taking 36 hours 

rather than 48 hours to traverse a route). Part of what made these increases so lucrative 

was that the Department calculated extra compensation on a linear basis. It assumed that 

if mail service increased from once a week to twice a week, it would cost a contractor 

twice as much to carry the mail. This calculation had little basis in reality. Much of the 

expense of western staging came from an up-front initial investment; a company didn't 

suddenly have to build twice as many barns along a route just because it carried the mail 

twice as frequently. A horse pulling a stagecoach twice a week instead of once a week 
                                                
49 42nd Congress, 2nd Session, “H. Rpt. No. 38: Contracts for the Transportation of the Mails” 
(Washington, D.C., April 4, 1872); 43rd Congress, 1st Session, “H. Rpt. No. 738: Management of the Post-
Office Department”; 43rd Congress, 1st Session, “H. Rpt. No. 775: Contracts for the Transportation of the 
Mails” (Washington, D.C., June 20, 1874). 
50 44th Congress, 1st Session, “Management of the Post Office Department.” 
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needed more grain, but it didn't need double the grain (or double the stable space, or 

double the hostlers). What ultimately made these service increases so extravagant, 

however, was that many stage companies were already making additional trips with or 

without the mail as they shuttled passengers and freight along the routes. By throwing a 

few extra bags of mail onto each departing stagecoach, they could double or triple their 

compensation. In the midst of the worst economic depression in decades, an increase in 

mail service was the single best way for staging companies to bolster their profits.51 

In order to secure an increase in service, mail contractors used a system of 

petitioning that straddled the line between legitimacy and fraud. As one crooked 

contractor explained, "it was an easy thing to cook up petitions by the yard, to order, on 

any such subject."52 Some of these petitions were blatantly dishonest, as was the case 

with one Texas contractor who doctored the content of a petition after he had already 

collected its signatures.53 Charles Huntley, a Montana contractor living in Washington, 

pressed his cousin in Helena to "send petitions at once to me to have service 

extended...have the postmaster at Missoula write a letter recommending the service [and] 

have all the county officers sign the letters." These petitions were crucial to the success of 

the firm, as Huntley assured his cousin that "we will have a big thing…when all our 

routes are increased."54 Western mail contractors reduced the democratic petition to 

ordering off a drive-through menu.55 

Mail contractors used petitioning to exploit the murky administrative authority 

surrounding postal routes. Although the executive branch’s Post Office Department 

operated the routes (establishing new offices, contracting to carry the mail, etc.), it was 

Congress that established them. This split responsibility created a convoluted political 

process for postal petitions. For one, nobody seemed to know who had authority over 

                                                
51 Jockeying for increased service was commonplace amongst all mail contractors, even ones on smaller 
routes. One experienced California contractor claimed $1,000 from a smaller Southern California stage-
firm to compensate him for paying “Washington parties” for assistance in getting one of their routes 
increased. Thomas Flint to William Edward Lovett, June 27, 1868, William Edward Lovett Papers, Box 1, 
Folder 24, Bancroft Library, UC Berkeley. 
52 William D. Kittle in 44th Congress, 1st Session, “Management of the Post Office Department,” 303. 
53 Ibid., 522–523. 
54 Charles Huntley to Silas Huntley, July 22, 1870. 
55 For another case of fraudulent petitioning for increased service, see letter from F. C. Taylor dated August 
9, 1875, quoted in “Notes from the Capitol,” The New York Times, September 4, 1875. Taylor all but 
admitted to its illegitimacy, closing his letter with, “It will be best not to mention my name in it.” 
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what. Americans addressed their petitions for new routes to individual representatives or 

senators, the Postmaster General, the chairman of the Committee on Post Offices and 

Post Roads, or "Members of Congress" generally. Several petitions, such as one from 

New York in 1869 asking for daily mail service, had to be hastily revised before mailing 

it: "To the Post Master General House of Representatives U.S."56 With responsibility 

diffused across two branches of government, it was easier for contractors to “cook up” 

falsified petitions to increase their pay.  

Contractors also took advantage of the Post Office Department’s lack of 

centralized regulative capacity in the western states and territories during the 1860s and 

1870s.57 Its workforce of postal inspectors were stretched incredibly thin in the West, and 

struggled to gather information about its longest mail routes. One inspector based in 

Portland, Oregon, for instance, didn’t even know how many post offices were on one 

route because it ran across multiple states and territories: “When the route got to Spokane 

Bridge it was out of my district, and I paid very little attention to it.”58 The Department 

simply didn’t have the necessary local knowledge to make decisions about remote 

western mail lines. As one California petitioner sniffed at the Department, "you have no 

personal acquaintance with the topography, resources, and importance of that section of 

the country lying along the mail-route."59 Postmaster General John Creswell admitted as 

much when he explained how he turned to Congress to vet requests for more frequent 

mail service: "I would rely more upon the recommendations of members of Congress, 

persons who had recognized position, than I would upon petitions gathered up in a 

neighborhood of which I knew nothing whatever."60 Creswell may have taken petitions 

with a grain of salt, but that grain of salt was served to him by politicians. And in the 

calculus of representative government, new mail routes, faster service, and more frequent 

                                                
56 Petition of inhabitants of the Jeff County, New York, October 26, 1869. Referred to Committee on 
February 2, 1870. House Committee on the Post Office and Post Roads, NARA I RG 233, 41A, H9.2, 
Folder 3.  
57 Stephen Rockwell highlights the importance of local agents, rather than centralized administrators, in the 
Bureau of Indian Affairs in Stephen J. Rockwell, Indian Affairs and the Administrative State in the 
Nineteenth Century (Cambridge  ; New York: Cambridge University Press, 2010), 304–305. Beth Lew-
Williams highlights the lack of local administrative capacity in Beth Lew-Williams, “Before Restriction 
Became Exclusion: America’s Experiment in Diplomatic Immigration Control,” Pacific Historical Review 
83, no. 1 (2014): 24–56. 
58 44th Congress, 1st Session, “Management of the Post Office Department,” 250. 
59 Petition of citizens of Yreka, Siskiyou County, California. Quoted in Ibid., 608. 
60 Ibid., 643. 
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trips became a form of political pork that Congressmen were only too happy to carry 

home to their constituents.61 This created an incentive system in which necessity and 

efficiency took a backseat to politics. When asked about the Congressmen who lobbied 

him about postal decisions, the Second Assistant Postmaster General offered a less than 

ringing endorsement of the men on Capitol Hill: "I suppose Congressmen pretty 

generally tell the truth when they come here."62 

The Post Office Department’s reliance on Congressmen spoke to a final 

dimension of postal politics: namely, a climate of patronage, special-interest lobbying, 

and outright corruption during the post-Civil War years. The officials tasked with 

overseeing mail contractors were often appointed based on their political connections as 

much as their qualifications. In the years before civil service regulations, they went about 

their work with the knowledge that the next presidential election could sweep them out of 

office. Unlike many government officials during this period, these clerks were paid 

regular salaries. But they nonetheless operated within a larger administrative climate that 

disbursed government services through a payment system of fees and bounties, which 

made officials more like vendors than public servants.63 All of this made postal clerks 

especially susceptible to crooked mail contractors, the most successful of whom all but 

set up shop in the Post Office Department building. Their proximity to postal 

headquarters allowed contractors to cultivate "friendships" with clerks. Bradley Barlow, 

for instance, invited the chief clerk tasked with supervising contracts for the western 

states and territories to dine at his house. When pressed about this relationship, Barlow 

reassured his questioner that "I felt bound to make myself agreeable to Mr. Brown or to 

anybody else that I did business with…I desired to be friendly with him. I did not desire, 

however, to have any friendship that would give me any undue or improper influence 

with him."64 Barlow's protestations rang hollow, however, after Brown resigned from the 

Department, hired himself out as a lawyer to several mail contractors, and began bidding 

                                                
61 When a California Congressmen helped secure faster mail delivery he was lauded in the local paper as 
"deserving of unanimous thanks of the people of Northern California and Oregon." Yreka Journal, July 24, 
1872. Quoted in Mae Helene Bacon Boggs, My Playhouse Was a Concord Coach, 577. 
62 44th Congress, 1st Session, “Management of the Post Office Department,” 534. 
63 Parrillo, Against the Profit Motive. 
64 44th Congress, 1st Session, “Management of the Post Office Department,” 384. 
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on western routes himself in the late 1870s.65 

Bradley Barlow was an adroit political operator. In the late 1860s he hired a 

lobbyist named Thomas Hood, whose main qualification for the job were that he hailed 

from the same Wisconsin town as then-Postmaster General Alexander Randall.66 Barlow 

made sure to spread the seeds of political goodwill far and wide, sending Ulysses S. 

Grant two packages of Vermont maple sugar in 1871, for which he received a personal 

thank-you note from the president.67 Barlow also "loaned" money to a man named 

Morgan L. Smith.68 When pressed by an investigative committee for details on these 

payments, Barlow admitted that he couldn't remember the exact amount, never recorded 

the transaction, couldn't specify what the money was in exchange for, and did not expect 

repayment from Smith. Barlow simply noted that Smith "was a friend of a good many 

prominent men here in Washington and had associations with men of influence and 

standing." Those "prominent men" included his brother, Giles Smith, who just happened 

to be the Second Assistant Postmaster General. Giles A. Smith headed the division of the 

Post Office Department responsible for transporting the mail and making contracts with 

firms like Barlow, Sanderson & Co. Small wonder Barlow thought it prudent to loan 

money to the man's brother.69 

Bradley Barlow's influence peddling seemingly hit a snag, however, when Giles 

Smith resigned as Second Assistant Postmaster General and moved to California in 1871. 

Management of the Department's contract division then passed to Colonel John Routt. 

Fortunately for Barlow and other western contractors, "management" took on a loose 

definition under Routt. The colonel was a Republican partisan from Illinois who had no 

qualms about accepting gifts and favors from contractors, including barrels of oranges, 

                                                
65 Earl Leland Jr., “The Post Office and Politics, 1876-1884: The Star Route Frauds” (Dissertation, 
University of Chicago, 1964), 29–30. For a charitable interpretation of lobbying during this period, see 
Margaret Susan Thompson, The “Spider Web”: Congress and Lobbying in the Age of Grant (Ithaca, N.Y.: 
Cornell University Press, 1986). For a much different take on lobbying, corruption, and “friendship,” see 
Richard White, Railroaded: The Transcontinentals and the Making of Modern America (W. W. Norton & 
Company, 2011), 93–133. 
66 44th Congress, 1st Session, “Management of the Post Office Department,” 511–514. 
67 John Y. Simon, ed., The Papers of Ulysses S. Grant, Volume 19: July 1, 1868 - October 31, 1869, vol. 19 
(Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 1994), 264–265. 
68 44th Congress, 1st Session, “Management of the Post Office Department,” 366–367, 382.Other 
contractors included Grant Taggart and the staging firm Gilmore and Salisbury. See Ibid., 546–547. 
69 44th Congress, 1st Session, “Management of the Post Office Department,” 366–369. 
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boxes of cigars, and cases of wine and mineral water.70 He was far more interested in 

elections than in managing his office, and a combination of laziness, incompetence, and 

inattention made him a boon for mail contractors.71 While testifying in front a 

congressional committee, Routt couldn't remember basic details about the operations of 

his Department and complained incessantly about his workload.72 After he learned he 

was to be appointed Governor of Colorado in 1875, Routt left much of the actual work to 

his chief clerk, John French, who had his own priorities. He was a part-time agent for the 

Phoenix Mutual Life Insurance and used his office room in the Department to sell 

insurance policies to, amongst other clients, the very contractors he was tasked with 

policing.73 The door to the chicken coop was left wide open. Not surprisingly, some of 

the most sensational mail contract abuses appeared under Routt's watch between 1871-

1875. 

A contractor named William D. Kittle took center stage under John Routt's inept 

management of the contract division. During this period Kittle won high-paying mail 

routes in Florida, Arkansas, and Texas. Like other contractors, he plied Routt with boxes 

of cigars and took out a life-insurance policy from his chief clerk, John French. Kittle 

went further, however. He submitted falsified paperwork to the Department to mask the 

fact that he wasn’t carrying the mail as frequently as his contract stipulated. A postal 

agent was sent to Texas to investigate Kittle’s routes in 1875, but when he mailed back a 

damning report with signed affidavits to departmental headquarters, it mysteriously 

disappeared in transit. The agent suspected Kittle had paid off postmasters or clerks to 

intercept the package.74 Back in Washington, meanwhile, Kittle was bidding on a new 

round of mail contracts. After the bidding closed, Kittle bribed three clerks and a 

mentally handicapped messenger to find out the lowest bids for selected routes. He then 

composed new bids that undercut the existing ones, used a counterfeit seal to backdate 

them, and paid the bribed clerks to re-file them alongside the legitimate bids. Even as he 

was bribing the clerks, however, Kittle suspected another mail contractor named J.J. 
                                                
70 Ibid., 527. 
71 Routt was accused in 1871 of “openly interfering” in an Illinois senatorial election. See John Y. Simon, 
ed., The Papers of Ulysses S. Grant, Volume 21: November 1, 1870 - May 31, 1871, vol. 21 (Carbondale: 
Southern Illinois University Press, 1998), 119. 
72 44th Congress, 1st Session, “Management of the Post Office Department,” 520–521, 561–563, 577. 
73 Ibid., 452–453, 584–585, 735. 
74 Ibid., 1–13, 28–36. 
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Hinds of trying to do precisely the same thing. He had reason for suspicion, as Hinds was 

an experienced southern mail contractor who had deftly used straw-bidding in 1871 to 

maintain his hold on mail contracts in Alabama. He was a formidable rival.75 Rather than 

taking any chances, Kittle approached Hinds and proposed that they split the profits from 

Kittle's winning bids, provided that Hinds also paid his share of the bribe money.76 

Postal officials grew suspicious, however, after noticing a single bidder winning 

so many routes by such a narrow margin and upon closer inspection they discovered 

Kittle’s counterfeit seal. The contractor's scheme unraveled around him.77 After they 

unearthed the conspiracy the Department launched a prosecution that was incompetent at 

best and suspicious at worst. Postal officials decided to grant William Kittle and the 

guilty clerks immunity in exchange for their testimony in front of a grand jury against J. J. 

Hinds. One observer fumed that Kittle, “the most unmitigated dog I ever saw in my 

life…testified to his own disgrace as cooly as I ever heard anybody in the world.”78 Not 

surprisingly the jury found Hinds, who had only been peripherally involved in the scheme, 

not guilty. The clerks who had accepted bribes were dismissed from office but faced no 

criminal charges. And Kittle, a man who admitted to forging petitions, colluding with 

postmasters, composing counterfeit documents, and bribing government officials, walked 

away cleanly. Months after his admission of guilt, William Kittle was once again bidding 

on a new round of mail contracts.79 

The bungled prosecution of the Kittle frauds in 1875 reflected the generally 

haphazard state of the Post Office Department in the mid-1870s. In the span of two years, 

from 1874 to 1876, four different men filled the office of Postmaster General.80 The 

position was the most politicized office in the President’s cabinet due to its control over 

the country’s largest patronage network, but in between doling out patronage positions he 

                                                
75 See “Abstract of Bids and Contracts for Carrying the Mail,” House Committee on the Post Office and 
Post Roads, NARA I RG 233, 42A, F20.1, Folder 1: August 4, 1871, West Virginia, North Carolina, 
Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Arkansas 
76 44th Congress, 1st Session, “Management of the Post Office Department,” 83–97, 710–722. 
77 Ibid., 18–19, 26–27, 218–219, 576–579, 582–583, 738–745. 
78 Ibid., 740. 
79 See a letter from the Postmaster General to Jerome J. Hinds, July 14, 1875 that banned him from bidding 
on new contracts. See NARA I, RG 28, Letters Sent, Postmaster General, Volume 84, 121-123. Ibid., 738–
745. 
80 See Annual Report of the Postmaster General from 1871-1875. President Grant’s original appointment, 
John Creswell resigned in 1874 after five years in service. For his resignation letter and Grant’s response, 
see The Papers of John A. J. Creswell, 1819-1887, vol. 17 (Library of Congress, 1931), A.C. 2410. 
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also oversaw the country’s largest and most complex administrative network.81 Four 

leadership changes in twenty-four months had predictable effects. By the spring of 1875, 

the mail contract division was in complete disarray. Its head, the bumbling John Routt, 

was in the process of transitioning to the governorship of Colorado, which left his chief 

clerk, John French, as the de facto Second Assistant Postmaster General. In this context, 

the Department's dubious decision to pardon Kittle and the bribed clerks was even more 

damning, given that one of the guilty clerks was French’s own brother-in-law.82 Whether 

due to incompetence or collusion, in 1875 the Post Office Department proved either 

unwilling or unable to tackle the fraud that had infected its contract division. 

William D. Kittle's sordid dealings were exceptional for their audacity and heavy-

handedness; Bradley Barlow, F. P. Sawyer, and other powerful contractors operated with 

far more delicacy in tending to their contracts. They did so from the system's center in 

Washington and moved through channels that seemed far divorced from the actual 

business of carrying the mail in the West. Some of these practices, such as straw-bidding 

or bribing clerks, were clearly fraudulent. Others operated in a much more nebulous 

ethical realm: giving gifts and fostering friendships with postal officials, "getting up" 

petitions, or enlisting Congressmen and lobbyists to influence the Department on their 

behalf. In the 1870s, the tableau of a stagecoach clattering along a dusty mountain road 

was less reflective of how mail moved in the West than the image of a shadowy 

conversation in the hallway of the Post Office Department.83 

 

The Costs of Western Integration 

The frauds perpetrated by men like William Kittle, Bradley Barlow, and F. P. 

Sawyer were only the most sensational part of a much larger pattern: the tremendous 

costs of extending the U.S. Post’s gossamer network into the American West. Many of 

these costs showed up directly on the Post Office Department’s balance sheet. Unlike 

most other federal agencies, the Post Office Department was expected to generate 

                                                
81 For the strong relationship of the Postmaster General to politics, see Fowler, The Cabinet Politician. 
82 44th Congress, 1st Session, “Management of the Post Office Department,” 576. 
83 For corruption during this period, see Mark W Summers, The Era of Good Stealings (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1993); Richard White, “Information, Markets, and Corruption: Transcontinental 
Railroads in the Gilded Age,” The Journal of American History 90, no. 1 (2003): 19–43; White, Railroaded. 
For lobbying, see Thompson, The “Spider Web.” 
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revenue in order to pay for its operations. It derived this revenue largely from the sale of 

stamps and postage, while its expenditures consisted of paying its workforce, buying 

supplies, and, of course, contracting with companies to carry the mail. The Department as 

a whole usually ran a deficit each year, but this pattern was amplified in the western 

United States. In 1871, the Department spent $2.3 million on its operations in the Far 

West, while generating only $781,000 of revenue in the region – to the tune of a $1.4 

million deficit. In contrast, the northeastern United States generated a $4 million surplus. 

Given how few people actually lived in the West, this sectional disparity was enormous. 

(See figure 4.)  

 

 

Figure 4. Per-Capita Postal Surplus or Deficit, by Region (1871) 
 

There were, of course, two possible paths to arrive at a deficit: high costs or low 

revenue. The western states and territories actually generated plenty of revenue relative to 

its population; the average westerner bought slightly more stamps and postage than their 

peers in other regions in 1871. But a three-cent stamp wouldn’t come close to covering 

the actual costs of transporting of a letter in the West. The U.S. Post’s universal postage 

policy only removed the distance component from the revenue side of the Department’s 

balance sheet. Westerners paid identical postage rates for their letters as other Americans, 

but the rest of the country bore the full costs of transporting them.84 

The disparity in the costs for mail service in different regions of the country 

opened up a rift between their representatives. During one debate over postal 
                                                
84 “1871 Annual Report of the Postmaster General,” 116–117. Per-capita figures were calculated using state 
and territory population figures from the 1870 Census: “List of U.S. States by Historical Population.” For 
an introduction to the “cheap postage” movement, see Richard R. John, “The Political Economy of Postal 
Reform in the Victorian Age,” Smithsonian Contributions to History and Technology 55 (2010): 3–12. 
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appropriations in 1871, a New England Senator grumbled, "we go on laying out post 

roads whenever anybody in the country chooses to say he wants one, or has an old horse 

and wagon that he wants to carry the mail with."85 Eastern senators had good reason to 

object to the cost of mail service – their constituents were the ones who subsidized it. 

Politicians from western states and territories, meanwhile, closed ranks across party lines. 

One harangued, "I trust that no man living in a new State or living in a western 

State…will vote to reduce the amount that the Postmaster General has demanded."86 

Many of these western politicians brandished the symbolic power of the U.S. Post like a 

totem. “The mails of the country are a great civilizer,” expounded one Senator, while his 

colleague admonished that “we cannot afford to shut the gate against progress.”87 It 

begged the question, though: what could the country afford in its efforts to integrate the 

West? 

Many of the costs that came with extending the western postal network did not 

even appear on the Post Office Department’s balance sheet. The star route frauds of the 

1860s and 1870s contributed to a wider political shift during the period. Reports about 

abuses in the mail contract division contributed to a tide of disenchantment that centered 

on public corruption. In 1874, one letter to the editor of The Nation suggested that 

Congressmen should speak to one another in a way that reflected the many flavors of 

corruption across the country: instead of referencing “the honorable gentleman from 

Maine,” one might reply to “the Forger from New York,” “the Ballot-stuffer from 

Illinois,” or, tellingly, “the straw-bidder from California.”88 The star route frauds had 

become cemented in the minds of the American public as yet another example of out-of-

control corruption during the post-Civil War years. 

As historian Mark Summers describes, corruption itself was less significant 

during this period than its use as a political tool. The “corruption issue” became a cudgel 

wielded by Democrats to bludgeon the ruling Republican Party and, in the midst of a 

crippling financial depression, helped them regain control of Congress during the 1874 

                                                
85 George Edmunds (VT), Congressional Globe, 41st Congress, 3rd Session, February 25, 1871, 1683. 
86 James Flanagan (TX), Congressional Globe, 41st Congress, 3rd Session, February 25, 1871, 1687; James 
Howell (IA), Congressional Globe, 41st Congress, 3rd Session, February 25, 1871, 1685. 
87 Congressional Globe, 41st Congress, 3rd Session, February 25, 1871, 1684, 1685. 
88 “A Strange Suggestion,” The Nation, April 16, 1874, page 250. Referenced in Summers, The Era of 
Good Stealings, 122. 
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midterm elections. Republican corruption helped Democrats justify wider calls for 

retrenchment, and the star route frauds under the Grant administration made the Post 

Office Department a tantalizing target for cutbacks. Although politicians and newspaper 

editors expressed moral outrage at corrupt mail contractors and crooked postal officials, 

they just as often harped on waste, bemoaning “extravagance of expenditures” or 

“schemes against the public Treasury.”89 Star route frauds contributed to a climate of 

disenchantment that helped roll back the activism of the federal government during the 

middle of the decade. This roll-back proved disastrous for many Americans, not least the 

millions of recently freed slaves in the former Confederacy who depended on the federal 

government to safeguard their new rights as American citizens.90  

Diatribes by politicians and a scandal-hungry press about the “public plunder” of 

the Department’s transportation division ignored a key puzzle: why did so few mail 

contractors actually grow rich from their plunder? 91 There were some success stories, of 

course. Bradley Barlow, for one, retired in the late 1870s reportedly worth over half a 

million dollars.92 But most contractors met with far less success. At one point F. P. 

Sawyer controlled three-quarters of the mail routes in Texas, but he flamed out in a 

matter of years. When he died in 1875, he left behind an estate mired in bankruptcy.93 

The Montana contractor Silas Huntley complained that, "like everything else on the d--m 

road I have met with no success."94 Even armed with bloated mail contracts, staging 

firms struggled to keep their heads above water.95  

The Post Office Department’s contract system proved to be a double-edged sword 

for large mail contractors. On the one hand, it allowed them to use fraudulent tactics to 

win potentially lucrative rewards. Contractors like Barlow lied through their teeth when 

                                                
89 44th Congress, 1st Session, “Management of the Post Office Department,” ii, xvii. 
90 Summers, The Era of Good Stealings.  
91 44th Congress, 1st Session, “Management of the Post Office Department,” ii. 
92 R.G. Dun & Co. Credit Report Volumes, Vermont, Volume 12, Page 158. Baker Library Historical 
Collections, Harvard Business School 
93 R.G. Dun & Co. Credit Report Volumes, Texas, Volume 30: Travis County, Page 222. Baker Library 
Historical Collections, Harvard Business School. 44th Congress, 1st Session, “Management of the Post 
Office Department,” 466, 489–506; Austerman, Sharps Rifles and Spanish Mules, 280–284.  
94 Silas Huntley to Charles Huntley, March 12, 1868, S. S. Huntley and Company Records, Folder 1, 
Montana Historical Society. 
95 See the ongoing misfortunes of another mail contractor, J. T. Chidester, in R.G. Dun & Co. Credit Report 
Volumes, Arkansas, Volume 11: Pulaski and Randolph Counties, Page 210. Baker Library Historical 
Collections, Harvard Business School.  
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they testified to Congress that they never engaged in straw-bidding and other dishonest 

practices.96 But they also told the truth when they complained, like Barlow did in 1876, 

that the contract system "has been a very great damage to us. It is one of the evils that 

contractors - men who have stock on the road - are subject to, and they suffer a great deal, 

pecuniarily and other, from it."97 Barlow and other stagecoach men exploited the 

Department for millions of dollars worth of contracts, but the very same corrupt system 

they helped cultivate also threatened to bring the two men to their knees. In 1872, they 

faced a blackmailing scheme launched by a group in Washington, D.C. The first attack 

came on January 8, 1872, when one of the members, Joseph McKibbin, published a 

scathing article in a Washington, D.C. paper outlining the rampant system of straw-

bidding in awarding western mail contracts. A former mail contractor himself and a 

California politician, McKibbin directed his ire into a political censure against Postmaster 

General John Creswell, which helped kicked off a month of partisan grandstanding by 

Democratic Congressmen and their allies in the press. Although McKibbin mentioned 

specific routes in his article, he omitted the names of Barlow and Sawyer. This was a 

calculated warning shot across the bow of the two contractors.98 

At this point, the blackmailing group approached Barlow and Sawyer and 

threatened to intensify their campaign. They had already instigated an investigation into 

straw-bidding by the House of Representatives' Committee on Post Offices and Post 

Roads. Unless Barlow and Sawyer paid up, they would be forced to testify in front of the 

committee about their contracts. Sawyer initially refused and was consequently called to 

testify in front of the committee. Cowed by the experience, in August 1872 he began 

paying out bribes to the group of men, which he recorded as tens of thousands of dollars 

in his account book made out to "sharks on account of contract."99 Barlow, meanwhile, 

                                                
96 See the open admission in the letter from Charles to Silas Huntley. Charles Huntley to Silas Huntley, July 
22, 1870. 
97 44th Congress, 1st Session, “Management of the Post Office Department,” 395. 
98 See also extracts from the Daily Patriot (Washington, DC) January 8, 1872 printed in Ibid., 400–409. For 
the Congressional Investigation, 42nd Congress, 2nd Session, “Contracts for the Transportation of the 
Mails.” 
99 44th Congress, 1st Session, “Management of the Post Office Department,” 497. See also Ibid., 498, 510. 
Sawyer’s lawyer in all of these dealings was George W. Paschal, a famous Texan perhaps best known for 
his role in 1869 Supreme Court case, Texas v. White, which helped bolster the cause congressional 
Reconstruction by establishing that Texas had never lost its status as an American state during the Civil 
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acquiesced to the blackmailers immediately, which saved him from testifying at the 1872 

Congressional committee. He later recalled, "I would rather pay some blood-money than 

to have any trouble...Sawyer would not bleed, and so he had to come up and testify. I did 

bleed, and did not have to testify."100 All told, Barlow ended up spending between 

$40,000-$50,000 dollars in order to "hold off" the men.101  

Even as mail contractors battled Congressional investigations and blackmailers, 

they found themselves under assault from other fronts. As early as the 1860s, enterprising 

outsiders used straw-bidding as a way to extract money from large contractors. They first 

submitted straw bids and then offered to withdraw them or "throw them up" in exchange 

for payment. Straw-bids became bargaining chips to use against large contractors. At the 

height of the 1870 bidding for western mail routes, Charles Huntley, the owner of a 

Montana stage company, was hard at work in Washington securing contracts. In a letter 

to his partner in Helena, Huntley vented his frustration after a rogue straw-bidder offered 

to sell the company his bid: "Let Carpenter go to the devil I don't want his bid any 

more."102 Small contractors might have been at a disadvantage when faced with the vast 

financial and lobbying power of a man like Bradley Barlow, but one weapon in their 

arsenal was the fact that they risked relatively little by submitting bids they never 

intended to honor. If they failed to provide service or enter into a contract, there was little 

the government would (or could) do about it. Buried under the weight of tens of 

thousands of individual bids each year, an understaffed, inexperienced, and often 

uninterested clerical workforce in Washington, D.C. almost never prosecuted individual 

straw-bidders. Small bidders could submit their straw bids with relative impunity and use 

them to extort large contractors. This strategy was effective because large contractors had 

the most to lose. Like a game of musical chairs, nobody wanted to be the last one 

standing without a mail contract.  

As F. P. Sawyer's lawyer later explained, owning livestock and stations on a long 

                                                                                                                                            
War. See Texas v. White, 74 U.S. 700 (1869) and James P. Hart, “George W. Paschal,” Texas Law Review 
28 (1950 1949): 23. 
100 44th Congress, 1st Session, “Management of the Post Office Department,” 355, 360. 
101 Ibid., 364, 344, 350. 
102 Charles Huntley to Silas Huntley, July 11, 1870, 11, S. S. Huntley and Company Records, Folder 1, 
Montana Historical Society. 
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mail route after losing a contract "was like [owning] a cannon after the war."103 Operating 

a major western stage line was often all but impossible without a mail contract. This 

meant that the postal system’s four-year contract cycle determined the winners and losers 

of the western staging industry. On March 14th, 1866 the Oregon Stage Company lost its 

contract to carry the mail along the road that connected northern California to southern 

Oregon. Within one week of losing its contract, the company promptly sold all of its 

assets along the route to the winning bidder. At a stroke, the Post Office Department had 

reshuffled the business landscape of an entire region. The new contractor, Henry Corbett, 

took over the stage line armed with the third-largest star route contract in the entire 

country, one that paid him $179,000 a year. But as Corbett learned, even a massive 

contract did not guarantee a profit. The route proved enormously costly to operate. In his 

first year of management, Corbett slashed salaries, laid off workers, and quarreled with 

his route managers over every tiny expense in a desperate battle to wring a profit from the 

stage line. Just one year after winning the contract, Corbett sold it to another stage-man 

and moved on to a presumably more lucrative position as a newly elected U.S. Senator 

from Oregon.104  

Henry Corbett was not alone in his struggles to turn a profit. Mail contractors 

across the West faced daunting conditions as they tried to operate their stage lines. Those 

carrying mail on the Plains or the Southwest operated in a militarized landscape. In the 

years following the Civil War clashes and conflicts between Indians and whites sparked 

mini-campaigns of attacks, reprisals, and counter-reprisals.105 Long western mail lines 

were on the vanguard of these skirmishes. In the late 1860s, conflict flared up with 

particular ferocity on the Plains. In 1867, a Montana contractor reported that, "The mail is 

                                                
103 44th Congress, 1st Session, “Management of the Post Office Department,” 493. 
104 For details of Henry Corbett’s contract, see NARA I, RG 28, 190-194 Register for Star Route Contracts, 
California: 1866-1870, 190-194. For the rest of the country’s mail contracts, see “The Official Register of 
the United States, 1867” (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1867), 764–842. For his 
management of the line, see Mae Helene Bacon Boggs, My Playhouse Was a Concord Coach, 430–503. 
For related challenges in operating long western stage line, see S.S. Huntley Company Records, Folders 1-4, 
Montana Historical Society, Jared L. Sanderson, “The Memoirs of Jared L. Sanderson, Stagecoach King,’’ 
Part II”; Austerman, Sharps Rifles and Spanish Mules.  
105 Richard White, “It’s Your Misfortune and None of My Own”: A New History of the American West 
(University of Oklahoma Press, 1991), 94–102; Pekka Hamalainen, The Comanche Empire (Yale 
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running quite irregularly, the Indians firing into the riders and raising hell generally."106 

The Postmaster General himself echoed the contractor’s complaints in a letter to General 

Ulysses S. Grant: "Unless there can be found some way of relief, I fear a total suspension 

of the [overland] mails."107 Conditions were just as dangerous in the southwestern United 

States during the late 1860s and early 1870s. Bradley Barlow claimed that during one 

thirteen-month period forty of his employees were killed on a single route.108 The 

Postmaster General at the time described this stage line, one of the nation's longest, as 

"the very worst route in the service. The contractors have more trouble with the Indians, 

more murders, more interruption, and more property and mails destroyed by violence 

than on any other route in the country."109 Violent conflict between Anglo-Americans and 

Indians had ripple effects for western stage-line proprietors. Every new attack scared off 

potential customers, while rampant theft of livestock required them to replace stolen 

animals and hire extra employees to guard stations and stagecoaches. Mail contractors 

may have plundered the Post Office Department for western mail routes, but their loot 

ended up looking an awful lot like fool’s gold.110 

Mail contractors tried their best to pass their losses onto the federal government. 

Filing compensation claims for thefts and attacks by Indians became a small cottage 

industry for western contractors. In 1868, drivers for the Huntley Express Company 

signed affidavits attesting to five Indian attacks in the fall of 1867 that had cost them 

eight horses and one mule. The loss of nine animals was a heavy blow for a mid-sized 

company whose entire stock at the time numbered fewer than one hundred animals. The 

enterprising Huntleys, however, worked to turn the loss into a profit by filing for 

compensation from the U.S. Government. According to the company’s internal account 

book, it paid, on average, about $100 for each horse or mule it purchased in 1868. Its 

affidavits to the government, however, inflated the price of the nine lost animals to an 
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average of $250 each, or two-and-one-half times over.111 In a familiar pattern, legitimate 

costs existed side by side with widespread fraud, and the Post Office Department’s 

stunted administrative capacity during the post-Civil War years left it with no way to 

distinguish between the two.  

Private stagecoach companies relied on the government’s Post Office Department 

to subsidize their routes and its military to protect them. Western soldiers found 

themselves playing the role of personal escorts for the stagecoaches that traveled through 

remote areas, especially in the raiding zones that stretched between western Texas and 

southern California. Already beset by disease and low morale, soldiers were stretched 

thin across a huge area of territory. Many resented having to risk their lives to protect the 

property of stagecoach companies and their passengers. As one grumbled: "Except to 

guard the El Paso Mail I am unable to discover the necessity for a single soldier at this 

post."112 The reliance of western mail contractors on the U.S. Army underlined the U.S. 

Post’s complicity in what historian Elliott West has termed “Greater Reconstruction.” 

This national project involved not only the reconstruction of the former Confederacy, but 

also the incorporation of newly acquired states and territories in the West. Its success 

ultimately depended on the conquest of nonwhite native peoples. The U.S. Army 

provided the muscle of American conquest through its violent campaigns against Indian 

groups. But Greater Reconstruction needed more than soldiers and forts; it required a 

large-scale re-peopling by Anglo-Americans and the extension of federal authority into 

the region. The U.S. Post helped accomplish both. Its ability to establish a network of 

mail routes and post offices accelerated the movement of white settlement into the West 

and laid down an expansive, albeit ephemeral, administrative infrastructure. Every new 

western mail contract thickened the gossamer web of the postal network and the tide of 

                                                
111 For affidavits, see S.S. Huntley and Company Records, Folder 2, Montana Historical Society. Even 
taking into account the cost of lost saddles and harnesses, the per-animal cost is exorbitant. For the 
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Greater Reconstruction in the West.113 

In many ways, the U.S. Post was a progressive force in American history, a 

remarkably democratic institution committed to providing all of its citizens with a 

universally accessible and affordable service. The western postal network embodied this 

progressive impulse by carrying the mail to Americans living in the most remote areas of 

the country. To do so, the U.S. Post grafted its operations onto the region’s infrastructure 

of stagecoach routes. Contracting with private companies to fulfill public functions 

allowed it to carry the mail to more places and with greater speed than if it had to 

construct and operate its own routes using its own workforce. But accessibility came with 

a high price.114 Mail contracts fostered a co-dependent relationship between the Post 

Office Department and the stagecoach industry that descended into a morass of 

mismanagement and fraud during the 1860s and 1870s. Corrupt contractors pocketed ill-

gotten funds from the Post Office Department and drove up the already exorbitant costs 

of its western operations. Contractors themselves bled at the hands of blackmailers and 

extortionists while often struggling to squeeze a profit from their routes. Congressmen 

fought over funding, the American public lost faith in effective governance, and native 

people felt the noose of American expansion grow tighter around them. In the end, 

westerners got their mail. But at what cost?115 
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Chapter 5. 

Torrents, Trickles, and Commercial Integration 

 

It was a wet and cold Tuesday morning when Walter L. Mobley opened his 

general store on February 12th, 1895. After unlatching the doors that opened onto Main 

Street of North Bloomfield, California, he exchanged pleasantries with a few of the early 

customers before walking behind the counter. As people passed through his store that 

morning they perhaps remarked on the east coast blizzard that had shut down the 

northeastern railroad system or the dramatic manhunt for two suspected murderers in 

Southern California. More likely they complained about the cold rain that had begun the 

previous day and continued through the night.1 Many of these women and men stopped 

by the walled-off alcove in the store’s southwestern corner that doubled as the town’s 

post office to buy stamps or pick up newspapers.2 

One of the early customers that Tuesday morning was Mrs. J. B. McKinney, a 

frequent visitor to Mobley’s store and post office. As McKinney approached the post 

office window she may have done some last-minute calculations to tally up the small 

order she was about to place at a Sacramento department store. Satisfied that her figures 

were correct, McKinney filled out a blank money order form at the counter emblazoned 

with “U.S. Post Office Department.” In neat handwriting she wrote down the necessary 

information to send a postal money order worth $2.15 to Weinstock, Lubin, & Co. Walter 

Mobley, who doubled as the town’s postmaster, reached through the window to collect 

her money along with an eight-cent fee. He then stamped the slip of paper and added it to 

a short stack behind the counter, a stack that would grow throughout the day as 

McKinney’s neighbors passed their own money orders through the window. Her husband 

sent thirty-five dollars to a fraternal lodge in a nearby California town, the town butcher 

placed an order with a furniture store in Nevada City, and the owner of North 

Bloomfield’s hotel sent a remittance to his wife in San Francisco. Over the course of the 
                                                
1 For weather and news see Sacramento Daily Union, February 11, 1895, page 1, 3. Online at: 
http://cdnc.ucr.edu/cgi-bin/cdnc?a=d&d=SDU18950211. 
2 For detailed recount of the store and its space, see Elaine Mobley, Oral History of the McKillican and 
Mobley General Store, interview by David A. Tucker, May 1, 1969, Box 14-M, Searls Library, Nevada 
City; State of California Department of Parks and Recreation, “Interpretive Prospectus and Interpretive 
Plan of the McKillican and Mobley Store, Malakoff Diggins State Historic Park,” June 1969, Box 14-M, 
Searls Library, Nevada City. 
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day the town’s residents filled out fourteen money orders and handed them through the 

small corner window into Walter Mobley’s waiting hands. By week’s end thirty-seven 

orders totaling $275 had departed Mobley’s general store for California cities like 

Sacramento and Nevada City, and distant metropolises like Chicago, Boston, and New 

York.3  

 

 
Figure 1. Destinations of Money Orders sent from North Bloomfield Post Office, 

February 10th-16th, 1895 - Sized by Number of Orders 
 

When Mrs. J. B. McKinney handed two dollars and a money-order form to Walter 

Mobley, she added another droplet into the ocean of a vast communications system. By 

the close of 1895, Americans like McKinney sent more than ten billion pieces of mail 

through the U.S. Post. Mobley was part of an army of more than seventy thousand 

postmasters who sorted a dizzying array of items, from letters, newspapers, and postal 

cards to daguerreotypes, dime novels and seed samples. Over the final decades of the 

nineteenth century postmasters found themselves processing an additional piece of mail 

with ever-increasing frequency: postal money orders. By filling out a short form and 

paying a nominal fee, people could send small sums of money through the U.S. Post 

without mailing actual currency that might get stolen or lost in transit. The sender simply 

                                                
3 Money order data from Money Order Applications, January – March 1895, Box 6, Folder 12, Malakoff 
Diggins State Park Historical Collection, California Department of Parks and Recreation, Sacramento, 
California. 
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paid the money to their local postmaster who then mailed off the form. Once the slip of 

paper arrived, its recipient presented the form to their postmaster who in turn paid them 

the specified amount. By 1895, Americans were sending roughly $168 million in money 

orders (the equivalent of more than $4 billion in 2014) across the country and the world.4 

At its core, the money order system protected money by making it non-fungible. 

Unlike a banknote or a coin, a person could only redeem a money order if: a) the sender 

had identified them as the recipient, and b) they were at the post office specified by the 

sender. A money order’s financial value was unlocked only when it reached its 

destination; while in transit it was just a piece of paper. These safeguards were intended 

to prevent theft, but a secondary effect was that money orders anchored financial 

transactions in space. Because a money order was issued at a post office and could 

only be redeemed at another office specified by the sender, it left a geographic paper trail 

for historians in the form of discrete origin and destination points for a single flow of 

funds. Money orders offer an additional advantage to historians: they are a way to 

recover small-scale transactions and remittances. After all, the median size of a money 

order sent from North Bloomfield in 1895 was $4.20 (the equivalent of around $122 in 

2014). Due to the size of these transactions, money orders allow for a glimpse into how 

individuals, rather than companies or organizations, transmitted money at a distance.5  

Charting the rise of the postal money order system in the West from the 1860s to 

the close of the century tells a socio-spatial history of commercial integration. The money 

order system expanded across the gossamer communications network already laid down 

by the U.S. Post. Although less geographically expansive than this larger postal 

infrastructure, it nonetheless played an important role in the late nineteenth-century 
                                                
4 “1895 Annual Report of the Postmaster General” (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1895), 
384–385, 601, 745. For details on the operations of the money order system, see Wilking B. Cooley, The 
Postmasters’ Manual and Clerks’ Assistant (C.R. Brodix, 1888), 12–22, 
https://books.google.com/books?id=x8A_AAAAYAAJ. 2014 equivalent calculated using Sam Williamson, 
“Seven Ways to Compute the Relative Value of a U.S. Dollar Amount, 1774 to Present,” Measuring Worth, 
2015, http://www.measuringworth.com/calculators/uscompare/index.php. By Consumer Price Index (CPI), 
the 2014 equivalent of $168 million was $4.89 billion, and by GDP Deflator it was $4.23 billion in 2014 
dollars.  
5 Money Order Applications, January – December 1895, Box 6, Folders 12-16, Malakoff Diggins State 
Park Historical Collection, California Department of Parks and Recreation, Sacramento, California. Dollar 
equivalents based on Consumer Price Index (CPI), as calculated from Sam Williamson, “Measuring Worth.” 
For the United States as a whole, the average (mean) size of a money order in 1895 was $7.11, or $207 in 
2014 dollars. The median size was likely smaller than this amount. See “1895 Annual Report of the 
Postmaster General,” 132–133, 745.  
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economy – one that has gone largely unnoticed by historians. Studying the growth of this 

new service in the West sheds new light on how consumers knit together the region’s 

commercial space. Westerners were the “power users” of the money order system, but its 

institutional expansion led to an uneven financial geography. Nevertheless, by the mid-

1890s, the service had spread to more than seventeen hundred communities across the 

western United States.6 An analysis of a single one of these towns – North Bloomfield, 

California – and the individual money orders flowing out of its post office generates 

surprising results. Female consumers knit together many of the threads connecting North 

Bloomfield into a wider commercial system. Contrary to what might be expected from 

existing historical accounts of late-nineteenth century consumer society, the money 

orders flowing out of North Bloomfield were strikingly concentrated within a regional 

network rather than a national one. Paradoxically, the West’s growing commercial 

connections to the nation brought about a narrowing of consumers’ spatial practices. 

Money orders are a way to understand how the U.S. Post bound up the western economy 

and structured the spatial integration of the region. 

 

The Birth of a System and the Unevenness of Space 

The winter months of 1862-1863 were grim times for the Union Army. President 

Abraham Lincoln’s signing of the Emancipation Proclamation on January 1st, 1863 

provided a brief ray of light that soon receded behind a morass of stalemates and defeats 

on the battlefield.7 Already beset by disease and winter weather, many of the army’s 

troops suffered further frustrations when they tried to mail some of their wages home to 

families. In February an editorial in the New York Times claimed that mail theft of 

soldiers’ remittances was rampant and called for an immediate inquiry.8 Congress 

responded to an increasing chorus for reform, and the following year passed legislation 

establishing a postal money order system. On November 1st, 1864 the Post Office 

Department inaugurated the new service at one hundred forty-one post offices. The end 

of the war did little to dampen enthusiasm for the system, and in 1865 postal officials 
                                                
6 “1896 Annual Report of the Postmaster General” (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1896), 
643. 
7 James M. McPherson, Battle Cry of Freedom: The Civil War Era (Oxford University Press, USA, 1988), 
568–625. 
8 http://www.nytimes.com/1863/02/21/news/plundering-soldiers-letters-a-needed-postal-reform.html 
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expanded money order services to hundreds of post offices across the country.9  

 It would take the Post Office Department a year and a half to bring money orders 

to the Far West. Even then, the service was initially offered at only twelve of the region’s 

largest post offices – a point not lost on westerners who noted the disparity between the 

Pacific and the Atlantic states.10 By the following year (1867), the money order system 

had spread to eighty western post offices, including fifty-one in California alone.11 

Because of the cash required to have on hand at a post office in order to disburse money 

orders, the Post Office Department confined the service to larger post offices where 

postmasters received an annual commission above $250. Nevertheless, requests came 

pouring in from western towns. In 1867 a correspondent from Cisco, California 

complained “of the want of postal facilities [in Cisco] for the transmission of money 

orders.”12 It was a somewhat audacious request given that Cisco, California, was one of 

the smallest post offices in the country.13 But there was good reason for the town’s 

residents to lobby for money orders: as more and more places gained access to money 

orders they became an increasingly important financial instrument within the western 

economy.  

The original purpose of the U.S. money order system was to allow for small and 

safe remittances to family members or friends. When the postmaster at Mariposa, 

California, announced the new service at his office in 1867 he noted, “Persons wanting to 

send money to their friends in the East will find it the cheapest and most reliable way of 

                                                
9 For a general history of the system, see United States Post Office Department, The United States Postal 
Money-Order System: A Survey of the System for the Purpose of Ascertaining Its Condition and Advancing 
Its Efficiency and Economical Administration (U.S. Government Printing Office, 1915); Terrence Hines 
and Thomas Velk, “The United States Post Office Domestic Money Order System in the 19th Century” 
(Blount Postal History Symposium, American Philatelic Center, Bellefonte, PA, 2011), 
http://www.postalmuseum.si.edu/symposium2011/papers/Hines_velk_2011_stamps.pdf; Terrence Hines 
and Thomas Velk, “Economic Activity Following the Civil War Indexed by Postal Money Order Data” 
(Blount Postal History Symposium, American Philatelic Center, Bellefonte, PA, 2012), 
http://www.postalmuseum.si.edu/symposium2011/papers/Hines_velk_2011_stamps.pdf.  
10 “City Items,” Daily Alta California, February 5, 1866, p. 1. 
11 “1867 Annual Report of the Postmaster General” (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1867), 
154. 
12 “Cisco,” Sacramento Daily Union, February 5, 1867, p. 4. 
13 In 1871 Cisco’s postmaster salary was $12.00 – the minimum amount granted to an office. “The Official 
Register of the United States, 1871” (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1871), 508. 
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remitting.”14 But the system quickly grew beyond its original mandate. Businesses and 

organizations recognized money orders as an effective means for conducting sales with 

their customers. Western newspapers, for instance, started recommending that their 

readers pay their subscription fees via money orders as early as 1868.15 Even as they did 

so, advertisements from New York jewelers to Philadelphia druggists appeared in those 

same western newspapers with instructions on how to purchase their wares using money 

orders.16 The system had expanded from personal remittances into the commercial sphere. 

By 1871, five years after the service first reached the region, westerners sent two and a 

half million dollars worth of money orders. Ten years later, that number quadrupled to 

nearly eleven million dollars.17 

By almost any measure, westerners quickly became the “power users” of the 

money order system. They sent more money orders and for greater sums (on a per-capita 

basis) than Americans living in the rest of the country: each resident of the Far West sent 

more than three times the amount of money through postal money orders than the 

national average. As a general rule, people living in more dispersed areas of the country 

used the system at a greater rate than people living in more densely settled areas. An 

individual living in the Mountain West, for instance, sent more than three times the 

number of money orders as their counterpart in New England, and each individual order 

was for a larger amount of money. This resulted in the Mountain West sending nearly 

five times as much money as New England on a per-capita basis: $8.13 per resident in the 

Mountain West versus $1.73 in New England.18 Residents in the sparsely populated areas 

of the West lived far away from other concentrated centers of population and business, 

                                                
14 The Mariposa Gazette May 11, 1867, p. 2. Online at: http://cdnc.ucr.edu/cgi-
bin/cdnc?a=d&d=MG18670511.2.10 See also “Nevada Items,” Daily Alta California, October 5, 1872, p. 2. 
Online at: http://cdnc.ucr.edu/cgi-bin/cdnc?a=d&d=DAC18721005.2.27 
15 “How to Send Money,” The Elevator, August 28, 1868, p. 2. Online at: http://cdnc.ucr.edu/cgi-
bin/cdnc?a=d&d=EL18680828.2.9. “Special notice,” Pacific Appeal, April 15, 1871, p. 2. Online at: 
http://cdnc.ucr.edu/cgi-bin/cdnc?a=d&d=PA18710415.2.9. “The Prairie Farmer,” Pacific Rural Press, 
November 25, 1871, p. 334. Online at: http://cdnc.ucr.edu/cgi-bin/cdnc?a=d&d=PRP18711125.2.39.1.  
16 Advertisement for J. F. Williams and Company in Sacramento Daily Union, November 18, 1872, p. 2. 
Online at: http://cdnc.ucr.edu/cgi-bin/cdnc?a=d&d=SDU18701118.2.14.2. Advertisement for Whitney Bros 
in Sacramento Daily Union, July 15, 1872, p. 1. Online at: http://cdnc.ucr.edu/cgi-
bin/cdnc?a=d&d=SDU18720715.2.5.6.  
17 “1871 Annual Report of the Postmaster General” (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1871), 
126–127; “1881 Annual Report of the Postmaster General” (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing 
Office, 1881), 678.  
18 Figures calculated from the 1880 Census and “1881 Annual Report of the Postmaster General,” 678–683. 
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making a cheap and reliable system for long-distance remittances even more important.  

 

 
 

Figure 2. Aggregate Amounts of Money Orders Sent by State or Territory, Per 
Person (1881)19 

 

Traditional economic histories of the late-nineteenth century have tended to focus 

their sights on the analytical scale of markets and organizations: the realm of banking 

deposits, interest rates, and investment flows.20 Postal money orders are a way to shrink 

the scale of analysis to look at individual people conducting smaller transactions: 

subscribing to the San Francisco Chronicle, lending a few dollars to a cousin, or paying a 

Freemason membership fee. In fact, in 1880 the Superintendent of the Money Order 

System estimated that roughly half of all money orders were for less than five dollars 

apiece – a few days worth of wages in the western United States.21 Though smaller than 

                                                
19 Population figures from 1880 U.S. Census. “List of U.S. States by Historical Population,” Wikipedia, the 
Free Encyclopedia, February 13, 2015, 
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=List_of_U.S._states_by_historical_population. 
20 Richard Sylla, “Federal Policy, Banking Market Structure, and Capital Mobilization in the United States, 
1863-1913,” The Journal of Economic History 29, no. 4 (December 1, 1969): 657–86; John A. James, 
Money and Capital Markets in Postbellum America (Princeton, N.J: Princeton University Press, 1978); 
John J. Binder and David T. Brown, “Bank Rates of Return and Entry Restrictions, 1869–1914,” The 
Journal of Economic History 51, no. 01 (March 1991): 47–66, doi:10.1017/S0022050700038353. 
21 “1880 Annual Report of the Postmaster General” (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1880), 
401. For per-capita income in 1880, see Alexander Klein, “Personal Income of U.S. States: Estimates for 
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other kinds of finance, the money order system allows historians to observe bottom-up 

patterns in how individual people remitted money at a distance. Unlike tracing 

investment in railroads or manufacturing expenditures, postal money orders capture a 

more consumer-oriented history of American finance. By directly connecting individuals 

across space, the postal money order system was a crucial channel through which 

Americans constituted the commercial space of the late nineteenth century.22  

Postal money orders followed a distinctive spatial pattern: they flowed away from 

less populated areas and pooled in more urbanized ones. In 1881, Westerners sent nearly 

$11 million in money orders and only redeemed $7.2 million, for a net outflow of $3.8 

million. By comparison, residents in the Northeast redeemed $10 million more money 

orders than they sent. States with large metropolises housing major business centers 

drove this pattern: New York, Missouri, Illinois, Ohio, Massachusetts, and Pennsylvania 

experienced a net influx of more than $15 million, with New York alone receiving $7 

million more in money orders than it sent. In the less urbanized West the opposite was 

true. Nevada sent four times as much money as it received in 1881, with the sparsely 

settled territories of Arizona, Idaho, Montana, New Mexico, and Wyoming not far behind. 

California, with its business metropolis of San Francisco, was the only western state or 

territory to “break even” in terms of receiving as much money as it sent.23 

                                                                                                                                            
the Period 1880–1910,” The Warwick Economics Research Paper Series (TWERPS) (University of 
Warwick, Department of Economics, 2009), 53–54, http://econpapers.repec.org/paper/wrkwarwec/916.htm. 
22 For the importance of smaller scales of analysis in economic history, see Emma Rothschild, “Isolation 
and Economic Life in Eighteenth-Century France,” The American Historical Review 119, no. 4 (October 1, 
2014): 1080, doi:10.1093/ahr/119.4.1055. For thoughts on the relationship between historians and 
economic history, see William H. Sewell, “A Strange Career: The Historical Study of Economic Life,” 
History and Theory 49, no. 4 (December 1, 2010): 146–66, doi:10.1111/j.1468-2303.2010.00564.x.  
23 For more on the unevenness of space and capital, see Neil Smith, Uneven Development: Nature, Capital, 
and the Production of Space (Blackwell, 1984). Figures calculated from “1881 Annual Report of the 
Postmaster General,” 678–683. 
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Figure 3. Net Influx/Outflow of Money Orders (Dollars) by State or Territory, 

188124 

 

 
Figure 4. Influx/Outflow of Money Orders by Region (Dollars Per Person), 188125 

 

Upon first glance, the geography of money flowing from West to East may have 

fueled the agrarian resentments of late nineteenth-century westerners against the “monied 

interests” of the eastern United States.26 But westerners instead saw postal money orders 

                                                
24 Figures calculated from “1881 Annual Report of the Postmaster General,” 678–683. 
25 Population figures from 1880 U.S. Census. “List of U.S. States by Historical Population.” Money order 
figures calculated from “1881 Annual Report of the Postmaster General,” 678–683. 
26 It also superficially echoes the notion of historians in the 1930s and 1940s that saw the West as a 
“plundered province” ruthlessly exploited for its resources by eastern capitalists. Bernard DeVoto, “The 
West: Plundered Province,” Harper’s, August 1934; William G. Robbins, “The ‘Plundered Province’ 
Thesis and the Recent Historiography of the American West,” Pacific Historical Review 55, no. 4 
(November 1, 1986): 577–97, doi:10.2307/3639495. For a more nuanced account of sectional differences 
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as a boon rather than a drain on the region. It was a channel for consumer purchases and 

small transfers between individuals, a government service that made their lives easier 

rather than a burden imposed on them by eastern financiers. Buying a pocket-watch from 

a New York jeweler or sending money to an ailing parent didn’t evoke the same kind of 

resentment as, say, making a mortgage payment to a Wall Street firm.  

Westerners adopted postal money orders as a form of long-distance banking. Part 

of what made them the system’s “power users” was the West’s position within a larger, 

extremely uneven, financial geography. In 1880, there were only forty-four national 

banks in the entire Far West, and nearly half the states or territories in the region housed 

just a single national bank within their borders. Casting a wider net to include state banks, 

savings banks, trust companies, and private bankers increased the total number of 

financial institutions in the Far West to 259, or less than the number in Connecticut and 

Rhode Island combined.27 The relative lack of banks in the West had dramatic 

implications for growth. Economic historians, for instance, have argued that proximity to 

a national bank produced long-lasting increases in both agricultural production and 

manufacturing outputs.28 Areas of the country that lacked access to banks faced higher 

interest rates, scarce currency, and a general lack of credit and liquidity to buffer them 

from the period’s cyclical financial downswings. The overall effect was a financial 

geography in which northeastern businesses and individuals enjoyed better access to 

financial services than their peers in the South and West.29 

The West’s lack of financial institutions made money orders all the more 

important for its residents. Westerners without direct access to a bank could use money 

orders in order to enjoy “all the conveniences of a checking account.”30 Although there 

                                                                                                                                            
and tensions during this period, see Richard Franklin Bensel, The Political Economy of American 
Industrialization, 1877-1900 (Cambridge University Press, 2000), 19–100; Nicolas Barreyre, “Les échelles 
de la monnaie,” Annales. Histoire, Sciences Sociales 69, no. 2 (June 1, 2014): 439–68. 
27 United States Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, Annual Report of the Comptroller of the 
Currency (U.S. Government Printing Office, 1880), cliv, cxviii. 
28 Scott Fulford, “If Financial Development Matters, Then How? National Banks in the United States, 
1870–1900,” Boston College Working Paper (Boston College, 2012), fmwww.bc.edu/ec-p/wp753.pdf; 
Matthew Jaremski, “National Banking’s Role in U.S. Industrialization, 1850–1900,” The Journal of 
Economic History 74, no. 01 (March 2014): 109–40, doi:10.1017/S0022050714000047. 
29 Barreyre, “Les échelles de la monnaie”; Richard H. Timberlake Jr., The Origins of Central Banking in 
the United States (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 1978), 87–88.  
30 Daniel Calhoun Roper, The United States Post Office: Its Past Record, Present Condition, and Potential 
Relation to the New World Era (Funk & Wagnalls Company, 1917), 215. 
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were roughly equal numbers of money-order post offices and financial institutions in the 

region, bankers tended to cluster together in large urban centers where they could 

maximize potential profits. Postal officials, by contrast, established money order facilities 

at any locale they thought could sustain the costs of operation. The western money-order 

system was still fairly limited in 1880 (only ten percent of the West’s post offices had 

money order facilities), but it still provided much broader geographic coverage than the 

region’s banking sector. For westerners living outside of San Francisco, Denver, or other 

major urban centers in the region, post offices were often their only cheap and reliable 

means of remitting money. And even those westerners who did live near a bank rarely 

had their own checking account. Although they might be able to purchase a bank draft 

without a bank account, small transactions rarely justified the expense and hassle of 

obtaining a draft. As one financial textbook from the period lectured its readers, “banks 

do not like to issue drafts for sums less than $5.”31 With the country’s banks unwilling or 

unable to embrace these kinds of long-distance transactions, the Post Office Department 

stepped into the void of small-scale remittances.  

In the early 1880s the western money order system reflected some of the central 

tensions in the region’s larger economy. On the one hand, westerners used money orders 

more than their peers in the rest of the country because of the limitations of the western 

economy. In vast swathes of the region banking services were all but non-existent. 

Express companies like Wells, Fargo & Co. offered a private alternative for sending 

money, but the high costs of transportation inflated the prices they charged. And eastern 

businesses offered goods and products that westerners couldn’t purchase locally. On the 

other hand, westerners used the postal money system at such high rates in part because 

they had the money to do so. Comparatively high wages and employment meant that a 

miner in Montana could afford to subscribe to the New York Tribune or send twenty 

dollars of his wages to a sister at home.32 Money orders were a popular way for 

westerners to remit their money over the long distances that separated them, and they 

impatiently called for a faster expansion of this service. 

 

                                                
31 Henry Thomas Loomis, Spelling and Letter Writing: A Textbook for Use in Commercial Schools, Normal 
Schools, Colleges, Academies, and High Schools (Spencer, Felton & Loomis, 1889), 158. 
32 Klein, “Personal Income of U.S. States.” 
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Innovation and Reform 

The Post Office Department’s Money Order Division continually took on new 

responsibilities and initiatives during the post-Civil War years. The chief architect behind 

this expansion was a Post Office Department official named Charles F. Macdonald, who 

had worked as a doctor, schoolteacher, and Union soldier before becoming the Post 

Office Department’s inaugural Superintendent of the Money Order System. Macdonald 

was a technocrat who might as well have been forged as the idealized prototype of a 

public servant during a meeting of the National Civil Service Reform League. In fact, he 

was so dedicated to his position that upon his death in 1902, his family discovered that he 

had bequeathed $2,000 in his will to the Post Office Department specifically to be used 

for “the improvement of the money-order system.”33 During his tenure in office, 

Macdonald launched a series of institutional reforms that embedded his Money Order 

Division within the nation’s commercial affairs. 

One of Macdonald’s early innovations was to launch an international money order 

system that allowed immigrants to the United States to remit money to their family and 

friends abroad. It was part of a larger pattern of international diplomacy in the Post Office 

Department that flourished during the 1860s and 1870s. In 1863, Postmaster General 

Montgomery Blair convened a conference in Paris to establish a framework for 

transmitting mail across national borders. Over the next decade postal officials increased 

their diplomatic activity, eventually culminating with the creation of the General Postal 

Union in 1874. Under this agreement, twenty-two inaugural member nations agreed on a 

universal postage rate and the conditions of exchange between them. Two decades later, 

the Superintendent of Foreign Mails could plausibly claim that nearly every organized 

government in the world belonged to the renamed Universal Postal Union.34 

The international money order system under Charles Macdonald was part and 

parcel of the department’s global pivot during the 1860s and 1870s. In 1869 the Post 

Office Department signed its first international treaty, to exchange money orders with 

Switzerland. These money order treaties required complex international negotiations 

                                                
33 United States Post Office Department, The United States Postal Money-Order System: A Survey of the 
System for the Purpose of Ascertaining Its Condition and Advancing Its Efficiency and Economical 
Administration, 10. 
34 “1895 Annual Report of the Postmaster General,” 447–448. 
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(including how to set currency exchange rates) that made them arguably more 

complicated than the agreements to exchange more general types of mail. Charles 

Macdonald himself often conducted these negotiations in person, traveling to London and 

Berlin in the summer of 1871 in order to finalize money order treaties with Great Britain 

and Germany.35 His successful diplomatic mission opened up important new remittance 

channels for hundreds of thousands of British, Irish, and German immigrants in the 

United States, and the two European nations quickly became the two most popular 

foreign destinations for American money orders. By the close of the 1870s, immigrants 

were remitting more than two million dollars a year combined to the United Kingdom 

and Germany.36 They were aided in 1880 when Macdonald pushed through a set of 

reforms to the system that streamlined the currency conversion process for money orders 

sent to Great Britain and Germany. These reforms lightened clerical labor and paperwork, 

which in turn allowed the Department to reduce the fees it charged for money orders to 

these two countries.37 

Immigrants in the western states and territories eagerly embraced the foreign 

money order system and the global remittances that it offered. In 1881, the year after the 

Post Office Department announced Macdonald’s new reforms, immigrants in the West 

sent more than fifteen thousand orders to Great Britain alone. This worked out to $1.77 

per British/Irish immigrant, more than double the national average. Immigrants in 

Colorado were responsible for much of the flow out of the American West across the 

Atlantic, as the state remitted nearly $175,000 to Great Britain in 1881, more than any 

other state outside of New York. On a per-capita basis, British/Irish immigrants in 

Colorado sent orders homeward at a rate more than twelve times the national average.38 A 

boom in silver mining and railroad construction in Colorado during the late 1870s and 

early 1880s may have generated thousands of new jobs for British and Irish workers, but 

new reforms instituted by Charles Macdonald and the Post Office Department were just 

                                                
35 “News of the Morning,” Sacramento Daily Union, July 10, 1871, p. 2. Online at: http://cdnc.ucr.edu/cgi-
bin/cdnc?a=d&d=SDU18710710.2.8.  
36 “1880 Annual Report of the Postmaster General,” 25. 
37 Ibid., 25–27; Roper, The United States Post Office, 217. 
38 Immigration figures from 1880 Census from Minnesota Population Center. National Historical 
Geographic Information System: Version 2.0. Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota 2011. 
https://www.nhgis.org  The United States sent $0.72 to Great Britain for every British/Irish immigrant in 
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as important in allowing them to remit their wages to the friends and families they left 

behind. By the end of the century, the United States had entered into similar money order 

agreements with a total of forty-two different nations and colonies from six continents.39 

Charles Macdonald’s foreign money order initiatives were part of a broader link 

between the U.S. Post and late nineteenth-century reformers who advocated for a more 

muscular federal government in the nation’s economy. To a degree that is difficult to 

imagine in the twenty-first century, many Americans both admired and trusted the U.S. 

Post. As historian Charles Postel notes, “The striking success of the federal postal service 

in delivering the nation’s mail fueled reformers’ imaginations about the viability and 

necessity of state-run enterprise.”40 And there were few more visible examples of this 

“striking success” than the money order system. Again and again, reformers used the 

money order system to call for a greater expansion of the U.S. Post into commercial life. 

From the 1860s through the 1880s, public debates raged over whether the government 

should nationalize the telegraph industry. Those in favor of nationalization pointed to the 

technocratic success of the postal money order system, as when one California 

paper wrote in 1873 that, "The [Telegraph] Monopoly must be wiped out entirely; the 

Government must establish a Postal Telegraph, and then it will become as impartial and 

as generally used as the Money Order system.”41 Six months later, the failure of Jay 

Cooke & Co. triggered a financial panic and a rash of bank failures, leading President 

Ulysses S. Grant to call for the establishment of postal savings banks to provide “an 

institution in which everybody would have great confidence, within reach of every one 

who can approach a money order post office.”42 President Grant articulated a sentiment 

that reverberated through the following years, particularly in the rural United States: a 

deep mistrust of financial institutions. Unlike banks or financiers, the Post Office 

Department’s primary goal was to provide a public service, not to generate a profit. 

                                                
39 “A Golden Stream,” The Eastern Star, December 28, 1901, p. 7. Online at: 
http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn83045462/1901-12-28/ed-1/seq-7/.  
40 Charles Postel, The Populist Vision (Oxford University Press, USA, 2009), 143. 
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During an age in which public officials seemed to increasingly serve the interests of big 

businesses and corporations, the postal money order system was a government service 

unequivocally instituted for the benefit of individual Americans. 

Part of the reason why Americans saw the U.S. Post and its postal money orders 

as an ideal vehicle for state intervention was that the Post Office Department was already 

deeply enmeshed within the nation’s political economy. During the 1870s, for instance, 

the Post Office Department found itself embroiled in one of the most explosive issues of 

the era: the “currency question.” In the years before a single national currency, 

Americans had used postage stamps as an unofficial shadow currency. Stamps had 

several advantages that made them popular for small transactions: they were widely 

available and had a universally recognized value, one that was small enough to combine 

into fractional sums. During the Civil War, however, the U.S. Government famously 

established a national currency for the first time. This included fractional paper currency 

as well, or bills valued at less than $1.00, which weakened the nation’s reliance postage 

stamps to use as currency. But in 1876, the government withdrew these fractional paper 

notes from circulation and replaced them with silver coins. At the same time, it also 

infamously capped the amount of silver in circulation, leading to chronic shortages of 

fractional specie in the southern and western United States.  

Without the necessary coinage for small purchases, westerners again turned to 

postage stamps as an unofficial form of small denominational currency.43 What had once 

a relatively benign practice, however, turned into an epidemic during the late 1870s when 

demand for stamps skyrocketed. By 1877, the Postmaster General was warning Congress 

of rampant “speculative trade” in stamps, and even recounted the story of a man in Utah 

who furnished his entire house using only postage stamps to pay for it.44 Companies that 

had long accepted stamps as payments in place of currency found themselves buried 

under a mountain of stamps, and began asking the Post Office Department to redeem the 
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stamps in bulk.45  

A perfect storm of conditions had led to the frothing stamp bubble. New postal 

regulations in the early 1870s reconfigured how the Post Office Department calculated 

postmaster compensation at tens of thousands of the nation’s small post offices. 

Postmasters had previously been paid as a commission on the number of stamps 

cancelled (affixed to outgoing mail) at an office – effectively an approximate 

measurement of how much labor a postmaster conducted in processing the mail. Under a 

new policy, however, the calculation for compensation changed to reflect a proportion of 

the number of stamps sold by a postmaster, whether or not those same stamps were 

actually used to send mail from their office. In effect, the government now paid 

postmasters for their salesmanship skills as much as their clerical work.46 These new 

policies combined with the withdrawal of fractional paper currency from circulation to 

send demand for stamps spiraling to dizzying heights.  

Postmasters in pursuit of higher commissions aggressively peddled stamps to a 

populace that was in turn hungry for stamps as a replacement for fractional currency. 

Postmasters themselves began buying their own government-issued supply of stamps 

(which inflated their commissions) in order to purchase everything from groceries to 

sewing machines. Many who acted as sales agents for publishing houses used stamps to 

buy books and magazines at a discount and then resell them at a mark-up, which netted 

them two separate commissions: one from the publishing house and one from the Post 

Office Department.47 In June of 1878, Congress partially remedied the problem by re-

pegging postmaster compensation to the number of stamps cancelled at an office, rather 

than the number sold.48 Although this fixed the system’s skewed incentives for selling 

stamps, the wider demand for fractional currency continued unabated. Soon enough 

Congress turned to the Post Office Department’s Money Order Division to meet this 

demand.  

In 1883 the U.S. Government began printing postal notes, or special money order 

                                                
45 “1876 Annual Report of the Postmaster General” (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1876), 
xxiv. 
46 Ibid., xxiii. 
47 Ibid., xxii–xxv. 
48 United States Post Office Department, 1878 United States Official Postal Guide, vol. No. 16 (New York, 
N.Y.: Houghton, Osgood, and Co., 1878), 70. 
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slips that allowed people to send any amount of money up to $5.00 through the mails for 

a three-cent fee (as opposed to the existing eight-cent fee levied on money orders of the 

same amount). The main purpose of postal notes was to allow people to transmit 

fractional sums of money safely and at a low cost. Congressional debate surrounding 

postal notes was notable for its lack of controversy, especially given that the “currency 

issue” was one of the most divisive political battle lines of the age. Instead, the 

inauguration of postal notes proved to be a relatively uncontroversial way to increase the 

circulation of fractional currency and relieve coinage shortages. Because postal notes 

could be transferred from person to person and redeemed at multiple locations for up to 

three months, postal notes, much like postage stamps, became a shadow currency made 

up of small denominations. Just nine months after postal notes were first issued, 

Americans had sent nearly 3.7 million of them.49 It was yet another instance of 

institutional innovation within the Money Order Division, one that further entrenched the 

U.S. Post in the broader national economy.  

 

The Limits of Service 

The Money Order Division was at the leading edge of institutional reform in the 

Post Office Department during the late nineteenth century. Despite all of Charles 

Macdonald’s technocratic innovations, however, his division was a relatively small 

pocket within a vast institution that was still a long way from operating as a modern 

bureaucracy. The dominant public/private model of the larger U.S. Post, with its 

gossamer structure of mail contracts and postmaster commissions, made it far more 

capacious than postal money order system. By the end of the 1870s, only eleven percent 

of U.S. post offices had money order facilities, due in large part to regulations about 

which post offices qualified for the service. The Money Order Division only established 

money order facilities in post offices where the annual postmaster commission exceeded 

$250 and its postmaster could supply a $4,000 bond. And even at post offices that met 

this criteria, local residents had to specifically petition the Department for the service.50 

                                                
49 “1884 Annual Report of the Postmaster General” (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1884), 
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From a bureaucratic perspective, they were logical regulations: postmasters at smaller 

offices might run out of funds to pay out money orders redeemed at their office. 

Additionally, the mechanics of processing money orders were more complicated than 

simply distributing letters or newspapers, requiring postmasters to fill in applications, 

issue receipts, mail deposits, and file weekly reports to Macdonald’s office in 

Washington, D.C. Postmasters at smaller post offices were unaccustomed to that level of 

clerical labor, and excluding these offices gave Macdonald a way to maintain a more 

efficient workforce.51  

Charles Macdonald’s dedication to bureaucratic efficiency put him at odds with 

Americans living in the rural West, who were used to a far more expansive version of the 

U.S. Post than the one being administered in Macdonald’s Money Order Division. By 

1880, fifteen years into Macdonald’s tenure, only 265 post offices in the western states 

and territories had money order facilities – less than ten percent of all offices in the 

region.52 Westerners wanted more. In 1877 Macdonald had to write a letter to Montana’s 

territorial delegate, Martin Maginnis, to explain why the revenue at a small post office in 

Philipsburg was not large enough for the Department to designate it as a money order 

office.53 Five years later, Macdonald found himself penning an almost identical letter to 

Maginnis refusing an identical request from the politician for money order facilities at yet 

another small Montana post office.54 Maginnis was not alone in calling for an expansion 

of the money order system into less settled areas of the country. One Congressman from 

Arkansas spoke for this bloc of politicians when he called for the money order system to 

not simply serve the “haughty dweller in the metropolitan city” but “to follow the 

footsteps of the hardy pioneer wherever he may go in his brave and rugged march over 

                                                                                                                                            
18, 57. For departmental requirements, see Marshall Henry Cushing, Story of Our Post Office (A. M. 
Thayer & co., 1893), 217–219.  
51 L. L. Fairchild, “The Money Order Business: A Public Convenience That Is a Heavy Tax on the Country 
Postmaster,” The United States Mail, March 1887; Cooley, The Postmasters’ Manual and Clerks’ Assistant, 
12–22. 
52 For figures on the West, see United States Post Office Department, 1880 United States Official Postal 
Guide, vol. 2, No. 1 (U.S. Government Printing Office, 1880), 466–468; “1880 Annual Report of the 
Postmaster General,” 57. 
53 “Philipsburg Postal Matters,” The New North-West, November 9, 1877, p. 3. Online at: 
http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn84038125/1877-11-09/ed-1/seq-3/.  
54 “Money Order Business,” Rocky Mountain Husbandman, April 20, 1882, p. 6. Online at: 
http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn83025309/1882-04-20/ed-1/seq-6/.  
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our broad Western plains and distant mountains.”55 

Charles Macdonald’s bureaucratic regulations created a specific administrative 

geography in the western United States, one in which some areas had better access to a 

government service than others. Geographic Information System (GIS) analysis provides 

a way to measure this continuum of access to the money order system across the West. 

After all, just because westerners couldn’t send money orders from their local post office 

did not mean that they lacked any access to the money order system. They could always 

travel to the nearest post office that offered the service. A database of every western post 

office in existence in 1880 (and whose geographic location could be found) was used to 

calculate each post office’s straight-line distance to the nearest money order office. Using 

the location of a post office as a proxy for the approximate center of a surrounding 

community, western towns could be sorted into four zones of money-order “accessibility” 

ranging from full access (0-3 miles from a money order office) to extremely limited 

access (20+ miles from a money order office).56 

 

 

                                                
55 Representative Pointdexter Dunn (AR), Congressional Record, 47th Congress, 1st Session, July 7, 1882, 
S. 6335. 
56 Dina Hassan in the Stanford Center for Spatial and Textual Analysis conducted the following analysis of 
money order accessibility. Money order office data was transcribed from: United States Post Office 
Department, 1880 United States Official Postal Guide. Other post office information came from the 
database compiled by Richard Helbock, United States Post Offices: Volume 1: The West. Hassan classified 
the zones as follows: Zone 1 was the highest degree of accessibility - post offices that either 
were themselves money order offices, or fell within 0-3 miles of a money order office. Zone 2 consisted of 
post offices that fell within 3-10 miles of a money order office. Westerners living in Zone 2 could 
presumably access the money order system by making between a half and full day's journey on foot, or a 
short to moderate journey on horseback. Zone 3 consisted of post offices that fell within 10-20 miles of a 
money order office. These areas could technically access the money order system but only by making a 
full-day or overnight round-trip journey. Finally, Zone 4 was made up of post offices that were effectively 
cut off from the money order system - those post offices that were more than 20 miles away from a money 
order office. An important caveat to note is that these distances reflect straight-line distances, not the actual 
routes that people would travel. This exaggerates the degree of accessibility within each zone, but does 
serve as a rough proxy. 
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Figure 5. Money-Order Office Accessibility from Western Post Offices (1880)  

Darker = More Accessible, Lighter = Less Accessible 
 

The above map illustrates a region with patchy access to the money order system 

in 1880. Western Nevada, for instance, had undergone breakneck development over the 

previous two decades with the development of the Comstock Lode. It boasted three 

money order offices in the mining sphere surrounding the urban centers of Virginia City, 

Carson City, and Gold Hill. Miners in the immediate area could access the money order 

system with relative ease. But east of the Comstock Lode, Nevada residents were largely 

cut off from the system. Workers at the Eagle Salt Works mine, for instance, lived more 

than forty miles away from the nearest money order office. If a miner wanted to send a 

postal money order to his mother living in Ohio he would have to buy a railroad ticket to 

Reno. Those working in the Stillwater Range were even more isolated. Their post office 

at Salinas lay more than sixty miles away from the nearest money order office in Virginia 

City and was far removed from a railroad line. Although their labor might have 

resembled their counterparts in the Comstock mines, the two groups did not have the 
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same ability to conduct long-distance financial transactions.57  

 

 
Figure 6. Accessibility of Post Offices to Money Order Offices  

(Western Nevada, 1880) 
Darker = More Accessible, Lighter = Less Accessible 

 

In Nevada as a whole, only one out of four post offices fell within ten miles of a 

money order office. Residents living near the remaining 75% of the state’s post offices 

had either limited or no access to the national money order system. The same was true 

across much of the West. Residents of California and Colorado enjoyed the highest 

degree of accessibility to postal money orders: 49% of offices in California and 43% of 

offices in Colorado fell within ten miles of a money order office. At the other end of the 

spectrum, a mere 8% of Arizona post offices fell within ten miles of a money order office. 

The cluster of mining camps, army forts, and ranching communities along Arizona’s 

southern border with Mexico were part of hundreds of locales in the West that were 

completely cut off from the U.S. postal money order system in 1880.  

 

                                                
57 Eugene Moehring, “The Comstock Urban Network,” Pacific Historical Review 66, no. 3 (August 1997): 
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Figure 7. Percent of Post Offices in Each Money Order Zone of Accessibility, by 

State or Territory (1880) 
Darker = More Accessible, Lighter = Less Accessible 

 

The western geography of the money order system points to a larger tension 

between establishing a public service and providing access to that service.58 Over the 

preceding century the U.S. Post had extended its gossamer network into every “nook and 

corner” of the country.59 It was the single most geographically expansive service offered 

by the U.S. Government. But by the end of the 1870s it was clear that extending this 

service into the western states and territories came with heavy costs. Nevertheless, in 

1882 Postmaster General Timothy Howe reiterated a commitment to “providing adequate 

postal facilities for all communities, without regard to geographical location.”60 As a 

specialized division within the department, Charles Macdonald and the Money Order 

Division were under no such commitment. The dedicated bureaucrat ran his division with 

a singular commitment to provide an efficient service rather than a universal one. 

Tellingly, Macdonald’s division was one of the few divisions in the Post Office 

Department that generated a profit. It was able to do so in part by confining the money 

order system to more settled areas of the country. By 1880, postal money orders were an 

                                                
58 Michael Foley makes a similar point regarding earlier adoption of letter-writing, in Michael S. Foley, “A 
Mission Unfulfilled: The Post Office and the Distribution of Information in Rural New England, 1821-
1835,” Journal of the Early Republic 17, no. 4 (December 1, 1997): 613, doi:10.2307/3124318. 
59 Temple Bodley, “The Post Office Department as Common Carrier and Bank,” The American Law 
Review, 1884, 224. 
60 “1882 Annual Report of the Postmaster General” (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1882), 
xvi. 
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increasingly important piece of the western economy, but their geographic scope 

remained limited. 

 

National Markets and Regional Streams 

Over the next decade, Charles Macdonald and the Post Office Department 

gradually broadened the geographic coverage of the western money order system. By the 

close of the 1880s there were nearly three times as many money order offices in the West 

as there were in 1880. The proportion of post offices that could send money orders had 

increased from less than ten percent of western post offices in 1880 to sixteen percent in 

1889. The pace of expansion further accelerated in 1892 when the Department 

implemented a new policy that eased regulations about what offices qualified for money 

order facilities, lowering the cut-off for postmaster compensation at a money order office 

from $250 to $200 and decreasing the size of the bond required by postmasters at money 

order offices from $4,000 to $2,500. Rather than the previous “opt-in” system whereby 

communities petitioned for money order facilities, from 1892 onwards the Department 

automatically extended them to any office that met these lower qualifications.61 At a 

stroke the Department increased the number of money order locations by more than fifty 

percent, from 12,000 post offices in 1892 to more than 18,000 in 1893. That same year, 

Charles Macdonald stepped down from his position as Superintendent, leaving to his 

replacement the task of assimilating more than six thousand new offices into his beloved 

division. And one of those new offices was located in the corner of the McKillican and 

Mobley General Store in North Bloomfield, California.62 

Once again, the corner post office window in North Bloomfield’s general store 

offers an entry point into the larger machinery of the U.S. Post and its operations in the 

western United States. The remainder of this chapter offers a micro view of this system 

from the perspective of a single western town. North Bloomfield could stand in for a 

                                                
61 Cushing, Story of Our Post Office, 217–218. 
62 “1892 Annual Report of the Postmaster General” (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1892), 
226–227; “1893 Annual Report of the Postmaster General” (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing 
Office, 1893), 69. In California alone the number of money order offices expanded by two-thirds over the 
course of a single year, from 322 to 540. Thank you to Terrence Hines for providing data related to the 
number of money order offices. For Charles Macdonald’s departure see “Consul Macdonald’s Services,” 
New York Times, June 23, 1893, p. 4. Online at: 
http://timesmachine.nytimes.com/timesmachine/1893/06/23/109701938.html.  
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number of western communities. It was situated in mountainous Nevada County and fell 

within the overlapping orbits of several urban centers: a fifteen-mile stage road connected 

the town to Nevada City, and from there a sixty-mile railroad line ran to Sacramento and 

onwards to San Francisco. Like so much of the West, the town’s fortunes were tied to 

extractive industries, and could trace its origins to the miners that flocked to California in 

search of gold during the early 1850s. By the early 1880s the North Bloomfield Gravel 

Mining Company was using extensive hydraulic mining in the surrounding area, but a 

court decision in 1884 banned the practice. This nudged North Bloomfield into a gradual 

decline from the mid-1880s through the early twentieth century. In 1895, however, it 

remained a mid-sized town with roughly one thousand residents, including a sizable 

Chinese population, and was large enough to support a hotel, school, and smattering of 

small businesses like the McKillican and Mobley General Store.63 

On October 17th, 1892, the North Bloomfield Post Office joined more than sixty 

other small California post offices in beginning money order operations.64 The new 

service opened up a world of possibilities for the town’s residents. They could now send 

small sums of money cheaply, safely, and conveniently to 18,000 towns and cities across 

the country.65 Surviving records for eight out of twelve months in 1895 from the North 

Bloomfield Post Office reveal a town’s enthusiastic adoption of a new government 

service, as residents sent thousands of dollars through the mail. Nearly nine hundred 

money order forms from these months offer a glimpse into how people used the system: 

who sent an order, for how much money, on what day, and where it went. These scraps of 

data may seem fragmentary – eight months of a single year from a middling California 

town – but they reflected much wider currents in the late nineteenth-century American 

                                                
63 United States Census Office, Report on the Population of the Eleventh Census: 1890. Part 1 (U.S. 
Government Printing Office, 1895), 71; Harry Laurenz Wells, History of Nevada County, California; with 
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famous “Sawyer decision” that banned hydraulic mining in the state of California. Robert L. Kelley, 
“Forgotten Giant: The Hydraulic Gold Mining Industry in California,” Pacific Historical Review 23, no. 4 
(November 1, 1954): 343–56, doi:10.2307/3634653. 
64 For the establishment of money order facilities at North Bloomfield, see C. F. Macdonald to Postmaster 
at North Bloomfield, California, 3 October 1892, Box 14, Folder 25, Malakoff Diggins State Park 
Historical Collection, California Department of Parks and Recreation, Sacramento, California. “Postal 
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West. Money orders were the filaments of a particular kind of long-distance commerce 

that bound up the western United States in the 1890s: small transactions that tied 

individual Americans into a growing consumer society.66 

A glance through the money orders that left North Bloomfield in 1895 reads much 

like a business directory: Weinstock Lubin & Co., Nolan Brothers Shoe Company, Hale 

Brothers & Co. In all, the town’s residents sent more than 60% of their money orders to 

companies and organizations rather than individuals. In doing so they were participating 

in one of the defining shifts of the late nineteenth century: the rise of a national consumer 

culture. Beginning in the years after the Civil War an older system of regional markets 

gave way to a recognizable mass market, one in which large corporations used modern 

marketing techniques and large-scale distribution systems to reshape consumer patterns. 

Individual Americans, many of them middle-class women, pivoted away from local 

producers and towards national manufacturers and, in so doing, helped define the 

contours of a national consumer culture.67  

Few companies better encapsulated the shift from local retail to national 

distribution more than the mail-order houses of Montgomery Ward and Sears, Roebuck 

in the 1880s and 1890s. By the turn of the century these two companies had come to 

dominate long-distance merchandising. Historians have long noted the ways in which 

these large mail-order houses transcended distance and created a truly national market by 

extending their reach into rural America. They did so through the infrastructure of the 

U.S. Post, which carried hundreds of thousands of their tome-like catalogs to households 

across the country. The classic image of one of these households was neatly summarized 

by one South Dakota woman’s reminiscence that “When you live ninety miles from a 

town, a Montgomery Ward or Sears Roebuck catalogue gets read more than the Bible or 

                                                
66 Money order data compiled from Money Order Applications – January-December 1895, Box 6, Folders 
12-15, Malakoff Diggins State Park Historical Collection, California Department of Parks and Recreation, 
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67 Chapter 7, “The New Retailing” in Susan Strasser, Satisfaction Guaranteed: The Making of the American 
Mass Market (New York: Pantheon Books, 1989). Richard S. Tedlow, New and Improved: The Story of 
Mass Marketing in America (Boston, Mass: Harvard Business School Press, 1996); Lizabeth Cohen, “The 
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Shakespeare.”68 By 1895 Montgomery Ward and Sears Roebuck catalogs had found their 

way onto the kitchen tables in North Bloomfield’s homes. Just as they did in thousands of 

rural households across the country, the giant mail-order houses gave North Bloomfield’s 

residents a commercial lifeline into a burgeoning national market. Constrained by the 

limited selection of the McKillican and Mobley General Store, its residents undoubtedly 

perused the emporium of products in these thousand-page catalogs before filling out 

money orders to purchase everything from bicycles to shaving kits.  

Except for one problem: they didn’t. At least, not nearly to the extent one would 

expect. Over eight months in 1895 North Bloomfield residents sent a grand total of nine 

orders to Montgomery Ward and two orders to Sears, Roebuck. Over that same period 

they sent ten times as many money orders to a single retail store in nearby Sacramento. 

What should have been a torrent of transactions to national companies like Montgomery 

Ward or Sears, Roebuck looked much more like a trickle. This consumer pattern goes 

against dominant historical accounts of the period that highlight the growing power of 

national companies. In historian William Cronon’s words, "No matter how remote the 

community in which one lived, no matter how limited the retail stores in one’s 

neighboring village, one could open the catalog and take a stroll down [Chicago’s] State 

Street, the richest, most glamorous retail market anywhere west of Broadway.”69 But 

rather than taking an imaginative “stroll down State Street” via Chicago mail-order 

catalogs, North Bloomfield’s consumers largely stuck to Sacramento’s K Street.  

Tallying where North Bloomfield’s residents sent their money orders illustrates a 

strikingly regional consumer network. The system followed a straightforward urban 

hierarchy: the San Francisco metropolis and the second-order city of Sacramento were 

the most popular destinations for money orders, while nearby Nevada City came in a 

distant third, followed by a smaller smattering of other towns in northern California. 

                                                
68 Grace Fairchild, Frontier Woman: The Life of a Woman Homesteader on the Dakota Frontier, ed. 
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What’s surprising is the degree to which cities in northern California towered over 

national metropolises like Chicago, New York, Philadelphia, and Boston. If the money 

order system was a network of streams running out of North Bloomfield, most of its 

water stayed largely within Northern California.70 

 

 
Figure 8. North Bloomfield Money Orders Sent to Companies, By City (1895)  

Darker: Northern California, Lighter: All Other Areas 
 

Post-Office Acquaintances 

The king of Northern California’s regional retail market was the Sacramento 

department store of Weinstock, Lubin & Co. The store had begun in 1874 as a one-room 

dry goods shop owned by half-brothers Harris Weinstock and David Lubin, two Jewish 

immigrants from Poland. Their “Mechanic’s Store” began by catering to Central Pacific 

Railroad employees, including selling specially designed overalls for mechanics working 

in the company’s boiler shops. Within a few years it dramatically expanded its line of 

merchandise and began advertising in regional newspapers. In 1888 the store officially 

reincorporated as Weinstock, Lubin & Co. and started construction on a massive, three-

story building that sprawled across an entire downtown city block in Sacramento. By the 

time the new building was completed in 1891, it housed a dozen odd departments ranging 

                                                
70 For more on urban structures during this period, see Michael P. Conzen, “The Maturing Urban System in 
the United States, 1840-1910,” Annals of the Association of American Geographers 67, no. 1 (March 
1977): 88–108; Timothy R. Mahoney, “Urban History in a Regional Context: River Towns on the Upper 
Mississippi, 1840-1860,” The Journal of American History 72, no. 2 (September 1985): 318–39. 
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from Fancy Goods to Hats and Shoes to a Ladies’ Suit and Cloak department, making it 

one of the largest retail outfits in the western United States. One of its departments would 

prove especially relevant for western towns like North Bloomfield: the “Country Order” 

department.71  

Historians of the late nineteenth century frequently describe department stores and 

mail-order houses as two strands of the same consumer revolution transforming 

American commerce. Both entities consisted of large new retail organizations that relied 

on modern marketing techniques to sell mass-produced goods. Each of them served up a 

dizzying emporium of products to their customers, either within a single storefront or 

within a single catalogue.72 But historians often separate the organizations into two 

separate scales: department stores revolutionized in-person shopping, while mail-order 

houses did the same for long-distance retail. Department stores served an urban clientele 

in large cities in the Northeast and Midwest, while mail-order houses courted rural 

customers from across the American countryside. But the money orders sent from North 

Bloomfield to Weinstock, Lubin, & Co. reveal a much blurrier boundary between the two 

retail entities and the scales at which they operated.73 

 Weinstock, Lubin, & Co. was an urban department store that simultaneously 

served a rural clientele through the distance-shrinking infrastructure of the U.S. Post. 

Harris Weinstock and David Lubin had relied on the Post from the early days of their 

venture. In 1878 the two half-brothers took out a giant front-page advertisement in the 

Sacramento Daily Record-Union announcing they would open up a new retail division of 

their dry-goods store. In that same advertisement they highlighted their mail-order 

business and assured customers that “a person living hundreds of miles away can obtain 

as much for their money as one who applies personally to our store.”74 Three years later 

the company’s “Country Order” department was processing hundreds of orders a day, 
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and by the mid-1880s the booming company was touting "an extensive Mail Order 

business with thousands of people whom [the company] has never seen!”75 A few years 

later Harris Weinstock and David Lubin boldly claimed that their annual catalog reached 

a quarter of a million readers “from New Mexico to Washington.”76 Although it was 

likely an inflated number, it was nonetheless a testament to the centrality of the U.S. Post 

for Weinstock, Lubin & Co.’s business model. Contemporary eastern department stores 

such as Macy’s in New York or Wanamaker’s in Philadelphia similarly ventured into the 

mail-order business, but these companies could always fall back on a large urban 

customer base. Sacramento, however, was not New York or Philadelphia. In fact, with 

fewer than thirty thousand residents, Sacramento wasn’t even Hoboken, New Jersey. 

Because it had such a tiny pool of local customers, Weinstock, Lubin & Co. turned to the 

U.S. Post to cultivate a more dispersed clientele.77  

The Sacramento department store relied on the U.S. Post to conduct business with 

their regional customers in three ways: mailing them catalogues, advertising in 

periodicals, and collecting payments through money orders. Small wonder that one 

manual from the mail-order industry described the Post Office Department’s monthly 

postal guide as “the mail-order man’s Bible.”78 First, Weinstock, Lubin & Co. and other 

retailers sent their catalogs under third-class postage rates that effectively subsidized 

printed material at the expense of letter-writers. The cost of sending a letter in the 1890s 

was two cents per ounce. Although this was still far cheaper than sending a telegram, it 

also four times more expensive than sending printed material (such as a catalog) under 

third-class postage rates. Weinstock, Lubin & Co.’s catalogs moved through mail at a rate 
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of half-a-cent per ounce, no matter how far they traveled. These low rates allowed the 

Sacramento department store to offer to mail far-off customers their catalog free of 

charge.79 The benefits of cheap third-class postage rates were especially magnified in the 

West. Despite several decades of road and railway construction, the region’s dispersed 

population and mountainous terrain left many of Weinstock, Lubin & Co.’s rural 

customers difficult to reach. In North Bloomfield, as recently as 1890 a mail carrier clad 

in snowshoes had died while trying to reach the town during a snowstorm.80 But under 

third-class postage rates, Weinstock, Lubin & Co. paid the same price to mail its catalog 

to a customer living in Sacramento as it did to reach a customer living five hundred miles 

away on a farm in Oregon. Geography was entirely removed from the equation, and the 

Post Office Department was left paying the bill. 

If third-class postage rates for printed materials were like government subsidies, 

then second-class postage rates for newspapers and periodicals was closer to grand 

larceny. The U.S. government had always supported the exchange of public news and 

information through artificially low postage rates on periodicals. By carrying the 

country’s newspapers and magazines at a heavy loss the government created a national 

market for information and helped bind a young nation together.81 Eager to curry favor 

from the press and to please their own newspaper-reading constituents, members of 

Congress continually slashed second-class postage rates throughout the nineteenth 

century. By the late 1880s and 1890s, it cost one cent per pound to send periodicals, or 

1/32nd the cost to send letters. These miniscule rates wreaked havoc with the Post Office 

Department’s budget. In 1894, the Postmaster General estimated that it cost the 

Department roughly 20 million dollars to transport second-class mail, but that it received 

                                                
79 White Pine News, September 24, 1887, p. 3. Online at: 
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only 3.3 million dollars in postage to offset that cost.82 Second-class postage rates were 

also entirely divorced from geography, as a newspaper traveled for the same exact price 

no matter the distance it moved. In fact, the only geographical factor that went into 

calculating postage rates for second-class mail was to determine whether or not a 

periodical was delivered within the same county it was published. If it was, the Post 

Office Department carried it entirely free of charge.83  

Miniscule second-class postage rates served as a giant public subsidy not just for 

newspapers and magazines, but for the companies that advertised in their pages. By the 

end of the century, the American press had shifted away from an older partisan business 

model based on financing from political parties, and towards a modern one that relied on 

subscription and advertising revenue. Newspapers and magazines from the 1880s and 

1890s increasingly resembled the catalogues of retail company.84 Weinstock, Lubin & Co. 

joined the fray by plastering advertisements across the local Sacramento Daily Union 

along with papers as far away as Eugene, Oregon and Silver City, Idaho.85 They used 

these advertisements as a wedge into far-away markets, both by peddling their wares 

directly to customers and offering to send their full catalogue free of charge. Advertising 

in newspapers ensured that information about their company moved through the mail 

under fractional second-class postage rates subsidized by the Post Office Department and, 

by extension, the American public.  

Advertisements like those for Weinstock, Lubin & Co. presented the Post Office 

Department with an acute challenge. Second-class postage rates were intended to apply 

only to “information of a public character, or devoted to literature, the sciences, arts, or 
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some special industry.”86 But the meteoric rise of the advertising industry and mass-

circulation periodicals made those subsidized second-class rates a tempting target for 

companies of all kinds. By the late 1880s, postal officials were complaining incessantly 

about supposed periodicals that were in actuality little more than advertising catalogs 

laced with just enough “information of a public character” to qualify them for second-

class postage rates. One of Weinstock, Lubin & Co.’s competitors, the San Francisco 

department store J. J. O’Brien & Co., produced an especially suspicious looking catalog 

in 1890. Alongside its prices for hosiery and a clearance sale notice, J. J. O’Brien printed 

entire pages listing historical events, the etymology of U.S. state names, and the 

maximum lifespans of different types of birds: exactly the kind of “information of a 

public character” that might qualify it for second-class postage. Given that the company 

paid its postage by the ounce, it was not likely to have included these extra pages of trivia 

solely for their customers’ edification.87 To the endless frustration of postal officials, 

Congress refused to heed their calls to reform second-class postage rates. By 1899 

second-class mail accounted for 25% of all the material carried by the Department, but 

less than 2% of its revenue, leading to Postmaster General Charles Emery Smith to 

lambast “the perversion and abuse of the [second-class mail] privilege” and “the fungous 

growths and the flagrant evils that have fastened upon it.”88  

Although there is no evidence that Weinstock, Lubin & Co. joined its competitors 

in “abusing” second-class postage rates, the department store nonetheless enjoyed a wide 

range of benefits disbursed by the U.S. Post. Its newspaper advertisements traveled under 

massively subsidized postage rates that allowed the company to reach customers far 

beyond the city borders of Sacramento. Once it had established contact with these 

customers, it could distribute store catalogs across the western postal network for a 

universal flat rate that ignored distance, geography, or the actual costs of transportation. 

Finally, and just as importantly, distant customers made their purchases from Weinstock, 

Lubin & Co. using postal money orders. The Post Office Department’s financial 

instrument created a publicly funded apparatus perfectly suited for a company that sold 
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goods, especially cheap goods, at a distance. Many of Weinstock, Lubin & Co.’s products 

fell precisely in the small-scale price range of the average money order; $1.50 for a pair 

of slippers, or $0.65 for a set of cutlery.89 The Post Office Department provided the 

security for these long-distance transactions. Shoppers could confidently send their 

money to the department store without fear of loss or theft in transit – a crucial added 

layer of legitimacy for a company that depended on the fragile trust of customers who 

had never set foot inside its store.  

The Post Office Department managed to remove geography from the financial 

calculus of retail advertising and catalogs, but distance still mattered quite a bit for 

sending merchandise. The difference between the geography of mail and the geography 

of merchandise helps explain why Weinstock, Lubin & Co. and other northern California 

companies dominated the region’s retail market at a time when national mail-order 

houses like Montgomery Ward and Sears, Roebuck were supposedly driving regional 

retailers out of business. Prior to the advent of parcel post in 1913, the Post Office 

Department played only a limited role in transporting goods and products. It restricted its 

“fourth-class” category of parcels to items less than four pounds and charged the steep 

rate of one cent per ounce (at a time when it charged one cent per pound for sending 

periodicals).90 Americans consequently sent a comparatively miniscule amount of fourth-

class mail matter: in 1880 the category accounted for less than one percent of all the 

items sent through the U.S. Post.91 Retailers sending goods at a distance instead turned to 

two other transportation options: railroads and express companies. Unlike the mail, these 

private companies did, in fact, charge more according to distance. And individual 

customers were the ones who paid the shipping costs.92  

The cost of shipping to distant customers was the main factor that allowed 

Weinstock, Lubin & Co.’s “Country Order Department” to keep national behemoths like 

Montgomery Ward at bay. On the inside cover of its catalogue, the Sacramento 

department store provided detailed instructions on how to calculate shipping costs, much 
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of which revolved around the weight of an order. It provided a table of weight ranges for 

common items such as aprons or hosiery, and for less common items recommended that 

its customers “weigh something similar already in your possession” to estimate how 

much money to send for shipping. A product’s weight largely determined whether it 

could be shipped via railroad freight, mail, or express. At one end of the spectrum, if an 

item weighed more than one hundred pounds it could be sent as railroad freight – 

provided that a customer lived along a railroad line. These rates were often quite low, and 

Weinstock, Lubin & Co. encouraged their customers to pool their orders together to pass 

the hundred pound minimum. And at the other end of the spectrum, items weighing less 

than four pounds could be sent via U.S. Mail. The per-weight cost was steeper, but 

geography was removed from the calculation: unlike railroad freight it could be delivered 

anywhere in the country, and the total distance traveled had no bearing on its cost. All 

other orders, however, traveled by express. As a California firm, Weinstock, Lubin & Co. 

recommended the services of, Wells, Fargo & Co., the Far West’s dominant express 

company, and provided a table of the carrier’s shipping rates from Sacramento to every 

county in California, Nevada, Oregon, Arizona, Utah, and New Mexico.93  

National mail-order houses headquartered two thousand miles away from the 

Pacific simply couldn’t compete with Weinstock, Lubin & Co. on shipping costs. This 

was especially true for smaller orders. In one of its catalogues, Montgomery Ward 

cautioned its customers that “we often refuse to ship small orders [less than $5.00], as the 

cost of transportation would consume your saving.”94 By contrast, Weinstock, Lubin & 

Co. repeatedly assured its customers that “small orders [are] filled as promptly and 

carefully as large ones.”95 This is precisely the scale at which Weinstock, Lubin & Co. 

took advantage of their regional proximity to western customers. The median size of a 

postal money order sent to the store from North Bloomfield in 1895 was $4.20 – an order 

size that would have been too small to place at Montgomery Ward. The two giant 

Chicago mail-order houses may have captured the hearts and wallets of farmers in Iowa 

or Nebraska, but western geography and the U.S. Post allowed two Jewish émigrés in 
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Sacramento to dominate the Pacific retail market. 

Perhaps not surprisingly, Harris Weinstock and David Lubin embraced a brand of 

progressivism that championed the U.S. Post as a model of active government 

involvement in the private sphere. Lubin in particular became a prominent voice for a 

brand of cooperative capitalism that revolved around agrarian issues, traveling 

extensively in Europe and in 1908 helping to found the International Institute of 

Agriculture in Rome.96 Typically for agrarian reformers of the period, Lubin was an 

outspoken proponent of expanding the United States postal system. In the early 1890s he 

published a sixty-six-page pamphlet calling for the Post Office Department to carry 

agricultural products through the mail for a universal flat rate, just as it did his company’s 

catalogues and newspaper advertisements. In outlining his argument Lubin reflected his 

particular experience as a western retailer whose mail-order business model depended on 

a postal system that did not discriminate on the basis of geography: “the citizen living 

near New York is not of any more value to the republic than is one of California or 

Kansas.”97 Lubin’s grandiose statement reflected the attitudes of an entire region. Unlike 

seemingly arbitrary railroad or telegraph rates, the U.S. Post served companies and 

consumers without taxing them because they lived in the western half of the continent. In 

the words of historian Charles Postel, for rural Americans “the post office was a model of 

uniform, fair, and equitable business practices.”98 Weinstock, Lubin & Co.’s 

advertisements often mirrored its owner’s enthusiastic embrace of the U.S. Post: “We 

value to the utmost our out-of-town post office acquaintances. Uncle-Sam is our hard-

working ally and we have no disposition to make his tasks lighter. He grumbles a little 

during busy seasons when an avalanche of mail orders flood his office here, but that 

matters little so long as you get your goods on time.”99 And U.S. Post Office Department 

helped Weinstock, Lubin & Co. cultivate a particularly important kind of “post-office 
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acquaintance,” one that appeared in an image accompanying the same advertisement: two 

well-dressed women walking into a post office. 

 

 
Figure 9. Advertisement for Weinstock, Lubin & Co.100 

 

 Female consumers are central to the history of American consumer culture 

broadly, and the history of department stores more specifically. Susan Porter Benson’s 

seminal Counter Cultures argues that department stores at the turn of the twentieth 

century created a new kind of female-centric public space. Store managers courted 

middle-class female customers by hiring women to work as sales clerks and providing 

special amenities for wives and mothers. The interactions between saleswomen, 

managers, and customers resulted in “an Adamless Eden” in which women’s needs and 

desires took center stage. Benson and other historians tend to focus on the physical space 
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of the store itself, such as examining managerial efforts to rationalize floor plans or 

saleswomen carving out the selling floor as “protected space” from those same 

managers.101 The mail-order divisions of department stores are frequently relegated to 

being one of many services used to entice female customers through its doors. But for 

Weinstock, Lubin, & Co. their mail order business was a crucial part of their strategy that 

allowed them to reach thousands of distant female customers such those in North 

Bloomfield. Their strategy worked. Over a single eight-month period in 1895, North 

Bloomfield sent one hundred and twenty-three money orders to Weinstock, Lubin & Co. 

– more than four times the number that the town sent to the store’s next closest 

competitor. Of those one hundred and twenty-three orders, eighty percent came from 

female shoppers. These North Bloomfield women were precisely the kind of middle-class 

women who were contributing to a seismic shift in American consumer culture. They just 

happened to live along a dusty mountain stage road, sixty miles away from the nearest 

department store. 

 A single glance through one of Weinstock, Lubin & Co.’s catalogues shows the 

emphasis the store placed on courting female customers. The vast majority of catalogue 

page space was dedicated to female products and female consumers: “a splendid 

knockabout summer skirt” sold for $1.25, along with a best-selling line of petticoats that 

were “the most successful 50-cent item of this kind ever introduced.” 102 The Sacramento 

department store offered gloves, hat pins, and ribbons to style-conscious young ladies 

while also marketing sewing machines, soap, paint, and children’s toys to wives and 

mothers. Men were almost an afterthought; in the same catalogue, male products didn’t 

make an appearance for some fifty pages, while in another catalogue, several male 

products were actually marketed to female buyers: “Every Woman who has a Husband or 

Brother Should be Interested in Page 61.”103 Weinstock, Lubin & Co. peddled its 

catalogues in part as fashion guides for women living far from eastern centers of culture: 

“It is a book for people who want to know ‘what's going on’ in the world of dress. The 

                                                
101 Susan Porter Benson, Counter Cultures: Saleswomen, Managers, and Customers in American 
Department Stores, 1890-1940 (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1986), 38–47, 289. 
102 Weinstock, Lubin & Co., Weinstock, Lubin & Co. Catalogue - Spring and Summer 1900 (Sacramento, 
California, 1900), 4, 6. 
103 Weinstock, Lubin & Co., Weinstock, Lubin & Co. Catalogue - Spring and Summer 1891, No. 31, 23. 
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newest conceits, styles and inventions find places in its handsome pages.”104 True to form, 

on a single page of one of its catalogues the store assured its customers that “Uwanta skirt 

lengths have gained an enviable reputation with California women” even as “the kimono 

has taken the place of a dressing sacques to a great extent throughout the East.”105  

In blending the tastes of “California women” alongside eastern fashion trends, 

Weinstock, Lubin & Co. struck a delicate balance in how it framed its own identity as a 

western retail store. The eastern United States still dominated the nation’s consumer 

culture. But unlike the national mail-order houses Montgomery Ward and Sears, Roebuck, 

which marketed themselves broadly to farmers across the country, the Sacramento 

department store worked hard to cultivate a decidedly regional ethos. Its advertisements 

repeatedly touted itself as the “largest general retail house on the Pacific Coast”, or more 

frequently “the Coast” for short.106 And while it trumpeted a mail-order customer base 

that ran into the tens of thousands, Weinstock, Lubin & Co. framed itself not as a distant 

retailer but as a local merchant. Its catalogue cover showed their physical building in 

downtown Sacramento, and included an entire page filled with a photograph of its 

glittering multi-story interior. The page made every effort to place mail-order customers 

on an equal footing with in-person shoppers: “no matter how great the crowds in the store 

below, the filling of out-of-town orders is not interfered with.”107 Weinstock, Lubin & Co. 

marketed its catalogue as an extension of the store itself, one that wove itself seamlessly 

into the intimate space of the home: “It "hangs on a peg" in thousands of homes, and is 

consulted as often as the almanac or dictionary.”108 The Sacramento department store 

used the U.S. Post to cultivate a community of modern consumers that was 

overwhelmingly female and surprisingly regional.109 

 

                                                
104 “A Business Maker,” Arizona Weekly Journal-Miner, September 25, 1895, page 3. Online at: 
http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn85032938/1895-09-25/ed-1/seq-3/.  
105 Weinstock, Lubin & Co., Weinstock, Lubin & Co. Catalogue - Spring and Summer 1900, 6. 
106 Advertisement, The Eugene City Guard, March 2, 1891, p. 3. Online at: 
http://oregonnews.uoregon.edu/lccn/sn84022653/1891-05-02/ed-1/seq-3/. 
107 Weinstock, Lubin & Co., Weinstock, Lubin & Co. Catalogue - Spring and Summer 1900, 16. 
108 “A Business Maker,” Arizona Weekly Journal-Miner, September 25, 1895, page 3. Online at: 
http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn85032938/1895-09-25/ed-1/seq-3/. 
109 Natalie Marine-Street makes the case that women were important as not just consumers, but sales agents 
as well, especially in the context of soliciting subscriptions to periodicals. Natalie Marine-Street, “Agents 
Wanted: Sales, Gender, and the Making of Consumer Markets in America, 1830-1930” (Dissertation, 
Stanford University, Forthcoming). 
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The Nature of Spatial Integration 

Retracing the rivulets of money orders flowing out of North Bloomfield reveals a 

region that had become integrated into the national economy, one in which a miner’s wife 

in a sleepy mountain town could easily order a fashionable dress from a Sacramento 

department store. The expansion of the U.S. Post into the West over three decades had 

enabled this larger process of commercial integration. A final comparison between North 

Bloomfield in the 1890s and a Nevada mining town in the 1870s illustrates the extent of 

this integration. More specifically, juxtaposing the streams of money orders that cascaded 

out of each town offers two snapshots of the West’s commercial space and how it had 

changed in the intervening decades.  

Much like North Bloomfield, the town of Hamilton, Nevada began in a mining 

boom. Following the discovery of silver in the late 1860s, a rush of miners successfully 

petitioned for a post office in 1868. Within three years Hamilton was the fifth-busiest 

office in the state. In 1873 the Post Office Department established money order facilities 

at Hamilton, even as a devastating fire and the rapid depletion of nearby silver deposits 

nudged the town into a steady downwards spiral.110 But Hamilton’s postmaster continued 

to keep a registry book of every money order that left his office over the next several 

years, including the same information for the same eight months from 1878 as North 

Bloomfield’s surviving postal records from 1895.111 These two sets of records are a way 

to study the changes that had taken place in the region during the intervening years. One 

should note that the two towns are not perfectly analogous: Hamilton had a larger 

populace, for instance, while North Bloomfield in 1895 had access to a much more 

developed network of railways and stage roads. But a comparison of how the two western 

mining towns used the postal money order system is instructive nonetheless. 

The differences between the town’s two remittance patterns are striking. First, 

miners from Hamilton sent much larger money orders than later residents of North 

Bloomfield: the median size of a money order from Hamilton was $20.00, while 

seventeen years later the median size of a money order from North Bloomfield had 

dropped to $4.20. Even taking into account the wider deflationary growth between the 

                                                
110 “The Official Register of the United States, 1871,” 682–683. 
111 All of the following figures and calculations come from Register of Money Orders Issued at the Post 
Office of Hamilton, White Pine County, Nevada, Bancroft Library, University of Berkeley, California. 
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two years, it still represented a dramatic decline.112 Part of the decline in the size of 

money orders may have resulted from the Post Office Department lowering the fees it 

charged for money orders. In 1878 it cost ten cents to send sums of money that were less 

than $15, but by 1895 the Department had lowered the fees for such small orders to 

between three and ten cents, depending on the size of the order.113 If a westerner wanted 

to send a four-dollar subscription to Harper’s Magazine, it would have cost them ten 

cents in 1878 and only five cents in 1895. By slashing its rates the Department had made 

it more economical to send small sums in the 1890s than it had been in the 1870s.  

The second major difference between Hamilton and North Bloomfield was the 

geographic distribution of where the two towns sent their money orders. Residents of 

Hamilton built a remittance network that snaked across the country, anchored by the 

coastal poles of New York and San Francisco. The network included a nearby pocket in 

Nevada, Utah and Colorado along with a web of remittances scattered across the central 

Midwest. Seventeen years later, North Bloomfield’s money orders were much more 

geographically concentrated. They largely stayed within a one-hundred-and-fifty mile 

radius in Northern California, and traveled only secondarily to a handful of national 

metropolises. Two factors make this difference particularly striking. For one, North 

Bloomfield sent one-and-a-half times as many orders in 1895 than Hamilton did in 

1878.114 Nevertheless, all of these extra orders went to a smaller number of destinations. 

Second, North Bloomfield’s residents could theoretically send money orders to many, 

many more places than their predecessors in Hamilton. Between 1878 and 1895 the 

number of money orders offices in the United States nearly quintupled from four 

thousand in 1878 to nearly twenty thousand in 1895.115 Despite having access to a far 

more expansive spatial network, North Bloomfield’s actual remittances were far less 

expansive than Hamilton’s in 1878.  

                                                
112 James Livingston, “The Social Analysis of Economic History and Theory: Conjectures on Late 
Nineteenth-Century American Development,” The American Historical Review 92, no. 1 (February 1, 
1987): 69–95, doi:10.2307/1862783. 
113 United States Post Office Department, 1878 United States Official Postal Guide, No. 16:29.United 
States Post Office Department, 1896 United States Official Postal Guide (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: 
George F. Lasher, 1896), 901.  
114 The Hamilton Post Office sent 571 money orders over this time frame, while the North Bloomfield Post 
Office sent 876. 
115 “1878 Annual Report of the Postmaster General” (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 
1878), 17; “1895 Annual Report of the Postmaster General,” 132. 
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Figure 10. Money Orders Sent from Hamilton, NV, 1878 (selected months)116 

 

 
Figure 11. Money Orders Sent from North Bloomfield, CA, 1895 (selected 

months)117 

 
                                                
116 Register of Money Orders Issued at the Post Office of Hamilton, White Pine County, Nevada, Bancroft 
Library, University of Berkeley, California. The map covers the following months: February, March, April, 
June, August, September, October, and December. 
117 Money Order Applications, January – December 1895, Box 6, Folders 12-16, Malakoff Diggins State 
Park Historical Collection, California Department of Parks and Recreation, Sacramento, California. The 
map covers the following months: February, March, April, June, August, September, October, and 
December. 
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 Potential connections are not the same as realized ones. Just because North 

Bloomfield’s residents could send money orders to nearly five times as many locations as 

their predecessors in Hamilton didn’t mean they actually did so. Yet when historians and 

geographers talk about spatial integration they often conflate the capacity for connections 

with actual spatial practices. By almost any measure the West was far more integrated in 

the 1890s than in the 1870s. Westerners could travel across a railway network that had 

exploded in size over the previous two decades, while thousands of miles of new 

telegraph wires carried information from distant corners of the country. But how did 

these connections translate into the spatial practices of individual westerners? By the 

1890s, residents of North Bloomfield were integrated within a modern consumer society, 

purchasing the same brand-name goods as farmers in Iowa or office clerks in 

Massachusetts, all through the distance-shrinking medium of the U.S. Post. The growth 

of Sacramento and San Francisco retailers like Weinstock, Lubin & Co. meant that the 

spatial practices of western consumers took place within a regional sphere as much as a 

national one. Their long-distance transactions didn’t actually travel over particularly long 

distances. Why order a petticoat from a national mail-order catalog if you could get it at a 

lower price from a Sacramento department store? Why pay for a subscription to the 

Chicago Tribune if you could find the same standardized news content in the Sacramento 

Daily Union? National integration and regional development often moved in tandem, and 

the combination of the two resulted in a geographic narrowing of spatial practices even in 

the midst of an expansion of potential connections.118 

  

                                                
118 For more on the standardization of news, see Baldasty, The Commercialization of News in the 
Nineteenth Century. I explore this theme in more depth in Blevins, “Space, Nation, and the Triumph of 
Region.” Thomas Bender discusses how nationalism can enhance regionalism in Thomas Bender, 
Community and Social Change in America (Rutgers University Press, 1978), 87–89. 
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Figure 12. Western Post Offices (1878) – Hamilton, NV highlighted in red 

 
Figure 13. Western Post Offices (1895) – North Bloomfield, CA highlighted in red 
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On a rainy February morning in 1895, Mrs. J. B. McKinney passed a money order 

form through the corner post office window in North Bloomfield’s McKillican and 

Mobley General Store. Almost exactly seventeen years before on a similar February day, 

Mr. W. R. Forrest handed over a money order to the postmaster in Hamilton, Nevada. 

When Forrest stepped up to the counter on February 16th, 1878, the twenty-nine year old 

newspaper editor and county clerk actually sent two money orders: one to his sister, at the 

time a second-year student at Oberlin College in Ohio, and one to his mother who he had 

left behind in Woodstock, Illinois. Both orders were for large sums; the fifty dollars he 

remitted to his sister was in fact the maximum allowed by the U.S. Post for a single order. 

Over the course of 1878 Forrest would send six more orders to his mother and sister 

totaling close to three hundred dollars.119 Mrs. J. B. McKinney, on the other hand, sent an 

entirely different sort of money order on February 12th, 1895. She handed over a much 

smaller amount of money and sent it to a much nearer locale: $2.15 to Weinstock, Lubin 

& Co. in Sacramento. In all, McKinney would send seventeen more orders in 1895 

totaling $71.18, or less than four dollars per order. Only one of her orders left Northern 

California, and only two of them went to individuals – the rest went to retail companies 

like the Hale Brothers department store in San Francisco.120  

The difference between Mr. W. R. Forrest’s familial remittances and Mrs. J. B. 

McKinney’s consumer purchases reflected many of the wider changes in the region and 

its postal system over the final decades of the nineteenth century. When W. R. Forrest 

had rushed westward in the late 1860s to chase silver in a Nevada boomtown he relied on 

the U.S. Post as a lifeline to the family he left behind. By the close of the century Mrs. J. 

B. McKinney didn’t need to remit money across the country; she and her husband had 

moved to Northern California many years before and established themselves as pillars of 

                                                
119 For information about Forrest, see 1880 National Census, National Archives Film T9-0759, White Pine 
County, Nevada, E.D. #56, page 349B – Hamilton. Transcribed and digitized by Nevada Genealogy Trails, 
online at: http://genealogytrails.com/nev/whitep/census/1880/80hamilton349b.html. For his sister, see 
General Catalogue of Oberlin College, 1833-1908: Including an Account of the Principal Events in the 
History of the College, with Illustrations of the College Buildings (Oberlin College, 1909), 339, 
http://books.google.com/books?id=_cbQGCgUbJMC. For Forrest’s money orders, see Register of Money 
Orders Issued at the Post Office of Hamilton, White Pine County, Nevada, Bancroft Library, University of 
Berkeley, California. 
120 Money order data from Money Order Applications, January – March 1895, Box 6, Folder 12, Malakoff 
Diggins State Park Historical Collection, California Department of Parks and Recreation, Sacramento, 
California. 
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the North Bloomfield community.121 By the 1890s the region boasted a robust and self-

reliant commercial network. The money orders that flowed from North Bloomfield reveal 

the spatial connections that constituted this network, threads that were stitched together 

by female consumers as much as male breadwinners and stayed within a surprisingly 

regional system. The U.S. Post and its money order system provided the ubiquitous and 

indispensable communications infrastructure undergirding the commercial space of the 

region.  

  

                                                
121 J.B. McKinney served as the town’s Justice of the Peace. See McKenney’s Pacific Coast Directory for 
1883-1884 (Oakland, CA: L. M. McKenney & Co., 1884), 697. 
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Epilogue 

Rural Free Delivery and the End of the Nineteenth-Century Post 

 

The U.S. Post had finally hit its peak. In the three decades following 1867, the 

number of post offices in the country grew each and every year. By June of 1901 there 

were 76,946 post offices in the national postal system, more than three times as many as 

there were in 1867. Suddenly, in 1902, the U.S. Post abruptly reversed course. Between 

1901 and 1902 the number of post offices in the country declined for the first time since 

the dark days of the Civil War. It was the start of a nearly uninterrupted free-fall. Over 

the next ten years the U.S. Post lost nearly 18,000 post offices, and by the end of the 

twentieth century the postal system had shed 49,000 offices in total. Today there are 

fewer post offices operating in the United States than there were during Abraham 

Lincoln’s presidency.1 

 

 
Figure 1.  U.S. Post Offices By Year, 1792-1999 

(1867-1901 highlighted) 

                                                
1 United States Postal Service Historian, “Pieces of Mail Handled, Number of Post Offices, Income, and 
Expenses Since 1789” (United States Postal Service, February 2014), https://about.usps.com/who-we-
are/postal-history/pieces-of-mail-since-1789.pdf. These figures actually underestimate the number of post 
offices that were discontinued over that period, as they reflect the yearly net gain or loss. The U.S. Post 
continued to add offices, albeit far fewer of them each year, but these were offset by the larger numbers of 
discontinued offices 
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The year 1902 was not some annus horribilis for the U.S. Post. By most 

indicators, the nation’s postal system continued its relentless growth well into the 

twentieth century. By the end of the 1910s the Post Office Department had launched a 

host of popular new innovations, from postal savings banks and parcel delivery, and had 

even become an early adopter of automobiles and airplanes.2 By the start of World War II 

some 26 billion pieces of mail were collected, processed, and distributed by a workforce 

of 266,000 postal employees. So what explains the dramatic about-face in 1902 in the 

number of its post offices, from rocketing growth to uninterrupted decline? The answer is 

a single three-letter acronym: RFD, or Rural Free Delivery. 

In 1896 the Post Office Department began to tentatively experiment with a new 

model of delivering the mail. Under the old system, Americans living outside of major 

cities had to trek to the local post office to pick up their newspapers and send their letters. 

With the new model of Rural Free Delivery, letter carriers would deliver the mail directly 

to individual homes. The experiment was a success, and in 1902 Congress voted to 

institutionalized Rural Free Delivery as a permanent feature of the U.S. Post. Rural Free 

Delivery changed the underlying spatial calculus of the U.S. Post. Through the end of the 

nineteenth century, the smallest common spatial unit of the postal network was that of the 

post office. People were anchored in space by the location of their nearest post office. 

Rural Free Delivery shrank the size of this lowest common spatial denominator to that of 

the individual residence. As the Post Office Department launched more and more RFD 

routes, tens of thousands of post offices were rendered superfluous and subsequently shut 

down. (See figure 2) Rural Free Delivery, more so than any other development in the U.S. 

Post, transformed the geography of the nineteenth-century American postal network into 

its modern twentieth-century incarnation. This spatial reconfiguration inaugurated a new 

model of residential mail delivery that remains in effect to this day. 

                                                
2 Richard B. Kielbowicz, “Government Goes into Business: Parcel Post in the Nation’s Political Economy, 
1880–1915,” Studies in American Political Development 8, no. 01 (1994): 150–72, 
doi:10.1017/S0898588X00000109. 
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Figure 2. Consolidating a Network 

Discontinued Post Offices (Red), 1896-1905 
 

Rural Free Delivery captured the imaginations of turn-of-the-century Americans. 

Farmers would no longer have to trek miles and miles to a distant post office. Instead, a 

uniformed letter carrier would deliver the mail right to their doorsteps, just as they did for 

city dwellers. Rural Free Delivery stood poised to deliver a fatal blow to the world of 

isolation that had defined the rural United States for centuries. It was a world with which 

western Americans were deeply familiar, as they lived and worked on homesteads, farms, 

ranches, and mines scattered across large stretches of forbidding terrain. Residential mail 

delivery held out the promise to shrink the distance that separated westerners from the 

outside world and mark a final break with the region’s isolated frontier past. Many 

historians, meanwhile, have found Rural Free Delivery just as intoxicating. For some, 

Rural Free Delivery embodied the transition from an agrarian past into a modern and 

interconnected society.3 Others describe it as a central plank within the agrarian revolt of 

                                                
3 William R. Leach, Land of Desire: Merchants, Power, and the Rise of a New American Culture (New 
York: Pantheon, 1993), 182–184; Mary Beth Norton et al., A People and a Nation: A History of the United 
States, Brief Edition (Cengage Learning, 2014), 453; Christopher W. Wells, “The Changing Nature of 
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the 1890s and an early example of state-driven, Progressive Era reform.4 For early 

twentieth-century farmers and modern historians alike, Rural Free Delivery was nothing 

less than a revolution.  

Rural Free Delivery frequently floats in the nebulous spatial ether of “rural 

America” with little sense for where, exactly, this space actually was and what 

constituted it. If Rural Free Delivery was indeed a revolution, it was bounded within a 

pre-existing structure. The nineteenth-century postal network laid down particular 

pathways and constraints that shaped Rural Free Delivery’s adoption at the end of the 

century. For all of Rural Free Delivery’s revolutionary potential, its early years were as 

notable for its continuities as its departures with the past. Nowhere was this more 

apparent than in the western United States, where the adoption of Rural Free Delivery 

was especially halting and incomplete. Like musical notes lingering long after a musician 

stops playing, the nineteenth-century postal system continued to echo in the canyons and 

mountains of the Far West. Rural Free Delivery was not a new chapter for the region; it 

was an epilogue to a decades-long process of integration that had unfolded through the 

spatial network of the U.S. Post. 

 

A New Service 

Rural Free Delivery was institutionalized in 1902, but its roots stretched back for 

decades. In 1863 Congress passed legislation allowing the Post Office Department to 

pick up and deliver the mail to the homes of people living in the country’s largest cities.5 

In the beginning, residential delivery was limited to cities with more than 50,000 

residents, but Congress gradually lowered this cut-off over the following years. By the 

end of the 1880s, the service had expanded to any city with more than 10,000 residents.6 

The umbrella of residential mail delivery was growing larger and larger, but it still left 

                                                                                                                                            
Country Roads: Farmers, Reformers, and the Shifting Uses of Rural Space, 1880-1905,” Agricultural 
History 80, no. 2 (April 1, 2006): 143–66; Wayne Edison Fuller, RFD, The Changing Face of Rural 
America (Bloomington, 1964). 
4 Charles Postel, The Populist Vision (Oxford University Press, USA, 2009), 143–145; Wayne E. Fuller, 
“The Populists and the Post Office,” Agricultural History 65, no. 1 (January 1, 1991): 1–16. 
5 37th Congress, 3rd Session, “Ch. 71: An Act to Amend the Laws Relating to the Post-Office Department,” 
Statutes At Large, March 3, 1863. 
6 The Postmaster General’s Annual Report lists 401 offices with City Free Delivery for the fiscal year 
ending 1888-1889. “1889 Annual Report of the Postmaster General” (Washington, D.C.: Government 
Printing Office, 1889), 47, 210.  
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millions of rural Americans outside of its reach. And these men and women were 

registering their discontent with an increasingly powerful voice.  

During the late nineteenth century, the agrarian southern and western United 

States increasingly chafed against the growing financial and manufacturing power 

concentrated in the Northeast and parts of the urban Midwest. Farmers began to organize 

in opposition, first through the Grange movement during the 1870s and then later in the 

Farmer’s Alliance during the 1880s. By the early 1890s this agrarian movement had 

grown into a full-fledged political revolt whose central plank called for more muscular 

government involvement in the nation’s political economy. For them, there was no better 

example of effective, state-run enterprise than the U.S. Post. Agrarian organizers 

continually pointed to the Post’s success in connecting millions of farmers and their 

families to the outside world. Consequently, urban residential mail delivery became a 

flashpoint for rural reformers. After all, why should city-dwellers be the only ones to 

enjoy this service? It was yet another example of powerful eastern interests enjoying 

special privileges denied to the rest of the country. Instead, reformers in the late 1880s 

and early 1890s called for a more equitable (and radical) new policy: making residential 

delivery a universal service for all Americans, urban and rural alike.7 

The proponents of Rural Free Delivery found an unlikely ally in Postmaster 

General John Wanamaker, a prominent eastern businessmen best known as the founder of 

one of the nation’s largest department stores. Wanamaker was also the influential 

chairman of the National Republican Committee and a major donor to President 

Benjamin Harrison’s election campaign in 1888. As a reward for his organizing efforts 

and his generous pocketbook, he was offered the appointment of Postmaster General in 

Harrison’s new cabinet. John Wanamaker did not fit the profile of an agrarian reformer. 

Nevertheless, upon assuming office he became a vocal advocate for rural interests.8 Less 

than a year into his tenure he began publicly campaigning for Congress to allocate funds 

to establish Rural Free Delivery. Wanamaker had a vested interest in the new initiative: 

residential delivery to rural residents would further expand the customer base for his 

                                                
7 Postel, The Populist Vision, 143–145; Fuller, “The Populists and the Post Office.” 
8 Despite his urban identity, Wanamaker referred to himself as a “country boy” in one of his Annual 
Reports to Congress. “1891 Annual Report of the Postmaster General” (Washington, D.C.: Government 
Printing Office, 1891), 6. 
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department store’s mail-order catalogs. To put pressure on Congress he built a strategic 

alliance with agrarian reformers. Wanamaker met with leaders of the Farmers' Alliance 

and National Grange, penned a widely reprinted editorial in the American Agriculturalist, 

and encouraged farmers to lobby their representatives to support the new initiative. They 

did so with gusto, inundating Congress with petitions for Rural Free Delivery in the early 

1890s.9 In their letters they claimed that Rural Free Delivery would be a panacea for the 

ills of rural America: it would alleviate the boredom and isolation of country life, allow 

farmers to more easily sell their crops, link businessmen to distant markets, and stem the 

tide of Americans leaving the countryside for the nation’s increasingly congested cities.  

Agrarian reformers upheld Rural Free Delivery as a way to close the gap between 

city and country that marred the otherwise exemplary mail service of the U.S. Post.10 

Although they described the service in lofty terms – lauding its “civilizing influences” or 

its promotions of “more exalted ideas of government” – the most radical effect of Rural 

Free Delivery was to transform the underlying spatial relationships and practices that 

constituted rural America.11 Under the nineteenth-century postal model, the local post 

office was a magnet that drew in surrounding residents at regular intervals. A trip to the 

local post office entailed far more than picking up mail - it was a chance to go shopping, 

run errands, and catch up on news. Under a new model of residential delivery, people 

could partake in many of these activities from their kitchen table. Rural mail carriers 

delivered mail-order catalogs directly to the doorsteps of tens of thousands of potential 

customers, allowing them to order from national companies like Sears, Roebuck & Co. or 

from regional stores like Sacramento’s Weinstock, Lubin & Co. Daily newspapers, rather 

than weekly editions, became a new possibility for rural Americans living on RFD routes, 

and they began to subscribe to far more periodicals than their peers.12  

                                                
9 Wanamaker’s letter appeared in the November issue of the American Agriculturalist. It was reprinted 
widely: “Postal Delivery for County Districts,” Farmer’s Review, November 11, 1891, 714. Online at: 
http://idnc.library.illinois.edu/cgi-bin/illinois?a=d&d=FFR18911111.2.9# For wider lobbying efforts, see 
Daniel Carpenter, The Forging of Bureaucratic Autonomy: Reputations, Networks, and Policy Innovation 
in Executive Agencies, 1862-1928. (Princeton University Press, 2001), 123–131. 
10 One farmer’s petition claimed that Rural Free Delivery would “bring justice to a class who bear unequal 
shares in the burdens of taxation.”“1891 Annual Report of the Postmaster General,” 125. 
11 “1899 Annual Report of the Postmaster General” (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1899), 
197, 226. 
12 For the impact of Rural Free Delivery on a variety of political and economic activities, see James J. 
Feigenbaum and Martin Rotemberg, “Communication and Manufacturing: Evidence from the Expansion of 
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Rural Free Delivery was not without controversy. For farmers, Rural Free 

Delivery broadened connections. But from the perspective of small-town merchants, it 

closed off existing ones. They claimed that it not only threatened their customer base, but 

that it hollowed out the social heart of rural towns. Take away the shared pull of a post 

office, and you took away the shared interactions that knit together the social space of a 

community.13 Both farmers and merchants recognized that Rural Free Delivery 

fundamentally changed spatial practices; they just disagreed whether or not this was a 

good thing. Small-town merchants allied themselves with an even more vocal opponent 

of Rural Free Delivery: rural “fourth-class” postmasters. The new model of residential 

delivery threatened to upend an existing system that gave them power over a community. 

Their appointment allowed them to determine where residents gathered to get their mail, 

while its payment system of commissions, fees, and letter-box rentals supplemented their 

main occupation. At best, a new Rural Free Delivery route lowered a postmaster’s 

commission and decreased foot-traffic into their place of business. At worst, it put them 

out of a job if the Department decided to discontinue their office and revoke their 

appointment.14  

One postmaster from Utah wrote to department officials in 1899 complaining 

about a recently established RFD route. He claimed that it “seriously interferes with the 

patronage of this office, and it does not seem fair or just to me, as it passes my office, 

collecting over an extent of about 4 square miles of my patronage. Cannot this matter be 

                                                                                                                                            
Postal Services,” Working Paper (Harvard University, 2014), 
http://scholar.harvard.edu/files/mrotemberg/files/feigenbaum_and_rotemberg_-_rural_free_delivery.pdf; 
Elizabeth Ruth Perlman and Steven Sprick Schuster, “Delivering the Vote: The Political Effect of Free 
Mail Delivery in Early Twentieth Century America,” Working Paper (Boston University and Colgate 
University, July 14, 2014), http://people.bu.edu/perlmane/research.html. Postel, The Populist Vision, 45–
68; Fuller, RFD, The Changing Face of Rural America, 293–295. See also Original from Editor and 
Publisher, reprinted in The Printer’s Ink, Volume XXXIX, Number 2, April 9, 1902 quoted in Ibid., 294–
295. Americans could also buy postal money orders from RFD mail carriers. See “1901 Annual Report of 
the Postmaster General” (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1901), 128–130. “Postal Wagons 
for the Country,” San Francisco Call, November 2, 1898, page 9. Online at: http://cdnc.ucr.edu/cgi-
bin/cdnc?a=d&d=SFC18981102.2.114. 
13 “Los Gatos Merchants Protest Against the Free Rural Delivery,” San Francisco Call, January 5, 1898, 
page 4. Online at: http://cdnc.ucr.edu/cgi-bin/cdnc?a=d&d=SFC18980105.2.60. 
14 Daniel Carpenter, “‘From Patronage to Policy: The Centralization Campaign in Iowa Post Offices  1880-
1910,’” Annals of Iowa, 1999; Fuller, RFD, The Changing Face of Rural America, 81–105; Judith 
Littlejohn, “The Political, Socioeconomic, and Cultural Impact of the Implementation of Rural Free 
Delivery in Late 1890s US” (Master’s Thesis, The College at Brockport, State University of New York, 
2013), 14, http://digitalcommons.brockport.edu/hst_theses/10. 
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remedied, injustice to this office?”15 The postmaster saw the surrounding area as a kind 

of personal fiefdom within which residents paid tribute at his post office. This pseudo-

feudal geography was the spatial embodiment of the nineteenth-century administrative 

state. The Utah postmaster’s repeated use of the word “patronage” is a reminder that, 

even at the turn of the century, the largest arm of the federal government was still a long 

way from a modern bureaucracy. Its operations depended less on professional bureaucrats 

than it did on non-salaried political appointees who viewed their positions as a temporary 

means of generating profit. Most acted first and foremost as local business owners, and 

only secondarily as public officials. This system may have been gradually giving way to 

a more recognizably modern bureaucratic state, but at the turn of the twentieth century 

that shift was contested and far from complete.16  

In some respects, Rural Free Delivery accelerated the transition away from the 

nineteenth-century administrative state. To establish new RFD routes, the Post Office 

Department dispatched postal inspectors to local communities. Once there, these agents 

traversed the proposed route and recorded the number of houses and residents, the quality 

of roads, and even the state of any existing mailboxes.17 It was a method of centralized 

information gathering that relied on a growing cadre of salaried, professional 

administrators. This stood in sharp contrast to the previous decades, in which officials in 

Washington, D.C. struggled to effectively administer its periphery through an 

understaffed and overmatched workforce of postal agents and inspectors. Even so, the 

Post Office Department’s centralized apparatus still depended on older administrative 

channels. Department officials only initiated the establishment of a new RFD route if a 

community first sent them a petition for the service – the same familiar process by which 

tens of thousands of post offices and postal roads had been established over the previous 

century. The difference, however, was that by the end of the century the Post Office 

                                                
15 Letters from postmasters reprinted in “1899 Annual Report of the Postmaster General,” 209–211. 
16 Nicholas R. Parrillo, Against the Profit Motive: The Salary Revolution in American Government, 1780-
1940 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2013); Jerry L. Mashaw, Creating the Administrative 
Constitution: The Lost One Hundred Years of American Administrative Law (Yale University Press, 2012). 
17 Daniel Carpenter traces this wider change in the Post Office Department in Carpenter, The Forging of 
Bureaucratic Autonomy, 65–143. For the specific role of route agents, see Fuller, RFD, The Changing Face 
of Rural America, 43–48. For examples of agent reports, see “1899 Annual Report of the Postmaster 
General,” 221–250. 
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Department could rely on an increasingly bureaucratic machinery to evaluate the validity 

and feasibility of these requests.  

Deploying postal inspectors to gather information about potential RFD routes 

entailed a higher degree of centralized administrative oversight than had previously 

existed in the Post Office Department. But how would the Department actually operate 

those routes? When Congress debated whether or not to institutionalize Rural Free 

Delivery in 1902, one of the most divisive issues revolved around who would carry the 

mail. The Post Office Department could either continue the old contract system of paying 

private companies to operate mail routes - the same system that had bred rampant fraud 

during the 1870s - or it could hire an entirely new workforce of salaried letter carriers that 

were subject to civil service regulations. The proponents of salaried civil servants 

eventually won out over those who lobbied for government mail contracts.18 It was a step 

towards severing one of the many tendrils that ran between public and private in the 

nineteenth-century U.S. Post, but the division separating public office from private gain 

remained porous. Less than a year after Congress institutionalized Rural Free Delivery, 

the Department’s Superintendent of Rural Free Delivery, August Machen, was arrested 

for taking bribes in office.19 An investigation revealed that Machen, RFD’s primary 

architect, had engaged in bribery and blackmail on a scale that “had no parallel in the 

history of the postal service.”20 One of his many misdeeds included accepting a bribe in 

exchange for doling out an inflated contract to a New York clothier to supply tens of 

thousands of mailbags for Rural Free Delivery mail carriers.21 The older contract model, 

along with its potential for abuse, was alive and well in the Post Office Department.22 

The decision to use civil service examinations to hire RFD mail carriers was a 

major victory for reformers who hoped to disentangle partisan politics from government 

administration. But their success masks the ways in which nineteenth-century modes of 

                                                
18 Fuller, RFD, The Changing Face of Rural America, 54–56. 
19 “Machen Arrested for Taking Bribes,” New York Times, May 28, 1903, page 1. Online at: 
http://timesmachine.nytimes.com/timesmachine/1903/05/28/102002433.html?pageNumber=1  
20 58th Congress, 2nd Session, “S. Doc. No. 151: Investigation of the Post-Office Department” 
(Washington, D.C., 1904), 81. 
21 Fuller, RFD, The Changing Face of Rural America, 56–57. 
22 Even today, controversy continues to swirl around the U.S. Postal Service’s practice of contracting with 
private companies to carry and process the mail. Kevin R. Kosar, “The U.S. Postal Service’s Use of 
Contractors to Deliver Mail: Background and Recent Developments,” Report for Congress (Congressional 
Research Service, May 29, 2012), http://fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/R42549.pdf. 
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postal patronage inflected the early adoption of Rural Free Delivery. When postal 

officials decided whether or not to approve a request for a new RFD route, they 

frequently relied on input from the district’s local Congressman. This politicized an 

ostensibly bureaucratic process, especially during Rural Free Delivery’s early years of the 

late 1890s.23 New RFD routes became a form of political patronage, not unlike the 

partisan postmaster appointments that had so defined the nineteenth-century postal 

system. The results were predictable. In one study, political scientists found that 

Republican incumbents from swing districts (whose party controlled the Post Office 

Department at the time) were more than ten times as likely to receive new RFD routes in 

their district during the lead-up to the 1900 election than Democratic incumbents in 

swing districts.24 By 1903, a Democratic Congressman from Georgia complained that 

while Republican districts enjoyed a “dense forest” of RFD routes, Democratic districts 

had only “an occasional cottonwood on a bald prairie.”25  

The early rollout of Rural Free Delivery was both a partisan project of the 

Republican Party and an administrative experiment by government bureaucrats. Although 

the Post Office Department consulted with Congressmen when deciding whether or not to 

establish a new RFD route, it also relied on more objective criteria. Postal inspectors 

collected information on the number of inhabitants living along a proposed route, their 

literacy rates, and the condition of local roads - all of which were used to determine a 

route’s fiscal feasibility.26 By 1903 the Department had laid down guidelines for 

approving petitions for new routes. The route had to be between 20-30 miles in length, 

run on roads that were passable during all seasons, and serve at least one hundred 

families who would otherwise have to travel between two and twelve miles to a post 

                                                
23 In the words of political scientist Daniel Carpenter, “a triangular flow of information developed between 
the RFD inspector, the congressional representative, and department officials.” Carpenter, The Forging of 
Bureaucratic Autonomy, 136. 
24 Samuel Kernell and Michael P. McDonald, “Congress and America’s Political Development: The 
Transformation of the Post Office from Patronage to Service,” American Journal of Political Science 43, 
no. 3 (July 1, 1999): 792–811, doi:10.2307/2991835. 
25 John W. Maddox (Democrat, GA) in Congressional Record, House of Representatives, December 15, 
1903, 58th Congress, 2nd Session, 262  
26 “1900 Annual Report of the Postmaster General” (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1900), 
116. 
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office.27 These criteria were easier to meet in some areas of the country than in others. 

Paloma, Illinois, for instance, was a farming community just off the Chicago, Burlington, 

and Quincy Railroad. In November of 1900, Paloma received a twenty-four mile RFD 

route to carry the mail to its six hundred residents.28 But Paloma, Illinois, was a much 

different place than Palomas, Arizona, a small ranching and mining settlement on the 

Gila River in the rugged southwestern corner of the territory.29 The Arizona town wasn’t 

as lucky as its counterpart in Illinois and didn’t qualify for its own RFD route. Nearby 

residents would continue to pick up their mail at the local post office until it finally shut 

down in 1927.30 The Department’s use of empirical criteria in establishing new routes, 

such as the number of inhabitants or the quality of roads, was part of a broader reformist 

push for efficiency and scientific management in governance. As the residents of Paloma 

and Palomas could attest, this had direct implications for where and how the American 

state constructed space in different parts of the country. 

 

Left Behind 

Rural Free Delivery is frequently described as a powerful wave that 

integrated rural life into modern society, but during its early years that wave barely 

reached the shores of the American West.31 In the its first official fiscal year of operation, 

the Post Office Department established 6,653 new RFD routes, and by the middle of 1904 

there were more than 24,000 routes in operation. Of these, roughly two percent were 

located in the Far West. The dearth was most extreme in the western interior: eleven 

routes in Montana, eight in Arizona, five in Wyoming, three in New Mexico, and one 

single, solitary route in the entire state of Nevada. Most RFD routes were instead 

concentrated in one area of the country: the Midwest. In fact, in June of 1904 there more 

than four times as many RFD routes in the state of Illinois (2,123) than in all of the states 

                                                
27 “1903 Annual Report of the Postmaster General” (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1903), 
608. 
28 Harry L. Wilkey, The Story of a Little Town; a History of Paloma, Illinois (W.A. Shanholtzer, 1934), 70–
71, http://archive.org/details/storyoflittletow00wilk. 
29 For the geography of Paloma and Palomas, see Rand McNally & Co., Rand McNally & Co.’s Enlarged 
Business Atlas And Shippers’ Guide (1903) (Rand McNally & Co., 1903), 216–217, 227, 352–353, 
http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/s/cqm5i9. 
30 As late as 1916 there was one RFD route in the entire county of Yuma, Arizona (in which Palomas was 
located). United States Official Postal Guide (U.S. Government Printing Office, 1916), 517–518.  
31 Leach, Land of Desire, 182–184; Norton et al., A People and a Nation, 453. 
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and territories of the Far West combined (480). Rural Free Delivery’s early tideline was 

far from universal.32 

 

 

Figure 3. First Rural Free Delivery Routes (1896-1904)33 

 

The Post Office Department’s stipulations for approving new RFD routes - a 

minimum number of households living along well-maintained roads - were all but 

impossible to meet in the western interior. State-by-state data on public roads are one 

way to compare the existing road infrastructure of western states and territories to other 

areas of the country. A government survey found that, in 1904, there were twelve 

thousand miles of public roads in the state of Nevada - fewer than in the far smaller states 

of Connecticut, New Hampshire, and Vermont. Of course, Nevada faced the same 

                                                
32 “1903 Annual Report of the Postmaster General,” 610; “1904 Annual Report of the Postmaster General” 
(Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1904), 583–584.As of June 30, 1904, there were 24,566 
RFD routes in operation across the United States. 
33 Varun Vijay compiled this data while working as an undergraduate Research Assistant at the Stanford 
Center for Spatial and Textual Analysis. The data was pulled from US Postal Service Historian, “First 
Rural Routes by State” (United States Postal Service, April 2008), https://about.usps.com/who-we-
are/postal-history/first-rural-routes.htm. The data and the visualization only include the post office from 
which an RFD route operated, so there may be multiple routes operating out of the same office.   
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problem that plagued so many western states and territories: a small number of people 

scattered across a large area of land. The public roads that did exist in Nevada had fewer 

people living along them. There were only three inhabitants for every mile of road in 

Nevada, compared to 164 in Massachusetts and 181 in Rhode Island at the other end of 

the spectrum. Nevada’s pattern of settlement disqualified much of the state from meeting 

the Department’s model of twenty- to thirty-mile-long RFD routes serving at least one 

hundred households. The story was similar across the West: of the fifteen states and 

territories with the lowest ratios of people to public road mileage, all lay west of the 

Mississippi River.34 (See figure 4) 

 

 
Figure 4. People Per Mile of Public Roads (1904) 

 

Some western states and territories faced a second major hurdle in gaining access 

to Rural Free Delivery service: the Department’s requirement that new RFD routes run 

over well-maintained roads. As of 1904, there were exactly two miles of roads in the 

entire territory of New Mexico that qualified as “improved,” or surfaced with stone or 

gravel. The same was true across much of the Mountain West, where Utah was the only 

                                                
34 Maurice O. Elridge, “Public-Road Mileage, Revenues, and Expenditures in the United States in 1904” 
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Office of Public Roads, 1907), 8–9. 
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state or territory that had improved more than five percent of its public roads. From the 

Post Office Department’s perspective, there were simply too few people living along too 

few passable roads in the western interior to make Rural Free Delivery a viable option.35 

It’s tempting to interpret the Post Office Department’s requirement that RFD 

routes run on passable roads as a straightforward bureaucratic measure. After all, 

delivering the mail to rural homes depended on a mail carrier’s ability to travel reliably 

and easily along the country roads that connected them. But this requirement was, in fact, 

part of a much wider reconfiguration of rural space. The Post Office Department’s push 

for Rural Free Delivery was closely linked to the simultaneous rise of the Good Roads 

Movement, a wide-ranging effort that coalesced during the 1880s and 1890s to improve 

the condition of the nation’s roads. Originally founded by urban cyclists, the movement 

called for the construction and maintenance of graded country roads that would allow 

them to go cycling outside of crowded cities. The coalition soon grew to encompass farm 

groups, railroad companies, and, increasingly, postal officials. Those in charge of Rural 

Free Delivery made the case that better country roads would allow RFD letter carriers to 

deliver the mail to more households, more efficiently, and in more places. The Post 

Office Department soon joined the Department of Agriculture and its newly established 

Office of Road Inquiry to become the two most important federal agencies allied with the 

Good Roads Movement.36  

The Post Office Department dangled Rural Free Delivery as a tantalizing carrot to 

spur on local and state investment in road development. If rural counties wanted RFD 

routes, they would have to improve their roads. This mirrored the larger pattern of the 

Good Roads Movement’s lobbying efforts, which achieved most of its early policy 

success at the state and local levels. In fact, it wasn’t until 1916 that the U.S. Congress 

managed to pass its first major federal piece of legislation granting funds for road 

development, the Federal Highway Act.37 Both the Good Roads Movement and the Post 

Office Department’s Rural Free Delivery program ended up shifting the financial burden 

for rural development onto rural areas themselves. In this respect, Rural Free Delivery 
                                                
35 Ibid., 9. 
36 For the connection between the Good Roads movement and Rural Free Delivery, see Wayne E. Fuller, 
“Good Roads and Rural Free Delivery of Mail,” The Mississippi Valley Historical Review 42, no. 1 (June 1, 
1955): 67–83, doi:10.2307/1898624; Wells, “The Changing Nature of Country Roads,” 157–158. 
37 Fuller, “Good Roads and Rural Free Delivery of Mail,” 79–83. 
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marked a new departure point for the relationship engendered by the U.S. Post’s between 

local communities and the federal government. Although the Post Office Department 

paid for parts of Rural Free Delivery service – such as the salaries of postal inspectors 

and rural mail carriers – it expected local communities to bear a substantial part of the 

cost. The Department took every measure it could to make sure routes were fiscally self-

sustaining (or close to it), from establishing a minimum number of people on the route to 

requiring well-maintained roads. This new drive for efficiency reflected a larger process 

of bureaucratization taking place within American governance, one that redefined the 

West’s long-standing relationship to the nation’s postal system.38 

Rural Free Delivery’s new funding model represented a radical departure for the 

U.S. Post in the sparsely settled West. For decades the national postal system had acted as 

a redistributive channel that funneled federal resources towards the integration of western 

communities. A universal postage rate meant that individual westerners paid a fraction of 

what it actually cost to transport their letters across the country. Large mail contracts for 

stagecoach companies underwrote the region’s transportation industry, while postmaster 

commissions supplemented the incomes of small-town western businessmen. Rural Free 

Delivery flipped this funding model on its head by requiring local communities to 

subsidize the road construction and maintenance that underlay a federal communications 

infrastructure. But western states and territories were already spending more on public 

roads, relative to their population, than their eastern counterparts. Nevada, with its single 

RFD route, spent more (per person) on its public roads than Illinois, the state with more 

than two thousand RFD routes.39 It was just that this funding didn’t go nearly as far in the 

Nevada and other parts of the West. Put simply, western states and territories required 

much longer roads but had far fewer taxpayers to fund them. By shifting the costs of 

Rural Free Delivery from the federal to the state and local level, the Post Office 

Department effectively excluded the West from this new service.  

Rural Free Delivery brought about a change in the nation’s postal model that both 

embodied and spurred on a larger shift in American governance, as the nineteenth-
                                                
38 Political scientist Daniel Carpenter argues that Rural Free Delivery was “less important for extending 
mail delivery to the agrarian interior than for displacing nineteenth-century administration.” Carpenter, The 
Forging of Bureaucratic Autonomy, 142. 
39 Maurice O. Elridge, “Public-Road Mileage, Revenues, and Expenditures in the United States in 1904,” 
8–9.. 
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century U.S. Post gave way to a twentieth-century administrative bureaucracy. The new 

service altered the postal network’s broader spatial structure and the West’s position 

within it. The early adoption of Rural Free Delivery constituted a new kind of “rural” 

space in the U.S. Post, but this space initially extended to very few places in the West. 

Lightly settled areas of the region were, in effect, too rural to fit this new definition. 

Rural Free Delivery did not abolish an older nineteenth-century postal network – mail 

contractors and postmasters continued to operate in small western towns, and it would 

take many years for RFD mail carriers to appear along remote western roads. The postal 

network that had helped integrate the region during the late nineteenth century survived 

well into the twentieth century. But its integrative power began to ebb as the nation’s 

largest communications network turned the page on a new chapter. 
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Conclusion 

 

The Postal West is a history of one of the most remarkable spatial transformations 

of the late nineteenth-century United States: the integration of the nation’s western 

periphery. Over the course of a single generation, the American West witnessed an 

unprecedented rearrangement of land, people, capital, and resources across a sprawling 

expanse of territory. It is impossible to understand how this project unfolded without 

taking into account the role of the nation’s largest communications network. The 

extension of the U.S. Post into the western states and territories wove together the 

region’s underlying spatial circuitry. Its thousands of post offices and mail routes 

connected remote communities into larger national systems. The growth and operations 

of this expansive network explains the speed and course of the region’s integration.  

At its most basic level, integration is the process of connecting smaller units into a 

larger whole or system. It involves the interaction of different spatial scales through 

specific spatial channels – it is a process that, in essence, hinges on the production of 

space. The U.S. Post produced the space of western integration. Its great achievement 

was to link individuals and communities into an interconnected network of governance 

and commerce. It did so was through a specific gossamer spatial structure, one that 

operated through a system of commissions and contracts to graft the public functions of 

carrying and distributing the mail onto the private operations of local businesses. This 

arrangement knit together the production of administrative and commercial space in a 

way that defined many of the broader contours of the nineteenth-century West. 

The western postal network offers a new spatial perspective on the region’s 

integration and its relationship to the larger formation of the American state. The U.S. 

Post was part of a nineteenth-century “associational state” in which national governance 

operated behind the scenes of everyday life. Federal power blended into state and local 

governments, voluntary and professional associations, special interest groups, and private 

businesses. The state in turn relied on a payment system of fees and bounties, which 

made the “public officials” of the nineteenth century far removed from the salaried, 
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professional bureaucrats of the twentieth century.1 The U.S. Post was where the 

nineteenth-century associational state took on its spatial form. When westerners traveled 

beyond the outskirts of the region’s cities, they entered the world of general stores and 

stage routes that made up the gossamer network of the U.S. Post. If the American state 

operated as “a government out of sight,” its postal network is what made it legible to its 

citizenry. In the words of one nineteenth-century Postmaster General, “The post-office is 

the visible form of Federal Government to every community and to every citizen.”2 The 

Postal West shows how the process of American state formation produced particular 

kinds of space, but it is also a reminder that space and governance are mutually 

constitutive. As Americans turned westward in the years after the Civil War, the region’s 

geography of far-flung settlements and forbidding terrain accentuated what had become a 

yawning gap between the federal government’s muscular administrative authority and its 

ability to actually exercise those powers in the West. The expansive reach and flexible 

structure of the U.S. Post made it one of the few branches of the American state that was 

capable of operating across the sprawling geography of the western United States.3 

The U.S. Post’s gossamer network was arguably just as important as the U.S. 

Army’s capacity for violence or the technical expertise of the U.S. Geological Survey to 

the process of state formation in the West. The American state wasn’t confined to the 

barracks of an army fort or the desk of a government clerk; it also coalesced in the now-

abandoned storefront of a western ghost town. The U.S. Post’s ephemeral administrative 

state both mirrored and accelerated the region’s churning commercial development. 

                                                
1 “Associational state” comes from Brian Balogh, A Government Out of Sight: The Mystery of National 
Authority in Nineteenth-Century America (Cambridge University Press, 2009). Nicholas Parrillo articulates 
the payment system that underlay the nineteenth-century state and its gradual transition towards salaried 
payments in Nicholas R. Parrillo, Against the Profit Motive: The Salary Revolution in American 
Government, 1780-1940 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2013).  
2 I’m purposefully inverting the idea of legibility posited by James Scott. Although the U.S. Post was a 
mechanism for state surveillance, it was just as important for making the nineteenth-century state legible 
for local communities. James C. Scott, Seeing Like a State: How Certain Schemes to Improve the Human 
Condition Have Failed (Yale University Press, 1999). “1889 Annual Report of the Postmaster General” 
(Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1889), 3. 
3 The work of Beth Lew-Williams on border enforcement best illustrates the gap between state authority 
and state capacity in the American West during this period. Beth Lew-Williams, “Before Restriction 
Became Exclusion: America’s Experiment in Diplomatic Immigration Control,” Pacific Historical Review 
83, no. 1 (2014): 24–56. Beth Lew-Williams, The Chinese Must Go: The Violent Birth of American Border 
Control (Harvard University Press, forthcoming). For an counter example on the effectiveness of the state 
in the arena of Indian affairs, see Stephen J. Rockwell, Indian Affairs and the Administrative State in the 
Nineteenth Century (Cambridge  ; New York: Cambridge University Press, 2010). 
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Mining camps and logging towns could sprout up in remote locations, confident that the 

U.S. Post would bring them their mail, pay their storeowners a commission, and 

subsidize their stage lines. Grafting the administrative functions of governance onto the 

commercial infrastructure of private businesses allowed the U.S. Post to rapidly extend 

mail service into the far corners of the West. But this dissolution of public and private 

space also meant that the U.S. Post did not need to establish a permanent infrastructure. 

When these same communities collapsed, as they so often did, the U.S. Post could just as 

easily withdraw its gossamer network. This mechanism of state power – ethereal, elastic, 

and enacted through private actors – may look unfamiliar to the modern eye, but it was 

central to how the most expansive arm of the American state operated in the churning 

context of the late nineteenth-century West.4 

The administrative structure of the U.S. Post helped produce the commercial 

space of the region. It altered the local geography of communities by disbursing 

postmaster commissions and mail contracts to private businesses, which in turn 

determined where people would gather to pick up their mail or which company would 

operate a stage route. But it also transmitted the information that stitched together the 

connective tissue of western commerce. Eastern businessmen invested in irrigation 

projects or mining ventures, knowing they could transmit instructions to supervisors or 

gather engineering reports through the mail. Westerners used the Post to send millions of 

money orders, promissory notes, checks, and drafts, embedding them within larger 

financial networks allowing them to conduct transactions from a distance. The U.S. Post 

produced the overlapping administrative and commercial space of western integration. 

It is tempting to interpret the spatial connections of the U.S. Post through a simple 

moral lens: connections good, isolation bad. But integration always comes with costs. In 

the West, connections and conquest were two sides of the same coin. For Anglo-

Americans, the U.S. Post expanded possibilities, allowing them to occupy distant areas of 

the West while maintaining their connections to the wider world. For native peoples, 

                                                
4 The state model embodied by the U.S. Post bears close resemblance to the “infrastructural power” of the 
state described by sociologist Michael Mann. This “infrastructural power” doesn’t fit perfectly, however, as 
it implies a far greater degree of centralization and oversight than existed in the nineteenth-century U.S. 
Post. Michael Mann, “The Autonomous Power of the State: Its Origins, Mechanisms and Results,” 
European Journal of Sociology / Archives Européennes de Sociologie 25, no. 02 (November 1984): 185–
213, doi:10.1017/S0003975600004239. 
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however, the U.S. Post constrained possibilities by accelerating their territorial 

dispossession and ultimate removal. The flexible and expansive circuitry of the U.S. Post 

helped consolidate Anglo-American control over stolen land. A newly established post 

office symbolized something very different to a white storeowner than it did to a Nez 

Perce hunter. It was precisely at this intersection between the scale of the individual and 

the scale of the system that the different meanings of the U.S. Post took shape.5 

Scale stands at the narrative heart of The Postal West. It’s a story about very big 

things: the nineteenth century’s largest communications network and its operations within 

the sprawling territory of the American West. It draws on big patterns to tell that story, 

from the regional constellation of thousands of post offices to the national flows of postal 

money orders. And it sheds light on big processes: the formation of the American state, 

the integration of the West, the production of space. But The Postal West is also a story 

about very small things: a postmaster calculating his monthly commission, or the post 

office window in the corner of North Bloomfield’s general store. This smaller, human 

scale is necessary to understand the historical significance of larger institutions. 

Structural forces establish parameters around the actions of individuals; a rancher was 

only able to read Harper’s Magazine because it was delivered to him through a national 

communications network of post offices and mail routes. But structural forces are 

themselves constituted through the countless, everyday actions of individuals. State 

formation and western integration didn’t unfold autonomously in some historical ether; 

they coalesced through a postmaster passing an envelope across the counter of his general 

store. The scale of human experience is what gives meaning to the larger scales of system 

and network, state and governance, region and nation. In this vein, The Postal West 

concludes with a final story about the intersection of individuals and institutions. It is a 

                                                
5 For the costs and conflict inherent to integration, see Kären Wigen, The Making of a Japanese Periphery, 
1750-1920 (Berkeley, Calif: University of California Press, 1995), 267–268; Derek Gregory, “The 
Production of Regions in England’s Industrial Revolution,” Journal of Historical Geography 14, no. 1 
(1988): 51; Edward Shils, Center and Periphery: Essays in MacRosociology, First Edition (University of 
Chicago, 1975), 83–85. For the effects of integration on the Nez Perce, see Elliott West, The Last Indian 
War: The Nez Perce Story (Oxford University Press, 2009), 78–95. For the larger theme of conquest in the 
West, see Patricia Nelson Limerick, The Legacy of Conquest: The Unbroken Past of the American West 
(W.W. Norton & Co., 1987). 
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story about four orphans who moved westward in the years after the Civil War and the 

omnipresent role of the U.S. Post in their lives.6 

 

A Postal Family 

Death stalked the Curtis siblings during their childhood in antebellum Ohio. Their 

mother gave birth to a total of seven children, but by the summer of 1847 only four of the 

seven were still alive. Two years later their mother passed away, and in the spring of 

1852 their father followed her to the grave. Sarah, James, Delia, and Benjamin were now 

orphans. From that point on, the Curtis siblings became a postal family. The mail 

connected them when they were separated to live with relatives in Illinois, Massachusetts, 

Ohio, and Tennessee. It connected them when Benjamin, the youngest of the four, briefly 

ran away from his uncle’s care at the age of nine, prompting an anxious exchange of 

letters between his older siblings. And it connected them when war broke out in 1861 and 

Benjamin ran away again, this time to enlist in the Union Navy. Following his capture 

and a brief stint in a Confederate prison, Benjamin was freed during a prisoner exchange 

and released from military duty. He managed to reunite with his brother Jamie in 

Memphis, Tennessee, at which point he found work as a railway mail agent for the U.S. 

Post Office Department. As it did for hundreds of thousands of nineteenth-century 

Americans, the U.S. Post offered Benjamin more than just a way to communicate with 

his siblings. It became a way for him to make a living.7 

                                                
6 On the role of scale in history, see Sebouh David Aslanian et al., “AHR Conversation How Size Matters: 
The Question of Scale in History,” The American Historical Review 118, no. 5 (December 1, 2013): 1431–
72, doi:10.1093/ahr/118.5.1431; Bernhard Struck, Kate Ferris, and Jacques Revel, “Introduction: Space and 
Scale in Transnational History,” The International History Review 33, no. 4 (December 1, 2011): 573–84, 
doi:10.1080/07075332.2011.620735; Edward L. Ayers and Scott Nesbit, “Seeing Emancipation: Scale and 
Freedom in the American South,” The Journal of the Civil War Era 1, no. 1 (2011): 3–24, 
doi:10.1353/cwe.2011.0013. On the relationship between structure and individuals: Anthony Giddens, The 
Constitution of Society: Outline of the Theory of Structuration (Berkeley, California: University of 
California Press, 1979), 1–40; William H. Sewell, “A Theory of Structure: Duality, Agency, and 
Transformation,” American Journal of Sociology 98, no. 1 (July 1, 1992): 1–29, doi:10.2307/2781191; 
William Roy, Socializing Capital: The Rise of the Large Industrial Corporation in America (Princeton, NJ: 
Princeton University Press, 1997), 13–14; Walter Johnson, “On Agency,” Journal of Social History 37, no. 
1 (Autumn 2003): 116–118.   
7 For background on the Curtis family, see Philip A. Fisher, The Fisher Genealogy: A Record of the 
Descendants of Joshua, Anthony, and Cornelius Fisher, of Dedham, Mass., 1636-1640 (Everett, MA: 
Massachusetts Publishing Company, 1898), https://books.google.com/books?id=8kNMAAAAMAAJ; 
Annette Atkins, We Grew Up Together: Brothers and Sisters in Nineteenth-Century America (University of 
Illinois Press, 2001), 103–115. For correspondence about Benjamin running away, see Jamie Curtis to 
Delia Curtis, July 9, 1857, Box 1, Curtis Family Correspondence, Huntington Library, San Marino, 
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In 1868 Benjamin transferred to a mail route running out of Omaha, Nebraska. 

Although he found the work somewhat dull, Benjamin loved the mountainous landscape 

along his Wyoming route and he confided to his siblings that he wanted to keep moving 

west to California or Mexico. In, 1871 he did just that, leaving the employ of the Post 

Office Department and traveling to northern California where he found work as the sales 

clerk for a small general store. But Benjamin couldn’t shake the familiar touch of the U.S. 

Post. His boss was both a merchant and a postmaster, and he and Benjamin operated the 

town’s post office from behind the counter of his store.8 While clerking in the store and 

post office, he kept in touch with his siblings through a flurry of letters and postcards. In 

one especially melancholy note to his sister Sarah, he wrote, “I feel tonight as if I was 

very far away from those that I love.”9 He had good reason to feel far away from his 

sister: she was living more than three thousand miles away in Boston, Massachusetts. The 

U.S. Post was his only means of closing the massive distance between them. For the price 

of a three-cent stamp, it transmitted their letters across an entire continent.10 

In the mid-1870s Benjamin relocated to a nearby mill town in northern California, 

where he rejoined the Post Office Department in a more official capacity as the town’s 

postmaster. Befitting both Benjamin’s restlessness and the nature of the position, he 

lasted seven months before leaving office.11 The position of Fall River Mills postmaster 

                                                                                                                                            
California. For Benjamin’s time in the Union Navy, see Ibid., 108–109. For Benjamin’s work as a mail 
agent, see Benjamin Curtis to Delia Curtis, June 29, 1865 and Benjamin Curtis to Delia Curtis, August 15, 
1867, Box 1, Curtis Family Correspondence, Huntington Library, San Marino, California. 
8 For Benjamin’s transfer and desire to move West, see Benjamin Curtis to Delia Curtis, March 15, 1868, 
and Benjamin Curtis to Delia Curtis, October 31, 1868. For his move, see Benjamin Curtis to Delia Curtis, 
September 7, 1871; Benjamin Curtis to Sarah Curtis, July 25, 1872; Benjamin Curtis to Sarah Curtis, 
December 28, 1872, Box 1, Curtis Family Correspondence, Huntington Library, San Marino, California. 
9 Benjamin Curtis to Sarah Curtis, October 24, 1873, Box 1, Curtis Family Correspondence, Huntington 
Library, San Marino, California. 
10 Benjamin wrote Sarah from Burgettville, California, and addressed his letter to Jamaica Plain, 
Massachusetts, a suburb of Boston. For the broader context of homesickness during this period, see Susan J. 
Matt, “You Can’t Go Home Again: Homesickness and Nostalgia in U.S. History,” The Journal of 
American History 94, no. 2 (2007): 469–97, doi:10.2307/25094961; Susan J. Matt, Homesickness: An 
American History (New York: Oxford University Press, 2011). The Curtis correspondence is part of David 
Henkin describes as the rise of a “postal intimacy” during the middle of the nineteenth century. David M. 
Henkin, The Postal Age: The Emergence of Modern Communications in Nineteenth-Century America 
(University Of Chicago Press, 2006), 93–147.   
11 Benjamin was appointed on May 10, 1875 and replaced on December 27, 1875. United States Post Office 
Department, Record of Appointment of Postmasters, 1832-September 30, 1871, M841 (Washington, DC: 
National Archives Microfilm Publication, 1873), Shasta County, California, p. 1232. “Domestic News,” 
Marysville Daily Appeal, 18 May 1875, page 1. Online at: http://cdnc.ucr.edu/cgi-
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turned over a number of times over the following decade-and-a-half, but it eventually 

came to rest in familiar hands: those of Benjamin’s older brother, James Curtis. The more 

cautious James had waited until the mid-1880s before following his brother to California, 

but it didn’t take him long to secure the appointment of postmaster at Fall River Mills. 

James fit the typical profile of a western postmaster, drawing a modest commission from 

the Post Office Department while operating the office out of his general store. His tenure 

in office was also just as predictable. In several letters to his sisters he agitatedly reported 

that a rival political faction in the town was trying to wrestle the post office away from 

his store. They eventually proved successful, briefly managing to replace James with 

another postmaster for four months before he regained to the position. His tenure as 

postmaster, with its part-time commission and the political maneuvering that came with it, 

helped weave together the gossamer network of the U.S. Post and the nineteenth 

century’s larger associational state.12 

James Curtis was actually the last of his siblings to migrate westward. By the time 

he was appointed postmaster in Fall River Mills, California, his two sisters had already 

relocated from the eastern United States to San Diego. His younger brother, meanwhile, 

had long since left California to try his luck in Arizona.13 Although the siblings continued 

to write letters to one another as they moved around the West, they also turned to an array 

of additional postal services. After finding some mining success, Benjamin was able to 

remit $250 from Tucson, Arizona, to his sisters in San Diego via postal money orders, 

urging them to spend it on a well-deserved vacation “somewhere where they will make 

                                                                                                                                            
bin/cdnc?a=d&d=MDA18750518.2.2. “Postal Changes,” Sacramento Daily Union, 3 January 1876, page 2. 
Online at: http://cdnc.ucr.edu/cgi-bin/cdnc?a=d&d=SDU18760103.2.15.1. 
12 The Fall River Mills post office changed hands nine times between when Benjamin vacated the office 
and his brother James was appointed on January 23, 1889. United States Post Office Department, Record of 
Appointment of Postmasters, 1832-September 30, 1871, M841 (Washington, DC: National Archives 
Microfilm Publication, 1873), Shasta County, California, p. 246-247. James H. Curtis to Sarah Curtis and 
Delia Curtis, July 23, 1890; James H. Curtis to Sarah Curtis and Delia Curtis, September 14, 1890, Box 2, 
Curtis Family Correspondence, Huntington Library, San Marino, California. “The Official Register of the 
United States, 1889” (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1889), 476; “The Official Register 
of the United States, 1891” (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1891), 483. For similar “post 
office rows” see James A. Garfield, The Diary of James A. Garfield, ed. Brown Williams, vol. 2 (East 
Lansing: Michigan State University, 1967), 213. For “associational state,” see Balogh, A Government Out 
of Sight. 
13 Atkins, We Grew Up Together, 110. 
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you laugh every hour of the day.”14 The money order system gave Benjamin, and tens of 

thousands of westerners like him, a way to remit money cheaply and safely across the 

long distances of the Far West. These financial linkages greased the region’s commercial 

wheels, but they also allowed individuals to shore up the bonds of family and friendship.  

Four years later, the peripatetic Benjamin had moved yet again, this time to a 

remote ranch in eastern Arizona. At his request, Sarah and Delia began forwarding him 

local newspapers from San Diego to relieve his isolation. These supplemented his local 

paper, The Globe Silver Belt, along with his subscriptions to national periodicals like San 

Francisco Bulletin, the Chicago Tribune, the New York Daily News, and the American 

Agriculturalist.15 By the middle of the 1880s, Benjamin could sit at his home in the 

Arizona desert and thumb through stacks of newspapers from across the country, all of 

them delivered through a nation-spanning postal network at drastically subsidized 

postage rates. This kind of national integration would have been all but unimaginable to 

Benjamin’s predecessors living in the far reaches of the western United States only two 

decades before.16 

In the summer of 1885, Benjamin married a quiet twenty-year-old named Mary 

Hocker. Over the course of the following year, Sarah and Delia Curtis went to the San 

Diego Post Office and sent registered packages to the young bride, filled with pins, 

napkin rings, flannel, and other small household goods for her to build a home in the 

desert.17 Sarah and Delia had never met their new sister-in-law, but the U.S. Post’s 

registered package service became a way to welcome her into the family. Soon enough, 

the Curtis family grew yet again. In September of 1886, Mary gave birth to a baby girl. 

Following his daughter’s safe delivery, Benjamin sat down to pen two letters – one to 

each of his sisters. He proudly reported the baby’s healthy nine-pound weight before 

joking, “It doesn’t take after its father because it has plenty of hair on the top of its head.” 

                                                
14 Benjamin Curtis to Delia Curtis, June 15, 1881, Box 2, Curtis Family Correspondence, Huntington 
Library, San Marino, California. 
15 Benjamin Curtis to Sarah Curtis and Delia Curtis, April 10, 1885; Benjamin Curtis to Delia Curtis, 
February 2, 1887, Box 2, Curtis Family Correspondence, Huntington Library, San Marino, California. 
16 For more on the importance of second-class postage rates, see Richard B. Kielbowicz, “Postal Subsidies 
for the Press and the Business of Mass Culture, 1880-1920,” The Business History Review 64, no. 3 
(October 1, 1990): 451–88, doi:10.2307/3115736. 
17 Benjamin Curtis to Sarah and Delia Curtis, June 11, 1885; Benjamin Curtis to Sarah and Delia Curtis, 
August 10, 1886; Benjamin Curtis to Sarah and Delia Curtis, September 3, 1886, Box 2, Curtis Family 
Correspondence, Huntington Library, San Marino, California. 
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Benjamin dropped the letters off at the nearest post office on a Saturday, and they 

reached his sisters in San Diego by Wednesday. One can imagine their anxiety as they 

read about Mary’s labor in the stifling hundred-degree September heat, their relief at the 

baby’s safe delivery, and their laughter at Benjamin’s receding hairline. And, finally, one 

can imagine their tears when they reached the end of his letter: “Now for its name. Mary 

says she thinks Delia Henrietta would do nicely, and so do I.”18 Delia Henrietta Curtis – 

named after her two aunts, Delia Augusta and Sarah Henrietta. The Curtis siblings had 

spent the better part of three decades spinning together the threads of their family across 

the gossamer network of the U.S. Post. It was here, in the euphoric scrawl of an 

exhausted new father, where those filaments wound their way across the next generation.  

The story of the Curtis family is the story of The Postal West. It’s a story about how a 

nation turned westward in the years after the Civil War and brought the U.S. Post with it. 

It’s a story about the extension of the American state into the West, the breakneck 

integration of the region into the larger nation, and the underlying spatial network that 

made all of this possible. It’s a story about the ways this network structured the lives and 

actions of individual westerners, but also how these individuals constituted the larger 

network. It is a story about space and how it was produced, transformed, and 

reconfigured in the nineteenth-century West. And it is a story about the connections that 

tied a region together and the ways that people used them to build meaning in their lives.  

 

                                                
18 Benjamin Curtis to Delia Curtis, September 8, 1886, Box 2, Curtis Family Correspondence, Huntington 
Library, San Marino, California. 
 


